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MEDICARE AND MEDICAID FRAUDS
SEPTEMBER 26, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LONG-TERM CARE AND THE
SUBCOMlrrrEE ON HEALTH OF THE ELDERLY
OF THE SPECIAL ComArrrrEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
6202, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank E. Moss presiding.
Present: Senators Moss, Muskie, Clark, Fong, and Percy.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; Val J. Halamandaris, associate counsel; John Guy Miller, minority staff director;
Margaret Fay6 and Gerald Yee, minority professional staff members;
Patricia G. Oriol, chief clerk; Eugene Cummings, printing assistant;
and Dona Daniel, assistant clerk.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK E. MOSS
Senator Moss. The hearing will come to order.
I am pleased to be here this morning at this joint hearing by my
Subcommittee on Long-Term( Care and Senator Muskie's Subcommittee on Health of the Elderly. We meet to examine the important subject of medicare and medicaid fraud.
My personal interest in this topic stems from many years of investigating nursing home abuses. Invariably, our inquiries would yield a
wealth of leads with respect to other providers, which in the past we
turned over to local law officials. However, our recent hearings in New
York revealed the detail and dimensions of abuse in government
health programs to a degree we could not have imagined.
For example, one audit found a nursing home owner charging the
State of New York for the following:
Salary for a first wife-while the owner was living in Florida with
a second spouse.
Domestic help or maid service-again, for his Florida home.
Travel and entertainment, including trips to Europe, Hawaii, and
the Far East.
Operating expenses and diesel fuel for a yacht in Florida.
Restaurant bills from New York, Florida, and the Bahamas.
In addition, we found operators who engaged in the following:
Listing wives as employees of the nursing home when no work was
performed.

Making "donations" to political parties and charging them to
medicaid as "legal fees."
(1)
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Charging parking tickets to medicaid as "travel and entertainment
expenses."
Charging the State for wine and liquor under the heading of
"medical and professional fees."
Making interest-free loans or gifts to various individuals, including
relatives. Such gifts also included Cadillacs and chauffeur-driven
Rolls Royce automobiles.
Charging medicaid for tuition paid to enable family members or
relatives to attend college or law school.
Withholding patients' account moneys-the $25 a month welfare
patients received for personal expenses.
NURSIsG HOMES, CLEANING FIRMS: C03ofrfoN OWNERSHIP

But perhaps the most serious abuses were in the area of contracting
out various services to wholly owned subsidiaries. Instead of hiring
employees to do the janitorial and maintenance work, the home would
negotiate with a contract cleaning firm. The negotiation was anything
but arms length in most cases. Generally, the owners of the nursing
home owned the cleaning firm. By using the cleaning firm, the home
could claim that its expenses and therefore its rates were higher. In
New York, the more the expenses the greater the reimbursement.
In the course of examining such vendors, we encountered an increasing number of nursing homes which own their own pharmaceutical companies. This lack of arm's-length dealing makes possible a
great variety of abuses from fee splitting to substitution of generic
drugs for brand name drugs. In some cases, we found kickbacks were
extended from pharmacists to nursing home operators as a precondition of receiving a nursing home account. Our investigation expanded
to other providers, physicians, hospitals, chiropractors, and ambulance companies.

The abuses seemed to be everywhere. As someone has said, the
medicaid program, in particular, is a sitting duck for the
unscrupulous.

In our analysis we learned that the majority of States had not
audited one nursing home provider since the medicaid program began.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has audited only
192 providers since 1967. According to HEW, California, Michigan,
New York, and Florida are virtually the only States that have antifraud units.
In this connection the New York statistics are helpful.
RECOUPING FUNDS THROUGH AUDITS

From 1971 through December 1974. New York audited 125 of its
400 for-profit nursing homes. It recouped $8,611,300 in fraudulent or
questionable payments. During this same time period New York was
able to audit only 6 of its 300 nonprofit nursing homes; 2 of its 300
health clinics; 2 of its 120 home health agencies; and 1 of its 150
health related facilities.
Dr. Frederick Parker,' director of the bureau of provider audit of
the New York State Department of Health explained that priority
was placed on for-profit nursing homes because of shortages in staff.
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What is evident to me is that there has been a general neglect on the
part of HEW and the States to oversee the medicaid program. A few
States have done an excellent job. Michigan is one of these States.
For this reason, I am particularly anxious to hear the testimony from
Michigan's "fraud squad."
We need an effective and comprehensive network of checks and
balances where none exist at the present time. The medicaid program
is currently the easiest of Uncle Sam's programs to rip off. The
chances of getting caught are miniscule.
As members of the Budget Committee, Senator Muskie and I are
becoming increasingly conscious of the Nation's spending priorities.
There is a need to trim the fat and to cut back nonessential Government spending. I think the place we should begin is in eliminating
fraud, waste, and inefficiency.
I am looking forward to today's hearing. I hope it will give us
further insight and suggest the shape of needed legislation.
Senator Muskie is unable to be here at the beginning of this hearing because of his need to be on the floor at this time. He will be here
later. He did prepare an opening statement, which I will read very
briefly before I call on my colleague, the Senator from Illinois, who
is the ranking Republican member on the Subcommittee on LongTerm Care.
[Senator Muskie's statement follows:]
STATEMENT BY SENATOR EDMUND S. MUSKIE
Senator MUSKIE. I want to welcome you here this morning to this
joint hearing of the Subcommittees on Health of the Elderly and
Long-Term Care.
I am sorry that I cannot be present at the start of the hearing. A
sudden compromise to extend oil price controls, achieved incidentally
with the help of Senator Moss and the Budget Committee task force
on energy, which he heads, necessitates that I play a role in the debate
which is now going on on the Senate floor. I will join you as soon as
I can.
Senator Moss and I have served on the Senate Special Committee
on Aging for 13 years now. We share a deep and growing concern for
the health and health-related problems confronting our older
Americans.

In recent months, I have been increasingly concerned about reports
of abuse, waste, and inefficiency in' the medicare and medicaid programs. The medicaid program in particular seems to be an inviting
taret for those who would cheat their Government.
Medicare and medicaid costs will rise over 20 percent this year.
That figure roughly equals the cost of all other components of HEW's
budget.
The staff of the Special Committee on Aging, at my direction, recently conducted a preliminary inquiry into abuses in medicare and
medicaid. That inquiry led to this morning's' hearing.
Today's hearing raises a great many questions in my mind:
One: How' widespread are these abuses?
Two: What are the most common kinds of abuses in the programs?
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Three: Which providers of care in the programs present particular
problems ?
Four: What is HEW doing to mitigate the apparent fraud and
abuse?
Five: What are the States doing to curb abuses? And what can we
in Congress do?
In this time of inflation and high unemployment, we have had to
cut back good Government programs and to limit the expansion of
others. The choices are never easy. But I think we can all agree that
the most desirable way to cut Government costs is to eliminate fraud,
waste, and inefficiency.
I will be looking to our witnesses this morning to help us find
answers to these questions.
Senator Moss. I am pleased to now recognize my colleague, the
Senator from Illinois, Senator Percy.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I might start out by commenting on
what has happened since our hearings on the New York nursing home
scandal. At that time we had Rabbi Bernard Bergman appear before
us. He exercised his constitutional rights and declined to answer our
questions.
IHis accountant, Sam Dachowitz, also declined to answer. Since
that time, Rabbi Bergman has been indicted, Samuel Dachowitz has
agreed to testify against him. I would tend to think that what is
happening in New York today is akin of what has happened in
Illinois since we began these hearings in 1971.
We went there not to prosecute one offender, but to demonstrate
that no one is above the law, that we have the right with Federal
funds being used to investigate whether those funds are being properly used, and whether the State and municipal officials are properly
investigating to keep the system honest and honorable.
I think our long-term interest is to see whether or not we can develop in this country a national health insurance program. If we cannot run relatively modest programs such as medicare and medicaid, if
we cannot run them effectively and efficiently without them being
exploited by those who would take advantage of the poor and the old
and sick for their own self-interest, then I do not see how we can
venture forward with more extensive programs such as national
health insurance. I would just again like to thank you, Mr. Chairman,
for initiating this series of hearings, ones which began really with a
joint effort between the news media in Chicago and the Better Government Association.
Back in the late 1950's, I went to the Better Government Association, which was then an independent bipartisan group, essentially
screening candidates for office and making a report on their qualifications. I said, I think you can serve a bigger and nobler purpose. We
do not have a watchdog in the public sector. Why don't you team up
with the news media, and when they find and give you a lead, you
give them the first crack at it, and put investigators on it, and work
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with a team of investigators. The Chicago Sun-Times, the Daily
Newvs, with WBBM, CBS, et cetera, have since that time cooperated
very effectively with the Better Government Association.
I became the first chairman of it, and it has been carried on in very
extensive fashion, and I am delighted that Bill Recktenwald, a prominent staff member of BGA, is now a consultant to our committee for a
period of 6 months.
I think we can be gratified with the dedication and perseverance of
watchdog agencies in Illinois and other parts of the country and of
the news media that have been so vigilant about this problem, and
who have worked so effectively with us.
FOLLOWuP NECESSARY AFTER DIsCLOSURES

I am troubled that these expos6s and undercover investigations
continue to be necessary and seemn to produce such sensational results,
but there is no real followup on these investigations. It is our job to
make certain that the government takes advantage of the revelations
and wrongdoings that have been brought to the public's attention.
I do not know how we will ever be able to make the medicaid program work so the intended beneficiaries receive quality health care
services at reasonable cost to the taxpayer without the ripoffs we have
seen going on and which were enunciated so clearly and with specificity by you, Chairman Moss.
Will we ever be able to eliminate the potential for fraud and abuse
which seems to exist because of faulty administration or lax management at all levels of government?
We pride ourselves on our managerial skills in this country. Our
labor organizations, our business enterprises, our research laboratories, our universities, are the envy of the whole world, and yet
somehow in this health field, we mismanage, we bungle. If ever a
people bungled in trying to perform something, in a field where we
ought to be the best, and where the need is the greatest, it is here. We
just seem -to fall apart at the seams in trying to be able to manage
and run these programs effectively. The leeches and vultures seem to
move in as fast as the patients do. This has got to be cleaned up by
the various associations, the dental association, the medical associations, other professional organizations, which have worked in cooperation with this committee. I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, the
staff itself, in this particular project, has been directed by Val Halamandaris, who worked very closely with members of our committee
staff, and my own minority staff members on the Nutrition and
Human Needs Committee.
We have had to borrow help as we have gone into these programs.
We worked effectively and well together, in an absolutely bipartisan
spirit, and I just want to pay tribute again to you for the leadership
that you have provided, and to Senator Muskie, for his own deep
interest in it.
We have received, for example, GAO reports reviewing the medicaid operations in Illinois, which are an outgrowth of a particular
interest I had in this area.
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We have a lot of data, we have a lot of material available. New
material will be brought out today, which I think can be put to very
good use in -finding ways to improve these programs. That is the end
purpose of it. Where do we go, once we have laid on the public
record this testimony, the sordid tale that we have to tell today, and
that our witnesses will be telling ? I think again it is testimony to the
fact that our work is far from done, though we have made magnificent accomplishments in this field, in bringing about a program of
improvement. But we still have a long road ahead of us.
Thank you.
Senator Moss. Thank you very much, Senator Percy. You certainly
have contributed to the effectiveness of our subcommittee. The way
you have devoted your time and energy to this problem is exemplary.
I personally appreciate the leadership that you have shown in this
matter.
We do indeed have some very interesting witnesses, and have some
sordid tales to cover today, but as you so well stated, our job is to find
ways to avert the kinds of frauds and ripoffs that have been practiced in the nursing home field. Obviously, it would be much broader
than that, but we have to concentrate on the area that is ours, and
see what is being done in the field of care of the aged.
We do thank you very much.
We have prepared statements by Senator Frank Church, and
Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr., both of whom have expressed a
desire to be here, but have not been able to come, and without objection their statements will be inserted into the record at this point.
[The prepared statements of Senator Church and Senator Williams
follow :j
STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH
Senator CiHU-Rdl. First I'd like to express my appreciation to the
chairmen of the Subcommittee on Health of the Elderly and the Subcommittee on Long-Term Care for deciding to take joint action on
the question of medicare and medicaid frauds.
I am well aware that Senators Moss and Muskie are effective advocates of constructive actions that can be taken to provide appropriate health and medical care to older Americans.
They have called for steps that would reduce the present overdependence on costly institutions, even while insisting upon high
standards of treatment of those for whom there is no other course but
institutionalization.
With Senator Muskie, I have introduced legislation intended to
make home health care more easily obtainable under medicare; and I
have been successful in advancing my proposal to provide startup
money for home health services in areas where they do not now exist.
Senator Moss also has been concerned about in-home services and
other elements in the "continuum of care" so often mentioned as a
prime need of aging and aged Americans. As chairman of the full
Senate Committee on Aging, I intend to do all within my power to
support and develop a more rational health care system particularly
responsive to the needs of older Americans.
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"PROFITEERS AND PROFLIGATES"

But even while the committee and the Moss and Muskie subcommittees work toward that goal, it becomes more clear each day that
profiteers and profligates have infiltrated medicare and medicaid to
an alarming degree, causing huge drains on public funds and great
harm. to the people who need the help the two programs were designed
to give.
I do not say that cheating and waste occur throughout medicare
and medicaid, but they exist to such an extent that the very survival
of both programs will soon come into question unless corrective action
is taken at the earliest possible moment.
Today, the two subcommittees will deal with significant and disturbing revelations worthy of close congressional attention. I congrratulate the chairmen and staff for selecting these examples for
analysis, and I hope that future inquiries will help determine whether
thev are isolated examples or all-too-prevalent patterns of abuse.
Medicare was enacted 10 years ago this year. I remember the struggle which led to that victory. Often, when in Idaho, I talked to older'
persons who told me why medicare was a matter of almost prayerful
urgency to them. W17ithout it, they faced the ever-present threat of
financial disaster; one hospital bill could do that to them. Gradually,
younger persons also realized that they were in jeopardy, as well: as
long as their parents or grandparents lived under such a cloud, their
offspring also faced a similar risk.
W;rell, a great deal of that apprehension has disappeared since 1965.
Medicare is doing a generally good job under part A (hospital care),
and I am gratified by its many achievements, even though I grow
increasingly more concerned over sharply rising hospital costs. In
medicafe part B, medical care, and in medicaid, however, there is
even greater reason for concern. It is here that fraud, carelessness, and
confusion have been particularly costly; and it is here that congres-'
sional attention must turn.
One final work of caution. Within recent weeks, the Congress and
tIie rest of the Nation have been told by high officials of the present
administration that Government has become entirely too big' and that
it must drastically be curtailed. There is no doubt in my mind that reexamination is very much called for; and there is no doubt either,
that the Congress, particularly with the help of its new Office of the
Budget and IIouse and Senate Budget Committees, can make an
orderly and gradual appraisal of Federal programs with an eye for
remodeling and genuine economy. But there is a sharp difference between calm evaluation and shrill denunciation of entire programs and
the personnel who try to make those programs work.
I know that the two subcommittees are approaching their task today in positive fashion, and I welcome their timely action.
STATEMENT' BY SENATOR HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, JR.
Senator W=LALNrs. Today, two subcommittees of the Senate Committee on Aging continue the important. mission of reviewing the
usefulness of medicare and medicaid to older Americans..
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As former committee chairman and as a member of the two subcommittees, I regret the necessity for hearings directed primarily at
frauds and abuses within those two programs.
I wish, instead, that we could concern ourselves with proposals to
make those two programs more responsive and effective in meeting
the needs of the elderly. After all, medicare now pays for less than 40
percent of all health care bills paid by older Americans. And medicaid suffers from a number of deeply rooted problems, including wide
variations in care provided from State to State.
Within recent weeks, I have heard very moving testimony closely
related to such inadequacies in medicare and medicaid. At hearings
in New Jersey at Newark and Toms River, I heard testimony on the
cost of living as it affects older Americans. The witnesses covered a
large number of subjects, everything from high energy costs to outof-sight property taxes and rents. But a recurring theme in each community was the growing concern of the elderly about rising medical
bills.
Ten years after enactment of medicare, there seems to be retreat in
important areas of that program. We on this committee have complained persistently and bitterly about the shrinking extended care
benefit under medicare. We have criticized narrow policies which
keep home health services at less than 1 percent of all medicare expenditures. And we have challenged, again and again, harsh rulings
which had the effect of retroactively denying benefits. And in 1974
and 1975, we resisted administration attempts to make medicare even
more expensive to elderly participants than it now is.

POLICY

DECISIONS CRITICAL FOR ELDERLY

To older persons trying to live at today's prices, these are more
than remote policy matters. They are very real threats to peace of
mind and even to survival. At the Newark hearing, elderly witnesses
told of having to choose between prescription drugs and paying their
rent or electricity bills. Toms River witnesses told of their desperate
efforts to find doctors who would take medicaid patients. Two physicians described deeply rooted shortcomings in medical care resources of a county in which the percentage of older Americans approaches 20 percent, as compared to about 10 percent for the entire

Nation.
Elsewhere in New Jersey, other kinds of health-related problems
are surfacing. I submit for the record 'an article from the September
19 edition of The Record, a daily newspaper originating in Hackensack. It says that in Bergen County alone, only 9 of 182 older persons
in need of nursing home care have been admitted to such facilities
this year. The number on waiting lists statewide may be at least 385.
Some are waiting in $100-a-day hospital rooms; others are trying
to make do in their own homes.

In other words, there are plenty of policy-related issues in medicare
and medicaid to which the Congress should turn its attention in order
to remodel those programs for more effective service to the elderly.

There are only so many dollars to go around, and 'the needs of many
older persons in this Nation are so acute that waste or inefficiency
cannot be tolerated.
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But even more intolerable and galling is the growing realization
that millions and maybe billions of dollars are going not to help people in need of care but into the pockets of schemers. For them
medicare and medicaid are pots of gold for the taking, replete with
opportunities for manipulation and coverup.
This certainly is the case in nursing home scandals under medicaid,
so much so that far-ranging investigations have begun in New York,
New Jersey, and elsewhere. But the cheating isn't limited to longterm care. A more general pattern appears to be developing, and the
Congress must pay heed.
Today's hearing is one expression of congressional determination
to deal with abuses even while we try to develop a more rational and
responsive health care system in this Nation. It is 'a difficult task, but
one which must be done; and I congratulate the two subcommittee
chairmen for this timely inquiry.
Senator Moss. We begin today with a group from Michigan, which
has done a great job in uncovering and exposing frauds that occurred
there, and we are going to hear from that panel now: Paul M. Allen,
chief deputy director, Michigan Department of Social Services,
Lansing, Mich., and he is accompanied by John Neidow, director,
medicaid program integrity division, Lansing, Mich., and Donn
Moffitt, supervisor, investigations section, bureau of medical assistance, Lansing, Mich.
They have been dubbed the Michigan "Fraud Squad."
We ask you gentlemen to come forward and sit at the table; we
look forward to hearing your presentation.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would also like to express appreciation of Mrs.. Julia Bloch, on the Committee on Nutrition, who
helped us out.
Senator Moss. Thank you.
You may proceed. It is a wet morning, but it is a good morning,
and we are glad you are here.
STATEMENT OF PAUL M.ALLEN, CHIEF DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN
NEIDOW, DIRECTOR, MEDICAID PROGRAM INTEGRITY DIVISION,
LANSING, MICH., AND BONN MOFFITT, SUPERVISOR, INVESTIGATIONS SECTION, BUREAU OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, LANSING,
MICH.
Mr. ALLEN. Thank you. Good morning, Senators, ladies and gentlemen. As indicated by Senator Moss, I am Paul Allen, chief deputy
director of the Michigan Department of Social Services. On my left
is John Neidow,,who is head of our program integrity division. On
my right is Mr. Donn Moffitt. He is the actual frontline supervisor of
the fraud squad, our medicaid investigation section.
The department of social services is the single State agency in
Michigan responsible for administration of the State's medical assistance program.
Prior to assuming my current duties, I served for over 3 years as
director of the Michigan Bureau of Medical Assistance, the agency
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directly involved in operations of the medicaid program. I am pleased
to have the opportunity to share with you this morning Michigan's
experience in curbing program abuse and fraud in its medical assistance program.
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1975, we spent $615 million
for medical services, and we made services available to some 830,000
Michigan residents under the medicaid program. This is nearly 1 out
of 10 persons in our State who receive some support from the medicaid program.
Half of that $615 million is Federal money, and half of it is social
security State money. About one-third of it went to nursing homes.
Another third of it, roughly $200 million, went to hospitals. The
balance went to a multitude of vendors, doctors, chiropractors, et
cetera.
We cover pretty much the full spectrum of health care in Michigan.
I think we probably are the most liberal in terms of benefits around
the Nation.

Low

ADMINIsTRATIVE COSTS

At the same time, our 'administrative costs in Michigan have been
*Iheld quite low, they represent 1 percent of the total benefit payments
we made, a little over $6 million is our overhead cost to administer the
program.
The Michigan medical assistance program was one of the first in
the Nation and was established in 1966. As was the case in many
States, however, we originally did not have the expertise to manage
the program, it was developed in a hurry, and as a consequence, it
was not too well planned.
Our original system did not provide adequate information to the
State or the Federal Government in order to manage and control the
program, and as Senator Percy pointed out, management is the key
to this whole business.
Michigan's initial program was operated through a contractual
arrangement, as with many States, with Michigan Blue Cross and
Michigan Blue Shield. They basically performed the payment function; that is, paid all of the medicaid bills.
In 1969, the Michigan Department of Social Services, under the
-direction of the executive' and legislative branches of Michigan government, initiated a project to design and implement an improved
medicaid management program. Evaluation conducted in conjunction
with this project indicated that substantial savings in administrative
costs could be realized from assigning fiscal agent function to the
State itself. As such,' it was decided that the State would, in fact, act
as its own fiscal agent and the development of a modernized State
medicaid system under the direction of the Michigan Bureau of
Medical Assistance was begun. Implementation of the system and
concurrent phaseout of Michigan Blue Cross/Blue Shield began in
April 1972 and was completed in March 1973.
In effect, it was a system replete with all kinds of audits, so we can
manage the program more effectively, and know where our dollars
are going. As indicated, once we developed the system, we decided the
State should act as its own fiscal agent, and consequently we took
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over the function from Michigan Blue Cross and Michigan Blue
Shield in 1972 and 1973.
Our new system is the largest in the Nation, run by a government
staff.
The new system was introduced over an 11-month timespan because
we involved the legislature, our executive branch, and various societies representing the medical profession.
The 'acceptance of the new program by health care professionals,
in particular, resulted in increased enrollment in the program. About
90 percent of the doctors are enrolled in the program now, and I
would say all but one or 2 nursing homes out of 480 are enrolled.
Most of the pharmacists are enrolled, as are all of the hospitals.
PRONIrTNESS IN PAYIN-G BILLS PrOMrOTES COOPERATION

The key to our cooperation with the medical profession, of course,
is basically we pay bills very fast and equitably.
AWe pay very fast, and as an example, last year we processed 29
million claims in 1 year, and we paid 83 percent of them within 15
days, and the balance we paid within, pretty much within, 30 days.
Such rapid and effective payment saves many problems. For example, factoring of bills which is practically nonexistent in Michigan.
Senator Moss. By factoring?

Mr. ALLEN. Factoring is another term for discounting the bills for
credit. We do not have this problem at all, and I know it is a
problem elsewhere.
The major thrust of our new system, as I indicated, was to give us
better financial management and control over the system. This we

have, achieved.
Meanwhile, we have raised the payment level so we pay better. The
new system is giving us a lot of information, not just how many bills
we pay, and how fast we pay them, but it tells us who is getting the
service, and who is providing the service, and that kind of information is really necessary if you are going to manage something this big.
Nevertheless, with $600 million in the pot, there is an awful lot of
interest in medicaid by those who might intend to fraud, or abuse,
the program.
Consequently, we cannot stop abuses and fraud, but we at least have

been able to identify it, and that is why we are here to talk to you
this morning.

Through the use of our information, we found it possible to pretty
much identify the big volume medicaid receivers, the doctors, the
nursing homes, the hospitals, that are receiving our money, and how
they are getting it.

In 1971, recognizing that we had to staff up and manage this whole

funetion, we created the division that Mr. Neidow heads up, then

known as the fiscal management division, and we gave it three major
functional areas.
One was a third-party liability. As you know, a lot of our clients

have other insurance. They also get involved in accidents, so we have
a group under John, which pursues other liabilities, to try to' get the
insurance companies to pay the costs of an accident that we already
paid for.
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This is a very worthwhile program. We also have an audit group
that does the auditing of nursing homes and hospitals and, finally, we
have the investigation section under Mr. Moffitt, that is the fraud
squad, that does the onsite investigation, primarily of ambulatory
trip providers, that is the doctors, the pharmacies, the ambulances,
et cetera.
The fraud investigation of nursing homes is done by the audit
group in conjunction with Mr. Moffitt's operation.
The medicaid program integrity division is the new name we have
just given this operation, perhaps more in tune with the local concept
in day-to-day investigations. Not all of them are auditors, some are
clerical persons and paramedical personnel.
A 6

TO 1

RETURN

ON

MONITORING

The division's third-party liability system has been operational 2
years, and has collected $3.1 million from other insurance sources,
giving us a ratio of $6-to-$1 return on investment for every dollar
spent on salaries in the third-party liability area.
Our program goal in this area is $2.7 million this year, and I expect
their salaries will cost us about $300,000 or $400,000 to recover this
amount.
In the area of workman's compensation, automobile, no-fault insurance, medicare, et cetera, we are pursuing collections so medicaid can
get reimbursed.
We see a possible savings of up to $131/2 million from this. The
potential savings from this system are even greater once we get
organized. The medicaid program and integrity division also has a
small regulation and review unit which pretty much interprets Federal regulations that relate to long-term care, and acts as a focal point
for nursing home matters.
Finally, we brought this investigative and audit function altogether with our automated system, as a management tool that can be
used to evaluate and educate our medical providers.
If we cannot prevent abuse of the program, at least we can make
providers aware of the fact that they are being watched closely, and
bring them to task when necessary.
As you know, a single State agency is charged with the responsibility of determining when there is a valid reason to suspect fraud
and program abuse has been committed. Program abuse is a very
vague term. It means different things. Outright fraud is at one end of
the spectrum, that is hard to prove, and the other end is overuse of
the program, and in between there are variations in this whole
subject.
Our response to the charge of detecting fraud and program abuse
has been to create a set of specific procedures, techniques, and operations, of investigating the bad guys in our system.
There is no precedent in State or Federal guidelines as to how to
do this. It is sort of a do-it-yourself thing, and that is what we have
done.
Our investigation unit conducts investigations of noninstitutional
providers, doctors, pharmagists, et cetera. We analyze their billing
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patterns and we can l6ok to see if we can see a pattern of care or lack
of care. We find out how many examinations they give the same client
during a time frame, for example.
We determine whether they are always giving a comprehensive
history instead of a limited visit for a runny nose; those kinds of
things.
We evaluate these data in our office based on computer printouts,
and then when we detect a trend, we go on-site, to the offices, and
we examine medical records or billings to see if they are overcharging
us.
Based on this, we may go to the next step which is to check with the
clients, the patients; that is, to see if they actually received the
service. We get into more detail, when we find true difficulties, and
bring -theproviders into our office to discuss our findings.
Now, there is a whole due process system involved here, and
usually if we find a serious situation, of course, the first thing that
happens-they get an attorney-meet with us, and we start discussing the findings, and we document procedures in writing.
REQUESTS FOR REFUND USUALLY HONORED

When we find these situations where, let's say, every client that
comes in is getting 14 lab tests; or let's say every client that comes in
regardless of diagnosis is getting EKG or X-rays; and there is no
further evidence they were ever used or analyzed by a doctor-when
we get into these kind of situations, then we send out letters requesting refund of moneys. We ask them to change their ways.
Most times when we catch them doing this, they in fact do refund
money. In that regard, as we point out, we collected several millions
in the past 2 years with these techniques. Sometimes we find actual
fraud, and actual fraud symptoms are hard to diagnose, because it is
a very complicated issue. Anyway, our investigation, initially, is primarily fiscal in nature, but we do have a subcontract with our department of public health. The public health department has doctors, and
these doctors provide the medical advice we need to complement our
fiscal findings. Therefore, in coordination, we evaluate a doctor's complete practice, for example, and then in the final analysis, our fraud
squad makes a determination as to whether we have found grounds
for prosecution; grounds for refunding money; grounds for termination of a provider, or suspension of his billing practices. Based on
this analysis and conclusions reached, we can sit down at a table with
a provider and talk this thing out.
We have several units in Mr. Moffitt's group-the medical unit, the
paramedical, the pharmacy, and 'the office service unit. The medical
unit deals with matters involving doctors, clinics, chiropractors. The
paramedical is assigned to such things 'as ambulances. The pharmacy
unit-we use this to participate in the medical program. The office
unit is a small group: people who do the research, get the data out of
the file, much as your staff does for you.
Our people possess skills in the medically related area, ex-corpsmen, ex-policemen, ex-narcotics investigators, a pharmacist, a nurse,
and then of course, as I mentioned, we do have a few doctors that
provide ultimate medical advice, when we get to that point.
70-143--76
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At this time, I would like to make the point that very few of these
analytical techniques require a physician decision at the front end.
We can usually tell fraud and abuse when you see it, without a doctor
there, because you see a pattern: that is, the same thing over and over
again.

We have a detective sergeant on our staff, we have investigators
who have education in criminal justice, et cetera.
COMPUTERS AID IN FRAUD DETECTION

We determine the unusual patterns of care, as I indicated, pretty
much by using the computers. But ultimately a person has to look at
it, and make some subjective judgment, and this is the time-consuming
part of this whole business.
A typical case can take 6 months to investigate, particularly if there
are obvious fraud indications.
In the first year of operation in our program in 1973-74, we recovered approximately $1 million in our fraud and abuse investigative
efforts. In addition, we stopped payment and bad billing practices to
the extent we obviated, or headed off payments of another $665,000.
The administrative costs of our operation was approximately
$285,000, which is $6 return for every buck we put in, and in our
second year of operation, we came up with another $1.2 million, and
our unit ratio return was $5 for every dollar expended.
We expect in this fiscal year to recover over $2 million using the
same techniques of abuse and fraud investigation.
This is exclusive of the nursing home area. In a nursing home area,
we recovered another million over the past year, and I will talk
about that later.
Senator Moss. The two are separate?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, except we use the same staff when obviously you
find collusion, in the pharmacy area, in the physician area, ambulances, and so on; therefore you cannot divorce the two.
If we find a pharmacy is overcharging us and the general public,
we will find the same thing in a nursing home, usually more so, so we
have two separate staffs, but they work on the same subjects.
Now, as I indicated earlier, a typical review process involves going
over the hard data we have, sort of a desk review of information, and
then we move out into the field, go to the site, look at their records,
and then we start talking with clients.
If we find something serious, then we are moving into the next
stage, of perhaps legal support on behalf of the provider.
We resist the use of legal implications until the last minute inhouse, because we find it is not usually necessary.
Most of the providers cooperate after you have the goods on them,
to the extent that we can make agreements and a settlement. We do
have a hearing process, where we have the administrative law judges,
to which a provider or vendor can appeal if lie disagrees with our
findings. He can appeal, and he can sit down before a law judge in
our department.
Senator Moss. Are those State?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes; State, but I do not administer them directly. They
are sort of a side function, but they are State law judges, and it is the
final process in our State administrative review procedures.
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After that, if there is still a disagreement, and they refuse to refund
the money, then we go to court, but meanwhile we have probably suspended their payments, or thrown them out of the program, or both,
which. we have done.
MOST PARTICIPATING DOCTORS ArE

"GP's"

The onsite review of doctors, the typical doctor record, doctor profile looks something like this.
The doctor is usually a general practitioner, he is not a brain surgeon or specialist of any kind, he is a GP, without a specialty, and he
sees a lot of our clients, 100 a day, 500 a week. He charges us for all
kinds of lab services, incident to the patient visit.
The patient may have a minor cold, and that is a diagnosis, and he
will have many lab tests. In addition, the doctor will give an EKG,
mainly because he has his own laboratory, and his own radiology service. Of course, that is where he is making his money. Therefore, in
general, practitioners that are in trouble with us are those who have
-nothing particularly sophisticated about their method of practice.
* In billing, you get into a very difficult area, where the doctor can
say, when he bills you erroneously, that he did not know he billed
you that way. It was his staff that made the bill up, and all he did
wits sign it. This is one of the more obvious problems we get into. The
general conclusion, when you find a fellow billing you erroneously, is
to say, "Why don't you just take him to court?" You cannot, because
the nature of the profession, and the fact that doctors are.not business
managers per se. They are delivering a health service, and claim that
this is their prime interest, and the paperwork they leave to somebody
else. Because it is a very difficult area, we really have to be careful as
we move into these things and document our findings. Consequently,
we move sometimes very slowly and ponderously through the administrative procedures -process, to give him his day in court.
On the other hand, we have done it very successfully over time to
the tune of $7 million within the past few years.
At the present time in Michigan, we have 13,000 doctors enrolled
in our program, and about 10,000 are active; that is, they actually bill
us during any 1 year.
Out of that 10,000, last year 197 of them received $25 million.
Senator Moss. What is that number again?
Mr. ALLEN. 197 doctors took $25 million out of our program last
year. There are 10,000 active doctors in our program, therefore, a
little less than 2 percent of the doctors took 25 percent of the dollars
out of the physician account because we spent $100 million out of
doctors' bills last year. From this data you can see it is a very small
segment of the physician population that is getting most of the
money.

Now, that immediately tells you something, you can get all of
these esoteric approaches to evaluating fraud and abuse, but the key
element is who is getting all of the money. Accordingly, we arrange
the computer results in descending order of doctors getting the most
dollars, and as these 197 spill out, we look at them very frequently.
Now, if 197 got $25. million, that means that the average payment
for this group is over $100,000 a piece per year, just from medicaid.
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Senator Moss. Just from medicaid?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes; in addition, they have medicare, and they have'
their private practice, and some of them are on staff in hospitals, and
so forth.
We had one doctor that got $457,000 from us last year, all by himself. Now, we are getting some of that back from him.
Senator Moss. I hope so.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes; a considerable amount.
FRAUD DIrFICULT To PROVE

Well, he and his four associates took about $1.8 million, something
like that, so far they have repaid us $462,000 of it, and we have got a
claim against them for another $300,000 or $400,000, so we are getting
it back, and meanwhile, we are still having trouble proving fraud.
In the area of doctors, and I already described what they do. There
are also those inclined to abuse the program in the area of pharmacy
services. W1re find that a lot of people who abuse the program in the
pharmacy area report inaccurate acquisition costs, and charge us a.
higher cost than they paid for the drug, and then they add their dispensing fee to the bill and we pay it. We find these excessive charges
by onsite audit and initiate recoveries.
There are some pharmacies who do prescription splitting, particularly in long-care settings. Many of your long-term nursing patients
have a chronic illness; therefore you get continuing prescriptions.
These prescriptions are issued every 10 days, even though the same'
prescription may be filled for a year. This way the pharmacist can
get an extra fee from us every time he writes a prescription. However,
our rule is that a drug should be prescribed on a continuing basis, for
a chronic condition, once every 30 days to a nursing home client. By
billing us as frequently as they can, this rule is bypassed.
Another abuse is to bill us for proprietary drugs prescribed by the,
physician, and the pharmacist actually gives the client a generic substitution. We have cases replete with that approach to abuse and we'
have bankrupted and forced out of business a couple of firms caught
doing this in the nursing home setting.
In the laboratory area, we find the biggest problem in the laboratories, the laboratories bill us for services that the doctors never requested, the doctor requested one test, and the laboratory will do five'
or six, and use the doctor's name and send the bills in.
They also have a tendency to bill us for manual performance of a.
lab test, which is somewhat more expensive that semiautomated tests,>
and so we will pay the higher rate until we go in and investigate, and
find they did it with machines, and they should have charged us 65.
cents instead of $4.
In the nursing home area, we find the same thing you already mentioned, overuse of unnecessary ancillary services, like physical therapy, podiatry, those kinds of things. For example, a dentist will come
in and examine all patients in a nursing home.
We found abuse of the patient's trust fund, we found abuse of the
patients pay amount; that is, those that have pensions that may be
coming in. As I mentioned earlier, we got back over $1 million last.
year from the nursing home area, and there is more to come.
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The foregoing is a synopsis of the prepared statement I have, which
-was furnished the committee, along with this booklet* here of various
cases that we felt would be worthy of your interest. We have taken
the names off the cases furnished so we do not identify who the providers are. I did want to mention that since the 1st of January, for the
first time in the State of Michigan-I think the first time anywherewe have terminated or put out of our program eight vendors. They
are no longer able to bill medicaid, and we will not pay them, and
they are just out of business. They are not in jail either.
In addition, we suspended another 35 vendors for abuse. Some have
asked: "What is the precedent for this a How can you do this ?"
Well, we feel this is a mutual agreement between a doctor, a phar:macy and the State, to provide a service, and get paid for it under
medicaid, and to do it within the prescribed Federal and State rules;
therefore, if they are violating those rules, then we will terminate
this mutual agreement, and drop the people from the program.
COURT UPHOLDS ACTION

So far we have been challenged in court twice I believe it was, on
-withholding funds. In both cases the court upheld us, that we could
withhold funds, when we had abuse or fraud evidence, until we went
through the whole administrative review process, and made a
determination.
We had situations where one doctor took us all the way to the mat,
in terms of denying he had abused the program. Yet, when it came to
the point of going to court or accepting our findings, he wrote out a
-check for $100,000. We have had all kinds of variations on this theme.
Because there really are not too many guidelines on how to handle
the processing of provider abuse we have done much of our work on
*ourown.
Senator Moss. It is indeed innovative, and this is the reason we are
so glad to have you come and give us some of your experience. As my
colleague, Senator Muskie, pointed out in his opening remarks, we
have been talking about an even wider health care system in this
|country, but if we do not know how to manage it, we better not go
into any wider health care system than we now have. What you are
.doing on this medicaid and medicare fraud is very illuminating for
us.
I have the book you filed here, where you have some of the case
Ihistories. I wonder if there might be two or three of these that you
|might review quickly for me. I have one under tab E** there.
Mr. ALLEN. OK. That was a large firm, a pharmacy firm, that supplied nursing homes with drugs.
We investigated them because of possible overcharges, and also
because of the large volume.
They received an awful lot of money from our program. We did a
,claims review, an extensive one. The last time this outfit apparently
had been reviewed was back in 1971, by Blue Shield, and they did not
find much from a limited sample.
*See appendix 1, p. 85.
**See p. 93.
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We went back in 1973, and found many bad procedures. We found
them charging, as I mentioned earlier, inaccurate acquisition costs.
They charged us 2 cents for a pill, and they actually got a 30-percent
discount when they bought it in great carloads, and they should have
charged us less than 2 cents per pill. We found they were billing us
for items that were not covered in our system, but had allegedly, or
supposedly been prescribed by a doctor. Subsequent onsite review
could not substantiate that the doctor had ever prescribed the drug
at all, and without this record, the client was being overcharged for a
drug that probably was never dispensed.
There was split billing of prescriptions involved there also; that is,
writing three or four prescriptions per month for the same drug for a
chronic condition. We suspended payment, and we went in and looked
at the nursing homes that were being supported, some 28, that were
being supported by this pharmacy. The pharmacy denied using generics in these homes, and we found generics in every home we went to
in varying degrees. This finding shot down all of the claims that they
were not using generics. However, they were charging us a proprietory fee.
Finally, after much in-house administration work, we got together
with their lawyer, and told him that there was no longer any chance
of them staying in the program, so we were going to terminate their
enrollment, but they did owe us money.
The net result of all of this was that they did go out of business and
they paid us $120,000 to settle their account.
COOPERATION NECESSARY FOR PROGRAm R.EVEW

It was a very touchy issue, and was sort of a precedent. At this
point I would like to state, in this whole area, you do not want to
condemn the whole profession with a few bad guys. You do have to
get the profession's cooperation if you are going to do program re-

view effectively. This case was one of our first big tests between nursing homes and pharmacists. We had found something we really

wanted to pursue to the end, and we did not want to get dissuaded by
any professional intervention in terms of the associations. Therefore,
we kept them apprised of our efforts all of the time we were doing our
investigation. We assured them we. were most conservative in our
approach, we do not go out on a witch hunt and tar everybody with

the same brush.
Senator Moss. I am glad to have you say this, because this subcommittee is well aware, we are accused many times of saying everything
is bad with nursing homes, and that all we do is tar the whole
industry. As a matter of fact, we recognize there are many very fine

ones, and they are doing their very best. It is only the ones that are
abusing their function that we have to pick out and find ways to
require them to do good service.
We do not accuse all of the nursing homes of being bad. In fact,
we laud the great majority of them, but there are bad ones and we
must deal with that. What you have said about your pharmaceutical
situation fits right into that, and I am glad you said it for the record.
That was an interesting one. Another one I was looking at comes
under tab L.*
see p. 100.
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Mr. NEmow. This wDas actually a small drugstore. On the surface, it
appeared to be a, small corner drugstore, but again the high volume
was there, and interestingly behind it, one of the owners of the drugstore was the past president of one of our Michigan nursing home
associations, a licensed funeral director, owned two nursing homes,
owned race horses, and so he could not be bad by any means. I would
like to say, in respect to the medical societies themselves in Michigan,
they have been supporters of our efforts. Further, I think we should
gi-ve credit to our Governor, for in the beginning when we assumed
management of medicaid, he created a standing liaison committee
with the medical societies in Michigan. If I may, would like to take
a minute and read from the record of a recent meeting of the medical
society in Lansing. This excerpt demonstrates how the society supports our program in Michigan, and contains a recommendation.
I would like to read this document, and then ask it be placed in the
record.
[The document as read follows. See also tab F, appendix 1, p. 94.]
Pharmacy.-Summary Investigation Report, case No. 41-72-2.
Case background:
(A) Reason for case initiation: This claims review was performed on the
basis of a report forwarded to this unit from the invoice processing division
regarding possible overcharges to the medicaid program.
(B) Previous claims review record: A previous claims review was performed
on this pharmacy provider on February 18, 1971, by Michigan Blue Shield. At
this time, six prescriptions were checked and found to be in good order. No
problems noted.
(C) Claims review period and volumes: (1) Claims review period March 1,
1971 through December 31, 1973. (2) Volume of payment during above time
period $882,217.78.
(D) Claims review: The claims review was conducted on January 15 and
January 17, 1974. Over 1,500 claims were reviewed.
Claims review findings:
(A) Inaccurate acquisition cost reporting and billing for a brand name drug
when a generic drug was actually dispensed to the recipient.
(B) Billing for noncovered items (for recipients residing in a long-term care
facility )..
(C) Prescription splitting.
Action taken:
(A) Further payment of claims were suspended.
(B) On February 12, 1974, Bureau personnel met with pharmacy personnel.
At this meeting, the pharmacy stated that only 2 of the 28 nursing homes
serviced by them were being supplied with generics. Before this meeting closed,
the number of homes being supplied with generics increased to four. In the
original investigation report the percentage of generics calculated to have been
used in all 28 homes was 36.21 percent. On January 15, 1974, the owner stated
to investigators that he used 60 percent generics. On January 17, 1974, he stated
he used 50 percent generics. On these dates, investigators were supplied with
only a small number of invoices showing generic purchases.
(C) In later conferences, the owner stated that only five generic drugs were
used in four nursing homes.
(D) Investigation developed a confidential informant who advised that this
pharmacy was substituting generic drugs for brand name drugs and was billing
the program for brand tame drugs. Further, that on one visit to the pharmacy
generic drugs were hidden in trucks while investigators were in the pharmacy.
(E) On March 7 and 8, 1974, investigators entered 25 of the 28 nursing
homes serviced by this pharmacy and obtained samples of 31 different generic
drugs supplied to these homes. In comparing the prescription numbers for these
generics with the billings submitted by this pharmacy, it was discovered that
the program was billed for the brand name drugs.
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(F) Investigators returned to the pharmacy and reviewed all invoices supplied to them in an effort to determine the percentage of generics purchased.
Only 7.63 percent of all drugs purchased were generic with the invoices supplied.
(G) Further requests were made of the pharmacy ito supply generic acquisition invoices and finally they agreed to show investigators check stubs for paymenit to various companies. It was revealed that they had purchased drugs from
39 sources of supply not revealed to investigators previously; many of these
being generic drug manufacturers.
Further action taken: A statement of findings was compiled by investigators.
The violations are as follows:
(1) Billed the medicaid program for noncovered items for recipients residing
in long-term care facilities.
(2) Reported inaccurate acquisition cost.
(4) "Split" prescriptions to generate extra professional fee.
(4) Repeatedly failed to supply drug purchase records.
(5) Gave untrue statements to BuMA investigators regarding generic drugs
dispensed by them.
(6) Dispensed generic drugs to medicaid recipients and billed the program
for higher priced brand name drugs.
(7) Submitted improper or questionable billings to the program (service not
performed by a pharmacist).
The pharmacy was given notice of termination from the program, and BuMA
personnel met and negotiated a refund of $120,000, based on input from the
pharmacy.

Results: The pharmacy was suspended from the program and did pay the
total of $120,000 refund. Case closed.

Senator Moss. That is fine. I am glad to hear that. It confirms what
we have suspected: That the majority of the practitioners want to
have the law faithfully executed, whatever their duty is, and when it
comes out that someone is abusing it, you have to screen it out.
Mr. ALLEN. They cannot oftentimes control their own profession,
because the people that are abusing the program are so far outside
the norm of the mainstream of doctors in the society, that peer review
does not work the way it should or conceptually should.
Air. NEIDOW. If I could make one more statement- with respect to
that drug store, you might be interested in some of the techniques that
Mir. Moffit and his staff utilized in the investigation of that drugstore.
Mr. MOFFITT. Actually one of the major problems in dealing in the
pharmacy area is that we have to ask a pharmacy to show us all records, and costs of the drug, so we may ascertain if they are charging
us the true acquisition costs.
Pharmacies are the ones who supply these, you may have to check
once or twice, you may have to check their wall stocks, as you happen
to go by.
You say, why don't I see an invoice for this. Ask them if they purchased generics. They say no, we supply none. Well, what about this?
Well, maybe a small percentage.
So you really have to dig. This is really the most serious problem in
this area, to get them to come forward with the records.
RECORD INSPECTION DIFFICULT

We cannot go in, and say we demand all of your records. They keep
them and do not show all of them to us. It is to their advantage to not
present all records.
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In this case, we had information from an exemployee that generics
were being supplied, and we also checked with some wholesale distributors in New York and around the Detroit area, to see if they
were purchasing glasses, after they told us they were not.
IAe were also told that on the day we were there, that the generics
were being hidden on their trucks. *W'e came in one door, and they
were taking them out the other door. So we listened to what they said,
and we kept demanding records, and went to review individual patients. We hit all 24 nursing homes exactly at the same time, because
the telephone calls started going once we walked in the first one.
In this procedure, we actually interview the recipients, and obtain
a release from the recipient, allowing us to take a sample of their
drugs. We make sure the patient is covered by the nursing home for
that drug, and the drugs in question are taken out to the crime laboratory and analyzed and brought back. Using this procedure, we found
31 different generic drugs.
Senator Moss. Do you have any subpena power to get reports?
Mr. MOFFrr. *We do not, as a department, until you come to the
administrative hearing record. However, we worked very closely with
the DIU in Michigan, it is federally funded, it works out of the board
of pharmacy, where I was previously employed.
We work with organizations that investigate organized crime.
When we get a drug involvement with controlled substances, we
usually work with them, and petition the courts many times for
search warrants and subpenas. Based on our presentation to the judge,
we are able to secure subpenas, and search power authorities without
having them as a licensing agency, or regulatory agency ourselves.
Mr. ALLEN. We also shop our medicaid vendors. We issue the investigative units identification cards, we shop the providers, and we
allow the system to actually be billed. We process the bill through the
system, and it gets paid. This procedure establishes some of the evidence and the background for further investigation.
Mr. Morpirr. There is a major problem when you speak about
fraud in this sophisticated world of law, for we are dealing with a
situation, where we have the physician, and he has seven clerks who
have misinformation, who are not competent, and between the billing
clerks and the department, we then may have a computerized or a
manual billing company, tape to tape, whatever, and then we get into
our invoice processing system, the treasury paying system, and the
matter of proof, when you get into 'a computerized situation, and we
go to the State fraud statutes, so this is a tremendous situation where
we have to have this whole chain of evidence to prove in a fraud
situation.
You have to bring in everybody involved, in every step, including
their computer company, and the key word is intent.
Many times we must accept moneys back in a refund with the
statement that providers must realize that any future wrongdoing,
abuse, or overutilization, if it is found, will be cause for termination
from the program. This termination action is an alternative rather
than to seek criminal prosecution.
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PRESCRIPTIONs NEVEr. PRESCRIBED

Senator Moss. In this one report, you say that in a 45-day period of
time the pharmacy billed the program for 18 prescriptions for one
recipient, which were never prescribed by a doctor or received by the
recipient. How frequently do you find that sort of thing?
Mr. MOFFITT. There is only one case we ever found it. This is what
we call an add-on. Some people would come into the store, and he
would type out a prescription as a phone order, put it in the file, and
bill us for it. This is the only case we found in the State of Michigan,
actually a blatant fraud situation.
Mr. ALLEN. That is an exception.
Senator Moss. Could you flip to tab L* and give me a quick summary on that one.
Mr. MOFFITT. This is a joint investigation with the department of
licensing and regulations, who license optometrists in the State of
Michigan. We worked very closely with that agency in particular.
They were shopped, the optometrist was shopped by the member of
our staff, and members of the regulation staff.
Very simply, the optometrist was giving a cursory 12-minute exam
of patients with very little documentation of findings. This analysis
was referred to the State optometric board. I do not know what action
the licensing board has taken; documentation was very sketchy.
Further, this particular optometrist did not maintain all of the required instrumentation by the Michigan Board of Optometry.
Mr. ALLEN. I would like to make a point here about one of the
common threads through all of these investigations and testimony are
the lack of records. There are no standards in the medical profession,
or in the paramedical professions, for maintenance of clinical records.
Our clinical record could be a name and a check, saying a person
was there on a date, and that is all the record you see. One of the big
problems we have had, when we get down to the nitty-gritty, was the
service rendered, what is the written evidence, that a service was performed. In many cases, there is none, and some of the societies, in fact,
have said there are no documentation standards. They do not teach
this in medical school. A provider learns it over a period of time. This
lack of records makes it very difficult for us to investigate and prove
many of these cases.
Senator Moss. I notice you have one of these cases that involves a
dentist. I think it is tab M.*
Mr. ALLEN. Right; now, that was sort of a strange situation, this
dentist, also named "dentist of the year" the week before in this
county. HIe was indicted, because we found that we could prove he, in
fact, billed us for services; he got paid, but he had not performed the
services. So this caused quite a sensation throughout the State, and
all of this publicity.
He went to court, and unfortunately, he was found not guilty, but
we are still recovering the money under civil action.
Mr. NEIDOW. He was also president of the county dental society. We
have a civil action pending yet in that particular case. In that situa*See p. 100.
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tion, we also worked hand-in-hand with the Michigan Department of
Public Health, and with the local county prosecutor.
FIIAUDDLENT BILLING FOR DENTAL WORK

The dentist was actually billing us for an item that was covered
under the medicaid program, but on examination of the client, by the
regional dental consultant, and his staff, we found out that dental
work was done elsewhere that was not covered under the program.
This type of situation slips by occasionally, and except for postpayment type of review, you 'might not discover the problem.
Mr. ALLEN. Tab H* is probably one that covers many aspects, that
we have not touched on, that I think is prevalent.
There was a situation here where there was a doctor who had a corporation. This corporation had a total of something like 28 clinics
throughout the city of Detroit and in its environs. He was a very high
vohlme provider, and he had doctors that seemed to slide in and out
of the professional corporation, quickly. These employees or corporate
members would stay a couple of months, and they would then go. The
volume of business was so great, we looked into this situation in depth.
In one afternoon, we shopped S of the 28 clinics, and we found at 7
of the sites. there were no licensed doctors. The so-called doctors in
white smocks wvere providing dirugs, giving injections, diagnosing, and
treating illnesses, and we closed them up right away. Subsequently,
wwhen we went to court in the county, the charges against the nonlicensed persons in these seven clinics were dropped.
The problem we found here is a manifestation of future difficulties
under any nitional health insurance plan. Basically, the problem is,
how are we going to define the role of so-called physician extenders
and physician assistants. Most of the unlicensed people found treating
our clients at these clinics were physician's assistants.
They have some sort of medical training, they are like corpsmen,
and they did provide a service, but they were doing it without any
supervision of doctors, and we were being billed at the doctor's rate.
I see more and more of this happening as the demand for medical
services rises.
In effect, a businessman has hired somebody to act as a surrogate
doctor.
Mr. MoFFrrr. An interesting aspect of this setting, when they were
on the scene, is that all of -the physicians, and there were approximate-

ly 25 physicians employed, worked on strictly a percentage basis.

They had nothing to do with the billing; they did not own any of 'the
equipment; they came in usually on a 50-50 percentage basis; and

they had no responsibility for the billing or claims therein. I also
think it is indicative also of the problem that a good share of these
physicians were those who had problems with their licensing boards,
and most of them were not able to maintain a practice of their own.
They were either on the premises in -the back room, while the
physician assistant was actually working on recipients, or not on the
premises at all.
'See p. 96.
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PHYSICIANS' ASSISTANTS MADE VISITS

Mr. NEIDOw. We recently found on the western side of the State,
and it is probably happening elsewhere, that the physician's assistant
is being used by some physicians in making actual nursing home
visits. Yet the program is billed for the full cost of a physician visit.
Senator Moss. One interesting figure, in looking at this summary of
cases closed and the dollars refunded, is in tab D.* It would appear
that more than half of the recovery came from osteopaths. Why is
that?
Mr. ALLEN. We have observed the same phenomenon, and I cannot
give you an answer. We have about 2,000 osteopaths enrolled in our
program, and around 11,000 M.D.'s, but the ratio of abuse among the
osteopaths was higher.
Senator Moss. I wonder about why people take the chances of beating the system when you have been operating an effective program
such as you have in Michigan, there seems to be a significant number
that are willing to take the risk, play the odds that your surveillance
will not find them. What more is needed?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, I think that it would help us and every other
State that is trying to administer a program of this magnitude if we
had more Federal guidelines, and assistance that we could hang our
hat on.
CLEARER GUIDELINES NEEDED

Right now, as I mentioned before, we are in uncharted waters,
everything we do is innovative, therefore, it is depressing when you
find yourself standing out there alone. The associations and professional groups tend to close in on you, and because we are alone,
then we lose effectiveness. So I think if anything, it is that we need
more finite regulations and stipulations that we can rely on, and that
the professions will recognize. They should know there are certain
standards we expect them to adhere to.
Mr. MOFFITT. We are constantly being asked for the source of

this or that regulation, what is your authority, give us the verse, chapter, and page, and we must come back, and appear to be very arbitrary. We are establishing rules and regulations within the guidelines
of this program, but that is as far as we can go.
Mr. ALLEN. I would say our final reason for establishing rules is
that we are the managers of the program, and it is incumbent upon us
to see that there is control. However, it is very difficult.
Senator Moss. It is very interesting. Senator Percy left early. We
have a vote on, and I must now go vote. He will be here in a matter
of 1-minute or 2. In the meantime, if Mr. Halamandaris wishes, he
may want to ask some questions. If you would not mind going on, I
will be right back as soon as I have cast my vote.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS [presiding]. I have enjoyed your testimony
very much so far, Mr. Allen. I think you have been excellent in answering our concerns. I would like you to relate the conversation we
had last night.
*See p. 91.
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As you recall, at 6 o'clock last night, you were telling me how I
could become a multimillionaire, and you gave me a case not too far
removed from real life. You told me it is sort of a conveyor belt system for defrauding the elderly. Why don't you tell us how that is
done, and how I could get to be a multimillionaire by defrauding
Uncle Sam's medicaid program.
Mr. ALLEN. I guess you could do it by setting up 'a medical mall,
and within this mall, you could have a nursing home at one end, and
you could have a laboratory in the middle, including radiology, you
could also have a pharmacy in the basement. You could probably have
a HMO in there also, -and then an abortion clinic.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Why a HMO and an abortion clinic?
Mr. ALLEN. These are constant cash flow situations. The health
maintenance organization guarantees good cash flow. It is a good concept, but the only ones in business in depth now outside of the Kaiser
plan, are the Federal Government. We have several in Michigan, and
you know what is happening in California, in some of the prepaid
health plans, and so there is an opportunity in all of those areas for
cashing in on government health plans.
Mr. HALA-M.ANDARIS. And the abortion clinic, is that also very lucrative? Is that a high-cash-flow situation?
Mr. ALLEN. It has increased substantially ever since the Supreme
Court decision saying that abortion is up to the individual's choice.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Is this conveyer belt system to defraud the
elderly in existence somewhere in Michigan? Is there something that
approximates it?
"CoNoLOMERATE"

HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS

Mr. ALLEN. There are several groups that own various facilities that
I described, all in the same location. They own a clinic, they own
laboratories, they own pharmacies, nursing homes, and some of them
own hospitals also. They have the integrated health care system.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Do you find that is one of the most frequent
areas of abuse in the medicare and medicaid program?
Mr. ALLEN. I think not in the State of Michigan. I read much of
what is going on in New York State.
In the State of Michigan, I think we do not have the same problems
for several reasons, one of which, and it is a key one, is that we have
a ceiling on reimbursement. You cannot get more than x amount of
dollars per day. We also have other criteria in terms of occupancy
rates. You cannot have 'a half empty nursing home and get paid a
full rate.
We also have limitations on the fees we pay the administrator,
which are only accepted as cost. For example, if the administrator
pays himself $50,000 a year, and our standard is $30,000, we will not
recognize $50,000, so we do have some controls. If you do not have
cost controls in the formula, there is a great profit potential. W1re are
spending in -thisfiscal year about $210 million on nursing homes, plus
the patient is contributing another $50 or $60 million, so with pharmaceuticals thrown in, 'and with doctors' visits thrown in, for all
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health care, we are spending over $300 million a year in the nursing
home area on medicaid in Michigan.
Mir. HALAMIANDARIS. We found it common practice for pharmacists
to have to pay a kickback, averaging 25 percent of total volume, as a
precondition of securing a nursing home account.
Most of that data came from the State of California, and from
the State of Illinois. I wonder if you found similar experience in
Michigan. Do you have to "kick back" in order to get a nursing home
account?
Mr. MorrrTT. To say the least, pharmacy support in nursing homes
is a competitive field in the State of Michigan. We have found on
occasion, actual transfers of cars, any kind of services you can expect,
actual requests for percentage kickbacks, yes.
This is not only the pharmacy provider alone serving the nursing
home area, it is other providers, such as physical therapy and optometry, the whole area.
EXPANDINo BENEFITS SAVED MONEY
Mr. ALLEN. In that regard, we have group I and group II coverage
in Michigan. Group II are the persons that have other income, they
may have a pension, or some kind of funds they can contribute toward
their owni care in a nursing home. We give them a limited amount of
medical benefits plus nursing care, and we found what was happeningc
was that the benefits -we were not providing, were being provided by
other health care providers. For example, physical therapy was being
charged against the other income of the patients, and we found by
expanding our benefits to give physical therapy to these people. we
saved money, because their income was not available for this ripoff, if
you want to call it that, but was available to contribute towards their
necessary day-to-day care.
We saved a couple million dollars by expanding benefits.
MIr. HALAMANDARIS. Say that again.
Mr. ALLEN. We saved over $2 million by expanding benefits. because we got the money contributed from the client, instead of the
client paying a health care provider for very questionable health care
items.
Senator Moss [resuming chair]. That is a little unusual to say the
least.
Mr. NEIDOw. Those funds were funneled through the department,
and the department better managed the expenditures with respect to
medical services, rather than leave it to the mercy of others on the
outside. At times we found the nursing home proprietor, or the physical therapy company, the optometrist, or other type of practitioner
went through the nursing home, wholesale, treating every patient,
whether he needed it or not. Physical therapy, whatever the ancillary
service might be.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. A few more quick questions. You mentioned
in your statement that factoring is not much of a problem in Michigan, because you pay off in a hurry. In Illinois, it is a big problem,
because of slow payment.
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POSSMiLE ORGANIZED CRIME INVOLVEMENT
There is one suggestion, and some later witnesses will tell us about

it, that organized crime is muscling into the nursing home ownership.
Have you seen any indication that this is involved in the State of
Michigan ?
Mr. MoFFr. In the nursing home area, yes.
AIr. HALAM.IANDAiUS. Tell me about it.
Mr. MoFFrrr. This is mostly documented by various agencies in and
around the city of Detroit, but we have several alleged people in the
area of which you are speaking who acknowledge underworld con-

tacts themselves, and who have large holdings in our nursing home
area.

Mr. HALAMIANDARIS. You say large holdings, what are you tal king
about?
Mr. MoFFrrr. Many, many nursing homes.
Mr. HALAMANDAnIs. Do you have any figures?
Mr. MoF=Wr. I do not have any.
MIr. HALAM.ANDARIs. Any guesses?
MIr. MOFFrrr. No.
MIr. HALAMANDARIS. Can you tell us whether they control nursing
homes -traded over the American and New York Stock Exchanges, or
are we talking about limited chains, where the lines would be less
apparent to the public?
Mr. MoFFirr. The latter.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. Let me ask you about the ownership disclosure
statute, the Federal statute plugging the law in 1967, apparently that
is not effective in telling you who the owners of the nursing homes are.
If you cannot tell us whether organized crime is involved, and to what
degree, the statute must not be effective. Do you have any comment
on that?
Mr. ALLEN. I do not 'think we are in a position to comment on that,
Val. We have observed these connections, but we have not pursued
them, as you are pursuing them now. We do know pretty much who
owns homes in Michigan. I do not think there is any question about
who owns the homes in Michigan. As to whether or not they have
underworld connections, that is another problem.
Mr. MoFFlrr. They are routinely audited, to use that word.
Mr. HALAMANDARIs. Have you made an attempt to contact the
Department of Justice, and to give them the leads? It seems to me this
subcommittee has tracked leads from New York, and Illinois, and
now you are telling me there is some evidence at least of this kind of
thing happening in Michigan.
WVe have leads in the State of Florida. Can't we' somehow interest
the Justice Department in seeing that these leads are tracked down?
Cannot you and I together go down to the Department of Justice
and spend some time with the people there and suggest they conduct
a wider investigation, or do you regard it is not a significant problem?
Mr. MomTr. If we find anything of any interest, I would say we
have good communication with the organized crime departments, the
Department of Justice, and other organizations.
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Mr. NEIDOW. Generally using local prosecutors, we have shared and

exchanged information and are working cooperatively with the program, and with people of integrity at the Social Security Administration in the Chicago regional office.
We have several cases going with them jointly and their medicare
intermediaries. These cases may prove worthwhile, and may end up
in the U.S. Attorney's Office.
THWARTING ILLEGAL INVESTMENTS

Mir. HALAMANDARIS. I think it is an important question, because we

are spending about $30 billion for medicare and medicaid. If we
move forward in national health insurance, we will be talking about
astronomical dollars. The people in organized crime are good businessmen. They will be looking at that as an attractive investment
opportunity, unless we do something to head it off.
I think we ought to pool our resources and talk to the Department
of Justice and see if we can conduct a really hardnosed investigation
and follow up those leads. That really goes beyond the ability of this
subcommittee to do it all, and maybe by working together, we can
accomplish something.
Mr. ALLEN. You have a good point, and probably it should be pursued. We have only been at this business over 2 years. and our initial
thrust is to find out whether or not we are paying for quality care,
and whether we are getting our money's worth. That is probably the
next step.
Mir. HALAMANDARIS. I have another question which relates to the

use of the intermediary, Blue Cross/Blue Shield.
Didn't you recently change the claims processing, and take it away
from Blue Cross and Blue Shield?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes; in 1972, that is when we took over the program.
Mr. 1-TALAMANDARIS. Why was this decision made? What were the
particular facts involved?
Mr. ALLEN. I guess primarily the logic goes like this, if you can do
it more economically yourself, why have somebody else do it for you,
since basically you are responsible for spending your money.
Medicaid is the State's money, half of the funds are, and the other
half is Federal. So since we did design what we considered a good
medicaid management system, an economical one, we staffed it with
State persoLnel, and did it ourselves, and in so doing, we did save
money.
Mr.

HALAMANDARIS.

Let us get down to some hard-nosed facts. You

said in your statement, at the present time, you are only burning up
1 percent of your total medicaid payments in administrative costs.
*What was Blue Cross burning up for administrative costs?
Mr. ALLEN. Let me say this. We had a 30-percent reduction in annual costs of administration after we took over, and our administration was much wider in scope, because what you are seeing now is part
of that cost.
We expanded the scope of management, but we reduced the cost by
30 percent.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. On the basis of this experience, would you

suggest to other States, they evaluate their use of intermediaries, particularly Blue Cross?
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BALANCE NECESSARY FOR PROPER ADMINIsTRATION

Mr. ALLEN. Personally, I think all States should evaluate it, and
here is a chance to express some philosophy. In the long haul, I think
there has to be a balance in any national health insurance program,
between the private and public sector in administration.
If you do not have balance, neither one will do the job properly. If
you give it all to private industry, they will not do it right. In this
kind of system, where the State is providing most of the money, then
I think the State can do it and should. Given the state of the art today in processing medical management systems, so almost any State
could do it well.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. You are bursting balloons. Blue Cross, or others,
will come in here in a couple of days and tell us that they have a certain
expertise you do not have. The insurance companies will say they have
the expertise, the technology, and that they will do a better job.
Do you buy that?
Mr. ALLEN. I do not agree. Currently, I think it is very expensive
for them to do it. Our unit costs today are the lowest in the Nation,
and we have been audited a half dozen times to prove these are real
costs.
Mr. HALAMANDARIS. You have almost got me convinced.
What advice would you give other States that want to set up a fraud
squad, such as yours. How do you do that?
Mr. ALLEN. First you have to have the desire, and then you have
to have the guts. It does take guts. There is no body of law or procedure, and you are sort of going out in an area relatively unexplored. Nevertheless, with a very small staff, with something less than
8 or 9 people, any State could start it up. Using the available data, if
it is available, and over time, say over a period of 3 or 4 years, any
State could build up the expertise to make any program like this
worthwhile.
Senator Moss. What recommendations would you make to other
States?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, I think, the first thing I would do is tell the other
States that they should become more familiar with the information
that is being generated from the current intermediary. If. they are
contracting with an insurance company, as the Blues, to do their business, there is a wealth of information these people have on the program, that properly structured and assimilated, a State can benefit
from.
They can find out in depth just where the money is going, and
where it looks suspicious, and based on a close liaison with their intermediary, as we are, they can use this information, work with the various professions, and establish a doctrine to let the vendors know that
they are being observed, and the program is being managed.
Senator Moss. You pointed out that you recovered much more than
the costs of your operation. That should be an incentive to other
States, should it not?
Mr.

ALLEN.

Well, it should, but sometimes the financial aspects are

lost, because it is a very nervous business, and it is a high management risk, unless the management at all levels is behind it.
70-146-76-3
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Mr. MoFFIrr. We are making waves on any given day we have
done our job.
Senator Moss. I wondered also, when you projected how much you
expected in recovery this year, if you can discern much progress,
because apparently there are still people trying to beat the system.
SOmrE

ABUSE INEVITABLE

Mr. ALLEN. I think a sufficient percentage of this group will keep
after your program dollars, no matter what. You block them off here,
and they will come in here, and so I think it is a constant battle, but
we have seen evidence to the eff ect that it is getting down to the point
where they are getting more sophisticated in trying to bypass the
system; that is, defraud it, or abuse it.
Mr. NEIDOW. I might add that Mr. Moffitt and I are coming
back at the request of HEW Medical Services Administration next
Tuesday and Wednesday, to meet with HEW, and other States that
are taking a step in this particular direction, so the steps are being
taken, other States are intercepted, and we hope they will go forward.
It would be helpful if the Federal Government could give some
encouragement in the way of 100-percent Federal funding for our
postpayment review-type programs, or our third-party-type programs. This would allow more States to introduce a management system to govern in these particular areas, because we have demonstrated
they more than pay for themselves.
IThis is a good investment.
Senator Moss. I have 'introduced a bill, S. 1570, to establish the
Office of Inspector General in the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, to coordinate investigations of medicare and medicaid
fraud.
Do you have any comments on this proposal?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, I think we need one at a very high level, and I
would like to see it to be a pragmatic one, that is a doer, and not some
more overhead, because in this business, you really do not need a lot of
sophisticated techniques..
The investigative nature of this business is very mundane in the
criminal sense. You do not have to be a doctor to investigate it, but
you do have to keep the overhead down or else it will eat up any
benefits very quickly.
Senator Moss. Another of these bills, S. 1164, requires that all
nursing homes participating in Federal programs file a CPA-audited
cost and financial statement with their State.
Do you think that is a desirable thing?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, I think it should be done. The problem is, of
course, we will wind up paying for the CPA audit because we finance
75 percent of all of the beds of all of the nursing homes in our State
through the medicaid program. We have had difficulty in the State, of
Michigan getting good audited cost reports from the nursing homes,
and it is a continuing problem, and anything of that nature would
help.
Senator Moss. If there were Federal funding of the cost of conducting audits, then that would be more political, is that right?
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Mr. ALLEN. Right. I am not saying that we would not be willing to
pay our fair share if it is a worthwhile investment.
Senator Moss. We found one of the most common abuses was depriving patients of their $25 a month personal spending money, and in
some instances, they commingled it in their general accounts, et cetera.
Have you found much evidence of this abuse.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, we did.
IAuNDRY

COSTS CHECKED

In fact, it was a very common thing, about 2 or 3 years ago in
Michigan. One thing we did to head it off was-to hit one of the major
areas that they get the money from-personal laundry. What we did
was we expanded the program to include personal laundry costs in
the nursing home rate, and this way we are able to audit abuses.
Sometimes they had charges of $20 a month for the laundry. We
also find them charging for electricity, and things like that, if they
have TV in their room. We also find them commingling this money
with the nursing home funds. We found all of those things, and it is
a continuing problem.
All of the nursing homes are audited on a continuing basis.
Senator Moss. I have been monopolizing the time. I would like my
colleague from Illinois to ask any questions he may have at this time.
Senator PERCY. I just have a couple of questions, Mr. Chairman.
First, I wonder if, in the State of Michigan, it would have been;
possible to have had the sort of abuses that news media, the Chicago
Tribune, particularly of recent date, have pointed out: assembly line
tonsillectomies on medicaid families, for instance;'going out, rounding up skidrow people at skidrow hotels, alcoholics, and those on
drugs, and taking them 'in for detoxification programs, without too
much of a humanitarian approach to it. Would that be really possible
on any extensive scale in Michigan, with the procedures'that you have
now outlined to us?
Mr. ALLEN. Senator, when we were setting up our new system in
Michigan, I personally'went to Illinois on two separate occasions,
spent several days observing the Illinois medicaid operation, and
came back to Michigan, and we put ourselves in business administering medicaid in 1972 and 1973.
The difference between our system, and the Illinois system is primarily one of automation and order.
The one in- Illinois was replete with tons of paper. There was
paper all over the place, and paper tends to confuse the management
process. You do not know what you are looking at when there is too
much of it. When we put our system in, we eliminated most of the
paper, and we designed the system'so it would'highlight the people,
such as you described, who are doing again and again certain things
that are abnormal, that is, those who are seeing the whole family
every time they visit. The computer can help you do that.'
It takes people to observe the results and to do something about it,
and so in Illinois, I knew from the beginning it was not working
well, because of all of this paper, the people just did 'not -appear to
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know what was going on in total although they were adequately reviewing independent billings.
Senator PERCY. The last question I have pertains to whether the
Michigan antifraud squad deals only with medicaid, or is there coordination with the medicare program?
I ask that because the GAO report of the Illinois medicaid program
recommended a consolidated fraud and abuse unit for both medicare
and medicaid at the professional level, because providers worked with
both programs.
Would you agree with the GAO recommendation, and if so, how
best can the Federal Government help support States' efforts to curb
abuse in medicaid and medicare?
COOPERATION

SiJouLD BE

IMPROVED

Mr. ALLEN. I would answer it this way. I think we do not cooperate as much as we can, or should, with medicare in the State of Michigan. We should do more than we do. We have not, primarily, because
medicare does not do much in the State of Michigan, and so we felt
if we tried to get too close to them, we would bog down their own
effort or our own effort, if you understand what I am saying.
The other aspect, if you had a joint investigative group of medicaid
and medicare going under some State structured management processes versus a total Federal system, which the medicare system is, I
think this would tend to be a degradation of the individual State's
efforts, and there would probably be a submersion of the overall effort.
I think it would get too big, and get oriented toward Baltimore more
than toward Lansing.
Senator Moss. We would like to welcome Senator Muskie. I would
like to say, Senator Muskie, I think you worked out a good compromise on the oil situation, and we can move forward on that. I would
like to say also that I read your statement this morning with enthusiasm, vigor, and interest, and you could not have done it better.
Senator Muswn. I thank you very much.
Senator Moss. Before I turn to Senator Muskie, I think John Guy
Miller, minority staff director, has a question.
Mr. MILLER. Before Senator Fong had to leave the hearing, he read
your prepared statement carefully and followed your oral testimony
with intense interest. He asked me to pose a line of questioning on his
behalf. Senator Fong's question line essentially boils down to a single
question. How is all of this information about the nature of the fraud
and abuse problem, as revealed in your work in Michigan, andmore importantly-your techniques in its control, being disseminated
nationally ?
You made reference to a meting in the next week or so being sponsored by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to do
this. Senator Fong is very much concerned about whether there is an
ongoing national mechanism for distribution of this kind of information to other jurisdictions.
Can you tell us something about this?
Mr. ALLEN. It started off this way. Our first exposure was in our
region 5, which is Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, and
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Indiana. We conducted a seminar in Lansing for all of those States,
to show them what we were doing, 'and to give them some concrete
ideas on how they might do the same thing.
Subsequently, we made a presentation in Washington and we participated for a week in a HEW seminar of all the medicaid directors
in the spring. That was the next largest exposure.
Recently, HEW established -thisnew office, I believe you authorized
funding up to 108 persons, and so they have been out to visit us, including the new acting director of this group. Further, next week, Mr.
Neidow is participating in another HEW seminar. If we can bring
this body of knowledge together, and promulgate it to everybody,
that will be one significant step.
Mr. MILLER. Then it is fair to say the Federal Government is actively involved in meeting the problem?
Mr. ALLNT. Yes.
REVIEW OF FIELD AuDIT PLAN

Mr. NEIDow. I would like to comment further. The Federal people,
with two subcontractors, came to our State in the last couple of
months. I also understand they have been to California and New
York to'discuss the antifraud program. The topic we are discussing
next week here in Washington is a review and critique of a national
field audit plan for pharmacies, nursing homes, and physicians. Later
meetings are planned as a followup.
Mr. MILLER. It is obvious from Senator Fong's interest in this question that he was very much impressed with the fine work done in
Michigan, and that he recognizes the importance of this' kind of information, 'and of extending it to others.
Senator Moss. Thank you.
Senator Muskie did not have an opportunity to hear your statement, -buthe may have'a, question or two.
Senator Mus=r. I would like to say we all appreciate the contribution that 'the State of Michigan has been making to the development
of surveillance approaches to this -problem.
I have just two general questions, which I am told have not been
covered, that might be helpful to us. First, what kind of guidance and
direction have you been given by HEW, if any, to carry out the
abuse and fraud detection.
Mr. ALLEN. Well, other than the basic law and the HEW regulations on establishing some management unit to ensure that we are
paying bills properly, and receiving the services as billed, there are
none. Existing guidelines are very vague, and as I mentioned a little
earlier, Senator, that is what most of the States need.
They need a little more support and guidance. Because right now,
if they do this sort of thing, it is on their own, and when they get out
there, 'and the Federal Government is not behind them, they are in
great difficulty with the medical profession.
Senator MusNIE. This, in your judgment, reflects a lack of concern
in HEW about this problem?
Mr. ALTLEN. I think it is a concern with more important things,
perhaps.
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Senator MusicrE. So you can stand a little prodding, and a little
support?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes.

Senator MusKIu. WhI-liat further can the Federal Government do in
:your judgment to encourage this kind of fraud and surveillance
system?
LANGUAGE

SHOULD BE

CLEAR

'ir. ALLEN. Well. I think, I alluded to it a moment ago in answer
to Senator Fong's question. They could help us by establishing sort
of a code of ethics, or a code of procedures, and in English.
Senator MusKniE. In English?
Mr. ALLEN. In English. Right now it is difficult to understand
some of these things, and if they did that, and make it fairly simple
and succinct, then I think it would help all of us for the-future.
It is something you have to learn by doing. You cannot go on a big
grant scheme and say this is the way you are going to do it. It is a
very delicate area, because you are impinging on the integrity of a
whole profession.
Senator Mus=. How long have you been involved in this?
Mr. ALLEN. We have been doing this about 21/2 years.
Senator MusxiE. Are you considering now that you are right into
the problem?
Mir. ALLEN. We are right into the guts of it.
Senator MUsEIE. And you have made your presence felt?
Mr. ALLEN. Very much so, to the tune to several million dollars,
and to the tune that the professional societies have become believers.
They originally thought we were on a vendetta, trying to exercise
bureaucratic power. Now they realize there are some bad apples in
the barrel, and we expose them, not by names, but by case histories,
so they become believers, and with them on your side, you can really
get into the issue.
Senator MusKm. Do they go beyond believing, 'are they involved in
se]f-policing activities of any kind as a result of your activities?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, they are, to the extent that they have advertised
our efforts. They have sort of chastised some of their own members,
and to the extent that they have, it is a common subject we can discuss
over the table. Before we would discuss it in the backroom.
Senator MuswiE. I would like to compliment you again for what
von are doing. I now yield to the Chairman.
Senator Moss. Thank you very much.
I might say for Senator Muskie's benefit that they have recovered
quite a large amount of money in Michigan.
Mir. ALLEN. Senator, we recovered actually, altogether maybe $10
million in between the various areas, but it is a $600 million program,
and we have done it with only a 1-percent overhead in administration,
in administering the whole program. Today 6 percent is the normal
running figure.

Senator MUsKnE. How many people do y6u have?
Mr. ALLEN. In our whole bureau of medical assistance, paying the
bills, doing the policies, the investigations. all of that,, we have 312
people, and for a $600 million program, that is not many. In addition,
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I am reminded by my colleague, our public health people have about
60 or 70 that assist us in providing medical knowhow. Even so, it is a
very low overhead and it has given a great rate of return.
We are getting $6 back for every dollar in the investigative
f unction.
Senator MusSE. We may have you become part of the Senate
Budget Committee staff.
Mir. ALLEN; I could not fight the traffic every day.
Senator Moss. Nor the rain.
Well, we thank you very much. We do appreciate your appearance,
and the things that you have contributed to our understanding.
Your prepared statement and the associated documents * will be
made a part of the record at this point.
We do thank you.
Mr. ALLEN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Allen follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL M. ALLEN
Good morning Senators, ladies and gentlemen. I am Paul Allen, chief deputy
director of the Michigan Department of Social Services. With me this morning
are Mr. John Neidow, director of our program integrity division and Mr. Donn
Motfitt, supervisor of the medicaid investigation section. The department of
social services is the single State agency in Michigan responsible for administration of the State's medical assistance program. Prior to assuming my current
duties, I served for over 3 years as director of the Michigan Bureau of Medical
Assistance, the agency directly involved in operations of the medicaid program.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to share with you this morning Michigan's
experience in curbing program abuse and fraud in its medical assistance
program.
Michigan's medical assistance program is among the largest and most comprehensive in the United States. The program ranks 4th in size in the Nation
and alone accounts for expenditure of over 5 percent of the total Federal funds
appropriated for medical assistance. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1975,
the program disbursed nearly $615,000,000 for medical services and made service
available to over 830,000 individuals or nearly1 out of every 10 residents of
Michigan. Benefits now provided cover the full spectrum of available health
care services. At the same time administrative costs have been held to only
slightly more than1 percent of total benefit payments, one of the best, if not
the best, cost/benefit ratios for all health coverage plans, public and private, in
the United States.
Michigan's medical assistance program was among the very first State programs established under title XIX of the Social Security Act. As was the case
in many States, however, the original Michigan medical assistance program was
developed in a very short time span and, as a consequence, it was not possible
to completely pre-plan detailed implementation of systems and procedures. The
original system, therefore, did not provide adequate information and procedures
with which to manage and control the program.
Michigan's initial program was operated through a contractual arrangement
with a fiscal agent, Michigan Blue Cross and Michigan Blue Shield, which performed the claims processing function along with related activities. In 1969, the
Michigan Department of Social Services, under the direction of the executive
and legislative branches of Michigan government, initiated a project to design
and implement an improved niedicaid management program. Evaluation condncted in conjunction with this project indicated that substantial savings in
administrative costs could he realized from assigning fiscal agent function to
the State itself. As such, it was decided that the State would, in fict, act as Its
*See appendIx 1, p. 85.
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own fiscal agent and the development of a State medicaid system under the
direction of the Michigan Bureau of Medical Assistance was begun. Implementation of the system and concurrent phase out of Michigan Blue Cross/Blue
Shield began in April 1972 and was completed in March 1973.
This new system, one of the largest in the Nation, was successfully introduced because of the cooperative efforts of all concerned in the legislature, the
executive branch, and the medical community. The acceptance of the new program by health care professionals, particularly, is evidenced by substantially
increased enrollment in the program, and subsequent increased availability of
medical services to eligible recipients.
The key to this cooperation and acceptance Is the rapid, equitable payment of
invoices submitted by providers made possible by a highly automated invoice
processing system and extensive use of optical character recognition capability.
As an example of the success of this system, Michigan's Bureau of Medical
Assistance received and processed over 29 million claims for payment in calendar year 1974; 83 percent of all valid claims, regardless of source, were paid
within 15 days of receipt and 97 percent of all such billings are paid within 30
days. Such rapid and effective payment of claims has made many problems evident in other States, such as factoring or selling of bills by providers at a
discount, virtually nonexistent in Michigan.
The major thrust of the new medicaid management system in Michigan was
to give all concerned better control over the financial and service delivery
aspects of a burgeoning program, and to provide prompt, equitable payment to
providers of medical services.
NEW SYSTEM WORKING SMOOTHLY

We believe the goal of prompt equitable payment has been accomplished as
previously discussed. The new system is now producing a wealth of information
with respect to cost of services, utilization of services, and quantity of services
provided to clients. This information is current, extremely accurate, and has
proven to be invaluable in program administration and in quickly isolating and
resolving day to day problems. On the other hand, no system can obviate fraud
and abuse by those so inclined to reap dollars from State and Federal largesse.
However, an important output of our system is data relevant to inappropriate or
excessive payments and an abundance of utilization review data which is
essential to maintenance of program integrity. Through use of this data, it is
possible to insure that claims submitted to the program are valid and that funds
paid in error, as a result of over-billing or as a result of fraud or program abuse,
are identified and recovered. Performance of this function, that is, assurance of
program and fiscal integrity, has been assigned to the Program Integrity Division of the Michigan Bureau of Medical Assistance.
In 1971 with the creation of the bureau of medical assistance, the original
medicaid fiscal management division was reorganized and charged with the responsibility to develop and implement programs for third-party liability, cost
settlement and audit (institutional providers), and postpayment review of noninstitutional providers. Subsequently, the organization responsible for the
majority of these programs was renamed.
The medicaid program integrity division is composed of two major sections:
the medicaid investigation section and the third-party liability section. The
medcaid investigation section is responsible for the Investigation and disposition
of all medicaid provider and recipient program abuse and potential fraud situations. (This is distinguished from public assistance eligibility fraud.) The thirdparty liability section seeks reimbursement from third parties who may be
liable for medical assistance paid by the medicaid program.
The division's third-party liability section recovered $2 million last year from
private insurance companies and other sources responsible for claims presented
under medicaid. The total amount collected by the third-party liability section
for the first 2 years of operation was $3.1 million. The administrative costs
incurred to recover this amount were approximately $550,000 or a ratio of
return of $6 to $1. The third-party liability goal for fiscal year 1976 is $2.7
million.
An even more impressive increase of recoveries from workmen's compensation,
automobile no-fault insurance claims, medicare and other sources is expected
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next year when a new third-party resource data system goes into effect. The
system, expected to get underway in 1976, will be linked to automated eligibility
systems and will identify medicaid cases covered under other Insurance. A
possible $13.5 million savings per annum in the State's medicaid program is
possible. The potential savings from such a system are even greater.
The cost settlement and audit portion of division is now a separate unit,
specializing in cost settlement of institutional providers.
The medicaid program integrity division's small regulation and review unit
reviews and interprets Federal legislation pertaining to long-term care providers. This unit also serves as the coordinator on all complaints and reports of
abuse in long-term care facilities, i.e., nursing homes, and with related medical
providers.
Finally, Michigan's postpayment review program is incorporated into the
activities of the division's medicaid investigation section. An explanation of this
investigative function is the main reason I am here.
Under title XIX, medicaid program regulations and guides, the single State
agency is charged with the responsibility for determining when there is valid
reason to suspect that fraud (or program abuse) has been committed and
whether claims submitted represent valid obligations to the program. Our response to this charge, we believe, is a key element in the successful administration of a medicaid claims processing system. From a management perspective, it
closes the loop! We established, within general guidelines published by HEW,
a unit in the bureau of medical assistance to investigate program abuse and
fraud. Specific procedures, techniques, and methods of operation were developed
and tested as we gained experience.
INVESTIGATION UNIT AIDS IN DETERRENCE

The investigation unit conducts investigations of noninstitutional providers
(e.g., physicians, pharmacies, ambulance companies, etc.). An examination and
analysis of provider billings, program payments, and provider office records is
made and verified with recipients of such services to substantiate the accuracy
and legitimacy of billing -and payment. As a deterrent to program abuse and
fraud, and as a mechanism to recover overpayments, a determination is made
as to actual delivery of medical services and an evaluation made of provider
pricing policies and practices.
Major functions of this section are detailed as follows:

(A) Specialized in-office and on-site reviews and investigations of providers'
billings and related records.
(B) Verification of services performed by examination of providers' records
and direct contact with recipients.
(C) Profiling and analyzing claims in suspected situations of overuse, misrepresentation, or other program abuse by providers and recipients.
(D) Verification of compliance with all rules, regulations, and procedures of
the program by providers and recipients.
(E) The development of cases which may lead to refund, removal from
program participation, and/or criminal prosecution.
The investigation section's review is primarily fiscal In nature, but coordinated with and supported by the Michigan Department of Public Health who
serve as our medical professional consultants. Michigan Department of Public
Health medicaid program review findings conducted on our behalf are coupled
with other fiscal and administrative evidence to build a case for and by the
investigation section. These combined public health and social services activities
result in the medicaid program integrity effort.
The investigation section is made up of four units: the medical, the paramedical, the pharmacy, and the office services unit. The medical unit investigators deal strictly with matters involving all practitioners, clinics, dentists,
and chiropractors. The paramedical investigators are assigned all other noninstitutional provider cases except for pharmacy. The pharmacy unit reviews
pharmacies participating in the medicaid program and the office services unit,
composed of analysts and clerical staff, prepares provider profiles, extracted
from automated invoice data, and furnishes analytical summaries of a provider's practice to other units in advance of an on-site provider review or prior
to contacting recipients.
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You may be interested in the background of personnel employed In our medicaid investigation section. Our supervisory people possess investigative backgrounds and skills with experience in medically related programs and activities.
The supervisors are supported by a variety of backgrounds, educations, and
experience. A cross section of the group is as follows:
(1) Investigation supervisor, medical boards, Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulation.
(2) Detective Sgt., Lansing Police Department, Metro (narcotics) Squad).
(3) Detective Sgt., Lansing Police Department, B.S. criminal justice.
(4) Registered pharmacist, retail and institutional experience.
(5) Former drug salesman.
(6) Former military corpsman.
(7) Registered nurse.
(8) Medical lab technician.
(9) Dental lab technician.
(10) Investigators, B.S. School of Criminal Justice, Michigan State University.
(11) Analysts.
(12) Stenos/clerks.
Reviews of medicaid providers or medicaid recipients by the investigation
section may be generated by:
(1) Other providers, recipients, individual citizens, or county and regional
office staff complaint.
(2) Unusual patterns or profiles of care or high medicaid dollar volume in
relatioh to similar providers as compared by the invoice processing system (bill
paying mechanism) and public health's surveillance and utilization review
system.
(3) Return of an explanation of benefits (statement of medical services paid
by Michigan medicaid) from the client or his representative indicating a discrepancy or specific complaint of program abuse or possible fraud.
* (4) Referral from our inspector general's office, public health field staff and
law enforcement agencies and the investigators of the department of licensing
and regulation.
(5) SRS, SSA, and medicare intermediaries and carriers.
(6) Consumer, citizen, and patient rights groups.
$1 MILLIoN RECOVERED Inr FIRST YEAR
In the first year of operation, fiscal year 1974, the investigation section recovered in refunds to the program approximately $1 million. The review and
estoppel of these billing practices by these providers in 1973-74 caused an additional savings *to the program of approximately $665,000. The administrative
cost for this operation for fiscal year 1974 was approximately $285,000. This is
also a $6 return for every dollar invested in the postpayment review progrom.
During 1974-75, the actual refunds recovered by the medicaid investigation
section was $1.2 million. The intangible savings for this fiscal year was $561,000.
The administrative cost for this fiscal year approximated $380,000 for cost to a
$5 recovery ratio. This ratio of return was decreased due to provider resistance
and the addition of new personnel in training. Since the first of 1975, 35 providers have been suspended from the medicaid program in Michigan for program abuse while 8 have been terminated. Prosecution has been instituted on a
number of providers through local county prosecutors.
The typical postpayment review process may be summarized as follows:
(1) Prior to any discussion or contact with the practitioner, the significant
sampling of the practitioner's billings is analyzed by social services and public
health analysts.
(2) Data for analysis is obtained from our automated invoice processing system and from microfilm records of original billings and related' documents.
(3) Categories of information examined and analyzed are type and frequency
of procedures, possible overuse trends, pricing structure, duplicate billings, etc.
(4) If steps 1 thru 3 produce information which indicate potential program
abuses, fraud, or other problems, then notice is given to the provider of the
desire to conduct an on-site review at his convenience. A notice of impending
review is furnished the Michigan Department of Public Health.
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(5) The physician is phoned for an appointment. The date and time agreed
upon are confirmed by the bureau of medical assistance with a letter.
(6) Prior to a conference with the physician, we may, if circumstances warrant, interview medical assistance recipients or patients who have been provided
with services by the physician. The recipient is interviewed as to physical complaint, nature, and date of services rendered.
(7) If the results of steps 5 and 6 warrant, we may request that the physician have readily available at the time of the review his medical records for
specific patients identified by the review team.
(8) The on-site review with the provider or his representative may involve
specific cases. In any event, the on-site review includes, but is not limited to:
(a) Compare physician billings, office medical records, and patient interview
results.
(b) Verify services performed by patient records, e.g., X-rays, lab tests,
EKG's, etc., report and results on file.
(c) Verify usual and customary charges and that billings are not in excess
of usual and customary charges to the general public.
(d) Determine if extra charges to the patient are being made contrary to
program regulations.
(9) Review team employees are "medical knowledgeable," i.e., pharmacist,
medical lab technician, former drug salesman, navy corpsman, etc., and record
and refer possible overutilization of quality of care problems to the Michigan
Department of Public Health for further examination and review by a
physician.
Based on the above and input from the Michigan Department of Public
Health with respect to any referrals to that agency, we issue a statement of
findings to the physician. This statement outlines, where appropriate, overutillzation, over-charges, duplicate billings; violation of specific program rules, and
may specify a certain monetary amount that is refundable to the program based
on our subjective findings. The physician is given an opportunity to respond to
our findings in writing and via informal conference.
REVIEW PROCESS
If necessary, there may be an expansion of the original on-site and desk
review to reconcile differences of opinion. These arrangements are also confirmed
in writing. If the physician feels it necessary, we are agreeable to meet with
his attorney and/or peers. When all Informal procedures or review conferences
have been exhausted and the bureau feels there is still money due the program,
the provider may request a formal hearing under chapter IV of the Administrative Procedures Act of 1969. The hearing is before an administrative hearings
law judge of the department's bureau of administrative hearings. This series of
events gives each provider due process under various administrative procedures.
After the above steps, the bureau of medical assistance will take action to
recover moneys from the provider's account and terminate his participation in
the program through legal or other means if deemed necessary. The provider
has recourse, in turn, to the courts.
These activities and processes have been reviewed, discussed and endorsed by
both the Michigan State Medical Society and the Michigan Association of
Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons. In fact, Michigan's Governor Milliken
created a standing liaison group between government and the professional
societies during the early implementation and assumption of the Michigan
medical assistance program by State administrators to reasonably assure a
smooth transition to the new system and create good communication between
the State and all medical providers. The success of this approach Is attested to
by a statement in the Michigan State Medical Society's report of May 5, 1975.
wherein it was recommended by the society's council: "That the Michigan State
Medical Society strongly support the Michigan Department of Social Services
in its efforts to limit abuse of the medicaid program through medical and financial audit of providers with a demonstrated pattern of overutilization; and
further that the MSMS Judicial Commission be requested to take appropriate
action against MSMS members who abuse the program and that MSMS request
the Michigan Medical Practice Board to Investigate and take action against
members of the medicaid program who are not members of MSMS."
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Briefly, the principle review findings can be summarized for major noninstitutional provider types as follows:
Practitioner

(1) Physicians are in general practice.
(2) An unusual number of medicaid patients are seen each day.
(3) The same patients are seen on a repetitive basis, e.g., several times per
month without substantiation of medical necessity.
(4) Diagnosis and treatment patterns are relatively unsophisticated, e.g.,
nasopharyngitis-office visit and injection.
(5) Patients are given an unusually high number of laboratory tests, radiology, EKG exams and/or injections on every visit (very high costs per visit
result) without substantiation of medical necessity evidenced by diagnosis, history, or medical records.
(6) Billing incorrect procedure code for the services. (At higher rate than
correct procedure code.)
(7) Claims are incorrectly billed to the system.
(8) Billing above "usual and customary" charges to the general public.
The magnitude of this problem is readily apparent when it is observed that
less than 2 percent of the 13,500 enrolled physicians in Michigan are being paid
25 percent of the medicaid dollars available for physician services. In fiscal year
1975, this means 200 physicians received about $25,000,000 from this program.
Pharmary

(1) Inaccurate acquisition cost reporting.
(2) "Prescription splitting" (billing for less than 30 days supply of maintenance therapy drugs in a long-term care facility).
(3) Generic substitution for brand name drugs (charging the higher proprietary fee).
Laboratory

(1) The laboratory performs additional tests not ordered by the physician
and bills the program.
(2) The laboratory bills incorrect procedure codes for the service. The billing
reflects laboratory tests performed manually, whereas semi-automated laboratory tests were performed. The billing for manual tests results in a higher payment to the laboratory.
(3) Laboratory tests are billed to the program, but the findings for these
tests are not substantiated in laboratory records.
(4) The laboratory bills for the same service twice by falsifying dates of
service.
Nursing homes
(1) Overutilization of and unnecessary ancillary services rendered patients
(e.g., physical therapy, optometry, podiatry, pharmacy).
(2) Abuse of patient trust funds.
(3) Abuse of patient pay amount of excess income.
Other Non-institutional ProviderTypes
Examples of other provider type abuse found in Michigan are summarized in
the report of our medicaid investigation section included in the material made
available to the joint committees.
We appreciate very much the opportunity to appear before your committees.
Thank you.

Senator Moss. We will now hear from Mr. William L. Hood, investigator and coordinator of the Better Government Association,
from Springfield, Ill.
Our colleague, Senator Percy, is well acquainted with the Better
Government Association, and he made reference to it earlier. I know
he particularly would like to welcome you here to testify.
1 Audits Involving nursing homes are now conducted by our new cost, audit, and

ratesetting division. However, our program Integrity division reviews noninstitutional
providers rendering services in nursing homes and coordinates abuse findings and complaints with other bureau of medical assistance divisions and public health.
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Senator PERcy. We certainly do, and I wish again to pay tribute
to BGA, and to the Chicago, Ill., news media for having worked so
effectively together with their investigative squads, to serve as a
watchdog over the public interest. The BGA has rendered an invaluable service, and I pay tribute to your board, your officers, as well as
your staff.
Senator Moss. Will you proceed, please.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. HOOD, INVESTIGATOR AND COORDINATOR, BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
Mr. HOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am William L. Hood, Jr., State coordinator for the Better Government Association of Illinois. The BGA, as we are commonly
known in our State, is a 50-year-old, nonpartisan, citizen's watchdog
group. The general mandate of the BGA is to investigate instances
of waste, corruption, and inefficiency in all levels of government in
Illinois.

My testimony today concerns the medical delivery system designed
to help impoverished citizens. Specifically, for the last 2 years the
BGA has investigated many facets of the medicaid and medicare
service industry.
One of the most alarming findings we made concerns the practice
in Illinois whereby doctors, pharmacies, ambulance companies, laboratories, nursing homes, and even hospitals sell their accounts receivable from the government to factoring firms.
It is our general conclusion that deficiencies and inordinate delays
in the payment of accounts due have caused the factoring industry in
our State to mushroom. The harm that we see from the intrusion of
these middle men is that a significant percentage of funds appropriated by Congress to be spent on medical care are, in fact, never
spent on such care of services.
Instead. 10 percent. 12 percent, 15 percent, and even 24 percent of
the moneys end up in the pockets of the factorers.
This problem was first disclosed in a BGA investigation con-,
ducted jointly with a Chicago newspaper, Chicago Today, and its
chief investigative reporter, Charles Neubauer, in 1974. We also got
investigative assistance from WMAQ-TV in Chicago and NBC re-,
porter Rich Samuels.
Chicago Today subsequently merged with the Chicago Tribune and
Mr. Neubauer and Pulitzer Prize winner George Bliss have continued to disclose, along with the BGA, aspects of this scandal.
The factoring system in its bare outlines is very simple.
SLOW PAYMENT "CREATFD"

FACTORING SYSTEM

The doctors who have a high percentage of medicaid patients often

have to wait from 6 months to more than 1 year for payment. This,
of course, creates a cash flow crisis for doctors, pharmacists, and
other purveyors of medical care who must meet payrolls and other
necessary overhead.
The factoring firms step in and offer to pay cash for the accounts
receivable minus a hefty percentage.
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many medical providers found the offer initially attractive and
-signed what later turned out to be very steep contracts
Some eventually ended up paying thousands of dollars back to
factoring firms because factors alleged that the State department of
public aid had disallowed many claims. Further costs were extracted
from what the doctors received for so-called reserve funds.
Factorers obtained an advantage in Illinois when medicaid claims
burgeoned in the early seventies. The Illinois Department of Public
Aid computer can only handle a maximum of 750,000 claims monthly.
Today, and for the past 2 years, the IDPA has faced a flood of
2.5 million claims per month.
An inadequate and inept staff has tried to bridge the gap with
manual labor. While the hand sorting has helped, the gap between
billing and payment remains large.
The GAO has been highly critical of this Illinois department and
its use of the computer. Some doctors and other medical providers in
Illinois believe this antiquated system has been retained deliberately
to force the use of politically-connected factoring companies.
At times the payment gap has been ridiculous. Many doctors told
us that 1 or 2 years ago, it was not uncommon to wait 6 months, 9
months, or 1 year to receive payment from the State. If IDPA challenged a bill or a doctor coded it improperly, the bill would have to
be submitted again. And, in some cases, a third and fourth time.
Today the gap is still 40 to 120 days, and if it has to be resubmitted,
all the way up to a year. Arrow Ambulance had to wait 5 years for
this bill to be paid (see below). This inordinate delay in payment
caused medical providers great problems. This is especially true of
those who had a high proportion of welfare clients.
The factoring firms provided what seemed to be a sound business
deal to providers with cash flow problems of those disgusted with
paperwork and the exasperation of rejected bills.
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DOCTORS FORCED

To LEAVE

Many doctors in Chicago's poorer areas have moved their practices
to other areas-where they do not have to wait months and years for
payment, leaving a serious gap in health services to the elderly poor.
Factoring firms offer cash for accounts receivable minus 12 percent
for medicaid and 18 percent for medicare bills. They also promise to
increase billings because they know the maximum allowed in each
category. Many honest dedicated doctors have turned to these factoring firms to save them from bankruptcy. They had no way of knowing that the contracts they were signing would cost them more than
the already steep 12 percent.
Some would become involved in potentially illegal activities.
Others, such as Dr. Carrell Hutchinson, would be sued for thousands
of dollars of alleged "overpayments."
One of the major factoring firms in Illinois is Farnsworth and
Associates. Farnsworth officials have stated that their medicaid billings ran close to $10 million last year. Of this $10 million it is likely
that they receive a minimum of 15 percent, or $11/2 million.
Until this week the factoring firms such as Farnsworth and Associates have had an anomalous status. Because of new legislation they
will now be known as Medical Services Finance Companies and will
be under some slight supervision by the Illinois Department of
Registration and Education.
In the past, officials of Farnsworth contended to State officials that
they were no more than collection agencies and thus not subject to
jurisdiction of the department of financial institutions.
A year later, in late 1974, when the Bureau of Collection Agencies
attempted to regulate them, Farnsworth contended that they were
not collection agencies any longer but were financial institutions. The
company then filed a lawsuit in March of this year to halt regulation
and began working behind the scenes to secure favorable legislation.
Such legislation, purporting to license medical factoring companies,
did pass very quietly through the Illinois legislature.
The legislation, signed into law 3 days ago by Gov. Daniel
Walker, will be of scant assistance in properly regulating these firms.
DOCTOR RECOUNTs REASONS FOR USING FACTORERS

Dr. Alan Hester, an Oak Park physician whose patients are 90
percent medicaid, told the BGA how and why he came to use a factoring company to collect his bills against the State.
These are Dr. Hester's words:
In many cases it waq taking me 10 months to a year to collect from public
aid. Much work that I had done 6 and 7 years ago in my practice and in several
nursing homes had never been reimbursed.
One day in 1972 a salesman for one of the factoring companies walked Into
my office. He was from Professional Medical Guidance Corp.-PMGC. He told
me that he could help me get paid immediately for my medicaid bills. He
picked up the telephone at my desk and called Springfield and was able to tell
me Immediately my public aid department profile and the amount of money
due to me. This confidential information is more than I could have found out
for myself.
He told me his company could get me more money. They said they could collect 150 percent more than I could. And he threw around the names of several
big politicians I had heard of.
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Later, I was taken to a party by this company and one of the guests was a
man who processes the bills in the State public aid department. He gave a
speech and told the doctors they were much better off using that factoring
system.
I use this company because they can get more money for me than I can getand they pay my bills within a week.

Dr. Hester did not know that the salesman was a convicted felon,
a man who pled guilty 2 years earlier to bribing public officials. Nor
did Dr. Hester know that PMGC would routinely alter his medicaid
bills upward.
The man who spoke at the PMGC party was one of several State
officials who was later forced out of the public aid department for
taking expensive gifts from PMGC.
Dr. Shirley Roy told the BGA she signed a factoring contract with
Farnsworth and Associates in the summer of 1973. Farnsworth
charged her 17 percent on medicare papers and 12 percent on medicaid bills.
Dr. Roy fills out the papers, signs them, and turns them over to
the factoring company. The head of Farnsworth, Richard Abrams,
told Dr. Roy that his company recodes the papers before sending
them. Dr. Roy, however, has never seen what Farnsworth submits
in her name.
It is standard practice for all payments to go directly to the factoring companies. Doctors never learn what bills are actually paid
or the amounts paid.
Dr. Roy gave an example of what happens when she turns a bill
over to her factoring company.
On a particular $300 bill the factors may conclude that medicaid
will only pay $200. They then issue her a check for that amount
minus 12 percent of $176. If for some reason the bill is rejected, the
factors will take $200 back from her reserve account.
Dr. Roy told us bluntly, "I think it's juice money, but I need it."
The owner of Twin Oaks Pharmacy in Oak Park, Ill., told BGA
investigators he thought his factoring company-Farnsworth-might
be altering his medicaid bills after he turned them over for payment.
MANY BILLS INCREASED

BGA staff members examined a bundle of 3,569 prescription slips
on file at the State comptrollers office. They found that 1,711 bills
had been altered upward. Another 186 had been reduced.
The facts told by Drs. Hester and Roy are typical of dozens heard,
from other medical providers in Illinois who are caught up in the
trap of using factoring companies to survive financially.
Many Illinois medical providers are openly envious of the Michigan system we heard about earlier.
Similar prompt payment of legitimate claims would eliminate any
need for factoring companies in Illinois. Until that time, we will
continue to see millions of dollars appropriated for medical service
to the elderly and the poor go, not for medical services, but siphoned
of into the pockets of unnecessary middlemen.
That is the end of my prepared statement.
Thank you.
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Senator Moss. Thank you, Mr. Hood, for your statement on this
question of factoring.
You said that Illinois now does have a law of some kind of supervision on factoring?
Mr. HOOD. Senator Moss, we have a law that slipped through the
legislature so quietly that the department which should have any
contact never knew it was going through. It was kept a secret by
the Governor's office. It was one that went through last Tuesday.
The Governor has not yet made public his amendatory veto of it,
so I do not know. I do know that some provisions are there to keep
each State agency from having access to these factoring companies
records.
The law forbade State agencies from not doing business with the
factoring company for a time. For a time the State department of
public aid tried to send payments to the doctor to cut out the middleman, and a lawsuit charging breach of contract stopped that sort of
system, so for the moment, I cannot tell you anything has happened.
Now, we have a new amendatory veto process, whereby the Governor can make recommendations, and if the legislature does not
override them, then the amendatory veto will stand as the law. I do
not know what they are, because he has not released them, but I
understand that his veto is amendatory.
Senator Moss. When will the legislature have a veto session?
Air. HOOD. They will have first crack at it in about 4 weeks.
Senator Moss. So we will not know until after that session has
been concluded, whether this becomes law?
HEARINGS PROBABLE

Mr. HOOD. I will guarantee you there will probably be an attempt
to have some hearings, because when this law first went through last
spring, there were no hearings announced to the public. No one of
any interest except perhaps the factoring companies were ever able
to testify, and the bill was apparently written by a lobbyist for the
largest factoring company in the State.
Senator Moss. Is this factoring system of longstanding in Illinois,
and does it predate medicare and medicaid?
Mr. HOOD. Senator, it is not very old at all. The earliest-I will
try to go back and find the earliest possible factoring company in
this field-was started by a man in 1968, 7 years ago, who lost his job
with the department of public aid, and he offered to help doctors
prepare bills so they would get paid faster.
He did not ask any contracts be signed as they are signed today,
and he only asked for 2 percent instead of 12 or 17 percent, so it is
only a 7-year-old industry.
Basically the large factoring firms which are now booming in our
State only came into being in late 1972 or 1973. I think they have
their eye on something bigger in the future. They are sort of testing it out in Illinois.
Senator Moss. You said that the check, when it is made, goes
directly to the factor and not to the person who rendered the service,
and consequently the doctor has no way of checking on how much
is collected?
70-146-76-4
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Mr. HOOD. That is correct, 'and the bills which are. submitted back,
or the statements of accounts which are submitted back to the doctors,
I have looked at dozens of them, and I must admit, I am as perplexed
as most of the doctors to know under what method, that is, to understand what they mean.
They do not show any information that would give a doctor an
opportunity to compare the money he was getting, let's. say with
that slip of paper, with anything he had submitted to the factoring
company. It is purposely jumbled, I would say.
Senator Moss. The example you gave of how a factor might, if the
bill were rejected, get the full $200 from the reserve setup, rather
than $176 that he paid of, means he takes no risk at all.
Mr. HOOD. Absolutely. This is the greatest no-risk business in the
United States.
I have heard, there was a question which Mr. Halamandaris posed
to other people.
I have talked, only yesterday afternoon, with a subcabinet member of our State government, I will not name him, he might lose his
job tomorrow, but he told me that one of his great worries is that if
we have national health care, these firms will become the greatest
ripoffs of our country. He also told me he worries very much that
organized crime already has a toehold in the State of Illinois, and
he worries it will get much worse in the next year or. so.
He did not give me specific names I can document to you, but he
is a person that works in this field every day, and is concerned about
it. He is a professional, and he has genuine fears about this sort of
thing.
Senator Moss. Well, this is a problem, of course, that we will have
to deal with.
FACTORING COMPANIES FIND LooPHOLES

Reading from an article that was in the Albuquerque Tribune in
February of this year, about this matter of factoring, and it says
Congress tried to outlaw the practice 2 years ago with legislation,
but the factors got around the law by having physicians supply them
with a power-of-attorney.
This permits the factor to submit a claim in the physician's name
and cash the check when it is paid.
Are they using that system in Chicago?
Mr. HOOD. Exactly. They do have to sign a power of attorney.
Another instance of controlling the factoring firms with doctors,
is that many doctors have presigned State forms without any prescriptions being written on them, without medicaid, without any
diagnosis, they just sign the forms, and the suspicion by some of
these doctors is that the forms have been filled in by the factoring
company later, and the money collected by the factoring comipany,
perhaps never to get into the pocket of the doctor.
Senator Moss. Are these factors subject to any kind of audit?
Mr. HooD. They contend they are not. They have slipped and
wheezled and scurried under the tables, until this law was passed,
and we still do not know the effect of it. They have been a totally
unregulated bunch. They have kept changing their status.
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Senator Moss. Now, you pointed out the reason that probably
caused them to arise, is the slowness in the paying of the accounts.
If we could induce efficiency so that a doctor could get paid within
not more than 30 days, would that depress this factor racket?
Mr. HOOD. I think that this racket would be essentially wiped out
in our State. We could have efficient payments, and it is hard for
me, and hard for a number of people including the former director
of the department of public aid, who left in a fight with our Governor, to see why they would not put in the money to buy a new computer, or optical scanning device like Michigan has.
We are processing the third highest number of medicaid bills in
the United States, we are spending over $750 million in medicaid,
another $500 million in medicare, and it is a totally antiquated system.
The staff has been shortchanged all the time in Illinois, instead
of adding new people to help out with the manual labor, the politicians loaded up the payroll with almost 100 people doing political
work, to go out to campaign, and who never see the offices, and they
are eating up the budget.
Senator Moss. Is the description that was given by the Michigan
group, with respect to the Illinois program being snowed under by a lot
of paperwork, accurate?
ixr. HOOD. I could see it in my mind's eye, Senator.
The amount of paperwork is absolutely staggering, and yet they
persist in trying to do it by hand. You could take a cash outlay to put
in a sophisticated computer system, I think it would pay for itself in
a very short time.
Senator Moss. In your statement, you said other doctors such as
Dr. Hutchinson, had been sued for thousands of dollars for alleged
overpayments. Who brought that suit?
DOCTOR INITIATES INVESTIGATION

Mr. HOOD. Farnsworth. Farnsworth factors sued Dr. Hutchinson
who happened to be the only doctor I ever found that kept every scrap
of paper he sent to them, and every scrap of paper they sent back to
him. Dr. Hutchinson, I would give credit to helping all of us in
starting this investigation, which we began over 1 year ago. He went
around to everybody, including the news media, to the Better Government Association, and he finally got a response by us, and we
started to check into the allegations. They were very complicated.
They involved hundreds of bills which had been submitted. The upshot of Dr. Hutchinson's case is that he allegedly had been paid too
much by his factoring company on a number of his bills. They had
been discounting his bills at 12 percent. They had taken another 5
or 10 percent, put it into a reserve fund.
The factors after a year with the doctor, said "you had a high
rate of rejections by the State Department of Public Aid."
"We have had to take out $7,000 more of our own money that you
had in your reserve account" and they sued him for the amount, but
they could never satisfactorily account for any of the moneys. So
there have been other doctors also with similar situations.
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We had another doctor who was sued for almost $30,000, and then
when he protested, the factoring company offered to loan him that
money on a 90-day basis at 18 percent for repayment.
Senator Moss. There is a story in the Chicago Tribune on the 5th
of May by George Bliss that suggested organized crime was making
an effort to take over nursing homes and pharmacies receiving large
amounts of medicaid funds, and it reports further that the crime
syndicate has moved into the factoring business, and is buying medicaid bills at a discount, collecting from the State welfare agencies.
You have been describing some of this to us. Do you observe that
there is any of the crime syndicate getting into it?
Mr. HOOD. I believe from the facts that I now know, the facts that
I have heard from Federal investigators and State employees, that
organized crime does have a foothold in Illinois.
However, I do not know all of the names, or even very many of
the names of the people who were involved in this sort of thing.
It is obviously something they will not put a neon sign up and
say the mob runs this factoring company, but the amount of money
that can be made out of factoring is better than you can make out
of loan sharking, and there is simply no reason to take all of the
legal risk of loan sharking, when you can make as much money in
the legal way.
Senator Moss. That seems to be to me the way you describe it.
Their presence and income is pretty well guaranteed. They are not
going to lose any money, and they will get, as you say, as high as 24
percent on some.
Mr. HOOD. I would be glad to speculate, not only get as high as
24 percent, Senator, but in some cases, they might get as high as 144
percent.
TmE-IN "OBVIOUS" WITH STATE EMPLOYEES
Let me interject here, one of the things which is a problem in
Illinois. Some of these factoring firms have an obvious tie-in with a
number of employees in the State of Illinois, and these employees
were processing bills brought in by factoring companies very rapidly.
The factoring companies cleaned up the bills, and hand carried them
into the Department of Public Aid offices, actually to the specific
clerk that they knew handled this section.
Some of these bills that were handled by factoring firms had been
turned over 30 days or less, even the time when we had a year deJay
for regular doctors, the same time as clerks were helping out, they
were getting bonuses, gifts, cash, television sets, from some of the
factoring companies, and some of these employees were forced to
leave, but I think not all of them have left.
At any rate, the honest doctor who sends in his claim, he was having his stuff put aside. Whereas the people who came in from the
factoring company were having it hand carried right to the proper
clerk, who were going over it, handing back the rejected bills to the
factoring company to reprocess, and getting the checks made out.
If you could get a 12-percent discount on a doctor's bill, the doctor
has $1,000-a-month billings, and you are discounting $120 a month,
that is not 12-percent annual rate. You are getting this money back
every month, you are going fo do it 12 times a year.
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The amount of return on that is even greater than some of the
amount of return we have seen in nursing homes.
Senator Moss. You have put it in the ultimate. Well, that is very
interesting, and a great story that you are telling us about, this
growth of factoring. It has many areas of peril, and as you point out,
if we get a national health bill of some sort and get caught up in
this sort of thing, it would be the greatest ripoff of all time, I guess.
Senator Muskie.
Senator MusSY. I yield to Senator Percy. It is his State, and if
there are any questions left over, I will be glad to ask them.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Senator.
I was amused at Mr. Hood's understatement that organized crime
had a foothold in Illinois.
My 55 years of residence would leave me to believe they have some
foundation there, and that they have been building a long time.
Whenever they see a program or problem like this, they generally
move in. Their front is legitimate business, but they have the working capital which comes from illegitimate business.
Mr. HOOD. Senator, you are absolutely right, if I may interject.
They have a giant foothold around the city of Chicago, and' in this
particular industry, we know of several small loan companies which
are run by organized crime members, and a possible extension for a
loan company to go into is a factoring business.
Pardon me for interrupting.
Senator PERCY. I appreciate that clarification.
I would like now to run right through your statement for some
specificity.
ALTERIN-G BILLS To COVER FEES
Do I get the implication from your statement that really these factoring companies will come in and, in a sense, say this will not cost
you anything because we can add to your bills?
We know how much you can really charge for these services, and
then, in a sense, they up the bills. The cost to the State and the
Federal Government, and, you might say, to the customers that they
are calling on, the net cost is really not 15 percent. Certainly on the
last page you indicate the extent of the adjustments that have been
made. So really, it is adding totally to our costs, and the Government
is paying these collection charges.
Mr. HOOD. As an example, to give you some specificity, one of the
doctors we interviewed showed us his records, and he only charged
$3 for a urinalysis test, and that was part of his general examination.
His factoring company routinely raised that amount to $4, even
though he thought it was $3.
Senator PERCY. That is a 33-percent increase.
Mr. HOOD. It is a 33-percent increase, and this doctor had several
hundred patients a week.
Senator PERCY. So if the factoring cost is 15 percent, we are paying for it.
Mr. HOOD. And there are dozens and dozens of examples like that.
What happens is the factoring companies learn what a profile is.
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There is an average community standard called a profile, and public
aid or medicaid will pay 70 percent of this. Many doctors do not
even charge up to the medicaid standard. The factoring companies
know to the penny what this standard is for any type of examination by a doctor, any type of diagnosis, for surgery, any sort of
pharmaceutical, and if they find that the doctor has put anything
less, they immediately raise it.
Senator PERCY. Would you say it is the inefficiency of the system
that really brings this about and creates the climate, that it lives
on inefficiency? If, for instance, Illinois had the efficiency of Michigan, some of the medical practitioners apparently have looked with
great favor on their system; they would prefer it. They prefer to
deal direct with the State and get their money. But they are beset by
the bureaucracy. And then there is no real incentive, if you have got
political kickbacks, political connections in the Department of Public
Aid to ever improve the system. The pressure from the factoring
companies is to keep it inefficient, because that is the way they make
their livelihood, is that correct?
Mr. HOOD. That is correct.
Senator PERCY. In the middle of page 2, you mention politically
connected factoring cbmpanies. Now, by politically connected companies, I want to be certain we are not imputing aniything illegal or
immorally wrong. There is nothing wrong ivith a company or labor
union contacting their representatives to lobby them on legislation,
or whatever it may be. In giving these names in the first instance, I
want to assert that you would be giving the names of a company
that we are not necessarily condemning.
POLITICAL INFLUENCE USED BY FACTORIES

The question is how do they use their political influence? Can you
give us the names of some of the companies from your experience,
factoring companies, that you consider have political connections,
and make use of the political process?
Mr. HOOD. I would like to point out that two of the biggest in our
State are Farnsworth & Associates, and PMGC. They have a lot of
the business, and they have an amazing relationship with officials at
high levels. I was told they also seem to make campaign contributions. They have an entree which other people do not seem to have,
which is part of what I mean by political connections, but I would
name Farnsworth and PMGC.
Senator PERCY. Is there a pattern of political contact? Is it through
generally political appointee contact; one who heads the departments,
or elected officials, that inroads to these departments are made? Or
is it by wining, dining, whatever you might say, the working people,
right at the working level, who are presumably civil servants?
Mr. HOOD. Senator, in the specific case we are dealing with here,
they skip the department head, because he happened to be interested
in cleaning up the factoring system, they wined and dined other
top level people in the department that handled the medical payments, and then-they apparently were very close with members of the
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Governor's staff, so they skipped the cabinet level and went right to
the executive level.
Senator PERCY. On page 2, you may say many doctors said that 1
or 2 years ago it was not uncommon to wait 6 or 9 months to receive
payments from the State. Has that situation improved?
Mr. HOOD. It has improved. The director of the Illinois Department of Public Aid. until a year ago last fall. and who now heads up
an advisory commission, made great efforts to change the system.
He tried to go around the factoring companies by sending payments directly to the doctors, and a lawsuit stopped that. He could
not take it any longer, the meddling in the affairs, the lack of support for his department, and he quit.
The man who took his place is James Trainor. I believe Mr.
Trainor has made a sincere effort to improve things. There has been
some improvement, and the average wait now is down to 40 to 120
days, which is at least better than it was, if not good. But there is
always room for disaster.
We are still processing it by hand in Illinois. And we have a political problem; with $65 million a month flowing out of medicaid, out
of the State treasury, any time the State has a cash flow crisis, the
simplest way for a politician -to help himself to ease the cash flow.
crisis is to slow down the medicaid flow. There are people, who I
have talked to, who are very highly placed in the State government,
who think this does take place.
COLLECTION AGENCIES OR FINANCiL INSTITUTIONS?

Senator PERcy. In the middle of page 3, Mr. Hood, you mentioned,
you do not use this word, but it states that they argued they were no
more than collection agencies, and that they were not subject, therefore, to jurisdiction of the Department of Financial Institutions. But
then later they claimed they are not collection agencies any longer,
but financial institutions.
Is it the purpose of this to get under the regulatory group they
might have the best connections with, or where the regulations would.
be. in their judgment, the loosest?
Mr. HOOD. I think that is exactly. right: When they try to get to
be financial institutions, -I think they sought the softest rock they
could crawl under. Today they will -probably be regulated by the
Collection Agency Bureau, which is the one they originally tried to
escape from, but again we do not know to what degree.
Senator PERcr. You say- the company; Farnsworth, was working
behind the scenes to secure favorable legislation. Could you describe
the behind-the-scenes process?
Mr. HOOD. I wish I could tell you more about this. I found out
about the legislation the day before the Governor acted on it, as did
most people in the departments.
I did hear the name of a lobbyist who allegedly took it around, Mr.
Robbin. This legislation was sponsored by Arthur Berman, who is
generally known for being a good, progressive legislator, and one is
hard pressed to explain why he sponsored this legislation. He has
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not given much defense of it himself. I have been unable to contact
him.
The behind-the-scenes action-the bill was put in at the end of the
session, in the middle of April and was among the last bills going in
the legislative hopper, and there was a floodtide at that time.
Later this bill was moved in sort of a massive movement of bills
from one counter to another. Nobody saw it, nobody in the Governor's liaison staff ever contacted the affected State agencies which is
the normal procedure. In fact, they never realized it was passed. The
day it was in the Senate committee, there was a minimum quorum.
We are still trying to piece that together, because the voting record
cannot be found on that day. I can only give you a partial answer, I
am sorry.
Senator PERCY. Can you tell us more about the political connections of Farnsworth and Associates?
Mr. HOOD. I cannot say that they are the brother-in-law of any
politician in the State. That just is not true.
Mr. Abrams, who was head of the company, and his associates,
seemed to know people at high levels. They seemed to have an entree
to them; they take them to dinner; they may give them campaign
contributions. They are always there. They always have the favored
treatment, and I am sorry to say I cannot put my finger on it.
HEARING AID AND EYEGLAss REGULATION

Senator PERCY. I would like to point out to Senator Moss and
Senator Muskie, a specific illustration. For many, many months, I
have been working on the hearing aid issue. I had the feeling there
was a gross overcharge of the elderly. Finally, I have made some
real progress, I feel. We are getting money-back guarantees, et cetera.
We have now started on the eyeglass industry-110 million people
wear eyeglasses. For some reason a great many States have laws
prohibiting advertising in connection with the price of eyeglasses.
And in those States, generally the price, the same frames, the same
glasses could be two to three times as much as in other States.
The American Optometric Association newspaper. The News. has
dealt with this issue, I think, in a straight forward manner. They
recognize they probably have a problem, but they have said, and I
quote an article in their September issue, "that laws governing health
care in all aspects are States' rights matters and should remain so."
Now, on your experience in working with the State legislature, do
you think this is a deep philosophical feeling on their part?-a constitutional issue?-or is it just that the State legislatures are a little
more amenable to their working quietly behind the scenes and, as
you say in your testimony, very quietly passing a piece of legislation
through the State legislature?
Mr. HooD. I think you hit on the exact point, that in the State
legislature, certainly with the experience that I have had, within
Illinois for the most part, expediency is the rule, and the door is
always open for a quiet word. A number of bills get through each
year in quiet ways. They are fairly large in the State legislature.
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As we are having an open hearing; looking down the road several
years before taking legislature steps in the Congress; knowing what
was done like this in the State of Illinois on the particular factoring
bill; certainly BGA would have great interest in speaking if there
had been an interest.
Senator PERcy. The Speaker of the House, Mr. McCormick, learned
how lobbyists used their influence, picking up .a telephone right on
the Representative's desk, as a matter of fact, and using his office and
making calls.
I was interested in one of the doctor's responses you outlined when
a salesman of a factoring company came into his office, picked up a
telephone, and as you say, on top of page 4, "immediately was able
to tell me my department profile, and the amount of money due to
me; confidential information I could not have found out about myself."
How do they do this? How can they get such information?
CONFIDENTiAL INFORMATION

DISSEMINATED

Mr. HOOD. The salesman knew somebody in Springfield.
The information which he was talking about is a very carefully
guarded profile. It is kept in big, bound computer books, and it
shows: what that doctor has been billing; what community he is in;
and how his profile stacks up against the standard. Only a few
people have access to those books.
We could not pinpoint who he called, but it had to be a person at
a fairly high level of the medical payment section of the Illinois Department of Public Aid.
Senator PERCY. You indicated that he threw the names around of
several big politicians I heard of.
Now, we know that there are two possibilities, and I always, in a
presumption of innocence, assume these politicians are innocent, and
that someone is using their names without their knowledge. But I
think they know who is throwing their names around. We ought to
know who is throwing what names around. We also ought to know
why their names are being used, and if there is any substance to it.
Will you tell us their names?
Mr. HOOD. It was not you, sir.
Senator PERCY. I am disappointed. I learned the other day that
the CIA opened my son-in-law's mail in West Virginia and never
opened mine. I felt left out.
Mr. HOOD. The name that Dr. Hester was able to recall the time
we talked to him, was the name of George Dunne. For the record,
he is the president of the Cook County board.
Senator PERcY. Well, I would say that is a big politician. I think
Mr. Dunne ought to know his name is being used by factoring companies, and we ought to know why.
A man who processed the bills in the State public aid department
you mentioned, who was this?
Mr. HOOD. Kilbreath is the man's name.
Senator PERcy. Do you have a full name?
Mr. HOOD. Initials-J. M. Kilbreath.
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Senator PERCY. What is meant by your term, "I use this company
because they can get more money for me than I can get." I just want
to be sure I understand what you mean, "get more money," not just
the money that is owed, but more money.
Mr. HOOD. I believe he was strictly referring to their ability to upgrade his profile, to raise the amounts on the bills he submitted to
them.
Senator PERCY. You mentioned a salesman who is a convicted
felon, a man who pled guilty 2 years earlier to bribing public officials.
Who was the salesman?
Mr. HOOD. His name is Palmer, Senator.
Senator PERCY. He works for'whom?
Mr. HooD. He worked for PMGC.

GAO CITES SHORTCOMINGS
Senator PERCY. Finally, the GAO report found that the Illinois
system for paying medicaid claims needed improvement. The lack of
accountability of claims, unnecessary manual processing, ineffective
uses of computers. insufficient provider and employee, training, delayed payments to medicaid providers for long periods, lead providers to turn to factoring companies to collect outstanding bills.
The State has started action to correct each of the management
problems cited as told to GAO. It was also stated they have been successful in reducing actual processing time to 19 days for physicians
and 15 days for drugs.
My question is, has Illinois in fact improved its system for paying
medicaid bills?

In a sense you have answered that, but I would like you again to
indicate on the record, what the present situation today is. Should
we rest easy and feel all is well?
Mr. HOOD. I think all is not well. We need a totally new system.
Fifteen days and nineteen days does not square up with anything
I have heard. The lowest I heard on a bill was 33 days, and it is still
running 40 days and 60 days and more.
Senator PERCY. Has -the task force the Governor set up -with the
IDPA. the special unit, is it a good organizational approach?
Mr. HOOD. No.

Senator PERCY. And finally, if Illinois has in fact improved in any
degree its utilization review system, how then can the abuses which
you have pointed out still continue to occur and why?
Mr. HOOD. I do not think that review system is working. As the
Governor's task force is occasionally referred to by his own officials,
as the official coverup, then I do not see it working.
Senator PERCY. I want to thank you very much indeed for your
testimony, and, again, Mr. Chairman, and, Senator Muskie, thank
you for your courtesy.

Senator MusKisE. Thank you. You are certainly welcome, Senator
Percy. That was most appropriate that you had been able to get into
the situation.
Mr. Hood, there can be no. doubt in the minds of anyb6dy listening
to you, reading your statement, listening to Sena'tor- Percy's ques-
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tions and your answers, which you described, that it is a mess of the
first magnitude.
Mr. HOOD. Exactly.
Senator M-usKiE. Let me ask you this. It is inconceivable to me that
the practice is associated with this factoring industry, as you have
described, and must be an open book to those State agencies, which
are involved, is this not so?
STATE EmriLoYExs HELP FACTORERS
Mr. HOOD. It is so, Senator Muskie. They allow the employees of
the department which handled medicaid billing to work with the
factoring companies, and these employees prefer it that way, because
the factoring companies get to know them, they give them gifts, and
in fact, they do perform one service sometimes, and they do perform
the codes, the doctors are not as well trained as they should be, they
do not know all of the proper codes, in filling out the medicaid forms.
The factoring firms do attempt to alleviate this problem, for one
reason, I think the clerical rank-and-file hike them.
Senator MuIsDm. There must be widespread understanding, even
among those that are employed and the higher officials that this sort
of thing is going on.
*Mr. HOOD. Exactly. The situation is known in other State departments, it is generally considered to be a terrible situation in the State
of Illinois by people knowledgeable.
The problem is it is not the subject, even with the newspaper coverage given it, that is, it affects the great places. The doctors hate the
ssystem. Most people in government think the system is corrupt, and
they are correct, and the only people that like the system are the
factoring companies and the few people they are greasing.
Senator Mus=n. Does anyone in the State government assume any
kind of responsibility with respect to eliminating the practice, or of
changing the system? I mean, does it just go on as an open book, and
no one at all is interested in doing anything about it?
Mr. HooD. That appears to be the rule. There is a special task force
set up by the Governor of our State. He has hired some lawyers to
look into it, and the final report calls for no indictments, no moneys
recovered. The Federal investigators, who have been looking at the
same material-the GAO, the FBI-reportedly think that the State
task force has done nothing but coverup, get in their way, and tried
to hide evidence.
Senator MusmE. Are the Federal agencies involved aware of the
magnitude as you describe here?
Mr. HOOD. I think they are. I was told yesterday by a person who
has been meeting with this task force, the Federal task force, that
they think there may be some Federal indictments very soon out of
this.
Senator Mus=. How long have they been digging into it?
Mr. HOOD. They. have been digging into it almost 11 months.
Senator MusKm.. Now, you have said something like $65 million a
month in payments through the Illinois agencies. What proportion of
those payments are subject to this factoring system?
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Mr. HOOD. Senator, we have not been able to pin that down. I
would say the proportionate amount is not terribly high. We think
may be $25 or $30 million is going through the factoring system in a
year, figuring about 15 percent of that has been taken out.
The problem is, this is a brand new industry. There was almost a
new factoring company starting every month for the last 24 months
in the State of Illinois, and the legislation will give them their own
licensing board. With this there will probably be even more of these
factoring companies.
COMPETITION HIGH

One of the greatest problems these factoring companies have is too
much competition. One of the factorers asked all of the inside details
about the factoring business, he said he did not want to tell him anymore, because the last guy that interviewed him, ended up going
into competition.
Senator M-usIE. But there is not enough competition to drive the

rates down, not yet.
Mr. HOOD. They have all got their corner of the market.
Senator Musxnm. So some State employees find this system useful.
What is your own judgment, is it. the system, does it have enough
utility, that you ought to try to preserve it in some way, protect it,
or just prohibit it? Is it so corrupt, that it ought to be prohibited, or
should it be licensed and subject to some kind of scrutiny?
Mr. HooD. That is a good question. One, I do not think it is necessary, but if we will accept in the alternative as it is, it should be put
under the most stringent controls with access to the books and records of these factoring firms, which is what they have been trying to
avoid. The service they provide is. not really needed. If we have a
prompt and rapid system of payment, it will not exist much longer.
Very few doctors-who are medical providers I have come acrosswould have difficulty in obtaining short-term loans at a bank, if there
is only a 30- or 60-day cash flow problem. The problem that started
it all was it was taking a year to get paid.
Senator MUsKIE. Is that a problem that could be that easily solved,
the question of expediting the bureaucratic practice, can it be done?
The Social Security system is having great difficulties now with
the SSI payments. A lot of those are being processed manually, a lot
of those are being delayed, and there are questions as to the percentage of error, and the rest of it somehow going through that system
which is about efficient a system of paying out money as the Government has yet put together.
Mr. HooD. I would look past social security, and look at our
neighboring State of Michigan, which has a very fine system, which
they put in several years ago, before they had the high level of medicaid payments that they have now, which even now is less than
Illinois.
They have a modern computer system, with modern equipment,
they have optical scanners, everything set up so it does not have to
be done by hand. They have a very low reject rate. They have a very
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low rate of mistakes, and they get their payments out extremely
rapidly.
I think if we had the Michigan system in Illinois, we would get
rid of all of the factoring companies overnight.
Senator MusI E. From my own experience, doctors are very poor
bookkeepers or paper shufflers. Some of the delay may be attributed
to that fact, of sloppy accounting practices on the part of the doctors.
They do lean on the factors to some extent to perform bookkeeping
or accounting functions, could that not be so?
PHYSICtANs GET AID IN BOOKKEEPING

Mr. HOOD. I have had a number of doctors indicate that they are
not the best businessmen nor the most careful accountants in the
world. They do lean on their own staff and factoring firms to do a
lot of that work for them.
Senator MUsKIE. So they charge off some of this fee, which would
be normal overhead processing their bill?
Mr. HOOD. It is sort of an understood part of the system. Maybe
we should state it for the record, that when these doctors are paying
12 percent and more into the factoring firms, they stand to lose even
more, because some bills will be rejected by the Medicaid system, they
just up their bills to cover their contingency, and in the end, you and
I, and the Federal budget will pay for that.
Senator MusKsIE. That is the next point I wanted to raise. Up. to
this point, the testimony has indicated this is coming out of the hide
of the doctors, but I would doubt that would happen.
The doctors will pass that on to somebody else, and you say that
is what is happening?
Mr. HOOD. Exactly. The doctors are passing it through the system.
There are some cases where doctors have been terribly strapped. The
only question is not getting money. It is just that they are not getting
what they would like to get. I think the whole problem is the ultimate extra cost to the medicaid system. Looking into the future, if
you are talking about national health care, and whatever kind of
system you have for payments there, are you going to have factoring
on a nationwide scale, or through whatever State systems are set up?
It is a very serious problem, and you can see from several years of
experience in Illinois, how bad it can get.
Senator MusKIS. Let me ask you this, looking down the road, this
thing had developed in the early years-leeches have a way of finding these kinds of programs-and yet there are elements of futility
here that might make it difficult to eradicate this. The fact that
many, many doctors have a high proportion of their income in these
programs, the fact that there is law and paperwork involved, difficulty collecting, and even the most expeditious kinds of processing
by bureaucracies, there will be delay.
There will always be some pressure for this kind of service among
providers for health care, is not that correct?
Mr. HOOD. In those strict terms you put it, there might be a need
for a small amount of factoring.
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EFFICIENT DELIVERY SysTEM NEEDED

There are some doctors and laboratories which do have a high percentage of medicaid patients; however, I still think an efficient delivery'system, a payment system that only took 30 to 45 days, which
did not cause any sort of serious cash flow problem, and the amount
of interest these people are really paying is pretty high compared to
what they get in a bank.
Senator MusIEE. Thank you very much.
You have rendered a real public service.
Senator Moss. Thank you very much, Mr. Hood, for your interesting and stimulating testimony about the factoring system.
I think what Senator Muskip was getting at, that doctors oftentimes did not have any very efficient bookkeeping system is a part,
however, it seems to me, as I have observed, that many groups of
doctors now go together and have a central bookkeeping system and
that they also build up reserves in their clinic, or whatever their association is, so that perhaps the pressure -of the cash flow is not as
extreme as it might be on an individual doctor who just depended
on collecting his bills month by month.
Mr. HOOD. That is sort of the coming trend. I would add to your
comment, which sparks another suggestion. They started to put in
Illinois, and never really made it, was a self-bonding system; That
public aid, whatever the payment system is, medicaid would pay 80
percent to -any doctor, would pay 80 percent of his bills, keep 20 percent in reserve, and they would process them later, and work out any
differentials of claims, figuring that the 20 percent would be far
more than necessary for most doctors, and that was another fairly
good system that could be worked out.
Senator Moss. Well,. thank you very much for your fine testimony,
and if the factors and others hear about this, and want -to write to
the committee, tell their side. of it, we will -hear whatever they have'
to say.
Sen'ator MusKTE. Do you expect to be flooded with mail?
Senator Moss. I do not think so, after what we have heard.
We do thank you.
Mr. HOOD. Thank you.
Senator Moss. We will now hear from William Crawford, reporter,
Chicaqo Tribune, Chicago, mI., and William Gaines, reporter, Chicago Tribune, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Crawford, you may go ahead, unless you have some arrangement between the two of you as to who goes first.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM CRAWFORD, REPORTER, CHICAGO
TRIBUNE, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. CRAWFORD. Thank you, and good afternoon.
I am here today to tell you about my experience as a medicaid
patient at Northeast Community Hospital which in 1974 took in more
than $2 million in puLblic aid funds.
I was admitted to Northeast without being examined by a doctor
and spent 5 days there being treated for pretended alcoholism even
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though I was perfectly healthy. The hospital billed the Illinois Department of Public Aid $394 for my stay.
I was taken to the hospital in a private ambulance even though I
was ambulatory and had sufficient funds in my back pocket to take
public transportation or a cab to the hospital for one fraction of the
cost of an ambulance. The ambulance company billed the Illinois
Department of Public Aid $69 for the trip, $45 to pick me up and
$1.35 a mile thereafter.
During my stay at the hospital, my doctor visited me four times for
a total of 10 minutes. That particular doctor routinely bills public aid
$10 for each such visit. In total, my stay at the hospital and my ride
there would have cost the taxpayer more than $500.
The fact that I, a perfectly healthy person, was able to spend 5
days in the hospital at a cost of more than $500 to the taxpayer, and
be admitted to the hospital without examination by a doctor, and get
a ride there in a private ambulance-even though I was ambulatory
-and had the money to get there by my own means, raises serious
questions about the hospital's admission policies.
The squalid surroundings of the hospital and the substandard, dehumanizing medical care it offers its patients raises even more serious
questions about the continued functioning of the hospital.
SUBSTANDARD CARE AT NORTHEAST

Before getting into what I saw during my stay at Northeast, the
bizarre treatment I received, and the convoluted manner in which I
was admitted, I would like to make mention of those factors which
caused us to commit ourselves to an investigation of the hospital in
the first place. Believe me, we were not singling out Northeast Community for criticism unnecessarily.
As fax back as a year ago, a registered nurse who has since resigned
from the hospital, came to us with wide-ranging complaints about the
filthy conditions. of the hospital and the substandard medical care
accorded its patients.
More recently, a second employee, who worked at the hospital as
an intake counselor, came to us with even more damaging allegations.
She echoed the sentiments of the registered nurse about the filth, and
squalor, and neglect of patients, but then went even further.
She accused the' hospital of engaging in a wholesale ripoff of the
medicaid program. She claimed the hospital actively recruited patients from the rundown areas of the city by setting up informal
agreements with owners and managers of hotels and flophouses in
which large numbers of welfare recipients resided.
According to these informal agreements, if a welfare recipient
came into the lobby of his hotel in an unruly state, from too much
alcohol, for example, the hotel manager would alert the hospital and
if the hospital had a bed available, it in turn would call a private ambulance to bring that person to the hospital.
She claimed the hospital actually employed a counselor full time
who had his own office in one of these flophouses, namely the La Salle
Plaza Hotel, located on the fringe of a skid row neighborhood. His
real job consisted of driving around the streets, encouraging welfare
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recipients to come to the hospital for a rest and offering them a ridc,
there.
We began to take a closer look at Northeast by setting up a surveillance of the hospital, logging ambulance company trips to and from
the hospital, and by examining certain documents and questioning
former patients and ambulance drivers.
Soon it became clear that the largest number of persons being admitted to the hospital by private ambulance were coming from three
large tenement houses located in different parts of the city and occupied almost exclusively by welfare recipients.
Records show, for example, that in one 6-month period, more than
100 patients were taken to Northeast from one of these buildings, the
Northrnere Hotel located a couple of miles from the hospital.
On one occasion, we watched two men walk from the hospital to a
waiting ambulance where they were driven to the Northmere Hotel.
When questioned, the ambulance company said it was asked to make
the trip by the hospital and explained one man was treated there for
a head injury and the other for alcoholic rehabilitation. When asked
why the latter needed an ambulance, the company told us it wasn't
quite sure but "guessed it was hospital procedure."
Former patients of the hospital located all over the city told us
how they or the hotel manager customarily called an ambulance when
they decided they wanted to go to the hospital. An ambulance driver
told us: "Once they get a green card, they think they can use us like
taxicabs."
With these initial facts, we became increasingly convinced that
further investigation was justified.
GETTINa ADMITTED TO THE HOSPITAL

We decided the best way in which to get a firsthand look at Northeast would be by getting admitted to the hospital as a patient, an
assignment which eventually devolved on me.
However, because the hospital relied almost entirely on welfare
recipients for its patients, it was clear that I would have to first
obtain a medical assistance card from the Illinois Department of
Public Aid.
With the approval of a State legislative committee investigating
welfare fraud in Illinois, I applied for a medical assistance card from
the IDPA. After three trips to the public aid office over a 6-week
period and much bureaucratic wrangling, I 'finally received the card.
With the green card in hand, I then booked a room at the La Salle
Plaza Hotel where the counselor from Northeast was alleged to have
his office. I might at this point say I never personally ran into that
individual.
Little did I know that less than 24 hours later I would be lying on
a second floor bed of Northeast Community Hospital even though I
was in perfect health and had not even been examined 'by a doctor.
I turn now to a chronological narrative dealing with my stay at the
hospital and beginning with my booking a room at the La Salle
Plaza Hotel.
At 3 p.m. on July 14, I entered the hotel and booked a room with
Hank Rholand, the hotel desk clerk and himself a former patient of
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Northeast Commumity Hospital. After I paid for the room and made
certain Mr. Rholand saw my green card, the following dialog ensued.
"Yeah" he told me, "three guys came in today and said they were
sick so I made reservations for 'em at the hospital and shipped 'em
out. Anytime you're feeling sick you just let me know and I'll call the
hospital and make reservations for you. You just let me know when
you're sick and I'll make the reservations and have an ambulance
down here to give you a lift to the hospital."
I told Mr. Rholand I wasn't feeling up to snuff and asked him if I
could get to the hospital without the green card. He told me, "You
got to have the green card, otherwise there's nothing I can do for you.
You got to have the green card."
. I handed Rholand my green card, followed him back to the desk
where he picked up the telephone and called the hospital. "This is
Hank from La Salle Plaza," he told the hospital, "I would like to
make a reservation for one Crawford, William, for 9:30 in the
morning."
Rholand then entered my -green card number in the hotel register
and placed my card in -my mailbox, assuring me that everything was
all set and an ambulance would be there the following day to pick me
up. I was about to leave the hotel when Rholand, apparently apprehensive he would lose a customer, asked me if I was going out to get
a jug of wine. I told him I was, at which point he said, "Save you the
walk. You wait -rightthere."
WINE SUPPLIED TO

"ALCOHOLIC"

Unbelievably, Rholand exited from his office, went into an adjacent
room, and returned moments later with an ice cold jug of inexpensive
wine. "Here you go, Bill," he said. "You take this to your room and
have a good time."
Incidentally, he was to repeat 'that utterance the following morning,
as I was waiting in the lobby of the hotel for the ambulance to arrive.
He supplied me again with a free bottle of ice cold inexpensive wine.
The following morning, at about 11 a.m., July 15, the private
ambulance arrived with two attendants aboard.
They ushered me out of the hotel into the ambulance* and after a
comfortable ride sitting up chatting with one of the attendants, I
arrived at the hospital some 15 miles north of the hotel. I 'told the
attendant on the way to the hospital I was suffering from slight stomach pains. Yet, when the ambulance company submitted its bill to
public aid, it listed me as an emergency case and described conditions
of a heart attack. Furthermore, their bill to public aid stated I was
suffering from acute abdominal pains, chest pains, and having a difficult time 'breathing.
Apparently, the ambulance company felt compelled to alter its
records to guarantee payment for the trip to Northeast.
Moreover, under IDPA regulations, the ambulance company is compelled to take emergency cases to the nearest hospital. In my case, the
ambulance chose instead to take me to a hospital some 15 miles away
and, I might add, at the rate of $1.35 'a mile. On the way, we passed
literally dozens of other hospitals.
*See photograpb, p. 62.
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At this point, this is a map,* and it is a wedge of Chicago that runs
north up along the lake, and it is on this side of the red circle, approximately where the hotel from which I was taken is located.
The hospital itself is up here, representing a distance of perhaps
15 miles or so. However, I would like to point out, these black dots
represent hospitals which I could have been taken to, and are closer
than Northeast from the La Salle Plaza Hotel.
I would like to make special reference to Henrotin Hospital, which
is located less than 100 yards from the hotel. I could have walked
there-I could have crawled.
Without talking to a doctor, nurse, or other medical personnel, I
walked with the ambulance attendant to the switchboard in the front
of the hospital to drop off my green card.
The switchboard operator told me my room number and I climbed
the stairs with the attendant to the second floor. There, the attendant
escorted me to my room and bade me farewell.
I was now a patient at Northeast.
RECORD OF

Sy~nfOMs

FALSE OR ExAGGERATED

Though I was chipper and alert and complained only of slight
stomach pains, hospital records show that I. was, and I quote: "a patient admitted because of nausea, vomiting and epigastric pain ...
Extremities: tremulous."
These are all symptoms of a person going through withdrawal.
The tentative diagnosis: gastritis and duodenitis, two ailments
which are commonly associated with chronic alcoholism and which
are the most frequently listed admitting diagnosis on Northeast's
public aid records.
I have a copy of the photograph of the bill, part of a bill submitted to public aid for payment, and it shows the diagnosis as I just
indicated.
I will submit this for the record at this point.**
It says: "Final disposition on discharge, advised to go to nearest
health center," which is not true, "to be followed as an outpatient, or
to make an appointment."
I was never advised of that either. The final diagnosis by my
doctor was acute alcoholic gastritis. and on public aid records the
discharge diagnosis was alcoholic addiction.
Again; both the hospital and doctor apparently felt compelled
to alter the records in order to be assured of getting their money
from public aid.
|
The care I received in the hospital was bizarre, to say the least.
My doctor was notified by telephone of my admission and from his
desk at a board of health clinic, he placed me on an intense program
of vitamins, prescription tranquilizers-including Librium and
Dalamane, and Dilantin, an anticonvulsant often used to control
epileptic seizures.
Health experts have told us it is totally inappropriate for a
physician to order these drugs over the phone for a patient he has
5ee p. 64.

:.See p. 65.
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NORTHEAST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
DISCHARGE SUMMARY
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Gastritis and Duodenitis.
Acute Alcoholic Gastritis.

This is the case of a 34
BRIEF HISTORY AND ESSENTIAL PHYSICAL FINDINGS:
year old male white patient admitted becaum of nausea, vomiting, epigasric
intake.
alcohol
excessive
pain; had history of
Physical examisation revealed a fairly nourished, fairly developed, conscious
Temperature, pulse
with blood pressure of 120/90.
and pbas'i&~atient
Essentially negative physical findings except for
and respiration normal.
3-4 cm. below the
Hepatomagaly
the abdomen with tenderness in epigaoxium.
Extremities: tremulous.
right costal magin.
All routine laboratory workup
SIGNIFICANT LABORATORY AND X-RAY FINDINGS:
Chest x-ray essentially negative.
was within normal limits.
patient and
Routine lab. workup was done to this
COURSE IN [E HOSPITAL:
Because of tremulousness, the patient was
results within mrmal limits.
antispasmodics
tranquilizers,
at once given Librium and started on vitamins,
With continued conservative management and alcoholic
and analgesics.
on
counselling, and detoxification the patient uneventfully improved, thus
condition.
the 5th hospital day, was disharsd in fair
FIN!AL DISPOSITION ON DISCHARGE:
to be followed as an outpatient;
No redications given.
;TDICATIONS GIVEN IN T11E HOSPITAI
:Iaalcv Dalmane, Tylenol.
PROGNOSIS:

Advised to go to nearest health center
Or make an appt. in 2 weeks' time.
Bejectal,

Librium,

Thiamine,

Dilantin,

Fair.

DISCHARGE SUMMARY
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not even seen. Only in an emergency case should such drugs be
ordered by phone and then they should be mild doses.
But these doses were not mild, experts say "these drugs may be
-normal for a person going through D.T.'s, we were told, but not
for a normal person. Others likened the medication to using a shotgun to shoot a fly.
My doctor told me I could go at the end of the 5-day stay, the
maximum time public aid will pay for detoxifying alcoholics. Before
I could even vacate my room, I was not even out of my bed, another
patient had been admitted to the hospital and assigned my bed.
During my 5-day stay I never saw an alcoholic treatment counsvlor.
I was never asked why I was drinking. I was never asked what sort
of help or support I needed to kick my supposed dependence on
alcohol.
TnmRAPY SEssIoNs INADEQUATE

Instead, I was offered a daily, 45-minute long group therapy
lecture given by a reformed alcoholic who was being paid $3.05 an
hour-tops at Northeast-for his efforts. The sessions were optional,
and of 100 patients in the hospital, only about 10 cared to attend
these sessions.
The only other planned activity during my stay was occupational
therapy, an hour long exercise supervised by an untrained young
woman in a small, ill-equipped room where we fumbled about trying
to make ceramic ashtrays and other bric-a-brac.
I asked the young lady conducting the session, if I could make a
key chain. She explained to me that she only had 1 needle for perhaps
10 patients who had come to these sessions, and that another fellow
was using it, and I would have to try to thread the key chain.
Northeast, incidentally, billed public aid $4 per person, per day for
these sessions.
While the Northeast alcoholic treatment program is a sham, its
facilities and staff for alcoholic patients are just as bad. The building
is poorly maintained, showers do not work, cleanliness is an afterthought, and nurses and aides often ignore the needs of patients.
During my stay I killed 16 cockroaches in my room. When a
nurse dropped a pill on the floor, a nurse picked it up and handed
it back to me, ordering me to swallow it. When I complained I
didn't have a fork to eat dinner, an aide simply took a used one
from the plate of another patient, rinsed it clean, and handed it
to me.
On some days the hospital ran out of fresh sheets, gowns, and
pillow cases, and I was once issued a soiled gown to replace the
one I had on.
Those patients with real medical problems received little attention from the nurses, who increasingly smoked around patients and
spent much of their time in my room watching TV soap operas.
"I never go in there unless I have to," one nurses' aide told me,
pointing to the room of a man in isolation with festering sores
on his legs, "I'm not going to catch that stuff."
My fellow patients were often reduced to orderlies themselves,
supplying those in isolation with coffee, cigarettes and water and
other needs because no one else cared to.
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One night, a toilet overflowed in a room with four patients,
spreading water mixed with human waste across the floor. The
stench filled the room and began to seep into the hallway, but no
hospital personnel came to assist. One of the men had to mop it up
himself.

An hour later, the toilet overflowed again. An old man, equipped
with a walker, shuffled aimlessly through the stinking mess, but no
hospital staff member was around to stop him. The mess remained
on the floor for 1 hour before a janitor cleaned it up.
-Said Michael Creed, a three-time patient at the hospital: "They
treated everyone like animals."
That is the end of my statement.
Senator Moss. Well, that is an astounding statement, and conditions that exist like that are almost unbelievable.
I would like to ask Mr. Gaines if he could give his statement,
and then if we have questions, we will ask either one of you.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM GAINES, REPORTER, CHICAGO TRIBUNE,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. GAINES. When the Chicago Tribune Task Force began an
investigation of hospital care, one hospital soon emerged as needing
special scrutiny.
It was Von Solbrig Hospital, an 83-bed facility in a white, middleclass neighborhood of Chicago. The hospital is unique in Chicago
because it is the only general hospital in the city that has profitmaking as its expressed purpose.
Its founder and sole owner is Dr. Charles von Solbrig, who is
also the administrator, medical director, and chief surgeon. He
controls every facet of the hospital operation. He conducts surgery
without fear of criticism of any hospital board that he does not
control.
The board of health of the city of Chicago, which is empowered
to enforce State regulations on the licensing of hospitals, would
make routine inspections, carrying a checklist of possible sanitary
violations. The fire department inspectors would check fire extinguishers and doors and the like.
But no one was judging the amount of medical attention given a
patient for the seriousness of his illness or the dollar charged. And
no one was asking whether the hospitalization, length of stay, or
operation was necessary.
A hospital surveillance program set up several years ago in
Illinois to monitor medical decisions in the use of public welfare
money did not check on Von Solbrig Hospital. The hospital was
judged too small for that.
Professional medical organizations would not be critical of
doctors. We found that no doctor would go on the record as critical
of another doctor. And when a lay person complained, doctors would
say: "Who are you to criticize? You're not a doctor."
"NuRsEs DOING

THE JOB OF

DocTORs"

So I got a job as a janitor in Von Solbrig Hospital and I found
that I didn't need to know anything about medicine to know that
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something was wrong. All I needed was to count the staff in the
surgery area, patient wards, and the emergency room. I found that
nurses were doing the job of doctors. Nurses aides were doing the
job of registered nurses. And I, as a janitor, would do the job of
orderly, aide, and nurse.
There was no doctor specifically assigned to the emergency room.
On some days, the only physician available to the entire hospital
was the radiologist. There was no specialist in pediatrics or geriatrics
available although patients ranged in age from infants to octogenarians. The short staffing of the surgery suite was the most
shocking.
Many times, the only doctor in the hospital would be in surgery,
performing one operation after another. Assembly line operations
were performed on children on public aid.
The recovery room would either be bypassed entirely or an untrained aide would be placed there to awaken a patient after surgery
and remove him to his room.
One aide inside the surgery room was a 16-year-old high school
student who volunteered to work in the hospital and was assigned to
the surgery room within 4 days and without any training. His
duties included counting sponges to see that none were left inside
the patient.
Later, I would be called into the surgery room to help move
patients off the table during a week when the high school boy was
home with the measles. It didn't matter that moments before I was
to be called into the surgery room, I was mopping floors or unloading
a truck in the parking lot and wearing my dirty janitor outfit.
Every day I would help lift elderly patients between janitor jobs.
One elderly medicare patient was in a cast and an aide, the teenaged
volunteer and I struggled to lift her in and out of the bed as she
cried out in pain. None of us had any training in handling patients
and the hospital had no mechanical lifts.
Although bare necessities only were provided, medicare and medicaid payment would be high because of unneeded surgery and
numerous extra charges.. The meaningless recovery room charge
was $13, tests were taken on all patients, including $19 for cardiograms on infants. One doctor who brought his patients to Von
Solbrig Hospital, specialized in mass tonsillectomies. He runs a
clinic in the black ghetto area of Chicago's West Side. His patients
told us that they were herded into his office "like cattle . . . lined
up, and their throats peered into for a second or two."
UNNECESSARY TONSILLECTOMIES PERFORMED
The diagnosis would be tonsillitis-for entire families, sometimes
with five or six children. Medical experts told us that chances of an
entire family of five needed a tonsillectomy the same day are
astronomical.
This one doctor, Edward J. Mirmelli, was doing more tonsillectomies in 1 day than six doctors performed in 1 week in Cook
County Hospital's ear, nose, and throat clinic.
A mother of six was told that all of her children must have their
tonsils out, and when she protested, the doctor told her she didn't
love her family if she didn't have their tonsils out. She answered
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that her children never had colds or sore throats and she refused
to send them to the hospital where the. doctor had already scheduled their surgery. Other families put blind trust in their doctors and
there was a continual flow of tonsil cases from the ghetto.
Here is a picture of the surgery book* on a day in which a welfare
family of five was operated on. Within a month, another family of
five was brought in. This combination of unneeded operations and
dangerous understaffing to cut costs in a for-profit hospital reached
a climax in my experience at the hospital .

.

. when two sisters were

operated on consecutively for both tonsils and hernias. The first
child, 8 years old, had been left in the recovery room with an untrained aide while the surgery crew operated on the second child.
State law in Illinois requires that a registered nurse be in the
recovery room and a doctor release the patient because the vital
signs must be monitored after surgery to insure that the patient
does not aspirate blood.
The aide was unable to awaken the child and she had to interrupt
surgery to get help to force air down the child's throat. Then the
child was returned to her bed, the next operation concluded on the
6-year-old sister, and I, the janitor, was left to watch the child in
the recovery room.
It was with this kind of assembly line surgery that the doctor was
able to bill medicaid for $124,000 in 1 year. In 1 day, he saw more
than 100 patients in his office.
Now the Chicago Board of Health, Illinois Board of Health,
and Illinois Public Aid Department have started investigations into
the hospital and the doctors who practice there.
After our stories appeared, we were told many people took relatives, who were private patients, out of the hospital, but those who
remained were mostly medicaid or medicare patients.
I appreciate the opportunity of speaking before the committee
and I would like to answer any of your questions. I would be happy
to answer any questions.
Senator Moss. Thank you very much for your statement. It, too,
is an astounding statement, as the one that went before by Mr.
Crawford. It hardly seems possible that these conditions could
exist.
You said you thought that Von Solbrig Hospital was one that
should be examined. How did you come to that conclusion?
MONETARY INTERESTS IN VON SOLBRIO
Mr. GAINES. It was during our investigation, that we learned
about the hospital, and we had heard about the hospital, and the
fact it was a profitmaking hospital made it unique in the city, that
the persons who had control over the hospital length of stays there
also had a monetary interest, and a monetary interest in long stays
and possibly unnecessary surgery.

Senator Moss. On these family surgeries of five children, did you
talk with members of the family, the mother and the father of any
of those?
*See p. 70.
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Mr. GAINES. Yes, we did; we talked with as many as we could
find.
Senator Moss. And was this on the recommendation of the doctor,
that all of this occurred, or how did they get five of them in a row?

Mr. GAINES. Well, the symptoms for tonsillitis are sore throat, loss
of hearing and high fever, and we found that when patients were,
a child was brought in by his mother into the clinic, he might just
have had a sore throat, he might not have had the other symptoms,
and that the other members of the family did not have those same
symptoms, but the mother was asked to bring in the other members
of the family, and have them examined, and then the diagnosis would
be tonsillitis for the entire family.
The mothers who brought their children in felt that the doctor
was concerned, because he asked them to bring in their other children.
It seemed to them he was doing his job, and they would trust in
him when they brought them in, and although the governing
authorities did not find out about these mass tonsillectomies, when
I first started at the hospital, I found out that even janitors there
*were aware that somiething was wrong.
The first day I worked there, the other janitors told me that
entire welfare families were being operated on for tonsillitis.
They told me if I still had my tonsils, to keep my mouth shut.
Senator Moss. I would think that would be good advice. I would
have kept mine shut too. From time to time, we have had allegations
that doctors do that, that is to say, the mother arrives with a sick
child, accompanied by other children, the doctor examines all the
children, and he bills medicaid for all of them. Have you encountered
this?
Mr. GAINES. Yes, we did; entire families were encouraged to
come in at the same time, and be examined in the same room, and
perhaps 2 minutes were spent with each family member.
Senator Moss. It was Mr. Crawford who said that a doctor visited
him 4 times for a total of 10 minutes, and then each one of those
were $10 a visit.
Was there here something akin to that, each one would get a
visit, and get the full billing, for each child, is that correct?
Mr. GAINES. Yes, it would be full billing for individual office
examinations, for each child and adult in the family.
Senator Moss. Mr. Crawford, you mentioned in your statement
about someone at the LaSalle Plaza, who had a van, and solicited
patients for the hospital. Could you expand on that a little bit
for me?
PATIENTS SoLicrrED FOR HoSPITAL
Mr. CRAwFoRD. Senator, you can go to the 500 block of North
Clark Street, in Chicago, an area commonly described as skidrow.
You can ask just about anyone who appears to be a frequenter of
that area, if he has seen a fellow by the name of Jim Zimmerman,
and invariably, you will evoke the response, "Wait long enough,
and he will show up in his red van, and you can talk to him, or go
to the LaSalle Plaza Hotel, he has offices there."
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We were never able to substantiate that Mr. Zimmerman had
offices at the LaSalle Plaza Hotel. Everybody connected with the
hospital denied it. But during a labor hearing last winter, during
a NLRB hearing in the Federal Building, Mr. Zimmerman was
called to testify. We examined the transcript of that hearing, and
in it, Mr. Zimmerman openly admits to the hearing officer that he
in fact was a full-time employee at the hospital, who had his offices
at the LaSalle Plaza Hotel.
We tried to interview Mr. Zimmerman, but he would not talk to
us. Everybody we talked to in the area of North Clark Street, who
had been in the hospital time and again, told us that Mr. Zimmerman
would give him a ride up there.
Senator Moss. Well, Mr. Rholand, the clerk that signed you in
when you first went there, and provided the wine, et cetera, every
implication is that he was getting a kickback from the hospital in
some way.
Did you ever trace down the. amount, or how the money passed,
or anything of that sort?
Mr. CRAWFORD. No, sir; if there were any activity of that kind,
we weren't able to substantiate it.
We were unable to make any case in that direction. The heavy
traffic of the ambulances, carrying patients from the same hotel to
the same hospital, day in and day out suggests that kickbacks were
being used routinely. But we were not able to prove that.
Senator Moss. In your visit to the hospital, did you find that
they had large numbers of elderly patients? .
Mr. CRAWFORD. By far, the majority of the patients in that hospital
were of an age that would be called elderly.
Senator Moss. And you have reason to believe that perhaps they
had been solicited, each as you had been solicited, much as you had
been solicited to go there?
Mr. CRAWFORD. I do. not think there is any question about it. I
met these people from all over the city of Chicago, and they had
arrived at the hospital by passing through the same conduit as I.
Senator Moss. The only ticket in is the green card?
Mr. CRAWFORD. That is the big item. If you had the green card,
you could get an ambulance ride to the hospital from anywhere in
the city. People from the far south side, 200 blocks from the hospital
could get a ride to Northeast if they had their green card. All they
had to do was to get on the phone and call up an ambulance company
operating in the area, and they could get a ride up there without
seeing a doctor.
Senator Moss. What ambulance is this, is this a small car converted to an ambulance?
Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Zimmerman's van?
Senator Moss. Yes.
"$10 A HEAD" FOR REFERRALS

Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Zimmerman confined his activities pretty much
to the North Clark Street area. But private ambulances took over
that function in all other areas of the city.
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It was rumored that Mr. Zimmerman was getting $10 a head for
every person he brought in from the Clark Street area.
His sphere of activities was pretty much confined to Clark Street,
and after that, it was other ambulance companies. If you had the
green card, and you wanted to go to Northeast, he would be more than
happy to drive you up there.
Senator Moss. Mr. Gaines, you described the duties you were
called on to do when you were the janitor there. Tell us, did you
have to put a smock over you or anything at all, or did you Just
go into the recovery room in the regular old clothes?
Mr. GAINES. I walked into the recovery room and the surgery
room wearing the same janitor clothes that I had just worn to mop
the floor, and unload the truck in the parking lot. I had dusty shoes.
I was called in by the nurses for their help, to help move the patient
over off the table onto the cart, in the surgery room.
Senator Moss. Still wearing the old clothes?
Mir. GAINES. Yes.
Senator Moss. Marcus Welby would like that.
Well, your stories are so shocking that it is hard really to comment
on them.
Are these just very outstandingly bad situations, or are there
others out there in that area like this, or similar, let's say?
Mr. GAINES. I think we found these as examples. There may be
others with the same stories that could be told. We don't know.
We did not set out to show a broad picture. We set out to show
examples of what might happen.
Senator Moss. Would it be your idea that this could be rectified
by the State, or is there anything that the Federal Government
ought to do to deal with the situation like this?
Mr. GAINES. We laid out the story for our readers with the hope
that they would draw a conclusion, and that the governmental
agencies responsible would take whatever steps are necessary. That
is our desire.
Senator Moss. Do you have any suggestions on that, Mr. Crawford?
Mr. CRAWFORD. I would have to repeat something that Mr. Hood
said earlier. If you took a sample of the bills submitted to public
aid, by Northeast or any hospital over any period of time, you
could see immediately there are patterns of abuses emerging.
It would be a very simple matter, and apparently, there is little
in the way of monitoring these bills that are submitted to public
aid. A simple cursory check would show all kinds of areas of abuse.
Senator Moss. Do you think if Illinois had a system more like
that of Michigan-that which we heard about this morning-where
they could be pointed out on the computer, so that you could then
see the spots of possible abuse that this might be cleaned up?
HIGH RECIDIVISM RATE

Mr. CRAWFORD. Absolutely. The recidivism rate at Northeast Community Hospital is phenomenal. I have one example of one individual
who entered the hospital. We went back over a 6-month period on
these bills. On September 26, 1974, he went into the hospital for 8
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days. On October 21, 1974, he was back for 4 days. On January 13,
1975, he was back for another 11 days. He was in 8 more days on
April 21, 1975, and back for 9 days beginning May 3, 1975.
This man was in the hospital 47 days over a 6-month period, at a
cost to the taxpayer of $3,827.21.
Senator Moss. Well, this obviously is a situation that has to be
dealt with, and our concern is, of course, because Federal money is
involved. We have an obligation to see to it that money is not wasted
or embezzled, or otherwise squandered. We are trying to build our
record to see what kind of guidelines there might be with medicare
and medicaid.
I certainly commend you both, and I commend the Tribune for
having attacked for us a thing of this sort, where you can get right
in, and get firsthand knowledge of what is there, and we do appreciate your coming.
Senator Percy has some questions of you.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to begin with Mr. Gaines first, just to nail down a
few particulars. You were first hired as a janitor at Von Solbrig
Hospital. Who was it that hired you, and how long did you work
there?
Mr. GAINES. Dr. Von Solbrig himself hired me, and I worked
more than 2 months.
Senator PERCY. How many others were on the maintenance staff?
Mr. GAINES. There were no more than five fulltime employees,
including myself. There was one shift of maintenance workers on
the day shift. There were no maintenance workers at night or overnight.
Senator PERCY. Did the other people on the maintenance staff
have the same kind of experiences that you did, or were you an
exception rather than the rule?
JANITORS HELP WrrH PATIENTS

Mr. GAINES. I saw other janitors being called to assist with the
patients. Sometimes they took two janitors to lift a patient, that
we were called together to help with the patients.
Senator PERCY. Did anyone check your references before you were
hired?
Mr. GAINES. No, they did not.

Senator PERCY. Would that be normal procedure in the hiring
process?
Mr. GAINES. I would hope not. My references were-

Senator PERCY. I mean would checking references be a normal
procedure, would not the Chicago Tribune check your references?
Mr. GAINES. Yes, I believe so.

The previous employer I put
existent, and also I found later
called.
Senator PERCY. Do you think,
background, you could have been
orderly, than as a janitor?

down when I applied was nonthat none of my references were
despite your lack of professional
hired as easily as an aide or as an
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Mr. GAINES. I did not know it then, but now I realize I could,
because I saw a 16-year-old high school student volunteer, put to
work as an aide, and also do work in the surgery room without any
experience, I am sure I could have applied for that same position.
Senator PERCY. I would like to recall for the record the fact that
Bill Recktenwald was hired as an orderly in a similar investigation
in 1971, and he had similar qualifications as you did for that kind
of work.
Were the aides and orderlies, to your knowledge, given any preservice or inservice training?
Mr. GAINES. I never saw any type of training of aides, and I
was told by other aides that they had none. I was told by one aide
who had been there for 5 years, she came off the street and was
put to work.
Senator PERCY. In the period you worked at Von Solbrig, did you
see any evidence of monitoring of conditions at the facility by State
officials?
Mr. GAINES. I was not there at any time when an inspection was
conducted, but I learned that since I left, that there was an inspection.
Senator PERCY. But while you were there, you saw no evidence
of inspection procedures?
Mr.

GAINES.

No, I did not.

Senator PERCY. Would it be apparent to an inspector walking in
that there were flagrant violations of minimum standards that
should be corrected?
Mr. GAINES. I think by a head count of the nurses and the aides,
checking what positions they were assigned to, and the inspector
could walk in at any time, and interview these people, and check
their qualifications, as they worked, and find this out, but it would
not be a matter of just coming in and seeing them, I would not
think, because it did take me quite a while myself to find out who
was doing what, because in this particular hospital, no one wore name
tags, and there was no uniform to designate who had what job.
CONDITIONS PERSIST DESPITE DISCLoSURES

Senator PERCY. Finally, do you have any reason to, or did you
come to any conclusion as to why these conditions could exist, when

we had investigations 4 years ago revealing the laxity in inspections
by city and State officials? Why is it that a facility like this had to
be discovered by you when there are inspectors paid for by departments funded for that very purpose?
Mr. GAINES. I think they did not have enough experience to find
out what happens. They have certain lists, and those are the things
they would check.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.

Mr. Crawford, you were admitted into the detoxification program.
Could you tell us how you obtained your medicaid card?
Mr. CRAwFORD. Senator, I went through normal channels.
Senator PERCY. Could you describe how you dressed yourself, when
you went in and applied?
Mr. CRAwFoRD. I have a photograph here.
Senator PERCY. This is the same one that appeared in the Ttibuw P
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Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes, and I was dressed like this to make my case
convincing. When applying for the green card, I grew a beard, and
I put on some rather raggedly clothes, and took a couple of sips of
alcohol before going into the public aid office.
Senator PERCY. Do you think that others could do the same thing
regardless of their income, and there is no real check on this?
Mr. CRAWFORD. I was amazed at the ease with which I was able to
get the card. There were certain bureaucratic headaches. I was called
back a couple of times for appointments, for further processing of
my application, and got there only to find the time had been set up
wrong; or my intake worker was not available, and I would have
to come back the following day.
Woe to the man who really needs this type of care.
Senator PERCY. This is not an invesigation of welfare as such, but
it would certainly seem right on the face of it that if we were to
eliminate fraud in the program, the place to begin is right at the beginning, before someone goes on the rolls. In the case of need, they
have to put you on immediately, but there ought to be some followup to investigate thoroughly your need. How much could your cost
run a year, just for you, as a single man on aid, how much would
that cost the Government, so long as you stayed on this, without
really needing it, but getting a card under the circumstances you
did?
Mr. CRAWFORD. Including the cost of medical care?
Senator PERCY. Yes.
Mr. CRAWFORD. It could have cost as much as $10,000.
Senator PERCY. A year?
Mr. CR-WFORD. Yes.
Senator PERCY. So a little investigation, a little casework would
really pay?
Mr. CRAWFORD. Absolutely.
Senator PERCY. And do you have reason to believe that this one of
the problems with the public aid program?
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes, I do.
PATIENT SPENT
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DAYS IN THE HOSPITAL

As I explained to Senator Moss earlier, I have the case of an individual who had been in the hospital 47 days in a 6-month period,
and it cost $3,628. It seems to me, if you were screening these people,
and these bills that were submitted to IDPA, this is one case that
would have popped up immediately. This case would have been
kicked out of a computer.
Senator PERCY. How many other patients were in the detoxification
unit while you were there?
Mr. CRAWFORD. The hospital is a general hospital. It has 100 beds,
but the overwhelming majority of the patients are there for detoxification. I guess perhaps 70 to 100 patients were in there for detoxification.

Senator. PERCY. How many of the patients were medicaid eligible?
Mr. CRAWFORD. About 90 percent.
Senator PERCY. Did you see any evidence of monitoring of- conditions by the State or local officials while you were a patient?
Mr. CRAWFORD. No, .sir.
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Senator PERCY. Why would anyone want to go to a hospital, which
the Chicago Tribune has described as hot, filthy, and infested with
cockroaches?
Mr. CRAWFORD. I don't know. It is a very complicated sociological
question. The type of person you are dealing with tends to be dependent. If he has an alcoholic problem, he tends to depend on people, and many of these people wind up spending their monthly check
in a very short period of time, and perhaps there is just nothing
else available to them.
Senator PERCY. Could anything really fundamental have happened
to an individual going through the detoxification unit and the treatment?
Mr. CRAwFoRD. Pardon me?

Senator PERCY. Could anything have changed, could a person have
been rehabilitated if submitted to the kind of detoxification treatment you received?
Mr. CRAwFoRD. Out of the question.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I should like to ask unanimous consent for insertion into the record at this point the series of articles*
that were done by the Chicago Tribune Task Force.
Senator Moss. Without objection, the articles will be printed in
the record, and we are very glad to have them.
Senator PERCY. I think that they would be helpful. The testimony
has been boiled down. The experience both of you have had has been
very concisely put in your testimony, and we appreciate that. But
there are so many basic things that are brought out in this entire
series, as in series from other newspapers, one by the Chicago Daily
News, the Sun Tines, for instance. One of the articles deals with
the staff at the hospital.
There is a picture, and I am sorry that we cannot put pictures in
the record but there is a picture of the staff directory in the lobby
of the Von Solbrig Hospital. Very imposing, staff doctors, and names
of them, how many names roughly are on that list?
Fnerw

NAMES ON HOSPITAL ROSTER

Mr. GAINES. There are 50 names on that list.
Senator PERCY. And how many of them actually could be located
by you, that actually worked at the hospital?
Mr. GAINES. Eighteen persons. They were not staff doctors, but
at one time, they had a patient there, and considered themselves associated in some way at the hospital.
Senator PERCY. Were all of the doctors listed on that list alive?
Mr. GAINES. No. Several were dead. Some had never brought a
patient to the hospital.
Senator PERCY. Do you suppose they were still voting in Cook
County? I will not ask for an answer to that.
So that there was an apparent deception here, or at least the listing had fallen out of date certainly. I thought it was rather interesting that Dr. Oldberg, one of our most distinguished doctors and
public officials in Chicago, president of the Chicago Board of Health,
indicated that a review should be made by the utilization review
*See appendix 2, p. 110.
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committee of the hospital. The group is responsible for monitoring
the level of patient care at the hospital. What was the nature of that
review committee? It sounded great, but how frequently did it meet?
Mr. GAINES. It was supposed to meet at least once a month, but I
believe there was testimony it met once every 2 months, and it was
supposed to have board-certified physicians, and instead it had a
doctor that was not board certified, it had the wife of the owner of
the hospital, and it had a nurse at the hospital, who was employed
directly by the doctor.
Senator PERCY. Doctor Oldberg, when he had heard about this
situation, said that is the most reprehensible thing we have seen in
print about this hospital.
In fact, the article said that that is absolutely unacceptable to the
Chicago Board of Health. You are on definite probation for 1 month.
I wonder what your judgment is when Dr. Oldberg, and he may be
limited by what he can actually do, puts Dr. Solbrig on probation?
I wonder if that really shakes up other such institutions that may
be operating with some of these same conditions.
It said he did not have to empty the hospital, but in that time, 1
month, he has got to get board-certified specialists on the committee.
Now, that just seems to be a knuckle rapping that would be somewhat inconsistent with the nature of I think the "crime" against society, and I put crime in quotes, because I do not know what law, if
any, the doctor may have broken here. But it seems to be a rather
light penalty, taking into account the circumstances that have beeen
revealed.
ONGOING INVESTIGATION

Mr. GAINES. That 1-month period has not expired, and we are told
the Board of Health is now conducting a further investigation, and
at that time, there will be hearings, and more questions will have to
be answered by the hospital, but at that time, we do not know if
that will be the extent of this action.
It seems to me when Dr. Oldberg said that what we were showing
is what the result is of not having that board, and the type of condition resulting by not having that board.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would request that when our
hearings are available and printed, in printed form, that copies
be sent to appropriate law enforcement officials, the attorney general of the State of Illinois, the State's attorney in Cook County, and
other officials, wherever, in whatever county we might have had
testimony about.
There are some very serious charges and allegations made here.
I think it is up to us to see, as we did in New York, that there will
be a followup.
There is no way to stop these practices, other than to punish the
offenders, to the fullest extent of the law. I have not looked into the
details here, but certainly if laws have been broken, if regulations
have been disobeyed, or if fraud in any way has been committed at
some point, then we ought to take a pretty careful look at it.
Senator Moss. Well, gentlemen, we do thank you very much for
your excellent testimony.
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Mr. GAINES. Thank you.
Senator Moss. Our last witness of the day is Edmond L. Morgan,
past president, the American Association of Bioanalysis; executive
secretary, Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories, Park Ridge,
Ill.
We appreciate your coming. We know it has been a long wait,
sir, and we are sorry to detain you for this long wait, but we are
anxious to hear your testimony.
STATEMENT OF EDMOND L. MORGAN, PAST PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF BIOANALYSIS; EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL LABORATORIES, PARK RIDGE,
ILL.
Mr. MORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Probably the reason I
am requested to appear, I have worked closely with George Bliss
of the Better Government Association in supplying leads to many
of the cases we have found, particularly the Von Solbrig Hospital,
and then there are other cases.
Our members are distressed about the overall problem of unethical business practices in the laboratory, where we began our investigation about 5 years ago.
Members were complaining, they were refusing to pay dues because there were certain facilities operating unethically, and you
wonder how they acquired their license under medicare certification,
in which they were not fully complying with the law.
One member complained of kickbacks, and we had particularly
complaints of four laboratories, so we ventured into these four laboratories and confronted most of these people. But there was only
one real way to find out where the abuse was, and that was through
bills, if possible.
We discovered what we suspected, that these laboratories were
involved in heavy overutilization, that they were padding bills and
using factoring agencies.
The amounts paid to these laboratories were substantial in relation
to what they were making. We are also amazed that the system in
Illinois was not able to catch this heavy overutilization.
There was very little we could do about it. We complained about
overutilization, which appeared to be a problem for the medical society, and not only for our area, and since we are mostly not physicians, we are chemists and bioanalysts.
When the investigation started with Mr. Bliss, I called and asked
him if he could check out this problem of overutilization, and he
went down to Springfield with me, as I mentioned, we did go to the
department of public aid, we showed them what we suspected, and
pointed out the evidence, and there was very little they could do.
POLITICAL

"CLorTr"

HAMSTRINGs DEPARTMENT

Apparently the people in the public aid department are very good
people, but there are political pressures, and we were told it would
require some clout.
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We decided to investigate this clout. Apparently the clout came
to the point in which many years ago, approximately 3 years ago,
members were complaining, that it was no longer 2 and 4 months
payments, it was now becoming 6, 8, 12 months, and in many instances, 11/2 years.
The worse we could make of the situation was that it was one of
these problems that we do not know how to solve.
We did propose a bonding system in Illinois through the legislative advisory commission. The bonding system was proposed to the department of public aid, and when Joe Abelman was director of public
aid, he presented this to the commission, they accepted it, and he
announced it in a press conference that Illinois would no longer accept the factoring companies, that they had totally switched to the
bonding system.
This required maintaining a percentage of the bills. We suggested
85-15. The commission suggested 80-20, which was acceptable.
The bills would be reviewed after payment, and probably 5 percent of the bills would be reviewed.
We requested several safeguards, one was a maximum payout
limit on any particular month, which was acceptable. The other was
a professional review9 committee, which would replace the present
medical advisory boards in many of these public aid agencies, and
we found the physicians on the medical advisory boards were not
responsive themselves.
We felt younger professional people, not just physicians, should
be on these medical advisory boards. I will go on to some of the
problems we have seen.
We also discovered that the overutilization of laboratory services
in areas which we call green card areas, did not surfaced in other
areas, such as a community like Park Ridge, where the community
is wealthy enough to afford a lot of laboratory work, this does not
happen.
The average bills we found in Springfield were near $75 a patient.
I have other bills which I was not able to copy and attach.
This was not occurring in all areas in Illinois. It only happens
to appear when we saw bills on the green card. It also happens in
nursing homes. I was discussing bills and overutilization of laboratories.
In discussion with members at reimbursement hearings, it was
drawn out that there was only one reason for this heavy overutilization, heavy padding of bills, and this involved a kickback system.
Compensation was given physicians in the form of moneys, and
other gifts such as free employees in clinics, et cetera, free autos,
paid personal bills, and business bills.
.MAJORITY

OF LABS USED FACTORING AGENCIES

We noted too, that the majority of these laboratories that were
submitting these bills went through factoring agencies to facilitate
payment.
Last year in 1974 my office began working with the Legislative
Advisory Commission to the Department of Public Aid.
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Two policemen were assigned to my office to investigate these complaints. We walked into six different laboratories. We had copies
of bills we secured in Springfield, and we demanded to see verification records of these in the laboratory.
Only one laboratory produced any substantial records that they
actually did the testing.
Now, I think I have a list* of those here. Most of the laboratories
in Illinois do accept medicare payments. Most of the nursing homes
in which we must journey to draw our specimens from the patients.
In 1967 we formed a model nursing home contract. At that time
there was quite a bit of kickback in the nursing home industry. We
insisted the members use the contract.
Although there were some flaws in the first initial contract, it
has been cleaned up, and today medicare requires a contract be definitely demonstrated between a medical laboratory and a nursing
home, and it is supposed to be in their file.
It eliminates the kickbacks, although there is still some of it going on in Illinois with laboratories who are not members.
It has also been our experience that medicare recipients do not
receive the same consideration as the regular public aid.
Medicare will pay 80 percent, and public aid of the State of Illinois, for the medicaid patient, pays 20 percent. Usually the department of public aid will indicate you have already been paid more
that normally allowed by medicare, and this attitude of the department of public aid we attribute to the problem of the factoring
system.
The factoring agencies have not succeeded in reaching medicare
to the extent they have public aid. It has come to our attention that
certain criminal elements are involved in the purchase of laboratory
bills.
I think the rest of the points I do not need to go into since they
are in my prepared statement.*
Senator Moss. Thank you. Senator Percy, I believe you have some
questions.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Morgan, did you bring your findings to the attention of the
Governor's medicaid task force, or the Illinois Department of Public
Aid director?
Mr. MORGAN. We were told that there is very little that could be
done. Most of this involved overutilization. We had not proved
fraud yet, and then I began working with the department of public
aid.
REBUFFED FOR 5 YEARS

Senator PERCY. Were you rebuffed in any way in your attempts
to correct the abuses of the medical laboratories?
Mr. MORGAN. For 5 years we have been.
Senator PERCY. Was there no one in the Illinois Department of
Public Aid or the Governor's office interested in stopping the misuse
of public moneys, $100 million to $125 million out of $600 million
*See statement end attachments, appendix 3, p. 129.
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spent annually in Illinois for public aid health care as you point
out on page 4?
Mr. MORGAN. Was the Governor's office interested?
Senator PERCY. Yes.
Mr. MORGAN. My personal opinion is no.
Senator PERCY. How about HEW, did you also contact any Federal official?
Mr. MORGAN. I contacted the regional representative, Mr. Green,
and we were given the fullest cooperation, and they will not pay
the factoring people.
Senator PERCY. How did you arrive at your estimate that 1 in 6
medicaid dollars is siphoned off through fraud or illegal billing?
Mr. MORGAN. These facts are supplied by the investigators.
Senator PERCY. Finally, what changes in the Federal regulations
do you suggest to rid the program of the abuses you described?
Mr. MORGAN. We have heard so much about abuse and overutilization, it also occurs in our own industry.
We proposed language very similar to that which would require
payment within 30 days. This would eliminate the factoring. It was
announced, and the factoring agencies sued the department of public
aid to avoid it, a system of bonding. It was a fairly good mechanism,
with some built-in checks and devices.
Today the bonding system is still not introduced in Illinois.
Another solution I proposed was perhaps the professional review
committee, not just physicians, because the medical advisory committee in public aid has strictly physicians.
We have attempted to get members on this committee for years
with no success. I understand with the professional standards review organizations, it will be required that other professionals besides physicians be on these managing committees. It will take time
to set these mechanisms up.
Another one is legislation which would prohibit the factoring
agencies for medicaid bills, and we would also like to see legislation
that would prohibit ownership of professional services like laboratories and pharmacies by people not professionally connected or not
professionally responsible.
Senator PERCY. I overlooked asking you one question, because I
had not read your testimony. At the time you got into this and saw
the pattern developing in Illinois of slowness in paying medicaid
bills you concluded that it might not just be due to inefficiency, but
it might be perhaps tied in with political clout. By that, are you
inferring and arguing that the factoring companies actually add
to the cost of the Illinois Department of Public Aid?
Would you want to amplify on that, and if you have any specific
names of companies, individuals, and politicians that you would
like to mention, that you think we ought to question or investigate
further, that we could learn something from, I would appreciate
your being quite specific on that.
Mr. MORGAN. The department of public aid has a member who resides on our Laboratory Reimbursement Committee.
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No AuTHORI

To ACT

Unfortunately, the committee has no authority; however. it does
have four members of the carriers, we have four members, and there
are four members who are specialists, they are not necessarily members.
The department of public aid has been on this committee with us
now for 41/2 years, almost 5.
We have worked out situations with them before on reimbursement
schedules, payment for blood drawing fees at nursing homes, which
has incurred extra travel costs, but we hit a stumbling block 3
years ago, when the new administration came in, and apparently
there was a slowness in payments at that time, but it is not what it
is today.
Senator PERCY. I want to thank you very much indeed.
Senator Moss. We certainly do appreciate your appearance.
I was concerned about your allegation that there must be clout
in Springfield to get proper reimbursement, and that this requirement
of clout is attributed to the interference of so-called factoring agencies into the internal affairs of the Department of Public Aid.
That is what you and Senator Percy were talking about?
Mr. MORGAN-. That is what I understand, that this is true.
Senator Moss. I am also struck by your association's estimates
that approximately $10 to $12 million annually has been siphoned
out of health care dollars in Illinois through the passing of laboratory
bills and overutilization.
Mr. MORGAN. That is correct. These figures are estimated by the
investigators to the commission.
Senator Moss. Well, thank you very much. I appreciate your coming and testifying and pointing out these problems to us. Your
prepared statement in full will be made a part of the record.*
I do thank all of the witnesses. It has been a long session, but a
most. productive one, and we do appreciate very much the cooperation we have received.
We now stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 1:45 p.m.]
'See appendix 3, p. 129.
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MEDICAID INVESTIGATION

The Michigan Department of Social Services, which is the single State agency
administering the medicaid program in the State of Michigan, is, among other
things, charged with the responsibility for:
(1) Verifying that claims submitted to the program by providers of services
are valid claims.
(2) Establishing criteria and methods for determining where there is valid
reason to suspect that fraud or abuse against the program has been committed.
(3) Investigation of suspected or alleged cases of fraud.
(4) Recovery of moneys paid in cases of fraud or abuse.
(5) Referral to law enforcement officials (county prosecutors and local police
agencies of cases of fraud to secure prosecution.
(6) Liaison, working arrangements, and referral to other related State and
Federal agencies and licensing boards.
To this end, the medicaid investigation section has been established within
the program integrity division of the bureau of medical assistance. The current authorized staff of this section is 23 persons (fiscal year 1974-75). Under
Federal regulations:
A. Title XIX of the Social Security Act, as amended, section 1902(a) (4) (A).
B. 45 CFR 250.80, March 27, 1971.
C. SRS Program Regulations 40-14 (Ca-)
dated March 27, 1971.
Situations which could suggest the possible existance of fraud would include:
1. Billings for services, supplies, or equipment which were not rendered to,
or used for medicaid patients;
See statement, p. 9.
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2. Billings for supplies or equipment which are clearly unsuitable for the
patient's needs or are so lacking in quality or sufficience for the purpose as to
be virtually worthless;
3. Flagrant and persistent overutilization of medical or paramedical services
with little or no regard for results, the patient's ailments, condition, medical
needs, or the doetoi s ordes
4. Claiming of costs for noncovered or nonchargeable services, supplies, or
equipment disguised as covered items;
5. Material misrepresentations of dates and descriptions of services rendered,
or of the identity of the recipient or the individual who rendered the services;
6. Duplicate billing which appears to be deliberate. This includes billing the
medicaid program twice for the same services;
7. Arrangements by providers with employees; independent contractors, suppliers, and others which appear to be designed primarily to overcharge the
medicaid program with various devices- (commissions, fee splittings) used to
siphon off or conceal illegal payments;
8. Charging to the medicaid program, by subterfuge, costs not incurred or
which were attributable to nonprogram activities, other enterprises, or personal expenses.
Investigations are generated by several methods:
(1) Comni3laints from recipients or providers,
(2) Referrals from other agencies or areas within this department,
(3) Review of computerized records and claims history files of services billed
for providers and/or received by recipients.
Investigators in this section currently investigate cases of suspected fraud,
perform claims review of providers' billings to the program as well as investigate cases of fraud and program abuse by program recipients. The provider
types investigated include all direct-billing providers of medicaid services as
well as specially assigned investigations where fraud is suspected or uncovered
in institutional provider settings.
WELL QUALIFIED INVESTIOATORS

The investigations performed are highly specialized in each provider type
and require specialized expertise by the investigators..During the first full year
of operation of this section (fiscal year 1973-74) all of the staff was not employed for the full fiscal year. At the end of the fiscal year, this section had a
staff complement of 15 investigators including supervision and 4 clerical staff
members. In addition to the fact that all investigators were not employed for
the full year, a large portion of their time was involved in intensive in-service
training in the investigation of the specialized provider types. Of necessity,
the section investigators include expolice officers (investigators), former drug
salesmen, pharnmaisfs. medioal lab ratory technicians, people with public health
backgrounds, and investigator trainees with law enforcement degrees.
The following are the areas investigated and usual procedures followed in
the various provider types by medicaid investigation section personnel:
A. Practitioner (M.D. or D1O.) also

lhiropractor. podiatrist:

1. The "in-house" review of samplings of physicians' and/or recipients'
billings history prior to the actual field claims review to: (a) Establish billing
trends, (b) Establish possible areas of abuse or overutilization, (c) Look for
double billings for services, etc.
2. Verification that services were received by direct contact with the recipient.
3. Verification of claims by review of medical records at the physician's office.
This involves the actual review of medical records, the complaint, diagnosis.
history, dispensing record, and treatment record. It also includes the actual review of laboratory results, EKG results, various specialized tests. X-rays. etc.
4. Establishment of usual and customary. This is to establish the normal
charges to cash-paying customers and to verify that the medicaid program is
not charged above the usual and customary charge by the practitioner.
5. The observation of hilling and treatment practices which include "re-calls"
or call-hacks or recipients in order to generate extra professional fees as well
as "nonmedically necessary" treatments or procedures billed for. In this particular area of questionable medical necessity, if and/or when it becomes necessary for peer-review. this area is referred to physician review and is then returned to the section for final analysis and refund calculation, if any.
6. Develonment of cases of "kick-backs" or collusion between providers if
found or indicated.
B. Pharmadry:
1. Establishment of usual and enstomArv cbarges to the public to ascertain
that the medicaid program is not billed above the pharmacy's usual charges.
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2. The establishment of true acquisition cost of drugs billed the program. The
program requires the passing on to the program of all discounts received in
excess of 2 percent.
3. Veryfying through pharmacy and computer records the presence, if any, of
(a) double billings; (b) "add-on" or fraudulent billings; (c) prescription
splitting-the generation of extra prescriptions by only partially filling the
original prescription, or in the case of nursing home supplying pharmacies, the
generation of prescriptions on less than a 30-day basis, thus generating extra
professional fees to the program.
4. Verification of authenticity of prescriptions with physician.
5. Verification of actual drug dispensed in comparison to the drug prescribed
(i.e. substitution of lower priced generic equivalent drugs while billings the
program for higher-priced trade name drugs).
6. Development of cases of kick-backs or collusion between providers if
found or indicated.
C. Ambulance:

1. Verification with physicians of the "medical necessity" of all return trips
from a hospital or other institutional setting (basically not allowed service).
2. Verification of mileage billed for.
3. Review for double billings.
4. Verification that services were performed.
5. Verification of special services billed for: (a) Oxygen or resuscitation;
(b) emergency run; (c) night run.
6. Development of cases of kick-backs or collusion between providers if
found or indicated.
D. Laboratory:
1. Verification of usual and customary.
2. Establishment of equipment and instrumentation of the laboratory and
verification if the program was billed for higher priced individual tests while
performed by lower cost automated equipment.
3. Verification of physicians' order for laboratory work-laboratory findings.
4. Verification that services were performed.
5. Development of cases of kick-backs or collusion between providers if found
or indicated.
E. Special Services (optometrists, opticians, hearing aid dealers, methadone
clinics, shoe suppliers, oxygen suppliers, medical supplies providers, etc.): All
of the above procedures which relate to these providers.
F. Dentist: All of the above procedures which relate to these providers in
addition to the special requirements of the dental field.
G. Hospital and Nursing Home: All of the above procedures which apply to
these providers in addition to special requirements of the investigation.
NOTE.-Investigators from this section "shop" providers posing both as medicaid recipients, with car, or as cash customers as follows:
1. Pharmacies: .
A. To verify current "usual and customary" charges to the public.
B. If complaint generated, to check for "shorting" on the amount of prescriptions dispensed.
C. If suspected or complaint generated to establish whether or not low cost
generic drugs were dispensed and if trade name drugs were billed for.
D. If complaint generated or suspected, to establish if "add-on," nondispensed
drugs are added to the medicaid claim.
2. Practitioners:
A. Usual and customary.
B. Establish abuses such as routine screening tests.
C. Verify if additional charge are made to medicaid recipients.
D. Tests ordered by physician billed to medicaid but not done.
E. C/ompreh-nsiveness of billed procedures per manual description of specific
procedure codes.
F. If services hilled were rendered by an enrolled and licensed practitioner.
3. Laboratory (through cooperating physician)
A. Establishinu quality of laboratory results.
B. Improper billing practices.
C. Usual and customary charges.
4. Svecial Services:
A. Optometry: (1) Additional charges to recipient: (2) quality and completeness of eye examination; (3) Usual and customary charge verifieation.
B. Dentist: (1) Usual and customary; (2) billing for services not prior authorizpd.
C. Hearing Aid: (1) Usual and customary; (2) type and quality of merchandise dispensed.

Medicaid Investigation Section
Program Integrity Division
Bureau of Medical Assistance
Department of Social Services
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TAB C
1973-74 FISCAL-YEAR REPORT,

C A S ES

C L O S E D- F I S C A L

1 9 7 3 -

Y EA R

7 4
I

Agreements Reached
,,
MEDICAID
INVESTIGATION
SECTION

NO

GENERATING
REFUNDS

REFUNDTOTAL
REFUND

O
DREFUND

_

PROGRAM
SAVINS
(1-YEAR)

DOLLARS
I

PHARMACY

5

OSTEOPATH
4

M. D.

.

43

48

89.58

$ 396,416.24

$'141.144.05

11

12

91.67

237,997.20

199,955.43

22

26

84.62

169,075.65

109,424.57

5

5

100

50,474.55

59,295.70

RECIPIENT

86

23

109

21.10

32,388.72

69,558.72

AMJIBULAIJCE

1

10

11

90.90

8,009.36

2,971.69

1 643.75

1,956.90

LABORATORY

CLINIC

2

5

40.00

NURSING HOME

8

8

100

99,000.00

78,705.88

100

70.00

56.00

CHIROPRACTOR
1

*

100

DENTIST

250.00

1-

HEARING AID

__
,

.

r

]

.

.

..

IS
101

126

_-

995,370.47

$ 663,068.94

227
Actual refunds
1 year savings
Divided by Secticon expenditures

$995,370.47
663 068.94
$1,658,439.41
280,000.00 -

5.92 dollars returned
for each dollar spent

.1 % OF TYPES INVESTIGATED
P S &I
SECTION

CAS E

H O U RS

Average hours
expended on each.

Cases CLOSED and PENDING
agreements.
X
Casesl Providers

MAN HOURS EXPENDED BY TYPE
Travel
Time

Field
Invest.

Case Dev.
&
Clerical

TOTAL
5,925.25

PHARMACY

88 cases

=

67.3 ea.

59

2,000

2.95

4,019.0

774.25 1,132.0

OSTEOPATH

44

=

40.9

20

1,950

1.03

1,407.5

182.5

210.25

M. D.

68

"

=

15.9

26

9,550

.27

829.5

195.5

58.0

LABORATORY

5

"

=

2.4

5

107

4.67

6.0

3.0

RECIPIENT

154

"

=

15.3

1,509.0

716.0

- 135.0

2,360.0

AMBULANCE

34

"

=

33.4

919.0

107.0

109.0

1,135.0

CLINIC

6

"

=

47.2

(not applicable)

236.25

43.5

NURSING HOME

15

"

=

34.5

(not applicable)

422.5

39.5

CHIROPRACTOR

3

=

25.8

1

670

.17

64.25

DENTIST

1

=

.3

1

3,335

.03

--

HEARING AID

1

1

132

.76

9.0

"

=

13.0

(not applicable)
17

1

333

1 5.71

9,422.0

11.5

2.75

3.25
55.5
1.75
.25

--

3.0

1.0

2,075.75 1,708.75

Mg'mt. (3-Supv. & 1-Secretary)
Misc. (In office time)
Training Time
TOTAL HOURS

1,800.25
1,083.0
11.75

283.0
517.5
77.5
.25

13.0
13,206.5
6,207.5
1,682.0
5,377.25
26,473.25
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TAB D
1974-75 FISCAL YEAR REPORT

CA SES

C L O SE D - F I SCA L

Y EAR

1 9 7 4 - '7 5

PLUS

Agreements Reached
NO
REFUND

REFUND

TOTAL

PERCENTAGE
GENERATING
REFUNDS

11

13

24

54%

Osteopath

4

29

33

Dentist

1

3

Ambulance

1

Pharmacy

2

Optometrist

MEDICAID
INVESTIGATION
SECTION

REFUND
DOLLARS

AVERAGE REFUND
GENERATED PER
CASE

PROGRAM
SAVINGS
(1-YEAR)

69,643.46

$ 5,357.19

$ 31,698.99

88%

665,864.85

22,960.86

304,147.93

4

75%

1,586.00

528.67

7,491.00

16

17

94%

32,507.52

2,031.72

14,080.72

28

30

93%

167,156.23

5,969.87

62,085.76

1

2

3

67%

50,150.00

25,075.00

29,146.84

Recipient

77

45

122

37%

105,742.16

2,349.83

112,384.61

Case Subtotals:

97

136

233

53%

$1,092,650.22

$ 8,034.19

$561,035.85

M.D.

1

Special Refund Recovery
Projects Subtotals

--

TOTALS:

97

J

$

1
138

138

274

371

Actual refunds
1 year savings
Divided by Section expenditures

1
___

$1,200,554.06
561 035.85
$1,761,589.91
380,000.00

S 107,903.84

S

$1,200,554.06

$ 4,381.58

781.91
$561,035.85

4.64 dollars returned for each dollar spent

MANHOURSEXPENDED
BY TYPE
CA SE
MEDICAID
I1NVESTIGATION
SECTIOtJ

HO U R S

Average hours
expended on each

Field
Invest.

Travel
Time

Case Dev.
&
Clerical

X OF TYPES INVESTIGATED
TOTAL

Cas-s CLnSFD
Casesl

Enroll1ed

Providers

PHARt1ACY

82 cases

=

41.7 ea.

2,009.5

359.5

1,050.75

3,419.7

30

1,877

M.D.

91 cases

= .160.7 ea.

5,940.0

623.25

347.0

6,910.2

24

10.550

D.O.

78 cases

= 113.3 ea.

7,980.75

1065.0

572.25

9.618.

AMBULAtlCE

34 cases

=

23.5 ea.

404.75

115.5

279.5

S

1.6
.23

33

1,911

1.7

799.75

17

295

5.8

7.1 ea.

772.0

279.5

84.75

1,136.25

__

DENTIST

21 cases

=

19.0 ea.

128.0

216.75

54.0

398.75

4

3.194

.13

OPTOMETRIST

10

RECIPIENT

160

cases

Not Applicable

__

cases

=

41.7 ea.

288.5

66.0

62.25

416.75

3

856

.35

CHIROPRACTOR

3 cases

=

69.3 ea.

126.0

66.5

15.25

207.75

__

650

__

LABORATORY

5 cases

=

9.8 ea.

35.0

14.0

__

49.0

__

100

__

PODIATRIST

Z cases

=

10.3 ea.

10.5

8.0

2.0

20.5

__

285

__

MED. SUPPLIER

1 case

UNLICENSED
PROVIDERS

10 cases

1.0 ea.
=

20.9 ea.
____ - - I

1.0

__

125.5

56.0

17.821.5

2C70.0

__
27.75

2,495.5

1.0

_

209.25

__

22,187.0

Mg mt. (Chief. 4 Supervisors,
1 Secretary)

10,296.00

Miscellaneous (In-Office Time)

1,027.50

Training Time

1,460.25

TOTAL HOURS

134,970.75

350

Not applicable

__

__

C.0
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PHARMACY: SUMMARY INvESTIGATION REPORT

TAB E

(Case No. 41-72-2)
CASE BACKGROUND
A. Reason for case initiations.-This claims review was performed on the
basis of a report forwarded to this unit from the Invoice Processing Division
regarding possible overcharges to the medicaid program.
B. Previous claims review record.-A previous claims review was performed
on this pharmacy provider on February 18, 1971, by Michigan Blue Shield. At
this time, six prescriptions were checked and found to be in good order. No
problems noted.
C. Claims review period and volumes:
1. Claims review period March 1, 1971 through December 31, 1973.
2. Volume of payment during above time period $882,217.78.
D. Claims review.-The claims review was conducted on January 15, and
January 17, 1974. Over 1,500 claims were reviewed.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. Inaccurate acquisition cost reporting and billing for a brand name drug
when a generic drug was actually dispensed to the recipient.
B. Billing for noncovered items (for recipients residing in a long-term care
facility).
C. Prescription splitting.
ACTION TAKEN

A. Further payment of claims were suspended.
B. On February 12, 1974, Bureau personnel met with pharmacy personnel. At
this meeting, the pharmacy stated that only 2 of the 28 nursing homes serviced
by them were being supplied with generics. Before this meeting closed, the
number of homes being supplied with generics increased to four. In the original
investigation report the percentage of generics calculated to have been used in
all 28 homes was 36.21 percent. On January 15, 1974, the owner stated to investigators that he used 60 percent generics. On January 17, 1974, he stated
he used 50 percent generics. On these dates, investigator were supplied with
only a small number of invoices showing generic purchases.
C. In later conferences, the owner stated that only five generic drugs were
used in four nursing homes.
D. Investigation developed a confidential informant who advised that this
pharmacy was substituting generic drugs for brand name drugs and was billing
the program for brand name drugs. Further, that on one visit to the pharmacy
generic drugs were hidden in trucks while investigators were in the pharmacy.
E. On March 7 and 8, 1974, investigators entered 25 of the 28 nursing homes
serviced by this pharmacy and obtained samples of 31 different generic drugs
supplied to these homes. In comparing the prescription numbers for these
generics with the billings submitted by this pharmacy, it was discovered that
the program was billed for the brand name drugs.
F. Investigators returned to the pharmacy and reviewed all invoices supplied
to them in an effort to determine the percentage of generics purchased. Only
7.63 percent of all drugs purchased were generic with the invoices supplied.
G. Further requests were made of the pharmacy to supply generic acquisition
invoices and finally they agreed to show investigators check stubs for payment
to various companies. It was revealed that they had purchased drugs from
39 sources of supply not revealed to investigators previously; many of these
being generic drug manufacturers.
FURTHER ACTION TAKEN

A. A statement of f1ndines was compiled by investigators.
The violations are as follows:
1. Billed the medicaid program for noncovered items for recipients residing
In long-term care facilities.
2. Reported Inaccurate acquisition cost.
3. "Split" prescriptions to generate extra professional fee.
4. Repeatedly failed to supply drug purchase records.
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5. Gave untrue statements to BuMA investigators regarding generic drugs
dispensed by them.
6. Dispensed generic drugs to medicaid recipients and billed the program for
higher priced brand name drugs.
7. Submitted improper questionable billings to the program (service not performed by a pharmacist).
B. The pharmacy was given notice of termination from the program, and
BuMA personnel met and negotiated a refund of $120,000, based on input from
the pharmacy.
RESULTS

A. The pharmacy was suspended from the program and did pay the total of
$120,000 refund.
B. Case closed.
PHARMACY SUMMARY INvEsTIGATION REPORT
(Case No. 1-73-1)

TAB F

CASE BACKGROUND
A. Reason for case initiation.-This claims review was initiated as a result

of a recipient complaint stating that shortages and possible program abuse
existed with this provider.
B. Previous claims review records.-Several claims reviews were conducted
on this pharmacy from 1967 through 1972 by Michigan Blue Shield, with no
refunds requested, even though many discrepancies were noted.
C. Claims review period and Volumes:

1. Claims review period January 1, 1967 through August 23, 1973.
2. Volume of payment during above time period $131,676.84.
3. Claims review conducted in July, August, and September of 1973.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. Inaccurate acquisition cost reporting.
B. Provider was purchasing large amounts of generics not reflected on his
invoices.
ACTION TAKEN
A. Provider was "shopped" by an investigator posing as a medicaid recipient with a valid medicaid card. This provider billed the program for brand
name drugs in lar-er onantities than actually dispensed. The medications dispensed were generics. The provider billed the program for a larger quantity of
a brand name drug and dispensed a smaller quantity of a generic on several
occasions when shopped by medicaid investigators posing as medicaid recipients.
B. Further investigation involved the following: Reviewing invoices, interviewing recipients, interviewing doctors, taking statements, etc.
C. Further findings:
1. The pharmacy was billing the program for medications never received by
recipients. ExTample: In a 45-day period of time, the pharmacy billed the program for 18 prescriptions for one recipient which were never prescribed by
a doctor or received by the recipient.
2. The pharmacy was billing the program for brand name drugs and dispensing generics.
3. The pharmacy was shorting prescriptions to recipients. EaTample: Billing
the program for 100 tablets or capsules and dispensing 60.
4. Unauthorized refills.
FURTHER ACTION TAKEN

A. Payments to the pharmacy were suspended.
B. Meetings were conducted with the pharmacy provider, his attorney, and
investigators.
RESULTS

A. This pharmacy repaid $24,692.28 to the program.
B. This pharmacy is reviewed on a regular basis for possible program abuse.
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CLINIC (11 PHYSICIANS) SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

TAB G

(Case No. 21-734)

CASE BACKGROUND (FISCAL-PART 'A')
A. Reason for case initiation.-This claims review was performed on the
basis of the high dollar volume of 1 of the 11 doctors operating this clinic, and
the abnormally high number of laboratory services performed per recipient.
B. Previous claims review record.-No previous review was performed on
this clinic by Michigan Blue Shield.
C. Claims review period and volumes:
L. Claims Review period January 1, 1972 through December 31, 1973.
2. Volume of payment during the above time period $1,671,520.69.
D. Claims review.-The claims review was conducted in September, October,
November 1973.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. Double billings to the medicaid program.
B. Electrocardiograms with no interpretation or report.
C. Miscellaneous areas (charging the medical assistance program more than
usual and customary for laboratory services, etc.).
D. Office calls and injections (charging the medical assistance program more
than usual and customary).
ACTION TAKEN

A. In September 1973, approximately 90 medicaid recipients were interviewed
to determine the validity of the paid office visits.
B. State medicaid investigators obtained fee schedules for cash customers
and Blue Cross recipients and compared these to paid medicaid services.
C. Investigators obtained copies of billings to cash customers (names blanked
out) and compared these to paid medicaid services.
D. Investigators posing as cash patients "shopped" the clinics to determine
usual and customary charges.
E. In February 1974, a settlement was agreed upon and the clinic agreed to
refund $125,000 to the medicaid program for these overcharges.
RESULTS

A. The clinic has refunded $125,000 to the medicaid program.
B. Case elospd (flsn11).
C. See attached results of part 'B' of investigation (medicaid).
CLINIC

(11 PHYSICIANS)

SUMMARY

INVESTIGATION REPORT

(Case No. 21-734)
CASE BACKGROUND (MEDICAL-PART 'B')

A. Reason for case initiation.-This area of investigation was performed as

a result of the findings of a routine claims review performed by this section.
regarding the medical necessity of the abnormally large.
Questions were raised
t
amount of laborni orv teqtq Per recinient.
B. Previous claims review record.-No previous review was conducted by
Michigan Blue Shield.
C. Claims review period and volumes:
1. Claims review period, January 1, 1972 through August 1, 1974.
2. Volume of payment during above time period, $3,376,799.07
D. Claims Review.-The claims review consisted of 210 initial claims.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

(MEDICAL)

A. Questionable areas were noted by investigators, referred to medical review
for verification and determination. Findings are as follows:
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Procedure
1. Offlce vi8its.-Clinic was billing for comprehensive office visits while documentation showed a lower paying level of service actually performed.
2. Lab T-7.-Nonmedically necessary-blanket order lab tests. This clinic
was routinely ordering 14 laboratory tests for each medicaid recipient no matter what the complaint or diagnosis and without relationship thereto.
3. Chest-X-ray.-Investigation showed the medical necessity for X-rays billed
and paid for was not documented by patient records.
4. EKG'8-Nonmedically necessary. Investigation showed the medical necessity for EKG's billed and paid for was not documented by patient records.
5. Pulmonary function.-Nonmedically necessary. Investigation showed the
medical necessity for pulmonary function tests billed and paid for was not documented by patient records.
6. Culture and Sen8itivitv.-Nonmedically necessary-microbiology. No indication in patients' records that these tests were medically necessary and related to the patient's complaint or diagnosis.
7. Culture.-Nonmedically necessary-microbiology. No indication in patients'
records that these tests were medically necessary and related to the patient's
complaint or diagnosis.
8. Urinalyss8.-Nonmedically necessary and not documented in patient records. No indication in patient's records that these tests were medically necessary and related to the patient's complaint or diagnosis.
DISPOSITION

The final refund figure over $865,000 was requested for the "medical" portion
of this investigation. To date, the final refund figure has not been agreed upon
by both parties; however, the clinic has to date refunded $337,500.
CASE STATUS

Case remains open.
CLINIC (PHYSIcLrNs)

TAB H
SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

(Case No. 356-734)
CASE BACKGROUND

A. Reason for case initiation.-This claims review was performed on the
basis of an uncommonly high annual volume.
B. Previous claims review record.-No record was available relative to a
previous claims review performed on this provider by Michigan Blue Shield.
Therefore, this provider's claims review period went back to fiscal year 1068.
C. Claims review period and volumes:
1. Claims review period January 1, 1968 through December 26, 1974.
2. Volume of payment during above $485,598.59.
D. Claims review.-The claims review was conducted on June 23, 31, and
August 8, 1974.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. Provider under discussion is sole stockholder and single officer of a Medical Service Corporation which operated out of 20 clinic locations in a large
metropolitan area In southeastern Michigan.
B. The clinic operations employed approximately 80 full and part time physicians and generated roughly $5 million of medicaid billings and payments
in 1973-74 fiscal year.
C. The provider under discussion employs licensed physicians in hlN corporation on a controctual basis for a pereentage of generated billings. The individual
physicians received approximately 30 to 40 percent of all billings they were
able to generate. The provider's corporation received 60 to 70 percent remuneration for such services as offlce space, equipment, supplies, and so forth.
D. Seven out of the twenty locations were subsequently "shonned" by investigators posing as medicaid recipients on March 3, 1975. At that time unlicensed physicians assistants and medical assistants posed as licensed physicians, diagnosed, treated, and in several cases, prescribed medications to the
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forementioned investigators. These unlicensed persons were subsequently arrested on complaints by State medicaid investigators for practicing medicine
without a license.
E. Ube of physician's assistance and medical assistants as licensed physicians.
F. Lack of documentation for the following services:
1. Laboratory work.
2. Office examinations.
3. X-rays.
4. Comprehensiveness of office examinations.
5. EKG's-no interpretations or reports.
6. Injections.
7. Surgery.
G. Billing for services under a provider's identification number whom was
not under the employment of the corporation.
IH. Billing for services which, according to recipient verification statements,
were not rendered.
ACTION TAKEN
A Further payment of claims were suspended.
B. On February 14, 1975, Bureau personnel met with the provider under
discussion and his personnel. At this meeting the provider was advised of the
findings cited above with the exception of item No. II B.
FURTHEE

ACTION TAKEN

A. A statement of findings was compiled by investigators. The violations are
as follows:
1. Billed under provider's I.D. number of physician who had terminated his
employment with corporation 3 months prior to service dates.
2. Utilized physician's assistants and medical assistants as clinic physicians.
3. Repeatedly failed to produce documentation of services.
4. Gave untrue statements to Bureau of Medical Assistance investigators
regarding billing policies and services rendered.
5. Submitted improper or questionable billings to the program (service not
performed by licensed physicians).
B. The provider and corporation was given notice of termination from the
program and Bureau of Medical Assistance personnel met and established a
refund for providers earnings exclusively of $158,159.12 based on input from
the provider under discussion.
RESULTS
A. The provider was suspended from the program and has not yet paid total
of $158,159.12 refund.
B. Case open. Investigation continuing. Possible indictment pending.
TAB I
PRACTITIONER: SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT
(Case No. 11-72-2)
CASE BACKGROUND

A. Reason for case initiation.-Routine screening of billing submitted by
provider disclosed an unusually high volume of billings for "home visits."
B. Previous claims review.-October 4, 1971, a Blue Shield medicaid audit
performed. In a sampling of 34 claims, no overutilization or discrepancies were
found by them.
C. Claims review period and volume:
1. Claims review period October 1, 1972 through March 5, 1973 (over 500
claims review).
2. Volume of payment during time period, $82,774.09.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. This provider's practice consisted only of home visits. The physician has
no officp where he Practices medicine.
B. This physician was one of a number of physicians enrolled In the Detroit
City Physicians Medical program. This program provides a telephone service
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for people in need of medical treatment. If the recipient is on medicaid, the
physician bills this program. If not, the physician bills the City
Physicians
Office.
C. It was found that on initial calls received through the City Physicians
Office, this physician left a call card directing further calls for medical treatment be referred to his answer service (a machine attached to his telephone
at his home residence).
D. Review of claims established that medicaid program was billed for as
high as 140 home visits per day.
E. Investigation in the field in contact with many recipients revealed that:
1. This physician starts work at approximately 6 a.m., making
calls
from a route established at his "office" the previous afternoon. Hehouse
is accompanied by a bodyguard, driver, and report writer. At approximately noon each
day, he picks up his "second shift" driver, calls his answering service and
routes his afternoon calls.
2. Visits were verified with dozens of recipients whom all "swore by the
doctor."
3. The quality of care of this physician was referred to his medical
tion and on at least one occasion a member of that association along associawith a
physician from the Michigan Department of Public Health, at this agency's
request accompanied this provider on his daily rounds.
4. This physician may see as many as 8 to 10 recipients at a
address
or household, each being billed separately. Generally they are given
in the same
family.
F. This department nor the association representatives could
if
there was a substandard level of care given in this unique medicalestablish
practice.
RESULTS

As a result of this investigation, a practitioner manual change was effected
as follows:
Previously, physicians were paid for home visits on a basis of $15 per home
visit.
The~ha ic fee wps lowered from S15 to $10 ner house visit.
In addition, when there are multiple recipients seen at the same address, the
program now only pays $2 for eaeh additional recipient at an address.
B. The change in the manual affected as a result of this investigation
saved untold thousands of dollars in the future of the medicaid program. has
C. Case closed.
PRACTITIONER: SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

TAB J

(Case No. 349-734-11)
CASE BACKGROUND

A. Reason for case initiation.-This claims review was performed on
basis of the provider receiving a large amount of moneys paid by medicaid the
services during the years 1973 and 1974. The provider was determined to for
be
a high volume physician.
B. Previous claims review records.-Prior to this claims review, no claims
review had been conducted on this provider by either the Michigan Department
of Social Services or Michigan Blue Shield, acting as agent for medicaid.
C. Claims review period and volumes:
1. Claims review period June, 1973 through December, 1974.
2. Volume of payment during the above time period $267,607.82.
D. Claims review.-The claims review was conducted on July 25, 1974.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. The physician utilized the services of an unlicensed practitioner working
as a physician's assistant in the doctor's office. The physician's assistant
was
seeing the patients, diagnosing their illnesses, and prescribing care and treatment for the people. The physician's assistant was not an enrolled provider in
the medicaid program.
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B. There were undocumented office examinations billed by the physician to
the medicaid program.
ACTION TAKEN

A. The medical records containing suspected handwriting of the physician's
assistance were sent to the handwriting expert in this department for analysis.
B. The physician's office was shopped. That is. one investigator from this
section posed as a medicaid recipient and did, in fact, receive treatment from
the physician's assistant while the physician was not on the premises.
C. This section determined that the physician's assistant was not licensed to
practice medicine. In cooperation with the Detroit Police Department, a warrant for arrest was obtained against the physician's assistant.
D. Payments were suspended to this provider.
E. Numerous attempts by this section to meet with the provider and his
representative were met with delaying tactics on the part of the provider's
attorney.
F. This section was withholding payments to this provider on the basis of
noted abuses and projected refund to protect the State and Federal moneys.
On March 7, this department appeared in circuit court as a result of a suit
filed by the provider. The court upheld the medicaid program's right to protect
the program's moneys when abuses were found.
G. On September 9, 1975, a hearing was held in Lansing presided over by
an administrative law judge. The hearing was held to determine if the allegations made by the Department of Social Services were, in fact, true and
the provider did, in fact, owe moneys to the Department of Social Services for
services rendered by a nonenrolled provider.
RESULTS

A. The case is still open pending a decision by the administrative law judge
and further civil action which may be taken by the provider.
B. The projected refund for the provider stands at $114,509.39.
TAB K
PRACTITIONER: SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

(MA Case No. 92-734-2)
CASE BACKGROUND

A. Reason for case initiation.-This case was opened on a basis of a routine
claims review.
B. Previous claims review record.-Prior to this claims review, a review
was conducted by Michigan Blue Shield for the year 1969 with a total refund
requested of $1,217.65.
C. Claims review period and volume:
1. Claims review period October 4, 1972 to December 31, 1973.
2. Volume of payment during claims review period, $82,845.77.
D. Claims review.-Claims review was conducted on February 21, 1974.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. Lack of documentation for completeness of comprehensive history and
physical examination.
B. Lack of documentation for services billed medicaid program.
ACTION TAKEN

A letter of refund request was sent to this provider.
RESULTS

This provider reimbursed the medicaid program for nondocumented services,
and so forth for $12,410.30. Provider maintains that he performed the services
billed although substantiation does not appear in the patient's records.
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TAB L
SPECIAL SERVICES VISION AREA (OPTOMETRIST): SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT
CASE BACKGROUND

A. Reason for case initiation.-This case was initiated due to a complaint
from Technical Services and Support, within the Bureau of Medical Assistance,
regarding payment for services not covered by the program.
B. Claim8 review period and volume8:
1. Claims review period March 16, 1973 to June 12, 1975.
2. Volume of payment during above time period, $149,577.29.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. No recordings are maintained to establish reason for extra charge over
usual and customary.
B. No record to document "medical necessity."
C. In violation of Public Act 1909, section R338.263 (has no records to verify
eye exam nor use of equipment).
D. Lack of records to satisfy provider agreement (medicaid), "all records
necessary to disclose extent of services to recipient under Program."
ACTION TAKEN

A. Interviewed all recipients in sample.
B. "Shopped the provider, e.g. investigator posed as medicaid recipient and
obtained services; also posed as cash customer to verify usual and customary
charges to public.
C. Suspended all payments to the provider and terminated further participation in the program.
D. Held several conferences with the provider and his counsel.
RESULTS

A. Provider reimbursed the State of Michigan $15,000.
B. Reinstated to the program on a probationary basis.
TAB M
DENTIST: SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

(Case No. 219-734)
CASE BACKGROUND

A. Case was initiated in October, 1974, as a result of a complaint filed by a
prior employee of this dentist's office alleging improper billings to medicaid.
B. Claim8 review period and volumes:
1. Claims review period one-1, 1973 through three-10, 1974.
2. Payment volume during time period, $42,296.
C. Claims review.-Claims review was conducted on November 13, 1974.
INVESTIGATION FINDINGS

A. After review of patient medical records. Interview with patients, and so
forth, the following was found:
1. It was determined that this dentist was billing the medicaid program for
services not provided to recipients.
2. Billing the program for services under prior approval which was established to be questionable. Upon review of the individual recipient complaint
and problems, statements given for prior approval proved to be inaccurate.
DISPOSITION

A. Further payment of claims suspended.
B. Provider enrollment terminated in April of 1975.
C. Search warrant obtained and further evidence secured from the office of
this Provider.
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D. In February of 1975, arrest warrant was issued.
E. In February of 1975, preliminary hearing held in court. Bound over for
trial.
F. Due to initiation of criminal charges, claims review was suspended pending outcome of criminal charges.
G. July 10, 1975, trial held. Provider found not guilty by judge.
FURTHER DISPOSITION

A. Claims review refund demand reinitiated for the following reasons:
1. Billing for multiple treatments when only one authorized.
2. Billing for multiple oral hygiene instruction-only one authorized.
3. Billing for multiple fluoride treatments within 1-year time period.
4. Billing for services in excess of $150 without prior authorization.
5. Billing for services not documented in patient records.
6. Billing for dentures not actually provided the recipient.
7. Billing for dentures not constructed as authorized.
STATUS

Demand for refund of $9,122.07 to this dental provider presently pending
repayment.
TAB N
LABORATORY: SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

(Case No. 431-745-16)
CASE BACKGROUND

A. Reason for case initiation.-This claims review was performed on the
basis of a report and information received by this agency from Michigan Blue
Shield and additional information from provider enrollment services. The problems included:
1. The provider was enrolled as a type 10 (medical doctor) when, in fact,
the billings were submitted for those of a laboratory.
2. There were many invoices submitted for payment in the first 2 months of
this year, which were rejected and resubmitted in March and April, which resulted in massive double billing errors.
3. A fire in June of 1964 put the lab out of business, but the lab was still
accepting lab work from doctors and lab work was being performed at other
laboratories although it was reported on this provider's report forms.
B. Previous claims review records.-No previous claims reviews were conducted.
C. Claims review period and volume:
1. Claims review period January 1, 1975 through May 1, 1975.
2. Volume of payment during the above time period was $315,649.21.
D. Claims review.-The claims review was conducted on June 4, 1975.
CLAIMS REVIEW FINDINGS

A. Some records contained the doctor's order sheets specifying what tests to
run, however, the majority of the records do not have this information.
B. Many tests which were billed as manually performed tests were actually
done on semiautomated equipment.
C. Many. lab results were not found on the lab records.
D. Procedure codes were misinterpreted; the wrong code used to bill for
certain tests.
E. Double billing resulted from the billing services submitted paid Invoices
a second time for repayment.
ACTION TAKEN

A. Payments were immediately suspended this provider.
B. Photographs were taken of all laboratory equipment and submitted to
the Division of Laboratory Improvement for identification of this equipment
and determination on whether or not the tests performed on this equipment
would be considered manual or automated tests.
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C. Conference was held with this provider and all agreement to search for
additional documentation of tests was made.
D. This provider was informed of the errors in billing as well as nondocumentation of laboratory tests accounted for an error factor of 33.77 percent
in the claims review and the refund sought by the Department of Social Services was $106,594.74.
FURTHER ACTION TAKEN

A. The provider, as of this date, has not come forward with additional documentation of unverified lab tests. This department continues to hold moneys
in excess of $100,000, protecting its refund claim.
RESULTS
A. This case remains under active investigation.

RECIPIENT: SUMMARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

TAB 0

(Case No. 377-745-R)
CASE

BACKGROUND

A. Reason for case initiation.-A complaint was received from a Wayne
County caseworker alleging the recipient had sold homestead property for
$15,500, verified by the caseworker. This transaction put the recipient over the
$1,500 eligibility requirement.
ACTION TAKEN

A. Nursing home charges from September 1973 to June 15, 1975, were checked
revealing- a total expenditure by medicaid of $11,638.
B. Medical charges to the program were checked. There was a total of
$199.53. This increased the total to $11,837.53.
C. The daughter was contacted by the investigator and she agreed to reimburse the State of Michigan for medicaid benefits received while the recipient
was ineligible. It was noted additionally an excess savings of $2,162.45 to be
used up on private pay making an added savings to the program.
RESULTS

A. $11,837.53 was recovered by medicaid due to recipient ineligibility by reason of concealed funds.
B. $2,162.45 additional savings to medicaid while recipient was on private
pay to become eligible. This makes a total benefit to the medicaid program of
$13,999.98.
TAB P
NURSING HOMES: GENERAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

The medicaid investigation section does not perform claims reviews of nursing homes per se. Nursing homes are reviewed by auditors of the Cost Audit
and Rate Setting Division of the Bureau of Medical Assistance. The investigation section works closely with that division and investigates various direct
billing providers associated with nursing homes, employed by and/or in nursing
homes and investigate all reported cases of alleged fraud related thereto.
The following is a general listing of types of problems or abuses found
during investigations to date. It should be noted that the practitioner (physician) category is interwoven throughout all of the following.
PHYSICAL THERAPY

A. Services performed by unskilled aides or unregistered therapists and
billed the program as physical therapy.
B. Services not documented in patient records.

I
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C. "Rubber stamp" signature reviews by nursing home physicians.
D. Unnecessary or nonmedically necessary physical therapy billed.
E. Excessive physical therapy given and/or billed.
F. Kickbacks (gifts, percentages, equipment, space, etc.) given to nursing
homes by physical therapy firms.
OPTOMETRY

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

"Wholesale" (bed to bed) eye examinations given.
Substandard eye examinations given.
Inferior materials dispensed to recipients.
Services billed not documented in patient records.
Specific services not requested by receipient or physician.
PODIATRIST

A. "Wholesale" (bed to bed) services performed under "contract" to nursing
home.
B. Specific services not requested by recipients for whom service billed.
C. Kickbacks required by nursing homes by contracting podiatrist (percentage).
PHARMACY

A. Prescription splitting-generating new prescription for medications usually every 10 to 15 days, thus gaining extra professional fees for pharmacy.
This can not be done without a nursing home physician, administrator, and
so forth, allowing the unnecessary renewals of prescriptions.
B. Billing for noncovered services (to residents of long-term care facilities).
These services (nonlegend, over-the-counter drugs), are generally covered
In Michigan in the nursing home daily rate as a condition of occupancy. The
billing of these by the pharmacy amounts to the program paying twice for the
same drug or service and represents a tremendous saving to the nursing home,
in that they do not have to pay for these drugs of which they have been paid
for already in their daily rate by the program.
C. Kickbacks required by nursing homes of the pharmacies to provide the
above.
D. Overutilization of medications for nursing home receiplents. This benefits
both the nursing home and the pharmacy. Again the collusion or knowledge
of all persons is required.
E. There are currently 229 pharmacies enrolled In the medicaid program
and serving recipients in long-term care facilities. The 229 pharmacies represent only 11 to 12 percent of total pharmacy providers, yet in 1974, they received approximately $15 million of a total of $45 million paid to pharmacy
providers. This is one-third of all expenditures in the pharmacy provider area.
MEDICAID INVESTIGATION SECTION: SAMPLING TECHNIQUES

TAB Q

Since the inception of the medical assistance program under the Michigan
Department of Social Services (July 1972), the medicaid investigation section
sampling techniques have been directly equated to the existent computer
ability. The medicaid investigation section has been responsible for numerous
updates, upgrades, and complements (i.e. technical, investigative, analytical,
qualitative, quantitative, etc.) to this computer ability thus resulting in a
uniquely individual system synonymous with only the State of Michigan and
the medicaid investigation section. Consequently. this system has shown its
significance by generating refunds in magnitudes surpassing all expectations
and/or estimates.
The medicaid investigation section Is presently in the process of developing
a completely new sampling technique, incorporating a completely computerized
capability, computer generated, statistically and analytically valid, randomly
selective, inclusive of all data pertinent to each provider, recipient, etc.
This process will again be unique and synonymous with only the State of
Michigan, medicaid investigation section.
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step review process at their disposal.
Providers who have been requested to refund monies to the Medicaid Program have a four (4)
a) In proceeding to each step, the Provider must include the reason(s) in writing, for disagreement and the specific areas to be discussed
and reconsidered.
b)

The Departoent shall reply in writing, setting tire, date and place of review or hearing.

c)

or proofs to
The Provider shall, at all review levels, be able to examine work papers, question Program representatives, present documents
establish his position, represent himself or have someonespeak and/or represent him.

d)

The Provider will be given a minimum of 15 days at each level of review.

e)

The Provider will be advised in writing of the findings of each review level.
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Review levels 11. and 111. are optional and may be waived in writing by the Provider.

Appendix 2
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES SUBMITTED BY WILLIAM
CRAWFORD1 AND WILLIAM GAINES 2 REPORTERS,
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
[From the Chicago Tribune, Sunday, Sept. 7, 1975]
BARE PATIENT NEGLECT AT VON SOLBRIG HOSPITAL-SHORT ON STAFF,
LONG ON DIRT
TASK FORCE REPORT

Chicago's only for-profit general hospital, von Solbrig Memorial, is one doctor's personal fiefdom where financial shortcuts go hand in hand with unsafe
and unsound medical practices. Filth, dangerous understafflng, and violations
of city and state regulations uncovered there are detailed in this, the first of
a series, by Task Force Director Pamela Zekman, and reporters Jay Branegan,
William Crawford, and William Gaines.
It is a critical period for the 6-year-old girl lying in an anesthetized sleep
on the operating table in von Solbrig Memorial Hospital. Only minutes ago she

had undergone two operations, a tonsillectomy and surgical repair of a hernia.
But the only other person in the operating room is a $2-an-hour janitor, in
his unsanitary working clothes, who has just put down his mop in the corridor

outside and rushed in to watch over the young patient at the request of a

nurse.
The surgeon, the nurses, nurses' aides, and the anethesiologist have all gone.
And for several moments, until the nurse returns to relieve him, the janitor
is in charge of the patient.

The janitor is Tribune task force reporter William Gaines, who found himself summoned into the operating room as many as six times in a single week,
often in soiled clothing, to assist patients at Chicago's only for-profit general
hospital.
Gaines was a member of a task force investigating team that found the
83-bed hospital at 6500 S. Pulaski Rd. poorly maintained, understaffed, and in
apparent violation of medical standards and city and State regulations.
"That's the grossest type of mismanagement I've ever heard," Dr. Hugh
Firor, head of pediatric surgery at Cook County Hospital, said when told of
Gaines' aid to the young tonsillectomy patient. Firor said the girl could have
inhaled blood into her lungs.

Other doctors said cardiac disturbances or hemorrhaging could strike in
the time right after surgery.
And Edward King, assistant commissioner of the Chicago Board of Health,
said the use of a janitor in the operating room simply "breaks sterile technique."
During the several weeks that Gaines worked In the hospital, he and other
reporters found:
The emergency room licensed by the city as a "basic emergency care" facility
often has no doctor specifically assigned to emergency-room duty, as required
by city and State codes.
Only 18 of 50 doctors listed as staff members actually practice at the hospital. The others have left the State, ceased practicing at the hospital years
ago, never practiced there, or are dead.
l See statement, p. 58.
See statement, p. 67.
(110)

ill
An elderly patient, a cast around her chest, wept daily from pain and frustration as untrained hospital personnel, including janitors, struggled to lift
her from her wheelchair to her bed. Most hospitals have trained personnel
and bedside lifts for such tasks.
Urine was allowed to stand for hours on the floor of a patient's room. The
urine was cleaned up only after the reporter-janitor was called into service
because the janitor on duty had been ordered to paint the hospital owner's
cabin cruiser.
Patients with private health insurance were admitted for long stays In
vol Solbrig after other hospitals and doctors had pronounced them healthy.
One man was operated on after three doctors told him he was in good enough
health to return to work.
The responsibility for conditions in the hospital rests with Dr. Charles R.
von Solbrig, 68, the hospital's sole owner and director. He controls every facet
of the operation from hiring the lowest employe to surgery, just as he has
from the hospital's founding, when he helped build the structure with his own
hands. It was Dr. von Solbrig who personally hired Gaines as a janitor.
The hospital last October lost its accreditation from the Joint Commission
on the Accreditation of Hospitals, but Dr. von Solbrig continues to operate the
16-year-old facility on licenses from the Chicago Board of Health and the
Illinois Department of Public Health. Either agency has authority to close the
hospital.
In 1964, Dr. von Solbrig pleaded no contest to a Federal Indictment charging
that he had evaded $44,612 in income taxes. He was placed on probation for
3 years and permitted to keep his medical license.
The Illinois Department of Registration and Education has been investigating
complaints involving his treatment of patients.
For the doctor, running Chicago's only proprietary [for-profit] general hospital is a business. Reporters found Dr. von Solbrig to be a cost-conscious administrator who fails to keep an adequate number of nurses, aides, and orderlies on the payroll. As a result, inexperienced persons were thrown into jobs
normally done by trained medical personnel.
Gaines saw nurses' aides routinely used to awaken patients after surgery
and return them to their rooms, a violation of State regulations that require
them to be attended by a registered nurse and released by a doctor.
The reporter once was called from his janitorial duties into the recovery
room to hold down the arms of a patient while a crew of nurses and doctors
labored to save the patient's life.
One day when Gaines was at the hospital on his day off, he was called into
the operating room in his street clothes to help lift a heavy patient. On three
occasions, Gaines was ordered to don a lead smock and to hold elderly patients
in position for X-rays.
At von Solbrig, he found, there was only one orderly, an unpaid, untrained
16-year-old who within 3 days on the job was working as an assistant in the
operating room. He bragged to a Tribune reporter and to his parents, who are
friends of Dr. von Solbrig, that he was "really into some heavy surgery."
The youth said he washed and scrubbed patients before surgery; assisted the
nurses and doctors during appendectomies and stomach and intestinal operations, and helped the nurses insure that all the surgical sponges were removed
from patients following surgery.
The hospital was short of personnel one Saturday afternoon that the entire
hospital staff consisted of Dr. von Solbrig, one registered nurse, one licensed
practical nurse, and three nurses' aides. The nurses' aides. The nurses complained that they were ragged from the workload. Some of the five emergency
cases that day had to wait while the medical staff tended patients in the
rooms.
The next day, when emergency cases were lined up waiting for care and the
staff shuttled between patients' rooms and the emergency room, Gaines had to
assist nurses when an elderly woman patient choked and fell to the floor.
When interviewed by The Tribune, Dr. von Solbrig refused to disclose how
many registered nurses he employs. "That's not your business," he said.
Regarding the staffing observed that Saturday, Dr. von Solbrig insisted,
"Every floor has a registered nurse at every station-on every three stationsevery day. No exceptions. If you didn't see them here, they were here; don't
you dare say they weren't here because they were."
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With that, the doctor stalked out of the interview, leaving behind his lawyer,
his public relations counselor, and two other employees. He has refused to answer further questions.
One of the unanswered questions concerned the emergency room, which under
city regulations should have at least one licensed doctor on specific emergencyroom duty at all times. That doctor "may not be assigned to any other duties,"
a Chicago Board of Health spokesman said.
But von Solbrig hospital is staffed at night by a lone resident who must split
his duties between the emergency room and the' resident patients.
And during the day it was not uncommon for Dr. von Solbrig to be the only
physician on the premises, yet tied up with office patients or surgery.
For example, Dr. von Solbrig had left the hospital to march in a parade
the day Mrs. Claire Gleffe, 6016 S. Keeler Ave., came to the emergency room
with a badly stubbled toe. She was seen by a nurse and an X-ray technician,
who successfully put a splint on her foot.
The only doctor on the premises while Dr. von Solhrig was absent for several
hours was Dr. Lewis Silver, the radiologist, who does not qualify under Board
of Health standards as the emergency room doctor, a spokesman for the board
said.
The hospital bill for the services included a $7.50 doctor's fee, Mrs. Gleffe
said no doctor treated her.
"I paid the $24 for the X-ray and the other things, but I never saw a doctor,
so I'm not going to pay it," she said in an interview, "It isn't the money, it's
principle. Hospitalization would have paid for it. I just like justice."
The Tribune found cleanliness and sanitation at the hospital suffered because the small maintenance staff often was further depleted as janitors were
ordered to run personal errands for Dr. von Solbrig.
"It's too busy on the floor today," Gaines was told by one elderly coworker
who had sole responsibility for cleaning the first floor. "I can't handle it all.
Then the doctor had me wash his car. I don't know if I can get it all done."
Gaines found that insects abounded in the hospital and discovered a fertile
breeding ground for them in a damp closet where rolls of toilet paper were
stored. He washed walls that apparently hadn't been washed in years, and
swept cobwebs from behind the doors of patients' rooms.
But economy through thin staffing is only one side of the balance sheet. Each
day a patient stays in the hospital, which has numerous vacant beds, adds to
its income.
The Tribune found that some patients were admitted for stays of a week
and more after other doctors said they needed no hospitalization.
The family of Mahmoud Hassan, 45, including his wife, Bakrish, 38, his son,
Fairs, 2, and his father, Farhat, 70 came to von Solbrig the day after they
had been involved in what police termed a minor traffic accident in southwest
suburban hometown. A tractor cab had bumped them from behind when the
Hassan car made a false start at a stop light, according to police.
"There's no way in the world that accident could have caused excessive
damage . . . it was just a tap," said Hometown Patrolman Wendell Flint,,who
witnessed the incident.
The whole Hassan family was taken to Christ Community Hospital in Oak
Lawn, where they were examined and X-rayed by staff doctors. They complained of pains in the back and neck and were released with instructions to
apply heat the the sore spots, according to hospital records.
But the next day they were admitted to the von Solbriz Memorial Hospital
after being examined by Dr. von Solbrig. Mrs. Hassan left after a week with
the child, who spent most of his confinement toddling up and down the secondfloor halls, playing with his toys, and throwing a tennis ball against the wall.
The men left a week later.
The family spent much of their time walking about, chatting, reading, and
visiting Osama Betouni. 21, who spent 33 days in the hospital under Dr. von
Solbrig's care after he had been examined by three other doctors who found
him to be healthy.
Betouni, of 5315 S. Damen Ave., said he hurt his back while working at the
Sweetheart Cup Co., where he is a forklift driver. The company physician prescribed hot packs and other simple treatment, but Betouni said the pain persisted.
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Betouni then went to a specialist at Christ Community Hospital for muscle
and nerve tests. "They didn't tell me anything," Betouni said of the negative
test findings.
The company then sent Betouni to a Loop industrial surgeon in the office
of Dr. W. A. Clohisy, 120 S. La Salle St., where he was again given a thorough
examination and told he could report back to work. Among the ailments the
doctor looked for and ruled out was a possible hernia.
After a week back on the job, Betouni was still complaining of the same
injury. He went to von Solbrig hospital.
Dr. von Solbrig admitted Betouni, who is covered by a Blue Cross major
medical policy, and a week later operated on him for a double hernia.
Betouni's only complaint while he was in the hospital was his long stay after
the operation.
"I know other guys who have had the same operation and they go home in
a few days," he told janitor-reporter Gaines. "I've been here more than a
month. I think it's because I got good insurance."
[From the Chicago Tribune, Sunday, Sept. 6, 1975]
GaIMY HANDS HOLD LIFE IN BALANCE

(By

WILLIAM GAINES)

"Hey Bill, come in here. Hurry," a nurses' aide hisses to me.
I drop my grimy rag and stride across the hall to the recovery room next
to surgery.
"Hold his hand, he keeps lifting it up," she commands In a harried and
anxious voice, pointing to the beefy arm of a 68-year-old man who has just
been wheeled semiconscious from the operating room.
I hold one, then the other to stop the patient from pulling loose the tubes
that are feeding plasma and sterile water into his body. He writhes on the cart.
The aide scurries nervously around the room, getting supplies and checking
the bottles.
I was a task force reporter, hired as a janitor at the von Solbrig Memorial
Hospital, 600 S. Pulaski Rd. I had been employed to scrub and mop and throw
out garbage, not to assist nurses and doctors in the sterile surgical area.
The man does not respond to treatment. Other aides, nurses, and a doctor
come to assist us.
Suddenly he appears to stop breathing. His whole body goes limp. His
arms relax under my grip.
The medical personnel-the only ones who are supposed to be here, I think
defensively-pry his mouth open and keep the passage to his throat clear
with a short plastic cylinder. Down his mouth they shove a tube to begin
administering oxygen.
The characters in this hectic scene now crowd the room-nurses, nurses'
aides, an orderly, all antiseptically scrubbed in white clothes. And me in my
filthy janitor's outfit. Half the hospital's skimpy staff is here.
The nurses and doctor are speaking tensely, occasionally snapping an order
while monitoring the patient's vital signs. His chest heaves tentatively, then
again, stronger.
A lab technician crowds in next to the man to inject a stimulant.
"You there," someone says to me after the hypodermic needle is extracted,
"hold that cotton on his arm there." I do so, with the same hand I'd used to
wring dirty water from my mop only a few moments earlier.
Thirty minutes after I called in, the old man is wheeled back into surgery.
To me, unexperienced in the daily medical drama of hospital life, it felt like
hours, I am drenched with sweat.
The patient, I learned later, recovered.
The experience was frightening to me; it was depressing, for I knew that
it was not just a fluke that I, a janitor, had been called on to do the work
of trained orderlies and nurses' aides.
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It happened to me almost daily at von Solbrig hospital, where I had been
hired at $2-an-hour by the hospital's owner, administrator, and medical director, Dr. Charles R. von Solbrig.
At least there were other people with me through that medical emergency.
A few weeks later I was the sole guardian of a child during a critical period
following surgery.
The child, a 6-year-old girl, had undergone a tonsillectomy and corrective
surgery for an umbilical hernia in the operating room, a few feet from where
I was mopping the second-floor corridor.
The operations had just been completed and the anesthetist, a nurse, and
a nurses' aide filed past me and disappeared around the corner.
"Bill," a nurse called to me, "c'mere a minute." I put down my mop and
entered the operating room.
The nurse was standing next to a small girl lying nearly motionless under
a sheet, breathing slowly, in an anesthetic sleep. The operation had ended only
minutes before, which meant the youngster was in the post-operative stage
when complications are likely to occur.
"This is a critical time," Dr. Jack L. Paradise of Children's Hospital in
Pittsburgh, one of the Nation's leading experts in tonsillectomies, told me
later. "There can be cardiac disturbances. There can be breathing problems that
heighten the risk of cardiac disturbances. There is a danger of hemorrhaging.
The child could aspire blood [breathe it into the lungs].
Instead there was me, the janitor. My instructions from the nurse: "Stand
there." Then she was gone.
The little girl and I were alone in the room, both of us helpless. I swore
under my breath. It was a responsibility I didn't want. But I couldn't walk
out.
Nothing went wrong during the nurse's brief absence, but I had been placed
in that situation because the tight-fisted staffing policies at Chicago's only
for-profit general hospital don't provide for enough nurses, aides, or orderlies.
Once when I came into the hospital on my day off, a nurse called to me from
the operating room as I stood in the hallway in my street clothes, "Come in
here a minute, we need some help."
I walked, virtually off the street, into the operating room. "Sir, you get
on that end, hold on here," she said to me, trusting into my hands the corner
of a sheet that was under a large woman on the operating table. The patient
was still unconscious, and too heavy for the nurses and lone orderly to move.
It finally took six people-five working hospital employees and me-to move
the woman onto her wheeled cart.
One duty we janitors had to perform almost daily was to lift an elderly
woman from her bed into a wheelchair and put her back in bed again
later in the day.
It was a delicate task, for her shoulder was in a cast and her left arm was
blue and swollen. A trained orderly or licensed practical nurse probably could
have found a way to lift her without inflicting excruciating pain.
We janitors never did. "I'm falling," the frail woman would cry in fear
as we clumsily maneuvered her. Once she slid out of the wheelchair onto the
floor. Another time she fell into the wheelchair when she slipped from an
aide's grip. Her pain was nearly unbearable and she cried:
"Why don't you take me out and shoot me?"
ONLY 18 OF 50 'STAFF' PRACTICE AT HOSPITAL-4 DOCTORS ON LIST DEAD
Although 50 doctors are listed on the staff director at the von Solbrig
Memorial Hospital, only 18 of the 47 located by The Tribune said they practice there.
At least four of the doctors on the list are dead. One has been dead for
4 years.
Nothing could be learned about three doctors. They are not listed in the
American Medical Association's national directory or in any Chicago-area
telephone directory.
Some of those contacted were mystified how their names got on the staff
list of the hospital, owned by Dr. Charles R. von Solbrig. "I never applied
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for the staff and as far as I know, I'm not on it," said Dr. Frank J. Padour,
whose name appears on the list as "Dr. F. Padour." He's the only physician
named Padour in the Chicago area.
"I have my boat moored near his [Dr. von Solbrig], and I wave to him
when I see him," Padour said, explaining his only possible connection with
the hospital. "He may have my name up there for decorative purposes. He
probably just thought he wouldn't mind having all those doctors on the staff."
Other doctors' reactions to the news that they were among von Solbrig's
"staff doctors" included:
Dr. Theodore Drugas, 3759 W. 95th St., Evergreen Park, a surgeon at Holy
Cross Hospital: "That's unusual, because I haven't been there for 15 years."
Dr. Constance O'Britis, 2408 W. 63d St., retired as a surgeon, still in general practice: "I don't think I had a single patient there . . . I don't think I
even ever set foot in there."
Dr. Arnold Kaplan, 104 S. Michigan Ave. "I haven't been there for 7 or 8
or 9 years. Gee, it's been a long time.
Dr. Kostas Koinis, 3840 W. 95th St., Evergreen Park, a pediatrician: "I
sent several letters telling them I resigned from the staff and haven't paid any
staff dues for 10 years."
Dr. A. F. Montezon, 9630 S. Longwood Dr.: "I can't help it If my name is
still on that directory. I have not been going there for 10 to 12 years."
Dr. John A. Sanfilipo, 10522 S. Cicero Ave., Oak Lawn: "It's not true.
It's ancient . . . once, many years ago, I took an emergency patient there. I
think a patient of mine told me my name was up there."
Dr. Algrid Pautienis, Santa Monica, Cal.: "I am not associated with that
hospital anymore . . . not since I left Chicago in 1966. My name shouldn't be
up there. Remove my name."
PROBE STARTED AT VON SOLBRIG

(By William Gaines and Jay Branegan)
Investigations into von Solbrig Memorial Hospital and two of the doctors
who practice there were ordered Monday by city and State agencies in the
wake of Tribune disclosures of alleged unsafe and unethical medical practices
at the hospital.
The Chicago Board of Health held an emergency hearing Monday morning
at which the owner of the hospital, Dr. Chnrles R. von Solbrig, was ordered to
appear. The hearing was requested by Dr. Eric Oldberg, president of the Board
of Health, on the basis of Tribune stories Sunday and Monday that documented routine violations of State hospital licensing codes administered by
the city.
Ronald Stackler, director the Illinois Department of Registration and Education, ordered an immediate investigation into the practices of Dr. Edward
J. Mirmelli, a physician who performs wholesale, assembly-line tonsillectomies
at von Solbrig hospital, 6500 S. Pulaski Rd.
The State Department also announced it was expanding its investigation of
malpractice charges against Dr. von Solbrig to include other allegations
made in The Tribune.

"The department intends to thoroughly investigate all the allegations
made in The Tribune about Dr. von Solbrig, Dr. Mirmelli, and any other
licensed medical personnel working there," a spokesman said.
The Department of Registration and Education could ask the State medical
licensing committee to revoke a doctor's license.
At the Board of Health hearing at the Civic Center, Dr. von Solbrig denied
that a Tribune reporter, working as a janitor in the hospital, had been left
along with an unconscious patient following surgery, as disclosed in The
Tribune Sunday.

Thomas J. Cooney, executive director of hospital administration for the
Board of Health, told Dr. von Solbrig to bring in hospital payroll records
Tuesday after the doctor's attorney requested that the hearing be continued
until then. The next hearing will be held in the Board of Health hearing
room, in the Civic Center, at 11 a.m. Tuesday.
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Cooney quoted from The Tribune series that Gaines and other janitors were
routinely called into the surgery room. "We can check the records. Bring
your payroll records in," Cooney told Dr. von Solbrig.
During the task force investigation, reporters found patients routinely
hospitalized for long stays by Dr. von Solbrig when other doctors had pronounced them healthy.
Public aid families with three to five children were subjected to apparently unnecessary tonsillectomies by Dr. Mirmelli. Medical experts said the
odds are astronomical that an entire family would need their tonsils out
at once.
Von Solbrig Hospital, Chicago's only for-profit general hospital, lost its
accreditation last October from the Joint Commission on the Accreditation
of Hospitals, a private organization sponsored by the hospitals themselves.
Dr. von Solbrig, sole owner of the hospital, appealed the loss of accreditation, which is accepted by the Illinois Department of Public Health in lieu
of a thorough accreditation process of its own.
The JCAH in April upheld its original decision to withdraw accreditation,
but the State did not inspect the hospital until late July.
The results of the State inspection have not been compiled or released yet,
according to a spokesman for the Public Health Department.
[From the Chicago Tribune, Sept. 8, 1975]
SURGERY DONE ON ASSEMBLY LINE BY VON SOLBRIG PHYSICIAN
TASK FORCE REPOBT

Questionable operations and tests are carried out on welfare patients on a
medical assembly-line basis at von Solbrig Memorial Hospital, a Tribune
task force investigation has found. This is the second in a series by Task
Force Director Pamela Zekman and reporters Jay Branegan, William Crawford, and William Gaines.
Von Solbrig Memorial Hospital is the haven of a West Side physician who
uses its facilities to reap thousands of dollars annually from the welfare
system with assembly-line tonsillectomies on entire welfare families.
The odds are astronomical, medical experts say, that several children in the
same family would need their tonsils removed at once. But for $120 an operation, Dr. Edward J. Mirmelli defies the odds, The Tribune task force found.
Reporters discovered he regularly operates on three, four, and five children
from the same welfare families in von Solbrig, 6500 S. Pulaski Rd., helping
boost his welfare income to $60,000 last year, and $124,000 in 1973, according
to Federal Government figures.
The wholesale tonsillectomies at von Solbrig are only one example of
questionable welfare costs at the hospital, which The Tribune disclosed Sunday
is understaffed, poorly run, and dirty. Interviews with patients and examination of State Department of Public Aid records by the task force also found
that:
A $19 electrocardiogram [EKG] is ordered for virtually every public aid
child admitted for major or minor surgery, even though medical authorities
say such a heart test on a child with no history of cardiac problems serves
no medical purpose.
Circumcisions are routinely performed on children from welfare families
although many doctors say there is no medical reason to do so.
Each time a public aid patient undergoes surgery at von Solbrig, a charge
of $13 is recorded for the "recovery room." Many of these patients were observed being merely wheeled through there on the way back to their rooms.
Children on public aid are given-and the taxpayer is charged for-what
doctors say are needless chest X-rays prior to such unrelated operations as
circumcisions and tonsillectomies.
Each test and operation adds to the cost of the average stay for a welfare
patient at the 83-bed von Solbrig hospital. Using a formula based on this average stay, public aid pays the hospital a flat fee of $89.16 a day for each
welfare patient, exclusive of doctors' fees.
The Tribune disclosed Sunday that von Solbrig, the city's only for-profit
general hospital, is poorly maintained and so understaffed that janitors are
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regularly assigned the tasks of trained personnel, including assisting in the
operating room. Many routine hospital practices violate medical standards and
city and State regulations, the task force investigation found.
The owner of the hospital, Dr. Charles R. von Solbrig, 68, has few public
aid patients of his own, but the hospital gets a steady stream from his longtime associate, Mirmelli.
Mirmelli, 63, of 3150 N. Lake Shore Dr., has been a staff physician with the
hospital since it opened in 1959 and was on the original executive committee.
He is under county Indictment charging attempted theft by deception when
he was medical director of a North Michigan Avenue abortion clinic that
was closed by a circuit court order last year.
Mirmelli has an office at 3814 S. Kedzie Ave., but gets the bulk of his
welfare patients from his office at the Great West Medical Clinic, 3711 W.
Roosevelt Rd., in the heart of the West Side ghetto.
He practices at the clinic 3 days a week, seeing as many as 100 patients a
day. "He calls them into his office like a herd of cattle," said Mrs. Daphne
Oden, of 1502 S. Homan Ave., a former patient who now takes her children
elsewhere.
It is during these office visits-when some patients say, Mirmelli spends only
2 minutes examining each child-that he makes the decision to extract a family's tonsils.
The decision is a frequent one, The Tribune found. In 2 weeks during April
Mirmelli performed 14 tonsillectomies at von Solbrig hospital. Included were
two families with five children each. Other months showed similar patterns.
Such prodigious surgery is not matched even by mammoth Cook County
Hospital where, according to Dr. Ludwig Stemmer, head of the ear, nose, and
throat department, the six specialists together perform only two to four tonsillectomies a week.
"There simply are not situations in which whole families have their tonsils
out," he said.
The odds are "one in a million" that a family of five would all need their
tonsils out at the same time, agreed Dr. John Raffensperger, division head of
the department of surgery at Children's Memorial Hospital.
Seven physicians and ear, nose, and throat specialists consulted by The Tribune agreed it was nearly impossible for so many members of the same family
to require tonsillectomies at the same time.
They said an attack of tonsilitis involves a severe sore throat and usually
loss of hearing as well as high fever and draining of the ears.
Even if a case is diagnosed as genuine tonsillitis, "any child deserves a
course of conservative management before an operation is given," Stemmer
said. Surgery is not called for unless a child has repeated tonsillitis attacks,
from three annually for 3 years to seven in 1 year, he said.
Mirmelli gets $120 from the State for every tonsillectomy he performs.
In a 6-hour surgical tour de force last May 15 that netted him about $600,
Mirmelli operated on each of the five children of Mrs. Mary Adam, of 4136 W.
21st PI., in most cases performing several operations on each child:
Mark Adam, 6-repair of umbilical hernia, removal of tonsils and adenoids.
David, 10-removal of tonsils and adenoids.
Perry, 11-circumcision, removal of tonsils and adenoids.
Terry, 12-circumcision, removal of tonsils and adenoids.
Oliver, 15-circumcision, removal of cyst from eyelid, removal of tonsils.
"That's like a Hollywood spectacular," said Dr. Robert Miller, head of the
pediatrics division at Cook County Hospital. "That kind of practice should
have gone out after the last world war. I don't have any sympathy for that
kind of practice."
The Illinois Department of Public Aid paid $2,047.32 in hospital bills for the
family, not including Mirmelli's charges.
Mrs. Adam said the youngest child, Mark, never complained about a sore
throat, and he did not have the usual symptoms that doctors say call for
surgery. She told The Tribune she repeatedly questioned Mirmelli about the
necessity of operations on all five children.
But in the end, she said, "I had to trust the doctor completely.
"He told me when they got older it would be worse on them. It's better for
children to take them out, when they are younger. He said I might as well do
it for them now," she recalled.
One month earlier, Mirmelli extracted the tonsils of all five children of
Robert and Mary Lou Lawler, of 5476 S. Menard Ave., patients from his Ked-
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zie Avenue office, although the parents said only one of the children had repeated tonsillitis attacks.
The hospital was paid $1,337 for services provided the Lawler children, not
including Mirmelli's charge for the surgery.
The Lawlers have high praise for Mirmelli, and said they know the operations were necessary because during an office visit in February "he let us look
down their throats and showed us how swollen they were."
They said this was the first time Mirmelli diagnosed tonsillitis in four of
the children. An operation usually isn't called for until after repeated tonsillitis
attacks.
Mirmelli did not schedule the operations, however, until after Lawler qualified for a public aid green card, the identification slip for families who qualify
for medical services, Lawler said. "Finally it came ... then I took the kids
in, and he booked them," Lawler said.
"We didn't know Mirmelli accepted the green card, but he said it's the best
insurance there is," Mrs. Lewler said.
So anxious is Mirmelli to perform tonsillectomies, The Tribune found, that
one mother said he shouted that she didn't love her children if she didn't have
their tonsils out.
Mrs. Canary Fipps, 36, of 2049 W. Warren Blvd., said she didn't want the
tonsils of her six children removed because they had no problems with sore
throats.
"He told her she didn't care nothing about her kids," her husband, Levi, recalled. "He said you all don't care nothing about your children if you don't
have their tonsils out."
But, Mrs. Fipps said, "They didn't have any sore throats. All they had was
a light cold sometimes. I just can't believe that all five of them had to have
their tonsils out at the same time. They can't all be bad.
Mirmelli scheduled them for tonsillectomies at von Solbrig without Mrs.
Fipps' permission, she said. She ordered him to cancel the operations, which
were stricken from the surgical book at the last minute.
"He's just trying to get money," Fipps said. "That's the way it looks to me."
Mirmelli told The Tribune that every tonsillectomy he does is necessary, and
that he does whole families in one session because "the children pass the infection. They live in very small quarters. They use the same glasses and utensils."
"That's nonsense," said Raffensperger of Children's Hospital, echoing other
medical authorities who told The Tribune that tonsillitis is not passed in that
manner. "I can't see what difference that would make."
Mirmelli presented reporters with pathologists' reports on removed tissue
from 30 cases to back up his contention that the surgery was required. But
medical authorities and pathologists contacted by The Tribune, including Mermelli's own pathologist, said such examinations would not determine whether
the operation was necessary.
Mirmelli's three circumcisions on the Adam children were not unusual for
von Solbrig Hospital, where circumcisions are performed routinely on youngsters, often in conjunction with other surgery.
One mother, Minnie Staten, 26, of 3709 W. Grenshaw St., told a Tribune reporter that after she asked Mirmelli to give her three boys circumcisions, he
abruptly announced that they needed tonsils out, too, even though he had never
before mentioned a tonsil problem.
Mrs. Staten said Mirmelli scheduled her children for tonsillectomies without
her permission and she had the surgery cancelled at the last minute, allowing
him to do only the circumcisions.
Only one of the three boys developed any complications, she said. But
they all stayed in von Solbrig for three days, twice as long as usual for cases
without complications, according to doctors. The hospital bill was $802, not
including Mirmelli's charge for surgery.
Most specialists in the field discourage circumcisions that are not performed
at birth unless infection of the foreskin Is a chronic problem. Children should
not be subjected to anesthetics and the trauma of surgery unless it is essential, doctors say.
"We have an ironclad policy," said Dr. Hugh Firor, head of pediatric surgery at Cook County Hospital. "We won't do a circumcision unless it is absolutely necessary." He and other physicians emphasized that a mother's request is not enough.
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"It's like a mother coming in and saying she wants her kid's right ear
taken off," Raffensperger of Children's Memorial said. "They might as well do
that, too. There's no reason to do a circumcision."
The Tribune also found that when public aid children are brought into von
Solbrig for tonsillectomies and circumcisions they are automatically given $14
worth of X-rays and the EKG.
The State is not billed directly for the X-rays and the EKG, but the charges
figure in the formula the State uses to compute the hospital's flat daily fee for
public aid patients.
An EKG on a youngster with no history of heart problems "serves no purpose," Firor said. "It doesn't tell you anything. It doesn't hurt the kiddie but
it makes a fee for those doing it."
He estimated that EKG's were ordered on fewer than 50 of the 750 to 900
major and minor surgical procedures performed on children at Cook County
Hospital last year.
Dr. Dean Leyers, a staff physician at von Solbrig, said he did not order the
tests for two children he circumcised and that it was not necessary. However,
he said, "the hospital seems to give them to all patients."
Mirmelli defended his use of the costly tests, saying he orders them for
"the safety of the children." He also said he gives a chest X-ray to every
child he admits to von Solbrig to check for incipient turberculosis.
The hospital charges $13 for services in its recovery room, a small room
adjacent to surgery where postoperative patients are supposed to stay until a
physician is satisfied that no immediate complications will develop from the
surgery or the anesthetic.
In most hospitals the recovery room has its own staff and is regarded as
vital to the success of the operation. At von Solbrig, however, it is just a
stopping-off place on the way from surgery.
No doctor discharges patients from it, no registered nurse is on constant
duty in it, there is no nursing station for it, The Tribune found. Yet all are
required under Illinois regulations.
When asked to answer questions about hospital operations uncovered by
The Tribune investigation, Dr. von Solbrig cut short the interview saying,
"That's not your business."
VON SOLBBIG HAS CONTROL

Von Solbrig hospital is a for-profit corporation owned solely by Dr. Charles
R. von Solbrig. The only officers listed for the corporation are Dr. von Solbrig
and his wife, Dorothy.
The 83-bed hospital at 6500 S. Pulaski Rd. was built by von Solbrig in 1959.
He now holds the titles of president, medical director, administrator, and
chief surgeon. Dorothy von Solbrig is listed as secretary of the corporation.
A separate corporation, that lists von Solbrig as president and Marilyn
Monroe, a hospital employe, as secretary, holds a mortgage on the hospital.
Von Solbrig, 68, was graduated in 1933 from Chicago Medical School and
was licensed that year as a general surgeon.
[From the Chicago Tribune, Sept. 9, 19751
HOSPITAL HUNTS PATIENTS-GETS WELFARE CASH

TASK FORCE REPORT

A diffuse network of flophouse operators, ambulance companies, and a "patient recruiter" help keep the beds filled with public aid patients at Northeast
Community Hospital, the city's largest private alcoholic treatment center. In
this, the third of a series, Tribune Task Force Director Pamela Zekman and
reporters Jay Branegan, William Crawford, and William Gaines take a look
at the patient recruiting system.

An employe of Northeast Community Hospital regularly patrols Near North
Side streets in a red truck or hospital van recruiting patients among the
derelicts possessing public welfare cards, with promises of food and rest.
Desk clerks at seedy flophouses in the Near North and Uptown areas daily
send residents to the hospital at 6970 N. Clark St., the largest private alcoholic
treatment center in the city.
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A Northeast Community physician holds regular office hours once a week
in a fiophouse that supplies the hospital with more patients than any other
single source.
From all over the city, private ambulance companies take public aid recipients, easily able to use other transportation on expensive rides to Northeast, a violation of public aid regulations. In some cases, ambulances carrying
"emergency" cases bypass other hospitals to go to Northeast, another public
aid violation.
A Tribune task force investigation found that this is the way Northeast
Community gets most of the 300 patients that its alcoholic treatment unit
serves every month in a revolving-door process. The hospital, for these and
other patients, last year received more than $2 million in welfare funds. It
is guaranteed $78 a day for each public aid patient.
The passport into Northeast's patient-supply network is the medicaid green
card, which pays for hospitalization, drugs, and the costly ambulance rides
to and from the hospital. The green card, issued by the State Department of
Public Aid, identifies a person as eligible for State-paid medical care.
Reporter William Crawford temporarily obtained a green card and found it
gave him quick access to the system.
Almost as soon as he registered at a North La Salle Street hotel, the clerk
made a reservation in Crawford's name for the following morning at Northeast's alcoholic treatment center.
But, he soon learned, there is an even easier way to get into the centerif a person has that all-important green card.
Alcoholics in the area explained they don't have to wait for a desk clerk
to send them to Northeast. They can just watch for James Zimmerman, an
alcoholic "intake counselor" employed at the hospital, to come around in
his van.
One resident of the St. Regis Hotel, 516 N. Clark St., recalled that Zimmerman drove by recently, shouting to him, "Hey, you want to go on up to
Northeast and see the doctor?"
Henry Rohland, the desk clerk at the La Salle Plaza Hotel, 873 N. La Salle
St., who arranged for Crawford's admittance, also knows of Zimmerman.
"He makes the whole circuit in his truck," Rohland said. "Zimmerman
comes around all the time and cons all these characters on the streets. They
come here, and he carts them off in his red truck. On weekends he uses the
hospital van to haul guys away in."
Though alcoholics, ambulance drivers, and hospital employes are familiar
with Zimmerman's roundups, hospital official expressed shock at his alleged
activities.
"We have never heard anything about his picking up patients off the street
and bringing them to the hospital," said Richard Troy, a hospital director,
Chicago Park District general counsel, and the attorney who represented Mayor
Daley's delegation in its seating battle at the 1972 Democratic National
Convention.
Only 4 months before Troy and other hospital officials were interviewed.
Zimmerman testified about his activities in a Federal hearing on a labor
dispute with the hospital.
He claimed to have an office in the La Salle Plaza Hotel paid for by the
hospital and said, "I bring patients, or the potential patients, or out-patients,
or whatever the alcholic person is to the hospital." Rohland denied that Zimmerman had an office in the hotel.
Another activity that hospital administrators claim they are uninformed
about concerns the Northmere Hotel, 4943 N. Kenmore Ave., one of the hospital's prime sources of patients. The hospital recorded more than 100 patient
admissions from the hotel in one 6-month period, according to public aid
records.
A Northeast staff physician, Dr. Dan Stockhammer, holds regular office
hours once a week at Northmere, charging public aid $7 a patient for an
office visit. Stockhammer, who collected more than $40,000 last year in public
aid payments, described his work at the hotel as a "closed clinic" for Northmere residents only.
"It's just like if the Drake or the Palmer House hotel had a doctor only
this is a lower social strata," he said. He sees several dozen patients on each
visit and claims they are sent to the hospital of their choice when hospitalization is necessary.
But Charles Heilig, former Northeast Hospital Alcoholic Treatment program
director, said he set up the programs at the Northmere as an "aftercare"
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service. He recalled that the hospital could "count on" three or four admissions from Northmere every Thursday evening following Stockhammer's visits.
In fact, the hotel, populated mainly by residents on welfare, seems to operate
much like a residential care home though it has no license from the Chicago
Board of Health.
The hotel manager, Mary Ann Bilanzich, according to hotel residents, ambulance drivers, and hospital employes, keeps medicine behind the desk and
doles it out daily to residents.
"Mary Ann gives me my pill each morning," said one resident.
"Mary Ann keeps our green cards behind the desk and our medicine," said
another.
"Mary Ann keeps short medical reports on all of us so she knows what
our problem Is," said a third.
And Walter Ressetar, an ambulance driver who made frequent pickups at
the hotel, said, "She had what you would describe as a medicine call. I've seen
It many times."
Such handling of medications would be a violation of city and State regulations, according to a Board of Health spokesman.
Miss Bilanzich denied that she kept any medications for hotel residents.
On May 3, 1974, she pleaded guilty to Federal charges of forgery and possession of stolen welfare checks and was placed on probation for a year.
Northmere residents claim that she still keeps their welfare money, doling it
out in $2-a-day allotments.
And they say it Is Miss Bllanzich who also decides when they should go to
the hospital.
"There's no way in the world that I would go to that hospital without
Mary Ann's okay. I been at the Northmere 7 years, but I never was in Northeast until I got to Northmere and met Mary Ann. I take an ambulance to the
hospital and back," said James Leavell, 50, a frequent patient.
"They treat people good at the hospital," said Leavell. "I been there several
times."
Ted Pry, an owner of Rescue Ambulance Service, 4707 N. Harding Ave.,
said his company stopped servicing the Northmere in April because Miss Bllanzich persistently called for ambulances when they weren't needed to take
residents to Northeast Hospital.
"Anytime a person got drunk, it seemed like they'd call from the Northmere
for an ambulance. A majority of them really didn't need an ambulance. They
could have gotten there another way. We got so we had to tell them we were
too busy doing emergency work."
Rodney Murphy, a driver for Rescue, said calls came In almost once a night
from the Northmere, and he was told to take residents to Northeast Hospital
90 per cent of the time.
"They could walk to the ambulance and they didn't need us," he recalled.
"I have taken people to hospital when I have been called and they only have a
toothache. I pay taxes too, and I don't like it, but I have to do it."
Taxpayers are charged $45 plus $1.30 a mile for each ambulance ride.
Ambulance service to Northeast is not limited to North Side hotels.
"I call any ambulance that's available," said Wylie Russel, 37, a four-time
visitor to Northeast, who lives at 4518 S. Indiana Ave., more than 14 miles
from the hospital. "They take me to the hospital, and when I'm discharged,
they take me home. As long as your green card is legitimate, you can go to
that hospital as many times as you want. Why, I could call one right now
and go there if they had an open bed."
Tribune reporters posted outside the emergency entrance observed a steady
stream of private ambulances arriving not only to deliver sick patients, some
of them on stretchers, but also to pick up apparently healthy patients for a
ride back home.
Indeed, Tribune reporters interviewed dozens of Northeast's public aid patients who said they are routinely taken home In the comfort of a private
ambulance even though public aid regulations state that to use an ambulance
service a patient must be too sick to go by public transportation.
A surveillance team watching the small parking area at the emergency
room door one day saw it become clogged with private ambulances. Two
patients walked nimbly across the lot from the emergency door threading their
way through the traffic jam to an Ambulance Service Corp. vehicle. The ambulance attendants dropped their passengers off at the Northmere Hotel.
Max Rabin, owner of Ambulance Service, 14 E. Jackson Blvd., said the hospital called his company to take the patients home, claiming one was still
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dizzy from a head laceration and noting only that the other was hospitalized
for "alcoholic rehabilitation."
"We were just told by the hospital to take them back," said Rabin. "They
were sending them back by ambulance. That must be the hospital's procedure."
Rabin billed the state $55 for each patient. A cab would have cost about $4
for both of them.
Reporter Crawford was picked up as an "emergency" case by La Salle
Ambulance Service Corp., 2427 N. Clark St., at his hotel, the La Salle Plaza,
and taken to Northeast, more than seven miles away. Public aid regulations
require that in emergency cases the patient be taken to the nearest hospital.
Crawford passed Henrotin Hospital, only a few blocks from his hotel, as
well as three other hospitals near Lake Shore Dr. Dozens of other hospitals
are closer than Northeast.
The bill to public aid was $69. The ambulance company told public aid that
Crawford suffered "acute abdominal pains, chest pains, and difficulty in
breathing."
In fact, Crawford walked easily away from the hotel to the ambulance
and sat for the entire ride talking with the attendant.
"What's wrong with you?" the attendant asked, poring over some forms.
"I'm an alcoholic," Crawford replied. The attendant frowned and stared
at the form.
"What else Is wrong with you?" he asked. Crawford repeated his answer.
The attendant turned to the driver, Charles Booher, vice president of the
company, with a perplexed look, appealing for guidance.
"Uh, I also have slight stomach pains," Crawford volunteered, an answer
that satisfied the attendant. Crawford never mentioned chest pains, the
breathing problem, or the "acute" stomach pains that the company later reported to public aid.
"They had to say that in order to get paid from the State as an emergency
ride," observed Patrick Kain, assistant deputy director of medical programs
at the Illinois Department of Public Aid. "We wouldn't approve a payment
on an emergency call if the patient just had 'slight stomach pains."'
The free ride to the hospital was arranged by Rohland, the desk clerk to
the La Salle Plaza, when Crawford checked in the night before. Crawford
had told Rohland he might be interested in going to Northeast.
"Yeah, anytime you're feeling sick just let me know, and I'll call the
hospital and make a reservation for you," Rohland replied. "You just give me
that green card of yours, and I'll make the reservation right now. That way
a nice clean bed will be waiting for you when you get up there.
He picked up the telephone and dialed the admitting office at Northeast.
"This is Hank from the La Salle Plaza. I would like to make a reservation
for one Crawford, William, for 9:30 a.m. in the morning, green card number
of 07 204 02 E93667. That's for tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. Thanks."
"Okay, Bill, you're all set," he said, placing the receiver down and putting
the green card in a mailbox behind him.
"Tomorrow either you come down here to the lobby, or I or the ambulance
men will come up and get you," he continued. "Just sleep as long as you
want, and when they arrive, we'll knock on your door."
Rohland then offered him a bottle of cheap wine, "on the house."
The next day, as promised, the ambulance arrived, and Crawford was admitted to Northeast without a hitch and without even seeing a doctor though
hospital officials deny that desk clerks can guarantee admissions.
"This hospial is not a hotel," June Reichert, a registered nurse who has
handled admissions since January, said in an interview.
(Tomorrow: Inside Northeast Community Hospital.)
[From the Chicago Tribune, Sept. 10, 1975]

HOSPITAL PROVES A COSTLY HAVEN FOR ALCOHOLICS
TASK FORCE REPORT

Thousands of alcoholics every year, most of them on public aid, go through
the alcoholism treatment center at Northeast Community Hospital, a haven
for welfare loafers and often a waste of time for patients who seek help.
Conditions inside the hospital are described in this last article in a series by
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Task Force Director Pamela Zekman and reporters Jay Branegan, William
Crawford, and Williams Gaines.

For the alcoholic desperate for a cure, the hospital is a sham, the treatment a cruel joke.
For the welfare loafer eager for a free ride, it is a $73-a-day hotel where
a person can float for days on powerful tranquilizers.
And for the taxpayer, Northeast Community Hospital is an expensive
charade that squanders valuable medicaid dollars.
More than $2 million in public money went to Northeast last year, the bulk
of it for its alcoholic treatment unit at 6970 N. Clark St., which give an estimated 300 patients a month, most on welfare, its revolving door treatment.
"He sends us over to that hospital, keeps us there 5 days, and turns us
loose," one of three men standing on an Uptown sidewalk said of one Northeast doctor. "Look at us. We're all back drinking again. They don't do no
good. I've been there six times."
The hospital offers a regimen of mind-numbing drugs in place of counseling
and treatment for alcoholics on public aid who are brought here from seedy
flophouses throughout the city.
Task force reporters interviewed alcoholics who have been patients in the
hospital and examined State public aid records to document how the alcoholic
treatment program works.
Reporter William Crawford, posing as a skid row alcoholic, was admitted
to Northeast as a patient for a 5-day detoxification program, even though
there was nothing wrong with him.
The hospital billed the State Department of Public Aid $394 for his "treatment."
State records reveal that many of the same patients return month after
month, running up huge bills each time. The hospital now gets $73 a day
for each public aid patient.
Here Is what the task force found during its investigation of the 92-bed
hospital:

Heavy doses of prescription tranquilizers and anti-convulsants are administered without a physician's examination. Crawford had his first dose three
hours before he was seen by a doctor. Later, the physician offered him a
choice of powerful drugs. The practice was described by one Chicago Board
of Health consultant as a "miscarriage of medical practice."
Because of the hospital's lax admission standards, Crawford was admitted
on the say-so of a hotel desk clerk without ever seeing a doctor, a practice
that violates state public aid regulations.
The hospital is hot, filthy, and infested with cockroaches. Showers don't
work and sanitary techniques are so lax that Crawford was fed a pill that
had dropped to the floor and was given stained bed clothes and dirty eating

utensils.

The staff was so indifferent to the welfare of the patients that nurses refused to attend two patients in isolation with open sores, and a patient had to
mop his own room when water mixed with human waste overflowed from
a toilet.
The man behind Northeast Community Hospital is Dr. Harold Dubner, a
Winnetka psychiatrist who lists himself as vice president of the not-for-profit
Charity Hospital Association, which officially operates both the Clark Street
hospital and one at 6130 N. Sheridan Rd., also called Northeast Community.
At $80,000 a year, he is the highest-paid hospital official and officer of the
association. He is also medical director and got more than $37,000 last year
in public aid payments.
One of the directors of the hospital is Richard J. Troy, general counsel of
the Chicago Park District. He defended the alcoholic treatment program as
"filling a great community need."
In 1968 the Sheridan Road hospital was closed by the city for 10 days when
it was disclosed that two emergency cases were turned away and an unlicensed physician was on the staff. In a cosmetic shakeup the old Sheridan
General name was changed and Dubner was shifted from director of admissions at Sheridan Road to the Clark Street facility.
The alcoholic treatment program has earned a reputation among public
aid recipients throughout the city as a place where "you can get anything
If you got that green card," the green medical eligibility card issued to
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welfare recipients for medical services and drugs. It guarantees Northeast
$78 a day for each patient.
Some green card holders are skilled in the art of exploiting the welfare
system.
"When I get out of here, I'm going home, cash my aid check and give the
money to my old lady," one Northeast patient said upon his return togo the
to
hospital three days after he had been discharged. "Then I think I'll
another hospital and spend a couple of weeks there."
His stay at Northeast cost the taxpayers $472.80.
Northeast's lax admission policies encourage such freeloaders. Consider
Crawford's entry into the hospital:
He arrived in a private ambulance that had been summoned by the desk
with
clerk at his flophouse hotel. After a comfortable ride sitting up chatting
area.
the attendant, he hopped out and walked through the emergency room
Without talking to a doctor, nurse, or other medical personnel, he walked
to
with the ambulance attendant to the switchboard in front of the hospital
room
drop off his green card. The switchboard operator told Crawfordthehissecond
number, and Crawford climbed the stairs with the attendant to
floor. There the attendant escorted Crawford to his room and bade him
farewell.
Crawford was now a patient at Northeast Community Hospital.
Though he was chipper and alert and complained only of a slight stomachof
ache, the hospital records show Crawford as a "patient admitted because
These
tremulous."
Extremities:
.
.
.
pain
epigastric
[and]
vomiting,
nausea,
are the symptoms of delirium tremens [D.T.s], or alcoholic withdrawal.
The tentative diagnosis was "gastritis and duodenitis," the first an inflammation of the stomach lining, the second an intestinal disorder.
Both ailments are commonly associated with chronic alcoholism and are the
most frequently listed admitting diagnosis on Northeast's public aid records.
Crawford's admitting diagnosis was made by his "attending physician"
time
Dr. Mehmet Alpaslan, a Northeast staff physician who, according to hisBoard
card, was punched in and working at his $19-a-hour job at the Chicago
of Health Uptown Clinic, 846 W. Wilson Ave., when Crawford was being
admitted to Northeast.
Crawford saw no hospital medical personnel until after he was admitted
and in his bed, when a nurses' aide came by to fill out forms.
"The patient should not be admitted until he has been examined by a docIllinois Department
tor," said Patrick Kain, assistant deputy director of the walk
into a hospital
of Public Aid medical programs division. "You don't just
and get a bed."
show,
Alpaslan was notified by telephone of Crawford's admission, records on
an
and from his desk at the Uptown Clinic he placed the new patient
intense program of vitamins, tranquilizers-including Librium and Dalmaneand Diltan, an anti-convulsant often used to control epileptic seizures,
according to doctors.
Crawford was immediately given 100 milligrams of Diltan and 25 milligrams of Librium, 3 hours before Alpaslan saw him.
some"It Is totally inappropriate for a physician to order these drugs fordirector
associate
Werckle,
Michael
Dr.
to
according
seen,"
not
has
he
one
for health care facilities for the Illinois Department of Public Health. for a
"Only in an emergency should a physician order drugs over the phone
patient he hasn't seen. And then they would be only mild drugs." be normal
But Crawford's drugs were not mild, he said. "These drugs may
for a person going through D.T.s but not for a normal person."said the drug
A physician with the Chicago Alcoholic Treatment Center
order should never have been made by phone and the dosages were "like using
made
a cannon to shoot a sparrow." Crawford found the daytime medication
instantly.
him groggy, and the sleeping pills at night put him to sleep almost
Alpaslan has refused to be interviewed, but hospital officials denied Crawford's drug dosage was excessive, automatic, or improperly dispensed.
"It is customary for a doctor to order a phone prescription based on the
Crawford
admitting diagnosis of a registered nurse," Dr. Dubner said. But
p.m.
never saw a registered nurse until he was handed his first pills at 2 Crawford
Alpasian finally examined his patient at 6 p.m., 5 hours after
arrived at the hospital. Following a perfunctory 3-minute examination, he
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ordered a series of routine tests and continued his healthy patient on a steady
diet of drugs, including the Dilantin for his nonexistent tremulousness."
Then he offered Crawford a choice of drugs. "You ask the nurse for whatever you need before bedtime, a nerve shot, a pain shot, or a sleeping pill,"
Alpaslan said.
Dr. Robert Lane, a Board of Health consultant, called the action, "a miscarriage of medical practice," explaining that most patients do not know the
effects of drugs or their own medical needs.
Alpaslan visited Crawford each evening for a minute or two, talked
brusquely and occasionally poked him. That was the extent of his examination. He routinely charges public aid $10 for each hospital visit.
The final diagnosis by Alpaslan was "acute alcoholic gastritis," and on public
aid records the discharge diagnosis was "alcoholic addiction." Hospital records show Crawford was "advised" by Alpaslan "tb go to the nearest health
center or make an appointment in 2 weeks' time."
But Crawford got no such advice and no attempt was made to followup his
case when he left. The doctor told him he could go at the end of 5 days, the
maximum time public aid will pay for detoxifying alcoholics, and another
man was assigned to his bed before Crawford even left his room.
Some of the drug dosages given Crawford were reduced after 3 days but
throughout his stay he never asked for any of the tranquilizers or dispfAyed
any of the physical symptoms requiring them.
An official with the alcoholic treatment program at Manteno Mental Health
Center, Manteno, decride the use of heavy drugs in treating alcoholism. "It's
a killer," he said. "You are merely substituting one addictive drug for another. An alcoholic can become easily addicted to tranquilizers."
And drugs were about the only "treatment" for the many patients who
wanted to stop drinking.
"I was high the whole time I was there," Lilly Stewart, of 7240 S. Constance Ave., said in an interview. "I didn't know I was doing the same thing
with drugs I was doing with alcohol, and now I'm hooked on drugs. I had
two doses of pills before I saw the doctor."
During Crawford's 5-day stay he never saw an alcoholic treatment counselor, though the hospital employs about a dozen. He was never asked why he
was drinking. He was never asked what sort of help or support he needed to
kick his assumed dependence on alcohol.
Instead he was offered a daily hour-long "group therapy" lecture given by
a reformed alcoholic. Only a few patients attended the optional sessions.
Besides a few Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, the only other planned
activity during Crawford's stay was "occupational therapy," an hour-long
exercise supervised by an untrained young woman in a small, ill-equipped
room where patients fumbled about trying to make ceramic ashtrays and
other bric-a-brac.
While Northeast's alcoholic treatment program is a sham, its facilities and
staff for alcoholic patients are just as bad. The building is poorly maintained,
many of the showers don't work, cleanliness is an afterthought, and the
nurses and aides often ignore the needs of patients.
During Crawford's stay he killed 16 cockroaches in his room. He smashed
one against the wall his first day there; its carcass remained for his entire
stay.
When Crawford dropped a pill on the floor, a nurse picked it up and
handed it back to him.
When he complained that he didn't have a fork to eat dinner, an aide
simply took a used one from the plate of another patient, rinsed it and gave
it to Crawford.
On some days the hospital ran out of fresh sheets, gowns, and pillow cases,
and Crawford once was issued a soiled gown to replace the one he wore.
The patients with bona fide medical maladies got little attention from the
nurses, who incessantly smoked around patients and spent much of their time
in a patient's room watching TV soap operas. "The nurses were all foreign
and didn't understand you," complained one former patient.
"I never go in there unless I have to," a nurses' aide once said to Crawford,
pointing to the room of a man in isolation with festering sores on his legs.
"I'm not going to catch that stuff."
A fellow patient was the only one who gave the man water, coffee, and
cigarettes, performing the work of an orderly because no one else cared to.
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One night, a toilet overflowed in a room with four patients, spreading water
mixed with human waste across the floor. The stench filled the room and
began to seep into the hallway, but no hospital personnel came to assist. One
of the men had to mop it up himself.
An hour later, the toilet overflowed again. AiA old man, equipped with a
walker, shuffled aimlessly through the stinking pool, but no hospital staff
member was around to stop him. The mess remained on the floor for an
hour before a janitor cleaned it up.
Said Michael Creed, 41, a three-time patient at the hospital:
"They treated everyone like animals."
VoN SOLBEIG HOSPITAL PLACED ON PROBATION
(By Pamela Zekman and William Gaines)
Dr. Eric Oldberg, president of the Chicago Board of Health, Tuesday placed
von Solbrig Memorial Hospital on 1-month probation, during which the
board will examine hospital records, interview employes, and conduct frequent
inspections of the hospital's facilities.
Oldberg ordered the continuing investigation into the hospital after an
informal hearing in the Civic Center during which he declared angrily, "We
are not going to allow a fly-by-night institution that we license to run anywhere in the city."
At a separate press conference Tuesday, Governor Walker announced that
he has asked the appropriate state department heads to investigate charges
against the hospital.
Oldberg's anger was sparked when the hospital's owner and director, Dr.
Charles R. von Solbrig, admitted that no State-certifled medical specialists
sit on the important Utilization Review Committee which is responsible for
monitoring a hospital's patient care.
In fact, von Solbrig produced records showing, there are only two physicians on the committee, plus a registered nurse and von Solbrig's wife,
Dorothy.
"That is absolutely unacceptable to the Chicago Board of Health," Oldberg
shouted. ".

.

. You have a committee of no stature. You can't run a hospital

like this."
He ordered von Solbrig to "recruit" board-certified specialists in surgery,
obstetrics, internal medicine, pediatrics, and gynecology within the next
month. "The doctors have to be recruited from outside the present staff,"
Oldberg said.
The Tribune task force has disclosed that unnecessary tonsillectomies and
other operations are performed at the hospital, at 6500 S. Pulaski Rd. The
stories also documented questionable medical practices and understaffing
that is in violation of Board of Health regulations.
Oldberg said the Tribune'8 charges will be thoroughly investigated during
the probationary period and warned that if the hospital does not meet board
standards with regard to cleanliness and staffing as well as with regard to
the medical review committee, "the consequences will be pretty severe."
Oldberg said he was "amazed" that von Solbrig, as sole owner, administrator, and medical director, did not know:
The names of the doctors on the utilization review committee, and whether
they were certified specialists.
The names of seven of what he said were eight doctors who are assigned
full-time emergency room duty. The Tribune disclosed that there are times
when no doctor is assigned specifically to the emergency room, a violation
of city codes.
Oldberg also said, "I'm amazed and chagrined that any hospital would have
a review of its records and procedures [only] every 3 months," referring to
the utilization review committee.
Also at the hearing was Dr. Edward J. Mirmelli, a long time associate of
von Solbrig who, The Tribune disclosed, often performs assembly line tonsillectomies on entire welfare families in one day, although experts say the
odds are astronomical that such surgery on even one family is required.
Mirmelli sat silently next to von Solbrig and von Solbrig's attorney Irwin
Jann throughout the proceeding.
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Dr. Murray Brown, commissioner of the Chicago Board of Health, said
prior to the hearing that the Board of Health has no jurisdiction to review
a doctor's patient treatments and could not stand in judgment of Mirmelli's
or von Solbrig's medical competence.
"They have licenses from the State of Illinois and the State of Illinois has
to do something about that," Brown said. Ronald Stackler, director of The
Department of Registration and Education, announced Monday that the department Is investigating both physicians for possible action before the medical
licensing committee.
Oldberg also said that Board of Health doctors and nurses will check the
hospital's surgical records, staffing, payroll records, and medical practices.
Thomas Cooney, executive administrator of hospital practices for the board
of health, will head the investigation. Cooney said he is especially interested
in emergency room staffing, a bogus list of staff doctors posted in the hospital
lobby, and unauthorized personnel in the surgical area.
A Tribune reporter, working as a janitor in the hospital, frequently was
called into the operating and recovery rooms to assist with patients, the
stories disclosed.
"A NICE

PLACE

To Go," DOCTOR TELLS

DRUNKS

(By William Crawford Jr.)
One of Northeast Community Hospital's most frequent patients Is Michael
Wadley, a resident of the Northmere Hotel, 4943 N. Kenmore Ave., who was
admitted to the hospital six times between October and May, according to
State public aid records.
"I been in there eight or nine times in the past year and a half for my
drinking problem," boasted Wadley, a pixie-faced man who looks half his 30
years. "Everyone in that hotel has been there at one time or another."
From October to May, Wadley spent 47 days in the hospital at the cost
to the State Department of Public Aid of $3,827.
"They treat me okay at the hospital. I got no complaints," he said in an
Interview with a Tribune reporter.
Records show that on his four most recent visits to Northeast at 6970
N. Clark St., Wadley's physician was Dr. Dan Stockhammer, who holds weekly
office hours at the Northmere.
"Dr. Stockhammer suggested It would be a nice place to go," he said.
"Sometimes I call an ambulance; sometimes my friends call an ambulance.
But mostly Mary Ann [Bilanzich, the hotel manager] calls an ambulance
for me."
"When I'm drunk and feeling no pain, I don't want to go back," he explained. "But when I'm sober and really feeling the pain, then I go. When
you're really sick, you want to go to the hospital. It does me good to dry
out now and then; it gets me back on my feet."
Some of Wadley's bills list a charge for "occupational therapy" while he's
confied to the hospital. This is part of the counseling and therapy program
the hospital claims to run for its patients.
"That Alcoholics Anonymous [at Northeast] doesn't do no good," Wadley
said. "That stuff goes in one ear and out the other. I went to one A.A. meeting, and I couldn't wait to get out and get me another drink."
[From the Chicago Tribune, Sept. 10, 1975]
SENATE

To

HOLD HEABINOS ON AID FRAUD AT HOSPITALS

(By Pamela Zekman and William Crawford Jr.)
Two United States Senators announced Saturday that hearings will be held
In Washington into allegations of welfare abuses by two Chicago hospitals
which were the subject of a Tribune task force investigation.
The announcement was made jointly by Senator Frank Moss [D., Utah],
chairman of the Subcommittee on Long-Term Care of the Senate Committee
on Aging, and Senator Percy [R., Ill.], ranking subcommittee member.
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The Senators said the hearings are being called In response to the Tribune
series and would be expanded to charges of medicaid fraud In hospitals,
pharmacies, and nursing homes in other cities.
"The disclosures of wholesale surgery on welfare patients and of fraudulent
claims being submitted for payment are shocking indeed," the Senators said in
their joint statement.
The Senators called the investigation of von Solbrig Memorial Hospital,
6500 S. Pulaski Rd., and Northeast Community Hospital, 6970 N. Clark St.,
a "valuable public service."
"We shall ask The Tribune to cooperate with the committee staff in a wider
examination into these and other reprehensible practices which affect the poor
and the elderly," they said.
Some of the other practices include kickbacks between nursing homes and
pharmacies and between hospitals and ambulance companies, and the policy
of "dumping" State mental patients into nursing home unequipped to handle
them, a committee staff member said.
Val Halamandaris, a staff member, said The Tribune investigation underscored committee research now in progress which shows there are "absolutely no controls" on abuses of the medicaid program.
"Medicaid is the easiest place to rip off if you want to rip off Uncle Sam,"
Halamandaris said. "There are no controls. The States are supposed to maintain the responsibility and the Federal Government is sitting back chewing
Its fingernails."
During several days of hearings to be scheduled in early October, the committee plans to hear testimony from scores of witnesses from Illinois in
connection with The Tribune disclosures.
These will include former patients, staff, and operators of the two hospitals;
ambulance drivers and ambulance company owners; physicians; and officials
from local, State, and Federal public health and public aid agencies.
"We are interested In the fraud angle and in the question of bad medical
practice," a staff member said.
Among the specific disclosures in The Tribune series which the committee
will pursue are:
1. The assembly line tonsillectomies performed on entire families of public aid
patients by Dr. Edward J. Mirmelli at von Solbrig Hospital. Medical authorities say the odds are astronomical that several members of the same family all
would need the surgery at the same time.
2. The ordering of costly and apparently unnecessary tests at von Solbrig,
such as chest X-rays on children hospitalized for such unrelated surgery as
circumcisions and electrocardiograms on children even though specialists say
they have no value unless a child has a history of heart trouble.
3. The apparently unnecessary hospitalization of patients for long stays at
von Solbrig after they have been diagnosed by other physicians and hospitals
as not in need of hospital treatment.
4. The network of hotels and Northeast Hospital employes who recruit and
solicit medicaid card holders to fill the beds of the hospital's alcoholic treatment program.
5. The revolving door treatment of Northeast's alcoholic patients, which encourages welfare cheaters to return again and again, using the hospital like
a $78-a-day hotel, and a place to get "high" on the battery of drugs automatically doled out to patients.
6. The ambulance companies that falsify records submitted to public aid to
justify costly out-of-the-way emergency trips back and forth from Northeast
at $45 and up for each trip.
During The Tribune investigation one task force reporter worked as a janitor at von Solbrig Hospital and another was admitted as a patient at Northeast. They documented flagrant violations of city and state health department
regulations.
The Chicago Board of Health and the Illinois Departments of Registration
and Education, Public Aid, and Public Health have begun investigations.
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STATEMENT AND ATTACHMENTS FROM THE ILLINOIS
ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL LABORATORIES, SUBMITTED BY EDMOND L. MORGAN*
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.The Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories, as the professional representc tive society of the Non-Physician Bioanalyst Laboratory Director in Illinois, is
pleased to contribute its views on the matters of concern before the Sub-Committee
on Ageing; we share in these concerns.

Our members are distressed about a phase

of the overall problem, practices of many "unethical" laboratory facilities which
tend to question the integrity of all clinical laboratories in Illinois; and we, too,
seek an elimination of these practices.
The Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories was formed in 1947, well befor,
enactment of licensing statutes by Illinois and the federal government.

Our goal

then and now has been to maintain and foster ethical standards of professional
conduct in the operation of clinical laboratories and the improvement of laboratory
technique for the betterment of public health.
The Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories was an early advocate of
proficiency testing and quality control.
continuing education.

Our Association has a strong program

of

Our members are committed to a regimen of ethical practices.

Illinois is not unique in its problems in the laboratory field.

The experiences cf

other states, notably the State of New York, indicate that abuses can be universal,
(see item #1).

We would wish to focus on what IACL perceives to be some of the

more flagrant of these, and to provide recommendations concerning remedies.

OVER - UTILIZATION

There are indications that the average laboratory bill submitted to the Illinois
Department of Public Aid by a poverty area facility covering green card testing
often greatly exceed that of billings in other areas of Illinois.. It is evident that
"over-utilization" of testing services at some inner city facilities has become the
rule rather than the exception.

In many instances, business arrangements in these

areas incorporating the joint efforts of the pharmacy, the laboratory, and clinic

I
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motives which
physicians, often under one roof, have as their genesis self help
pharmaencourage the proliferation of testing, as well as over dispensation of
kcouticals, cost savings to the state simply are not germane.
in
In reviewing bills submitted to the State and Medicare of those laboratories
quite
which my office has received complaints of unethical activities it was
evident that gross utilitization was occuring.

Quite often the

average bill was

submitted
exceeding $75.00 per patient on a given day. In comparrison to bills
services in
by ethical laboratories to the State and Medicare who are performing
the same areas this pattern of overutilization was not evident.

In dicussions with

it was brought
laboratory members at Reimbursement Cbrmmittee hearings in Illinois,
of kickbacks
out that I his particular reason of overutilization was a mechanism
as, free employees to
and compensation in the form of monies or other gimicks, such
of physicians
the physicians office, leased automobiles, rental of closets, payment
supply bills or personal bills.
and
In our comparison with the number of tests ordered by certain physicians
clinics who themselves

paid for limited laboratory testing out of their own pockets.,

no gross overutilization was evident.

When these matters were brought up before

that little control
authorities and public reimbursement agencies we were informed
society.
could be exercised in this area since this was a matter, for the~medical
in attempting to
For the past five years our association has been quite active
police areas of abuse in the public aid and Medicare rystems..

Our frustrations

schemes have led
in attempting to correct some of these unethical and unequitable
committee.
our association fo form its own reimbursement and utilization review
to add ethical
Three times our association has been frustrated in our attempts
Aid and Medicate
laboratory people to the medical advisory committee's of Public
in Illinois.
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Enclosed are examples in Which specific instances have been brought to our att !ntion involving the Chicago Medical Laboratory, Garco Medical Laboratory,

RidgelaId'

Medical Laboratory, Aaron Cahan M.D. Laboratory, Tenn Clinical Laboratory,
Western Medical Laboratory, Madison Medical Laboratory and D.J. Medical
Laboratory (previously marked as Monticello Medical Laboratory).
The amount of volume in laboratory testing which you will note on these bills
far exceeds what the average patient in 750/ of physician's offices would receive
as laboratory services for out-patient care.
You'll also note that many of these laboratories use factoring agencies in
order to facilitate payment.
AREAS OF ABUSE
In 1974 myself and my administrative assistant along with two special investigators assigned to the Legislative Advisory Commission to the Illinois Department of
Public -Aid inspected and investigated six laboratories chosen at random of whom
we suspected of engaging in kickbacks and overutilization patterns in order to reap
substantial sums of money.
1. Norvin Medical Laboratory, a very small laboratory was billing for numerous
tests not performed in this facility.

This laboratory was also billing for large sums

of money without adequate facilities to perform these services.
2.

D.J. Laboratory-Monticello Laboratory, also was billing for substantial sums

of money without adequate facilities or personnel.
3. Chicago Medical Laboratory, same pattern existed in this facility and had
no proper directors or supervisors.
4.

Division Medical Laboratory, also heavily involved in gross utilization with

^suspected kickbacks to physicians. clients.
5. Ridgeland Medical Laboratory, involved in gross utilization, suspected 61
kickbacks and had no verification records that these tests were even performed.
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These ar, a few of the instances which we have actually investigated and have
proven our suspitions were correct.
MEDICARE

AND PUBLIC AID

PAYMENT SYSTEMS IN ILLINOIS

Most of he Medicare and Medicaid patients for which laboratories perform
services res le in nursing homes or convalescent and rest homes.

The majoritY

of laboratori s have little difficulty in receiving reimbursement for services for
which they a e paid usually 80% under part B Medicare

and for which the

Illinois Department of Public-Aid is required to assume the responsibility of nayment for the remaining 20w.
We have succeeded on many occasions in correcting inequities through
negotiations and hearings.

The difficulty arises with the department of Public-Aid

in refusing to reimburse laboratories on the remaining 20 I with returned statements
to the laboratory that Medicare has already reimbursed the laboratory more than
they normally allow for 100?f payment.

It has been our experience that the Medicare

receipients do not receive the same consideration as regular public assistance
receipients.

This is attributed to the political climate in Illinois in which one

must have (clout) in Springfield in order to receive proper reimbursement.

This

requirement of (clout) is attributed to the interferrance of the so called factoring
agencies into the internal affairs of the Illinois Department of Public-Aid.

This

requirement has not extended to the Medicate division and the factoring agencies
usually will not handle Medicare payment vouchers.
FACTORING AGENCIES
It has recently come to our attention that certain criminal elements are involved in the purchase of laboratories and pharmacys and also involved in
establishing factoring agencies.

Our association estimates that approximately

ten to twelve million dollars annually is being siphoned out of the Health Care
dollar in Illir )is through the padding of laboratory bills and overutilization.

Of

the six hundred million dollars annually spent in.I)Unois-fop health care through
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Publio-Aid for all services.

It is estimated approximately one hundred to one hundred

twenty five million is being siphoned out through some form of fraud and unethical
billing practices.
It has been predicted that the Laboratory Industry which is now at approximately
four billion dollars annually will have surpassed the drug pharmacutical
in dollar volumn by 1978.

industry

Without the checks and balances in this professional

field to correct fradulent billing schemes it is easy to observe why unscrupulous
elements of society have infilitrated our profession. .Most State and Federal laws
have no restriction upon the ownership of clinical laboratories.
are placed upon the director or technical personnel.

The restrictions

The legitimate and ethical

laboratory directors frankly are tired of this abuse and the use of the professional
field by unethical non-professionals for fraudulent and unscrupulous money
making schemes.:
It has become a common view of our members that but for the participation of
16any of the so-called "factoring" or "billing" agencies, much of this overutilization would be discovered and payments by Public -Aid reduced accordingly.
The time delay between billing to and payment from Public-Aid, unfortunately.
has enabled the presence of the "billing" agency.

Such entities purchase Public

Aid billings under a discount factor, normally ISX, and assist in "processing" the
billing to ensure full payment.

Many of these agencies purport to have a particular

wisdom about the interplay between the contents of a Publio-Aid Voucher and the
reaction of Public-Aid computers to such vouchers, whether or not there is any
validity to such suggestions is debatable; but the encouragement towards overutilization is obviously implicit under such arrangements.
In practice, the billing agency becomes the customer of such facilities under
in implied representation that the particular Public-Aid vouchers will be"made right"
if necessary.

When such facilities develop the belief that the integrity of their tests

and their charges may be beyond review, there is an open invitation to abuse.

If
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there is cheating on cost, quality must be equally suspect.
IACL believes that these abuses can be curtailed by the adoption of a bonding
system, the use of a professional review committee toasatht Public-Aid and Medici re
in the review of billings, legislation, with criminal sanctions, and to require direc:
billing for laboratory services.
THE KICKBACK PROBLEM

Over-utilization and excessive billings are further encouraged by the practice
of giving kickbacks to the referring physician. This Is, of course, a violation of
professional ethics upon the part of the physician as Well as the facility.

We join

with the Illinois Medical Society In condemning the practice.
When the physician is barred from participating in laboratory fees, the stimulus
for over-utilization and excessive billing with his concurrence is removed.

This

also returns the physician to his more traditional role of arbiter of both the quality
and the cost of laboratory tests for his patients.
THE PROFESSIONAL REVIEW COMMITTEE
It is the contention of our association that the present systems utilized by the
Department of Public-Aid apparently has been ineffective, the mechanism of
the
screening abuse is inadequate and the processes of safeguarding installed by
department are well known to the billing or factoring agencies.

Our association

proposes that the departments of Public-Aid and Medicare have professional
review committee's of all the provider service professionals instead of the present
medical advisory boards.
Instead of the present medical advisory boards to assist these departments
in their review of their laboratories and other provider bills.
For several years, Dr. Henry Holle, former Medical Director

of Public-Aid
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hqd urged the formation of a laboratory peer review committee to assiEt the department
in the screening of Public-Aid vouchers.

Ethical laboratory owners art particularly

equipped to identify patterns of over-utilization and to properly provide advice to
)he department in this area.

It would not be necessary for the review committee to

know of the identity of a particular provider.

Its function would be to screen

vouchers on a periodic basis, to earmark abuses for consideration by he department
when necessary.

To support action taken on such recommendations, I CL urges the

formation of such a review committee and offers to suppIy candidates

or membershio.

It is the contention of our Association that the present computerize d review
system now utilized by the Department of Public-Aid is ineffective, the mechanism
of screening abuses is inadequate and the processes of safeguards in! tailed by the
Department are well known to the "billing" or "Factoring" agencies.

b)ur Association

would propose a different professional review system.
LOGICAL SOLUTIONS
COe solution which was proposed in Illinois was the adaption of tLie bonding
system.

Under a bonding system, Public-Aid would retain a percentage from

payttents to facilities to be applied as an offset against subsequent disallowance of
a part of the billing upon more thorough review.

This would enable prompt oayment

of vouchers without jeopardizing the ability of Public Aid to balance th-e account
frir retentions where later indicated.
The percentage retention could be based on experience, by review ng the
history of each participating facility at periodic intervals as revealed Dy the
integrity of billing practices.

This would encourage correct billing wi h a correlary

benefit in reduced percentage retention requirements for the ethical provider.
Conversely, maximum percentage retention would apply where indicated.
IACL favors the bonding system to re-affirm that the primary accountability for
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the integrity of its billings to Public Aid and Medicare must remain with the facility
or provider.

The bonding system would require the adoption of professional review

committee's and a maximum dollar payout amount at any particular month based
upon previous experience.

Unfortunately in Illinois the factoring agencies have

sued the department to stop the bonding systems.
Another solution which I have previously meniioned which has been in effect in
Illinois for four years is a Laboratory Reimbursement and Utilization Review Comrmi'tee
which would consist of professional providersspecial ists, reimbursement agencies
and respected public members.

As in Illinois this committee also contains a peer

review committee which must report back to the general committee for dispositions
of its decisions.

Unfortunately this committee which we have started in Illinois

has no legitimate authority.
Legislation which prohibits factoring agencies and the purchasing of Medicare
and Public Aid bills.
Legislation to prohibit ownership of laboratories and other health facilities by
other than vrofessional health provider.

This would eleminate the infiltration of

lucrative pi ifessional fields by unscrupulous or criminal non-professionals.
CONCLUSION
It is the expectation of our Association that this Committee will seriously
consider ou proposals and suggestions as outlined in my presentation in order
that ethical providers in Illinois and other states are not penalized or discouraged
from within

he "system" and that these services are of the quality for which the

public is entitled.
On behalf of the Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories, I will be
present at thLe Committee's meeting on September 26, 1975 to summarize aspects
bf these pro )osals and to respond to any questions.

We are also prepared to

provide spe.ific information as required.
A summary of my background in the laboratory field is enclosed.
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For Appearance Borfore: United States Senate Committee on Ageing
Committee September 26, 1975
Resume of Edmond L. Morgan, Bioanalyst
Executive Secretary, Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories
MV Morgan is a Board Certified Bioanalyst Laboratory Director, certified by the American
Bori of Bioanalysts as a qualified professional laboratory director with twenty-six years
experience in the clinical laboratory field.
He is licensed by the State of Illinois as Director of DeRidge Clinical Laboratory at
1600 'A'est Demostsr Street, Park itidge, Illinois, a sole-owned proprietorship
facility in operatibn for twelve years.
He is certified e
Health, Educati.
program.

a clinical laboratory director by the United States Department of
and Welfare as a provider of services under the Federal Medicare

Mr. Morgan is r i has been Executive Secretary for eleven years in a non-salaried
position of the Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories, an Illinois not-for-profit
professional State Society affiliate of the American Association of Bioanalysis, representing independent licensed laboratories and bioanalysts in Illinois.
He is cu-rentlv National Director of Continuing Education and as such is a board
member of this national professional society representing qualified non-physician
laboratory directors in the United States and Canada.
He is immediate I ast President-Elect of the American Association of Bioanalysts.
He is Secretary ft
Committee, a Cor
specialists and r
representative of

r the Illinois Laboratory Reimbursement and Utilization Review
mittee of Professional Laboratorians, reimbursement agencies,
!mber of the general public. This Committee also contains a
he Illinois Department of Public Aid.

By inmitation, M: Mtorgan has attended the following conferences:
Attended the :ecretary's of HEW's Regional Conferences on Health Care
Costs in Cle eland, Ohio October 1968
Attended the Ist National Conference on Laboratory Proficiency Testing
conducted by HEW in Atlanta 1971
Attended the Ist National Conference on Laboratory Continuing Education
conducted by HEW in Atlanta May 1972
Attended the st National Conference on Medical Laboratory Diagnostic
p:odcIts co", ucted by the Dept. of HEW in Atlanta 1972
Attended the ! egion V of HEW Conferences on Health Occupations
Ef ucation in 'hicago 1972
He

a current member of:
Park Ridge Ro ary Club
DesPlaines E!is Club
Chicago Socic ty of Association Executives
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Respectfully submitted,

Edmond L. Morgan
Executive Secretary, Illinois Association
of Clinical Laboratories
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Chicago Tribune, Thursdayo January 6. 1972
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Appendix 4
RESPONSE* FROM NORTHEAST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL,
CHICAGO, ILL.
MEMORANDUM-OCTOBER 1975
To: Subcommittee on Long-Term Care and the Subcommittee on Health of the
Elderly of the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
From: Northeast Community Hospital, Chicago, Ill.
Subject: Testimony for inclusion in your deliberations
Northeast Community Hospital has been the subject of prior statements
presented to your subcommittee on September 26, 1975.
We appreciate the opportunity to enlarge the scope of these statements
and to deal with the broad question of alcoholism and list treatment. We also
intend to respond to specific misrepresentations brought before your committee. We have chosen to use the word "respond" rather than "answer" because
we do not believe there is a need to answer allegations brought by newspaper
reporters whose statements are grossly inaccurate and which not only misrepresent, but rely on innuendo and distortion, constituting the worst features
of advocacy journalism.
There are three primary factors to be considered in dealing with a hospital
and its treatment of alcoholics and related medical problems:
(1) Alcoholism itself and the philosophy and plan of the institution.
(2) Illinois law which is governing.
(3) Specific circumstances regarding allegations made.
To put these issues into perspective, we shall deal with each of the points
at some length and in great detail on the following pages.
In order to simplify, we have segmented this testimony to enable you to
turn immediately to pertinent sections which are germane to the facts and
to the ultimate conclusions of this committee.
RESPONSE TO STATEMENTS MADE ABOUT NORTHEAST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL BY
MR. WILLIAM CRAWFORD OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE ON SEPTEMBER 26, 1975,
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LONG-TERM CARE AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
HEALTH OF THE ELDERLY OF THE U.S. SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
This is not intended to be a technicalities-type defense against Mr. Crawford's statements. We feel no defense of the medical services we provide at
Northeast Community Hospital is necessary.
However, his gross inaccuracies and misleading statements betray an incredible lack of sensitivity about the special problems of alcoholism and a
tremendous ignorance about the care and treatment prescribed and administered to treat this illness. The record must be set straight on this score so
that other reckless individuals within or outside the field of journalism will
not make the same mistakes. Mr. Crawford also made some glaring errors
concerning the operation of Northeast Community Hospital which are so

serious that they demand a response.

As stated earlier in this document, Northeast is comprised of two facilities,
one at 6130 N. Sheridan Road, and the other at 6970 N. Clark St., Chicago,
only a portion of which is devoted to the medical care of alcoholics. The

hospital received an aggregate of $1.6 million in medicaid funds during our
1974 fiscal year from the Illinois Department of Public Aid for all services

rendered to all types of patients, and not $2 million as represented by Mr.
Crawford. Through omission, Mr. Crawford seemed to imply that the entire
*Portions of this response have been retained in subcommittee files.
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medicaid contribution was dedicated to the treatment of alcoholics. In fact,
only about 25 percent of the $1.6 million was for this purpose.
Mr. Crawford also implies that Northeast Community Hospital has been getting rich because of these medicaid payments. Actually, a simple inquiry would
have revealed to Mr. Crawford that the hospital is only allowed a maximum
per diem payment by medicaid of $78.80 per day for the care and treatment
of public aid patients. Included in this amount is everything the hospital
furnishes the patient-i.e., hospital room, nursing care, meals, anesthesia,
operating room, X-rays, laboratory, drugs, tests, therapy, etc. Therefore, all
costs, not just room and food, are totaled and an average cost per day per
patient (not exceeding the $78.80 figure) is computed by the Illinois Department of Public Aid and paid to the hospital on that basis.
As the distinguished members of this committee are probably aware, the
actual cost of providing the medical services outlined above is considerably
more than the $78.80 maximum we receive from medicaid. Specifically, if we
were to look at the stay of Mr. Crawford at Northeast Community while he
was pretending to be an alcoholic, his total bill amounted to $732. Out of
that, Northeast Community is entitled only to a maximum reimbursement of
$394 from medicaid.
Northeast Community, and most other hospitals, lose money for providing
medical services to public aid patients.
Another important figure neglected by Mr. Crawford Is the substantial number of patients admitted to our hospital every year who have no means whatsoever to pay for their treatment. They have no hospitalization Insurance and
do not qualify for medicaid. A sizeable percentage of these patients are cared
for in the alcoholism treatment unit and fall into the medical assistance, no
grant (MANG) category. (See Exhibit A.)* Because of the nature of this type
of patient and the fact that they are either unwilling to register with the
department of public aid or are so transient that public aid is unable to track
their treatment. Yet, in keeping with medical ethics and public policy of the
State of Illinois, we cannot and do not turn these people away.
Many of you may be wondering why we are involved in treating alcoholics
and public aid patients if we are not fully reimbursed. While we do believe
that we have a very dedicated staff at Northeast Community, there are three
practical reasons for providing this treatment. They are:
(1) Illinois law demands that we not turn away any individual, including
public aid recipients, seeking medical help.
(2) There is a dramatic need In the city of Chicago and most major cities
for programs to medically treat alcoholics. Somebody has to do the job, and
there Is no overabundance of volunteers for this exceedingly difficult and
unglamorous job.
(3) While we are not fully reimbursed for treating public aid patients,
their presence in the hospital raises the total patient census and allows us
to keep operating expenses down and offer our services less expensively
than most other facilities in Chicago.
With regard to the entire episode of Mr. Crawford's stay at the hospital
under fraudulent circumstances, it is important to note that we do not question the honesty or sincerity of alcoholics who come to our doors seeking
medical assistance. Mr. Crawford seems to find this a questionable practice.
However, the legitimate alcoholic and those who have worked in the field find
It the only realistic admittance procedure.
Alcoholism is a serious, complex disease. Its consequences are unpleasant and
unusually painful to the patient. We are medical personnel, and we cannot
imagine why anyone would want to pretend to be an alcoholic. When someone
arrives at our institution claiming to be an alcoholic and complaining of the
classic symptoms associated with alcoholism, we tend to believe that person
is telling the truth. It is not like treating a broken arm or a laceration where
it is immediately and plainly obvious if someone is "faking it," although we
can't imagine why someone would want to do that either.
The most poignant words with regard to Mr. Crawford's charade came from
R. A. Hansen, program coordinator of the alcohol treatment program for the
Salvation Army in Chicago. He summed it up best in a letter to Northeast
*Retalned in subcommittee files.
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Community supporting our services (see Exhibit B).* We would now like to
enter a portion of his letter as part of this written testimony:
"I was not the least bit shocked by the story I read in the Chicago Tribune
on September 10, 1975. Having been in the field of alcoholism for a number of
years and being a recovered alcoholic myself, I have had the displeasure of
not only reading but meeting many misinformed individuals who pretend to
be doing a service for the community.
"But I do not remember ever hearing of an 'undercover alcoholic.' I cannot
for the life of me comprehend what kind of person would feign an illness for
the sake of newspaper headlines. Sick, I suppose, but not from drink.
"He began his story by using the word 'cure' which is not found in the vocabulary of the alcoholic therapist, those who work in the field of alcoholism.
He continued by referring to the alcoholic as a 'welfare loafer' and from the
start I knew at once I had stumbled upon another misinformed person who
can never imagine nor be made aware of the disease concept of alcoholism.
"I propose that this task force team do some homework before they venture
forth again and add to the already solid wall of distrust the suffering alcoholic
has built around himself because of the preconceived notions society has of the
illness alcoholism.
"The concern, it seems to me, should be for the alcoholic and not for the
money involved or the cleanliness of the facilities. If the money were put into
the hands of those interested enough to help, instead of into the hands of the
suffering alcoholic, perhaps the few treatment centers in the Chicago area
could do no more. But it seems society is more concerned about those who need
no physician than those who do.
"The 'undercover reporter' has evidently never sobered up in the back seat
of an abandoned car. He probably has not found himself in an alley half beaten
to death because he refused to share his last drink with someone. Nor, I suppose, as he shook half to death on the floor of a city jail while the police
stood by and watched. I wonder if he has ever held the head of one of his
friends while he drowned in his own blood and died of esophageal varices."
There is very little that can be added to the eloquent words of Mr. Hansen,
a man who really knows what alcoholism is about and fully understands the
need for facilities such as the one at Northeast Community Hospital.
What ignorance and insensitivity is displayed by Mr. Crawford when he
testifies to your distinguished committee:
"The only other planned activity during my stay was 'occupational therapy,'
an hour-long exercise supervised by an untrained young woman in a small, illequipped room where we fumbled about trying. to make ceramic ashtrays and
other bric-a-brac."
Forget the fact that the "untrained young woman" of whom he was referring was a dedicated person who volunteered to handle the therapy session for
several days while we were in the process of hiring a new director for that
program. Forget that the primary purpose of that therapy is to get the alcoholic's mind off drinking and give him something constructive to do with his
hands. But, it is absolutely abhorrent that Mr. Crawford would ridicule these
sick people by saying they were "fumbling about."
Of course they fumbled. They are alcoholics, sick people, suffering from polyneuritis. Many have had convulsions or even more serious medical problems.
Mr. Crawford says they fumbled; that is analagous to making fun of a person
who suffered a stroke and stumbles while attempting to learn to walk again.
Mr. Crawford, in his statement, talks about "squalid surroundings of the
hospital and the substandard, dehumanizing medical care it offers." Yet, the
hospital, as recently as July 5 of this year, just 10 days before Mr. Crawford's
one-act play began at the hospital, received notification of a full, unqualified
2-year accreditation from the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
Both before and after Mr. Crawford's visit and even after his stories, surprise
inspections were conducted at the hospital by the Chicago Board of Health,
which found no major deficiencies or infractions.
A substantial portion of Mr. Crawford's statement stems from hearsaythings other people told him, but which he never bothered to verify.
For example, Mr. Crawford states that the desk clerk at the LaSalle Hotel
telephoned Northeast Community to make a reservation for him at the hospital for the following morning.
*Retained in subcommittee files.
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No one other than a physician on the staff of the hospital can call and make
a reservation at Northeast Community Hospital!
Our patients come from referrals from other hospitals, licensed physicians
with admitting privileges at our hospital, or recognized community agencies
such as the Salvation Army or the Edgewater-Uptown Mental Health Council or on an emergency basis via ambulance or walk-in. We accept no advance
reservations. Illinois law and medical ethics, however, prohibit us from turning away anyone who comes through our doors for emergency treatment.
If Mr. Crawford had a penchant for truth and accuracy, he could have called
the admitting office at Northeast Community following the desk clerk's purported conversation, to determine, in fact, if there was a reservation in his
name at the hospital. He would have discovered this was not the case, but this
"investigative reporter" never even bothered to check. He took the word of a
man who hands out jugs of wine to alcoholics to keep them in his hotel (as
attested to by Mr. Crawford himself).
Mr. Crawford also consumes five paragraphs of his statement by quoting a
former hospital employee, whom he indicated worked at Northeast Community
as an intake counselor. Such intake counselor was an initiator of at least two
labor-related cases against the hospital which were heard before the NLRB.
In each case the NLRB found in favor of the hospital. It seems patently unjust for the reporter to rely so heavily on an obviously disgruntled and prejudiced, former employee.
You might think that with Mr. Crawford's proclivity for secondhand testimony, he might at some point have been interested in hearing the hospital's
side of the story. And, indeed, he did sit with Mrs. June Reichert, a registered
nurse and director of patient services at Northeast Community, while she explained to him how the hospital operates and why it does things in a certain
way. He listened, but he did not put one of Mrs. Reichert's words into his
statement before your committee. In the two stories about Northeast Community in the Chicago Tribune, the following is all that was attributed to Mrs.
Reichert:
"'This hospital is not a motel,' June Reichert, a registered nurse who has
handled admissions since January, said in an interview."
That's it-the sum total of Mr. Crawford's two hour "interview" with the
director of patient services. What has happened to fair and balanced journalism? We didn't dodge, we didn't duck, and we answered all of Mr. Crawford's
inquiries promptly and fully as we are prepared to answer those posed by this
committee.
If Mr. Crawford was good with hearsay, his innuendo was nothing short of
masterful.
Although he would not, or could not, come right out and say it, Mr. Crawford
implied throughout his statement that Northeast Community had some underhanded liaison with ambulance companies, transient hotels, or both, to bring
patients to our hospital when they either didn't belong there or should have
gone elsewhere.
The reason Mr. Crawford could not come right out and say it is because it
is untrue. He couldn't prove it; the reason he couldn't prove it is because not
a shred of evidence exists, oral or written, circumstantial or otherwise, to document the implication; and, the reason he couldn't find any evidence is simply
because the implication is patently and completely false.
Northeast Community Hospital does not now, nor ever has had, any affiliation or agreement, formal or informal, with an ambulance service or transient
hotel to provide the hospital with patients.
With no evidence existing, why did Mr. Crawford decide to point a slightly
bent finger of guilt at Northeast Community?
Why not delve further into the affairs of ambulance companies, who do
make a profit from transporting public aid patients, or of the transient hotels,
who try to find ways to keep their customers coming back? Why assume that
the hospital was at fault? Were we simply the big, inviting, and convenient
target? The ambulance company in this instance received $69 for one-way
transportation; the hospital received $78.80 for 24 hours of total care.
Complete information concerning all aspects of Northeast Community Hospital's comprehensive alcoholism treatment program and the hospital's admissions policies is presented to members of the committee in another section of
this document (see exhibit C).
*letained In subcommittee SOes.
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Before concluding and without going through Mr. Crawford's entire statement on a paragraph-by-paragraph basis, there are a few other points we feel
compelled to correct.
(1) Mr. Crawford states that he was visited by his physician only four times
during his stay. That is true. Mr. Crawford was a Northeast Community Hospital for 5 days, having been released on the fifth day. The attending physician
visits the patient once every day, except in the event of emergencies or unusual circumstances. Following the physician's visit, he writes on the patient's
chart the prescribed medical course of action, which is always carried out by
the hospital's staff. This procedure was followed in Mr. Crawford's case. His
attending physician saw him daily, prescribed treatment which was carried out
to the letter, pronounced him free of symptoms and in good health at the end
of the fourth day, and discharged him.
(2) Concerning Mr. Crawford's statement about the manner in which he
arrived at the hospital, we cannot, nor do we want to, speak for the ambulance company. It Is a fact, though, that anyone can be transported to a hospital by ambulance if they phone the ambulance company and complain of
symptoms indicating an emergency medical condition. It is also a fact that, in
the normal course of events, the ambulance must radio ahead and, unless the
hospital contacted refuses to take the patient due to inavailability of staff or
facilities, deliver the patient to the geographically closest hospital. That is so,
unless the patient specifically requests the ambulance driver take him to a
particular hospital, in which case the ambulance driver take him to a particular
hospital, In which case the ambulance must deliver the patient to the hospital
of his choice or he is taken to the designated trauma center for certain types
of emergencies. Mr. Crawford, in his statement, discusses his little dialog with
the ambulance attendants. However, he never does tell us if, in his zealousness
to write the story he wanted to write, he might have asked to be taken to
Northeast Community.
(3) Mr. Crawford discusses entries on his chart and medication prescribed
for him. Mr. Crawford was diagnosed and treated on the basis of his contention that he was an alcoholic and his repeated recitation of symptoms that
accompany acute and chronic alcoholism. We have treated many different
types of patients (we are, after all, a general hospital) over the years at
Northeast Community and encountered some bizarre cases, but we have never
before been confronted with someone who faked the symptoms of alcoholism.
He said he was an alcoholic, gave us symptoms of an alcoholic, and we had
no reason to doubt that he was an alcoholic.
Unlike many detoxification units throughout the country, we, at Northeast
Community, have no standing orders for medication. Medication was first prescribed for Mr. Crawford only after a registered nusre noted his symptoms,
reached the attending physician by phone, and described those symptoms to
him. The doctor prescribed the medication-the same medication every other
detoxification unit in the Nation administers to alcoholics. This was done on
the basis of Mr. Crawford's self-proclaimed symptoms. Contrary to Mr. Crawford's nonmedical contention, the dosages prescribed were mild, not excessive,
and also In accordance with drug dosages administered to alcoholics elsewhere
in the country. Of course, any dosage is excessive for a healthy person, but,
then, Mr. Crawford said he was sick.
It Is a violation of medical ethics for us to make public Mr. Crawford's hospital chart without his permission. If he gives his permission, his contentions
will be invalidated and ours sustained.
Since Mr. Crawford is unconvinced about our medical expertise concerning
the administration of drugs to patients, and since he said he checked with
other "experts" and subsequently testified that, "Others likened the medication to using a shotgun to shoot a fly," we thought you might find the following statement of interest:
"Chlordiazepoxide should be given right away since If one waits for the
withdrawal syndrome to be well established, and the patient very agitated,
we may giving too little too late. The physician should set the pace so as to
stay a little ahead of the patient rather than let him get out of hand and have
to pursue his symptoms."
The Chlordlazepoxide referred to above is Librium, one of the drugs administered to Mr. Crawford in accordance with his attending physician's in-
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structions. The origin of the treatment procedure described above is the National Council on Alcoholism's manual entitled: "Treatment of the Alcohol
Withdrawal Syndrome."
(4) Mr. Crawford, In his statement, ridicules our alcoholic treatment and
therapy programs, calling them a "sham." Mr. Crawford, I am sure, Is aware
that these therapy sessions are completely voluntary. We can only urge, but
cannot force, patients to attend. What Mr. Crawford apparently is unaware
of due to his lack of knowledge about the medical treatment of alcoholism, is
that it is our responsibility to first treat the patient for withdrawal, something
which generally takes 3 days to accomplish. An alcoholic going through withdrawal is an unfit candidate for therapy. Since the Illinois Department of
Public Aid says that, under most conditions, we have only a total of 5 days
to treat the alcoholic patient, our primary concern must remain withdrawal
and the treatment of any physical maladies.
(5) Mr. Crawford apparently disagrees with some of the hospital's programs
and policies. However he may disagree, would other hospitals, Including some
of the most prestigious in Chicago, and agencies like the Salvation Army and
the Chicago Council on Alcoholism, continue to send patients to us if they had
reason to suspect that Mr. Crawford's statements concerning the quality of
medical care being provided or the method of operation being employed at the
hospital were true? These hospitals and agencies, with whom we have had
longstanding relationships, have faith in what we are doing, and we personally
value their conclusions far more than Mr. Crawford's short-term, one-man
judgment.
We hope this testimony has given the distinguished members of the committee a clearer view of alcoholism, the problems of treating the alcoholic, the
purpose for and services provided by detoxification units and, specifically, the
way we operate at Northeast Community Hospital.
We thank you for giving us this opportunity.

Appendix 5
LETTER AND ENCLOSURES FROM JOHN C. McCABE,
PRESIDENT, AND BENNETT J. McCARTHY, CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARD, BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF
MICHIGAN; TO VAL HALAMANDARIS, ASSOCIATE
COUNSEL, SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,
DATED NOVEMBER 20, 1975
DEAR SIR: On September 26, 1975, Mr. Paul Allen, representing the Michigan
Department of Social Services, testified before the special committee on administrative costs and efforts toward curbing program abuse and fraud in the
Michigan medical assistance program.
While we have-great respect for Mr. Allen and his continuing effort to perform increasingly well in an extremely demanding and difficult job in State
government, the testimony which he presented included certain remarks and
implications which, in the judgment of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan,
are not consistent with documented facts.
We feel compelled, then, to offer to your committee the attached statement,
which is intended to correct the committee's record in these same respects and
which offers additional commentary and evidence related to them.
Sincerely,.

BENNETT J. MCCABTHY.
JOHN C. MCCABE.

[Enclosures.]

STATEMENT OF BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN

On September 26, 1975, Mr. Paul Allen, chief deputy director of the Michigan
Department of Social Services, testified before the Special Committee on Aging
concerning the Michigan experience in curbing fraud and abuse in its medical
assistance program. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan wish to offer
the following comments, pertaining to that testimony, for the purpose o
clarifying certain of the remarks and data it contained.
From 1966 to 1973, pursuant to a contractual agreement with the State of
Michigan, Michigan Hospital Service and Blue Shield of Michigan (now consolidated into Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan and all other references to
the corporation in this statement shall reflect its consolidated nature) served
as fiscal agents for the Michigan medical assistance program. In its role as
fiscal agent, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan performed the following
functions:
-Receipt, adjudication, processing, and payment of claims.
-Provider and professional relations.
-Pre- and post-payment review, audit, and investigation of providers and
professionals to assure the appropriateness of program liability.
-Surveys to determine the efficacy of hospital utilization review programs
for the medicare and medicaid programs.
-Other administrative duties required by the contract.
In the period of 1969-71, the State. of Michigan. with the assistance of an
outside consulting firm, developed and submitted for bid a redesigned medicaid
(156)
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processing system. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Micblgm was notified by
the
State of its selection as the most likely fiscal agent for the: redesigned' medicaid
program. In October 1971, however, the State notified Blue Cross and
Blue
Shield of Michigan that the Michigan Department of Social Services would
act as Its own fiscal agent for administration of the medicaid program. The pubiicized reason for this decision by the State was projected dollar savings
in
administration, as determined by a government estimate, after receipt and
examination of confidential bids from several prospective fiscal agents. Another
stated reason for the decision of the State was its desire to effect greater management control over the program and to avoid duplication of functions. Recognizing their own public reponsibility for an orderly transition, and
spite of
their conviction that the States decision was not justified by Blue in
Cross
Blue Shield performance nor by the State's anticipation of savings, the and
corporation cooperated fully for approximately 18 months In effecting an orderly
transfer of medicaid operations to the State to assure effective payment of
benefits on behalf of medicaid program beneficiaries.
The wisdom of the State's decision to assume total administration
program, however, is not the issue at hand. The principal concerns toof the
your
committee are or ought to be the true cost of administering the Michigan
medical assistance program and certain additional facts concerning investiga,tion of fraud and abuse in Michigan. We have some observations we wish to
share in this regard.
In his description of the scope of the program as presently administered by
the Michigan Department of Social Services, Mr. Allen testified to your committee that "administrative costs have been held to only slightly more than
1 percent of total beiefit payments, one of the best, if not the best, cost/benefit
,ratios for all health coverage plans, public and private, in the United
States."
'From information contained in published documents attached and relative
to
which we comment below, that statement is misleading.
-Reference to Michigan House and Senate appropriations bills, covering
fiscal 1975 (attached as exhibits A and B) reveals only two direct elements
of administrative cost for medicaid administration: invoice processing and
medical surveillance. Amounts appropriated by the legislature for thesb
specific purposes were $5.9 million and $2.7 million respectively, and, added
together, the resultant $&6 million represents 1.4 percent of budgeted benefit payments.
-Also, the "Second Annual Report" of the State of Michigan on the medical
assistance program covering calendar 1974 (attached as exhibit C) indicates administrative costs of $.36 per claim line with 29.3 million claim
lines processed. This data yields administrative costs of $10.5 million
representing 1.8 percent of benefit dollars paid out in calendar 1974.
-Finally, for fiscal 1974, based on the HEW report on State expenditures
for medical assistance programs (attached as exhibit D), the State of
Michigan reported administrative costs of $22.5 million representing
percent of benefit payments in fiscal 1974. This $22.5 million is the 4.36
administrative cost figure reported to the Federal Government by the State
of Michigan to obtain reimbursement for the Federal share of the program.
Thus, administrative costs have been expressed as "only slightly more than"
1 percent, 1.4 percent, 1.8 percent, and 4.36 percent for identical or largely
overlapping annual periods. These figures present the further problem that they
evidently do not relate to identical functional costs. Blue Cross and Blue Shield
cannot verify the validity of any one of the figures, but it is clear that the
true cost of medicaid administration is certainly not illustrated by the 1 percent
figure given in Mr. Allen's testimony.
In 1971, the last full year in which Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan
had fiscal agency responsibility for the Michigan medical assistance program,
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and for those portions of the programs which we administered (as listed above),
the corporation incurred administrative costs of 2.95 percent of benefit payments (supportive data contained in exhibits 1 and F attached).
This figure represented a true administrative cost for program administration
by Blue Cross and Blue Shield except for the handling and maintenance of
eligibility flies, provider certification and program management, which were
the responsibility of the department of social services.
It should be apparent, then, when comparability of functions performed is
considered, that considerable doubt is cast on the State's assertion that it has
succeeded in reducing total administrative costs.
In actuality, and by contrast, it is difficult if not impossible to know what
the comparable present costs of program administration by the State may be,
not only for the reasons already noted, but also due to the fact that some of
the cost basis has changed. The State now has:
-A largely redesigned processing system.
-A computerized eligibility system (as opposed to the almost exclusively
manual system maintained by the State when Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Michigan administered other aspects of the program).
As already noted, these systems design changes were accomplished by the
department of social services under contractual arrangements with an external
consulting firm. That developmental step represents an additional, considerable
cost.
Other changes which impact the issue and hand include:
-A payment process which does not include many of the prepayment controls employed by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan.
-Involvement of additional State agencies whose budgets are approved
separately and whose services to medicaid may not be reported as such.
We also believe that it is important for your committee to be aware of certain facts not referenced in Mr. Allen's testimony on the efforts of the State
of Michigan to curb program abuse and fraud in medicaid. The testimony received by your committee implies that these same functions were not performed
effectively by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan and that the systems
and procedures related-to them are of the State's own invention.
Such implications run completely counter to documented fact.
Even prior to the advent of medicare and medicaid, Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Michigan had devised, maintained, and continued to refine its own
audit and investigative functions and routinely performed audits and investigations for its own business.
These functions were expanded considerably by our corporation after 1966
to handle the increased workload resulting from our new role as fiscal intermediary under both medicare and medicaid. We utilized steadily increasing
computer capacity to help improve the effectiveness of these functions and, in
1971, for example, performed more than 3,000 separate audits for the medicaid
program alone (supportive data drawn from "Medicaid and Michigan Blue
Shield" and attached as exhibit G). By contrast, the State handled only 371
medicaid investigations in fiscal year 1974-75 (data drawn from tab D of the
report of the medicaid investigation section provided to the committee by Mr.
Allen). By way of further comparison, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan
obtained over $1 million in refunds In 1971 out of $176.6 million In benefit payments, which is approximately the same amount, but some 200 percent higher,
proportionately, than the $1 million recovered by the State In 1974-75 out of
over $500 million In benefit payments.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan is gratified to have been able to
originate the conceptual basis for the design and initial implementation of this
audit and investigative program. Perhaps the value of our corporate contribution in this respect is illustrated best by the clear modeling of the State's audit
and investigation function on the original Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Mich-
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igan function. The latter was made possible because Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Michigan personnel spent mony hours explaining to State personnel
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan system, as well as educating them
to our techniques for developing investigations and concerning past investigations performed for the medicaid program. In other words, without the
active assistance of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan, the State would
have been able to attain its present degree of sophistication only with considerable difficulty and additional expense. It is also worth noting that Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Michigan still conducts audits and investigations for its
own business and for the government programs which it administers.
The supplemental material provided to the committee by Mr. Allen covering
the audit and investigation function references, under tab D, both refund dollars and projected savings. To characterize the latter as "savings" cannot be
justified except by assuming that audits and fraud investigations have a
measurable impact on future benefit payout. It is clear that the investigation
of suspected program abuse and fraud can have an impact on benefit payout
in three ways:
-Recoveries.
-Correction of abusive practices.
-Deterrent effects.
While the amount of recoveries obtained through audits and investigations
is obviously measurable in specific dollar terms, it must be noted that corrective
actions taken and deterrent effects that may result from such activities have
a potential dollar impact which cannot be measured accurately, if at all. It is
enough to know that such impact occurs. However. it is improper and misleading to claim actual savings under either of these headings since they cannot be
documented.
On the issue of prepayment controls referenced earlier, the State has projected potential annual savings of $20 million following its intended implementation of a prepayment screening process for hospital bills. As fiscal agents
for medicaid, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan conducted prepayment
screening with documented savings of over $4 million in 1972 (supportive data
drawn from "1972-73: A Report on Medicaid," prepared by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Michigan and attached as exhibit H). The ongoing employment
of this prepayment screening process caused Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Michigan to incur in their administrative costs (as cited earlier) expenses
which have not been incurred previously by the State, because it has only now
begun to implement the process. Thus; the State's original estimate of savings
on administrative costs may not be an accurate indication of relative efficiency.
Failure to perform a function which is designed to monitor the appropriateness
of payments will indeed reduce administrative cost but tends to increase benefit
payout.
In summary, while the State's efforts to improve its capacities as medicaid
agent are welcome, it is our belief that the committee can benefit from these
additional facts relative to the matters about which the State's testimony was
given. It should be obvious that activities like audit and fraud investigations,
by whatever name they are identified, are not unique to the medicaid program
but, rather, have been integral elements of Blue Cross and Blue Shield programs for an even longer period of time. Moreover, experience, as well as an
examination of the varying bases for the administrative cost figures cited
earlier, could suggest to the committee the need that it define more precisely
what constitutes true administrative costs and savings.
If the committee desires further input from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Michigan, we would, of course, be most willing to testify or submit additional
materials on administrative costs, investigation of fraud and program abuse
or any other matter pertinent to the deliberations of the committee and within
the realm of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan expertise.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
77TH LEGISLATURE
REGULAR SESSION OF 1974
Introduced by Reps. Copeland and Farnsworth
Reps. Kehres and Nelson named asco-sponsors

ENROLLED HOUSE BILL No. 5640
AN ACT to make appropriations for the department of social services and certain state purposes related
to public welfare services for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; to provide for the expenditure of such
appropriations; and to provide for the disposition of fees and other income received by the various state
agencies.

The People of the State of Mfichigan enact:
Sec. 1. There is appropriated for the department of social services and certain state purposes related to
public welfare as herein set forth for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, from the funds as identified
hereunder:
General fund ........
.........................
......... $ 825,740,362Ott
6,7,50
.
............
Federal Fdrlfns..................
funds....766,473,851.00
Housing authority funds .........................
864.128.........................00
8,461,250 00
Miscellaneous other funds
...............................................
Total Cross Appropriations ...............................................
$1,604,539,591.00
or as much thereof as may be necessary for the several purposes in the followving respective amounts:
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
ADMIfNISTRATIVE SER\ ICES
This program provides administrative leadership and supplies staff
services for the department through the follossing component
programs.
Executive Direction
For Fiseal Year
Provides executive leadership for the department, and provides fair
Ending June 30,
hearings for clients.
1975
34,495.00
Dirvetor.........................................$........................................................ 5
Y: th mndadult advisory commission
.
...........................
11,400.00
Caif administrator................................................................................
31,250.00
31,250.00
Deputy director......................................................................................
Deputy director.....................................................................................
31,250.00 6a ,
Salaries and wages-not to exceed
62 positios ...................................................
....
1,001,700.00
0070
/.
Longevity atsd insurance.......................................................................
57, 0
5
Retirement..............................................................................................
207,875.00
(160)
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For Fiscal Year
Ending June 30,
1975

Contractual services, supplies and
materials ...............................................................................................
245,000.00
Equipment ......
.
..
5.000.00
Travel......................................................................................................
43,528.00
Subtotal
...
$ 1,699,84.000
DEPARTMENTAL SERVICES
Administrative Support Services
This program is designed to insure fiscal accountability, efficient
management of information, paper flow, personnel, staff development, internal program evaluation, and socio-economic information
to assist administrators.
Salaries and wages - not to exceed 473.4
positions ........................
$............$
5,653,100.00
Longevity and insurance....I...................................................................
305,612.00
Retirement ...............................................................................................
1,039,469.00
Contractual services, supplies and
materials...................................................................0......
il;.18,600.00
Equipment.66.........:.:.:.:.:..........
68,520.00
Travel....................................................................................................
131,800.00
MYSIS project .
,
..........
394,900.00
Crants to universities.............................................................................
845,000.00
Subtotal..................................................9........0.................0..................
9,457,001.00
Health and Welfare Data Center
This state data center provides the department with data processingsupport services including systems design, computer programming,
computer processing, and data reduction.
Salaries and wages -not to exceed
519.1 positions.....................................................................................$
5,962808.00
Longevity and insurance........................................................................
327,983000
Retirement..............................................................................................
1,096,585.00
Contractual services, supplies and
materials ........
5.........................................
5,653924.00
Equipment .................................................
13,402.00
Travel......................................................................................................
42,882.00
Subtotal............................................................................................... $13,107,584.00
Medicaid Administration
This bureau administers the medicaid program to include bill
processing for payout and audits of medical providers.
Salaries and wages - not to exceed 284.0
positions...............................................................................................
Longevity and insurance
.
.
.....................
Retirement .........................
:
.............
Contractual services, supplies and
materials..............................................................................................
Equiprnent .....................
..
Travel.....................................................................................
Common audit contract........................................................

P/1

. , : ;

3,243 08.00
173,443.00
58,7
05,787.
1,416,035.00
62,430 00
275,91
l .00

Subtotal Adin.....tra.ve Services...................................
.=
Less:
Federal funds.................................................................................. $ 17,249,531.00
LEAA funds-MSYSIS project
.
.
.................
355,400.00
Federal funds to universities
.
.633,750.00
University funds..............................................................................
211,250.00
SUBTOTAL ADMINISTIRATIVE SERVICES ..................................$.,.,,,,,,,,..
$11.746,135.00
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For Fiscal Year
Ending June 30,
1975

Operatioiss and Adisiinistratiois

Program Direction and Support
Activities in this program include coordination and centralized
for the effective delisery of social services and income
directioms
maintenance on the state, regional, county, and district levels.
Salaries and swages - tiot to exceed 1,777.6
................................................... $ 15,945,641.00
positions
873,791.00
Lonsgevity and instiraisce ...................................................
2,920,047.00
Retiremisenit ...................................................
cr,,r.,,.n,,, sc-ic- s...... eI and
m aterials
Equipm ent
............................................
Federal county rent
Travel ....................................................
Subtotal ...................................................

1,223,858.00
...................................................
87,684.00
...................................................
1,800,000.00
95,190.00
$ 22,946,211.00

Inspector General
This office investigates all cases of alleged fraud and administers the
child support collections programn for the department.
Salaries and wages - not to exceed 100.8
$ 1,292,602.00
positions ...................................................
70,242.00
..........
...........................
Longevity and insui ance
.226,458.00
Retirement .................................................
Contiactual services, supplies and
126,574.00
materials .................................................
36,352.00
...................
Equipment ...............................
00
........................................
.
Legal sulpport contracts
96,621.00
Trasel .................................................
$ 7,148,849.00
.........
Subtotal.
Assistance Paymensts Administration
1his progralli is responsible for policy development, administration,
and the eligibility determination for all public assistance programs
including food stamps, medicaid, and direct relief.
Salaries and sages - not to exceed
$39,627,920.00
3,781.1 positions .........
2,122,646.00
Lo-igevity and insurance .................................................
7,270,687.00
Retirement .................................................
Contractual services; supplies and
4,940,711.00
materials .................................................
400,049.00
Equipment .................................................
345,367.00
:
Travel .................
$54,707,350.00
Suibtotal...
Quality Control
Quality control includes a stitewside reviesv of a sample of assistance
cases uuid (gltiVe case ictions to determine that client eligibility
and aouionut (if grant are correct. These reviess include a full field
investigation of each saiple case.
Saliries and seages - tiot to exceed 143.0
$ 1,987,031.00
;.ositiol.s
X..
108,050.00
. .....
Longesity and insurance ................. ,.
retirent......362,383.00

Contractual services, supplies and
nuaterials ..................................................
Equipment. ...

148,226.00
17,
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For Fiscal Year
Ending Jene 30,
1975
139,330.00

Travel .................................................

$ 2,762,940.00

Subtotal ..............

Administrative Support Services and Licensing
l'roV(ies central and regional staff which coordinatc and direct field
staff in the areas of adult, family, childs en,and youth services. Also
included in this aplpropNriation unit is the staff required to license
child welfare facilities and adult foster care facilities.
Salaries and wages - not to exceed 261.6
$ 3,822,499.00
positions...................................................
206,973.00
,
Longevity and insusance ..................
691,734.00
Retircoement .................................................
Contractual services, supplies and
620,299.00
materials .................................................
34,494.00
..
...
:
Equipment ...........
-

-

Travel ..

............... :

juvenile training council .
Subtotal ...

:

-..... - I ..:..

217,622.00

..........

'362,800.00
$ 5,956,421.00

:

Self Support Services
'llis program is part of the single social services system which
providles emssploymenst and training services, and family services to
eligible families. D)ay care is also prosided to enable individuals to
maintain employmsenl.t seek employment, or participate in training
programs.

Salaries ansI wages - not to exceed 703.8
positions .................................................
Longevity and insurance .................................................

$ 9,032,600.00
487,000.00
1,658,400.00

Retirement ................................................................

Contractual services, siapplies and
materials.692,200.00
Equipment .................................................

Travel .................................................
Day care ....
WI'1Nadministration .................................................
Subtotal .................................................

42,900.00
472,116.00
34,611,100.00
75,000.00
$47,071,316.00

:

Basic Social Services for Children, Families, and Adults
Part of the single social services system wshich provides social services
to fansilies and adults and assistance to neglected and delinquent
youth) sithin the community.
Salaries and sages - not to exceed 2,351.3
positios..

.

28,396,410.00

.

Longevity and insurance .................................................
Retirement .................................................
Contractual services, supplies and
matcrials .................................................
.
.
Eqssipnsesst ..
...
..
..
Travel ...............................
Manpower ilsfornsation and services for
troubled youth .................................................
Decentializations project - LEAA .................................................
Project adult .................................................
Donated funds .................................................
Adult home hell .................................................
Family hosne help .................................................
Family planning .,,,

1,531,771.00
5,207,292.00
2,419,062.00
133,160.00
1,447,558.00
......

,

175,000.00
1,512,300.00
85,700.00
20,000,000.00
12,780,000.00
3,300,000.00
1,500,000.00
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For Fiscal Year
Ending June 30,
1975

Transportation to sheltered workshops .
...............................................
665,500.00
Subtotal
..
: 79,153,753.00
Subtotal Operations and Administration .........
$219,746,870.00
Less:
Federal funds .........
$125,811,525.00
Federal match donated funds ..............................
,
.
.....
15,000,000.00
LEAA funds manpower information and
services for troubled youth .157,500.00
LEAA funds project adult .77,100.00
LEAA funds juvenile training .326,500.00
County funds ...................
3,250,000.00
Local donated funds .5,000,000.00
Subtotal Operations and Administration ........................................... 5 70,124,245.00
Residential Care for Children and Youth
Part of the single social services system wvhich includes the operation
and administration of grosip facilities for neglected and'delinquent:
children and youth including halfway houses, small group homes,
shelter homes, a diagnostic and short-term treatment center in Ann
Arbor, youth rehabilitation camps, and training schools in Adrian
and W'hitmore lake.
Salaries and wages - not to exceed 673.2
positions ..................................................
Longevity and insurance
.
...................................... _
Retirement
.
.1,463,600.00
Contractual services, supplies and
materials
.....
...............................
Equipment
.
.72,600.00
Travel
.
.61,984.00
Special maintenance
.
.63,000.00
Foster care payments .14,575,041.00
Institutionial improvement .................
,
,
,
.
........
Decentralization project .163,300.00
Project STEADY ..........
,
Special group homes project .259,200.00
Community residential care ..................
$
Subtotal ..........
,
$
Less:
Federal funds ......... iS$
LEAA funds -institstional
improvement .22,500.00
LEAA fands -STEADY - PC..84,500.00
LEAA funds - conmmunity residential
care .........................
......
LEAA funds - special group homes
project .233,300.00
Subtotal Residential Care for
Children and Youth ...................................................
$

t

7,971,600.00
428,100.00
1,652,900.00

25,000.00
93,900.00
945,800.00
27,776,025.00
6,321,448.00

851,200.00

20,263,077.00

Rehabilitation of the Blind
This program offers services of dhiagiiosis, provisions of medical aid
and artificiad appl)phiances, teaching and cososeling, vocational training, job placement, work supervision, and follow-up services.
Salaries amid wages - not to exceed 100.3
positions ...................................................
$ 1,265,700.00
Longevity and insurance ....................................................
68,900.0
Rletirement ............

232,300.00

.
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Contractual services, srrpplics and
materials .........................
..........
Equipm ent .........................
..........
Travel
.
.
Case services ...............
,,,,,,.,.....
...
Facilities program
.
.200
Vending stand retireent.
.
.
Subtotal ........................
Less:
Federal fund(ls
........................
Subtotal Rlehalbilitationi of the Bl3ind ........................

For Fiscal Year
Endirig Jrne 30,
1975

:

82,500.00
5,000.00
75,738.00
900,000.00
000.00
67,600.00
$ 2,897,736.00

$ 2,278,273.00
S$ 619,463.00

Direct Support
Financial assistance is provided for families with dependent children,
*individuals and families wvhodo not qualify for federal programs,
and supplemental benefits arc provided for the aged, blind, and
disabled.
Aid to families with depenrlent children total standard ..................... 5700,392,600.00
Recipient earned and other income.5
.........
,000,000.00
Child support collections .........
50,000,000.00
Aid to families withdependent children grants .
.......
594,392,600.00
Supplemental security income .........
62,109,100.00
Direct relief grants............
...........................
56,050,000.00
Family emergency assistarcse grants
.
.3,750,000.00
Adult emergency assistance grants.
1,000,000.00
Subtotal ...............
.$... ,
,
.
....... 5717,301,700.00
Less:
Federal funds
.
.
$301,402,300.00
Subtotal D irect Support .................................................. .. . .,.'400.(t ,89:
Medical SrisiCecs
Provides medical cire to the categorically necdy-the aged, disabled,
blind, and dependent children, as wscllas thtc medically indigentthose categorically related people shlie resosrces are above the
categorical assistuice level but not enough to pay for medical care.
lospital services and therapy.
.................................................. $212681,300.00
Physician services
................................................... 88,905,118.00
Medicare preminro pyayments
.8..
6,115,692.)00
Pharroacentical .................................................
49,e53,70.1.00
Home health services .................................................
649,800.00
Transportation .................................................
2,139,300.00
Auxiliary medical services
.
..................................... 37,131,500.00
Nursing hoinse
services
Nursing homlies total
..........................................
175,471,700.00
Patient pay ..................................................
31,400,000.00
Subtotal nursing homies
.
.S......................................
144,(074,700.00
Ilornes fol the age-d total
.
.................................... 8,201,000.00
Patient pay ..................................
.
2,0090,000.00
Subtotal hoises for the agedd
.
.....................................
S 6,111,900(1O
Chronic care ulnits:lrid county inedical eale facilities
.
.
47,632,275.00
P'atient pay ................................................
6,33,3(0.00
Subtotal chronric care ririts and county ruurdical care facilities
. S1.....
1,2c.S,975.00
Subtotal nursing Irirures sersices .
..............................................$19i1,53,575.(Ki
Subtotal ............
.................................................
5s,93,9.00
Less:
Federal flnids................................................
.
. .
149024.00
....

),
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F. Fiscal Year
Ending June 30,
1975
....................................................... $294,469,025.00
Subtotal Medical Services
$801,375,210.00
.
.
SUBTOTAL ADULT, FAMILY AND YOUTH SERVICES
FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL AID TO COMMUNITIES
Housing
This bureau has the goal of providing adequate dwellings for low and
moderate income families at a price they call afford.
2,500.00
Housing developmnenst authority ............................................................ $
................. 1,922,800.00
Salaries and wages - not to exceed 136.0 positions .
104,500.00
Longevity and insurance .......................................................
352,700.00
Retirement .......................................................
300,000.00
..................................
.
Bond and note issuance cost
1,029,300.00
.......................
.
Contractual services, supplies and materials
23,500.00
Equipment ...................................................
128,828.00
Travel ...................................................
$ 3,864,128.00
Subtotal ............
Less:
$;.
S 3,864,128.00
Fees and charges ............
S-0Subtotal Housing .............
Juvenile and Chsild Care Services
The purpose of providing funds for child care is to enable each
county juvenile court to provide the necessary care for children
tnder its jurisdiction. Tihe juvenile officers portion of this program
is to assure each of the juvesile courts staff to provide needed
services. The range of services includes such acti'itics as adoption
and foster home planning and placeineut and meeting the needs of
dependent children either prior to, or instead of, commitment to
this departiment.
33,515,717.00
3.......................
Child care total ................................
21,028,00.00
Cossuty paynients .....................................................
$
12,486,817.00
Child care grants ......................................................
1,332,200.00
Juvenile officess..................................
$13,819,017.00
Subtotal ...................................
Le.ss:
S1,200,000.00
Federal funds ..................................
12,619,017.00
Subtotal Juvenile' and Child Cate Services ..................................
SUBTOTAL I INANCIAL AND TECIINICAL AID TO COM.
$ 12,8619,017.00
MUNIIlES .........
$825,740,362.00
TOTAL DEPAIRTMI2N O1 SOCIAL SERV'ICES ......................................
and in such
times
such
at
treasury
the
statc
of
out
be
paid
shall
appropiiated
amiounts
The
(1)
Sec. 2.
manner as is or may be provided by lass.
(2) Each of the amnouints :appropriated shall be used solely for the respective pIurposes herein stated
except as othserw ise provided by las. To assure the design and installatissn of a perfornsance budgetinsg
prograsis and pr)osi' e periodic :,nd initerpretative financial data upon which lcgislatvc decisions maiy be
made, the appropri.tions conitamned in this act shall tIe allotted, sshere applicalble, onl the basis of
coinptonent zand suhbcoiponnt piograsius aild all cxpenditures shall he reported and rccorded as per
object code c lassificastionis anld in) conformance w'ithhsetiion 12 of Act No. 51 of thc Public Ae ts of the First
Extra Session of 191S, as amlended, being sretion 18.12 of the Michigan Compiled Lasws.
Notwsitl:standing,4 the pros is;uns of Act No. 95 of the Public Acts of 10Y5, beihig sections 21.251 to 21.255
of the Michi s:ustoinpiled Lawns, none. of ihc nmoncy appropriated by tlsis act shall be used to pay prior
yecars bills, obligations, or encti ubrances, except contract pristing of the house of representatives and any
recognized liabilit) for refurbishing of the sensate.
(3) Fees anid other moneys received by the various departimtaents, commInissions, boards, agencies, ansd
offices, for shol n atpps opriations are made by this sit, shilal, except as otherwise provided by this act, or
other acts, be pro sptly forsaisled to the state treasurer a(sI credited to the general fIsnd.
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. Sec. 3. Wh1cre a continuing apiprospriation exists for any item or purpose under any lawvof this state, and
an appropriation is also contained in this act for the same item or.purpose, this act shall supersede the
conitinuing appropriation during tlse fiscal year eoding June 30, 1975.
Sec. 4. When appropriations are made herein from restricted revenues, including federal and matching
revenues but excepting direct federal pass-through revenues to local governmental units, the amount to be
expended from the restricted revenue shall not exceed the amount herein appropriated or the amount paid
in, together with any balances carried forward during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, whichever is
the lesser. If matching revenues are received in an aniount less than the appropriation contained herein,
the general fund portion of the appropriation shall be reduced in proportion to the amount of matching
revenue received. All restrictel revenue received, including federal, matching, and pass-through revenue,
shall be detailed, by department ansdprogram, and forwarded to timeappropriations committees before
March 1, 1975.
Sec. 5. No state agency shall establish new programs nor expand programs including any program
involving federal or other fsmnds,beyond the scope of those already established, recognized, and
appropriated by the legislature, until such program ansdthe availability of money shall be submitted by
each agency to the budget director for recommendation to the legislature and until each program has been
authorized and funds appropriated therefor by the legislature.
All moneys received as grants, subsidies, or in any form whatever from the federal government in
payment of overhead expenses shall be deposited in the state general fund and shall be expended only
upon appropriation by the legislature.
Appropriations under, this act made us contemplation of matching federal or other funds shall not be
expended until federal or other matching funds are available. The acceptance of such funds does not
obligate the state to continue programs after the federal or other funds are no longer available. A report of
the program, receipts, and expenditures shall be fumisbed the chairmen of the senate and house
appropriations committees and included in the annual budget document, pursuant to section 6a of Act No.
98 of the Public Acts of 1919, being section 21.6a of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
Sec.6. At the clor:e of the fiscal year tie inencuinbered balance of each appropriation made in this act
shall revert to the gcseral fuind, except for balances of appropriations derived from other funds, in which
case the balances shall revert to those funds fromiswhich financing was provided, in accordance vith the
provisions of Act No. 95 of the Public Acts of 1965.
Sec. 7. The appropriations made under the provisions of this act for unclassified positions as specified
by a line item appropriation shall be nsed for such positions. Incumbents of such positions in the executive
branch of state government sh:ll be eligible to participate in the state contributory iilsurance program on
the sanie basis as classified emstployces.
All other sets or parts of acts to thie conitrary notwithstanding, it is the intention of the legislature that
those suiclassified officials whose salaries are specified by this act shall receive die amount of salary herein
specified.
h'lieapplropri:ations for salaries and vages shall be used only with respect to classified positions
established bIy the civil service coimnission anid none of timemisoney appropriated hercin shall be sused
to
pay back salaries or wages to a)i emipimloyee.
Noise of tie fuittds apttropsriated in (his act shall be expended in payment of salaries for new or
additional positioms,
ihether
or not such liew or additionld positions are created by reallocations or by
reclassificatioms, nor fsar ai)y cositractial contracts covering consultant services astd contractual persoinel
inlessthe bsuidget director certifies timenimoneys for these purposes were included within ,the funds
appropriated.
By March I of each fiscal year ail iteinized report coverimg data on such comitractual service contracts
shall be fiurimished
by the buidigit sirector to the senate and house appropriations committees.
Sec. 8. (1) Except for g auits to inidividuals, mctireiiutemm,
longevity and insuranice, iistertramssfers,
asutlmhrizesl by sections (i (if Act No. 2 of timePublic Acts of 1921, as amnemided,
being section 17.6 of thie
Michig:ii Comipiles Liw%, withins auptlropriamtions for asly partiesmlar deiartmienut or iistitiution, shall not be
made which will umcreas,
or dececase a)n itei of applropliatiUon )) moir than 3%or S10,000.00, whichever
is greater, and aii it imiof :uppmropuriumt:uon
shall not be increased or decreased by more than $55,000.00 in the
aggregate, nor shahlaim) transfer be minade
into any salary mnd wage accouniit.
(2) Otiler tslas thuuise
tranisfersf spteified iii smubsection (1), a transfer of appropriatiuons including any
which iiight arise as a result (i the immpimlimcntation of timestate of Michiganm msanmagemisenst
imnforination
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system (SOMMIS) master plan shall not be made unless and until approval of the transfer is first
recommended by the state budget director and, while the legislature is in session, is authorized by
concurrent resolution or when the-legislature is not in session, approval is then secured from the special
commission on appropriations created under the provisions of Act No. 120 of the Public Acts of 1937, as
amended, being sections 5.1 to 5.5 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(3) Transfers made under this section shall be reported by the budget director within 30 days to the
senate and house appropriations committees.
Sec. 9. From the appropriations herein made there is appropriated such sums of money as shall be
necessary to meet the required assessments from specific accounts or sources to the civil service
commission, to the state employees or other retirement funds, and for other significant authorized fringe
benefits such as longevity and insurance programs. Each department head, in compliance with procedures
established by the director of the department of management and budget shall deposit in the appropriate
fund an amount sufficient to meet the civil service and all employees retirement fund assessments and the
employer's cost of longevity and sponsored insurance programs for all funds received and expended from
sources other than those appropriated in this act.
Sec. 10. No administrative or personnel services, which services by virtue of section 5 of article 11 of the
state constitution are the responsibility of the civil service commission, or services in connqction wyith-the, 1
insurance policies maintained by the civii service commission, shall be performed by department
employees paid from funds appropriated by this act, unless such services are fully financed through a
contract voluntarily entered into by the civil service commission and the respective department. All
revenues resulting from any such contract shall be deposited in the general fund.
Sec. 11. Whenever a physiciarn prescribes a dehumidifier for an eligible medicaid recipient who is
afflicted with emphysema, medicaid funds appropriated in section 1 of this act may be utilized to pay for
this appliance.
Sec. 12. WN'henit appears to the govemnor, based upon written information received by him from the
director of the department of management and budget and the department of treasury, that actual
revenues for a fiscal period will fall below the revenue estimates on which appropriations for that period
were based, the estimates being as determined by the legislature in accordance with section 31 of article 4
of the state constitution of 1963, the governor shall make a finding that actual revenue for that fiscal
period, will fall below such revenue estimates. The governor shall then order the director to review all
appropriations made by the legislature, except those made for the legislative and judicial branches of
govemnment or from funds constitutionally dedicated for specific purposes,
Based upon needs, the director of the department of management and budget shall recommend to the
governor a reduction of expenditures authorized by such appropriations, either direct or open-ended, for
that fiscal year. The gox'ernor shall review the recommendations of the director and shall prepare his order
containing reductions in expendiltures authorized so that actual revenues for the fiscal period wvill be

sufficient to equal the expenditures. The governor shall give not less than 5 days' written notice to the
members of the appropriations committees of the house and senate specifying a time and place for a joint
meeting of the governor and the 2 committees, at which the govenior shall present to the committees his
recomosendations and copies of his proposed order.
Not later than 10 days after submission of the order to the committees, each committee by vote of a
majority of its members elected and serving shall approve or disapprove the order. Approval of both
appropriations committees is required before any expenditsrcs authorized by appropriations shall be
reduced. Upon approval by both appropriations committees, the director shall carry out and' implement
the order.
If either or both appropriations committees disapproves the order, the order is without force and effect.
Not later than 30 days after any disapproval of a proposed order, the governor may give reasonable
written notice to the members of the appropriations comnimmittees of the house and senate as to the timne and
place of a fuather joint meeting of the 2 committees at which time he shall ressbmoit an order reducing
expenditures authorized by appropriations. Within 10 days of the receipt of the order by tile
appropriations commmmittees, each committee shall by a majority of its members elected and servimig,
approve or disapprove the order. A copy of the order of the governor and resolutions of both tie
appropriations conmoittees approving it shall be filed with the secretary of state and the order shall
become effective.
See. 13. To implement executive order 1973-7, the department of management and budget shall assume
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the powers, fulfill the duties, and perform thc functions specified ill section 5a of Act No. 51 of thc Plublic
Acts of the First Extra Session of 1918, being section 18.5a of the Michigan Cuspiltid l.aws.
Subject to the approval of the director of the department of management and budget, agencies with
excess rescrve data processing capacity arc authorized to furnish data processing services beyond those
autlorized in this act. Such additional costs incurred to provide scrvices are to be financed by charges
made to requesting agencies.
Before exercising authority to approve the acquisition and useof electronic data processing eqsipnsent,
including support services commsnunications, maintenance, and associated ancillary systems, it shall be the
responsibility of the department of management and budget to assemble and subrnit for consideration of
the joint computer aud data processing sslsculttmittee of the house anld senate appropriations conitnuitircs,
the stsjdies, pl:mning data, proposal requests, and procurement instruinenits related to such acquisition.
All the provisions contained herein are subject to reviesw' and approval or disapproval by tile joint
computer and slata processing subcommittee of the house and senate appiopriations conissittees.
Sec. 14. In addition to the appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30 1975, the legislature
appropriates from the state funds contained herein to state agencies any amoulnits necessary to pay court
judgmeist rendered uinder chapter 64 of Act No. 23Gof the l'ublic Acts of 1951, as amended, being sectionis
600.0401 to 600.0475 of the Michigan Compiled Lauss.
;:
.
Sec. 15. The asttounts appropriated in sectiots I of this act for LEAA programs shall not revert to thc
general fund at the conclusion of the 1974-75 fiscal year, but shall continsie to be available for expenditure
until the projects for which they wvere appropriated are completed or othersise terminated. At the
conclusion of tse 1975-76 fiscal year. the unencumbered balance for each completed or termissated project
shall revert to the general fund and any unearned federal funds received for the compieted or terminated
project shall bie returned.
Each department director hasing axi appropriation for LEAA funds shall tsotify the director of the
department of managemisetut and budget as to the Juise 30, 1975 statiss of each project for which LEAA
appropriation- have beetsmade. This notification shall be made by the follosving August 1, and shall be in
sufficient detail so that' the director of the department of management and bsidget can cause the
unencumbered balance of the completed, or terminated projects to be reverted to the general fund.
Sec. 16. On January 30 and July 30 of each year, cach department head shall suibmit a listiug to the
apt ropriations cominmittees of tsl houiseof reprcsentatises and the scriate sith aicopy sub itted to the
ho Ce anid senate fiscal agencics, of every) person sho received compensation, fees, or remusineratiom of
all type under tise prosisiols of this ;set,for the preceding 6 months, of all travel outside the state. This
list ig shall isclsude naise, locatio,, reason for and dates of travel, and all transportation ain(d
related costs.
'11: above listing shall be acconspanied by a statement i).y the departent head reflectiug the total in-state
tra el for the saute periods.
'c. 17. N'ien federal or state funds appropriated in section I of this act are to be expended for any
me: ting (conference or setnins r) that itvolsed more than 10 state employees (collectively front oine
department) neces.itatittg trasel from their home counties, written notice to include the reason for the
oseeting (conference or semiinar), duration, nunber of participants, location, time, slate, total federal
and/or state cost, and the account from lhich the mecting (conference or scininar) vsill be fita;isced shall
be transnitted to the mtchiabrs sif the senate and hoiuse
appropriatiouss comoittees iuotlater than 15 days
prior to the steeting date, sithi a copy submitted to the senate and hounc fiscal agencies.
Sec.18. All moneys receir;ed us gralts, subsidies, or in :aity forns svhatever from the federal gosvernment
in paytieut of overhead expenses shall be delposited in a separate account wshich si;th either lapse into the
state gencral fund oi be espcisdud through the regulzr appropsriating process.
See. 19. It is the isitent of the legislature that w'hlne
recipients of pubslic assisktance
are paid mtore than the
amousst to whih tileli are let:idll entitled thlat the depsartiment of social scies shall reduce shbsequenst
grants in xii alioult that wsillinsure repaymtenit of the( overpaymsetrt. The directior of the detpairltruit shall
establish reasoniable linnits otl the proportion of the paymcnits that ttay be deducted, so as riot to cauasc
undue hardship on recipients.
Sec. 20. The departiieist of social services rmtaycontract with nonprofit or local public ageiscies
estahslishled to provide coiiimmunity sirvices and residenitial seivices to youth.
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Sec. 21. lhe funds aplprolpriatedI il, this act for nursing home services are to be expended for 2 types of
care classified as follows: skilled oursing hoeo care ai5(dintermecdiate, also known as basic nursing home
ca re.
Facilities providing care under these programs shall adopt uniform accounting procedures, unifor in cost
reporting, and suhbmit patient statulS data and cost information to the director of tei department of social
services annually in accordance with the pricipiles of reiriburscmnent and cost reporting formis approved
by the auditor general. 'Ihis informiation shall he treated as confidential and used for purposes of prcmgrain
evaluation and establishling of and Xverification of nursing home, rates. All statistical and accounting records
are subject to audit.
Nursing homes shall be refimriursed on an individual home basis. Costs will be determined
retrospectively in accordance ssith the alloswalele cost ite))s inchlded in the pminciples of reinsbursesscnt as
approved by the auditor general
The reimbursement rates to which individual nursing honies shall be entitled wvillinclude allossable
operating expenses determined idsaccordance wsiththe above principles, pills a fixed profit allowsance for
proprietary houes of $1.75 per patient da'. The rates shall not exceed the ceilings of $20.95 per patient
day for skilled nursing care patients and $19.35 per patient day for isterunediate nursing care (basic care)
patients from July 1, 1974, through l)ecember 31, 1974, and $21.35 and $19.70 respectively fromn January 1,
1975. through June 30, 1975. The ceilings shall he further increased on July 1, 1975, to $21.75 and $20.05
respectively.
For July 1, 1974, through Dccemsber 31, 1974, the portion of the reimbursement rate for allowable
operating expenses per patient day shall not exceed 107.5% of an iusdividual facility's next fiscal year per
patient day costs retrospectively adjusted to Jumme,
1974; nor shall it exceed 109.5% of the adjusted June,
1974, per patient day costs for the period January 1, 1975, through June 30, 1975; nor shall it exceed 111.5%
of the June, 1974, per patient day costs thereafter. The June, 1974, adjusted per patient day costs shall be
determined by the retrospective application of the Detroit all items index to individual nursing home
facilities' per patient (la) costs as determined fromn facilities' fiscal year cost reports for the fiscal year
ending during the period from July 1, 1974, through June 30. 1975.
The director shall slot authorize reimbuirsement to any facility which refuses the medical evaluation of
medical patients by designated representatives of the departmeit of social services or does not comply
with the reporting and all attendant schedules thereto of this section.
The director of the department shall establish daily reimbursement rates for nursing care facilities. From
the appropriations made in section I of this act, the state shall pay for nursing care iu chronic care units of
general hospitals and county medical care facilities daily rates as determined by the director of the
department plus 40% of the difference between that rate and the total cost audited for the institution in
those facilities shere the total daily costs exceed the determined rate,
The director of the department shall establish reimbursement rates for nursing care in mental health
facilities.
To effect the early implementation of those sections of Public Law 92-603 which require the skilled
nursing care benefits of titles XVIII anid XIX to become comparable, the department of social services
shall orgotiate agreements waith tl secretary of health, education and svelfare under which the state of
igan esil~assu le restsonism~ihiit
prior authiorization and coistinniug medical reviesv ofayie person
to receive skilled noursing care under ti
bv
ei)iurgas
and to utilize the reimbursement
formula herein adopted as the method of reiussbursensent to be used for tidhe XV'II on an experimental
basis. It is the intent of the legislature that the state of Michigan make every effort to ensure an orderly

transition to the skilled nursing care provisions of Public Law 92-603.

Sec. 22. Prior to Nos'ember 15, 1974. the department of public health, the department of social services,
and the inter-associatiou-eoimnisitteesTiall delvelop a nursing home payments program for impleAnentation
after antumay
1. 1976, which swill include incenstives for cost containment and wvill
provide for an equitable
profit ac or.
Sec. 23. As a condition of the appropriation costained in section I for direct relief, county expenditures
for county medical institiitioiis shall not be considered general relief for the purpose of state participation,
notwithstanding present provisions of section 18 of Act No. 280 of the Public Acts of 1939, as amended,
being section 400.18 of the Mlichigamn Compiled Lasss.
See. 24. State funds shall not be distributed to any count', city, or district department of social services
for direct relief unless anid until the rules amid regulations, any amendisuents thereto or supplemental
thereof, of the county, city, or district department of social services, are filed with the state department of
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social serices and in the distribution of state funds no cases shall be included is which direct rclief is
granted in violation of the rules and regulations so filed.
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 81 of Act No. 303 of the Public Acts of 1069, as amendcd,
being section 24.281 of the Michigan Compiled Laaws, procedures in this agency's contested cases shall be
in accordance sith the provisions of section 9 of Act No. 280 of the Public Acts of 1939, as amended,
being section 400.9 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
Sec. 25. After the effectise date of this act, as a condition of the appropriation contained in section I for
single direct relief anld family direct relief, county expenditures for general relief to supplement
categorical aid recipients shall not he matched by the state except for energencics and medical needs in
accordance with such guidelines for any item or items that may be established by the director of the
department of social services and by no other elective or appointive state official. Such director shall also
have exclusise authority to implement such guidelines anrl mandamus shall not obtain to compel such
implementation. The general relief payments to categorical aid recipients, except for emergency and
medical needs, shall not be considered general relief for the purpose of state participation, notwithstanding present provisions of section 18 of Act No. 280 of the lPublic Acts of 1939, as amended.

tC

Sec. 26. Anyother provisions of the lawa notwithstanding a~nvrecognized liability vithin a period not to
exceec 12 mont for~medical care related to tite XIX and for in-sthittional services and medical care
aiitics related to public asistae my tie pai fromthe appropriations made its this act.
Sec. 27. Notwithstanding the limitations of section 18b of Act No. 280 of the Public Acts of 1939, being
section 400.18b of the Michigan Compiled Laws, the director shall establish statewide uniform daily
reimbursement rates for the foster and institutional care of children. During the fiscal year 1974-75,
reimbursement of foster or institutional care funded in vhole or in part by the appropriations in section 1
slall be consistent with the uniform rate established by the director.

[

Sec. 28. A county receiving state matching funds for the foster care of children from the appropriations
in section 1 shall submit reports to the director of the department of social services at least quarterly. TIhe
reports shall be submitted on forms provided by the director and shall include the number of children
receiving foster care services and the number of days of care that have been provided. It shall be the
responsibility of each county receiving state matching funds for the foster care of children to provide the
director, at such times and on forms provided by him, with reports ineliding the status of the plan for the
retirn of each child to his natural parent, the placement of each child for adoption, or other permanent
placement plans for each child.
Sec. 29. Institutional providers which are cost settled under the medicaid program are required to
subnsit cost reports within 90 days of their fiscal year end. In the event that the provider fails to subnsit
such report, the department may reduce or suspend payments.
Sec. 30. Subject to the approval of the director of the management sciences group of the executive
effice, agencies with excess reserve data processing capacity may funrish data processing service beyond
those authorized in this act. Such additional costs incurred to provide services are to be financed by
charges made to requesting agencies.
Sec. 31. The amounts appropriated in section I of this act for comsmunity services shall include the
provision of precosurt child protective services in all counties and court protective services upon agreement
with the probate court and within the limits of this appropriation.
Sec. 32. The department of social services shall provide an administrative procedure for the review of
grievances by nursing homes with regard to the daily reimbursement rate for that facility as established in
accordance vith section 20 of this act.
Sec. 33. Ally other provisions of the law notwithstanding, expenditures against 1974-75 appropriations
for the medicaid title XIX programs except for administration and operation, shall be based on billings
paid by the department of social services from July 1, 1974, through Jusse 30, 1975. Statenments of
expenditures and financial reports shall be prepared on this basis.
Sec. 34. During the fiscal year 1974-75, the director of the department of social services and the director
of thie Michigan employment security comtnission shall etster into cooperative arrangements for the
maximum utilization of the job placement and other services and facilities of the employment security
commission. Such arrangement shall include the assignment of employment security persomnel to selected
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countty depa rtmenits of social services. The director of social scrvices shall submit quarterly reports to the
governor aind teni bers of the legislatiure concerning the numbers of public assistance recipients and
applicants emtsployed as a result of thiis cooperative arrangtnemnt.
Scc. 35. It is t(he intent of the legislature that tihe department shall establish I unit to license both atult
and child care facilities.
Sec. 36. Any person eligible for public or imedical assistancc shall havc freedom of choice in his
placetment in to a long-trerm (:are or adult foster facility.
Sec. 37. An adult recipient of :aid or relief, excluding supplemnental security income recipiev:ts, shall be
required to be availablo to accept such seorl. in his conminun ity as lie is able to perfot ii. Alny recipient
under aid for depenslenit childiren or general uassistamice svwho
has a child iinder 6 years of age shall be
excluded from the requirements of this section if adequate day care facilities are not available.
Sec. 38. The director shall cause to be submitted to each recipient of publie assistatce an itemization of
the anotiunts authorized in the recipient's basic budgctary allowance once each year and at allt>time that
the budget allowance of the recipient is adjusted.
Sec. 39. Any other lass to the contrary notwithstatiding, the department shall be
provisions of chapter 4 of Act No. 306 of the l'ublic Acts of 1969, as amended, being
24.287 of the Micligan Compiled Laws. Procedures itt this departmnsct's contested
accordance sith the provisionis of federal regulatious governing fair hearings for the
programs.

exempt from the
sections 2.4.271 to
cases shall be in
public.assistattce

Sec. 40. Prior to November 15, 1974, the departmnent shall studdy the feasibility of using title \1I funds for
the partial reirubursernent of adult foster care facilities. If it is determnined that title \11 funds arc available
for state miatch the departimtent sh3ll use lt portion of the utoneys appropriated for supplemental security
income in sectiots I of this act to miatch federal funds to finanice the adult foster care rate as determitied by
the legislattire.
Sec. 41. Cout)ty departments of social services shall require tll recipients of general assistance wvhohave
applied s ith the social security adtniutistration for supplemeneital security inconsc to sign a contract to repay
any assistance tendered tlrough the general assistiance program upots their receipt of retroactise
supplemental security incomne beisefits.

Sec. 42. The department shltall submit a comprehensive training proposal to the chairmen of the house
and senate appropriatiouts comotittees prior to Noveniber 15, 1974.
Sec. 43. Tte liuinber of full-time equated positions allocated in section 1 to the basic social services
program may be exceeded by 100 positions to the extent that the additional positions arc filled seith
paraprofessional personnel.

Sec. 44. Notwithstanmding the provisions of sectiotn 14(m) of Act No. 280 of the Public Acts of 1933, is
amended, being section 400.14 of the Michigan Compiled Laws, futsds in the amount of $50,030.00 have
been included in the execsttive direction, cotttractsal services, supplies and materials account in section I
of this act to citable thle departmemit to cotstract svith or otlierwvise engage legal representation its putrsuit of
such legal actions as the director deetss appropriate.
Sec. 45. The funds appropriated for prevention and disersion in tImebasic social services account are for
implementation of preventive demssonstration projects for children and yostth in jeopardy of entering the
juveitile justice systemin. ITe funds may be utilized as local or state match of federal funds.
Sec. 46. The rmaxiniutm litisits on paymeists under the medicaid program, established in conformance
sith sectiots 1903 of title XIX of the social secumrity act shall be available only to persons directly
responsible for the ttdininistratiots of the medicaid program.
Sec. 47. The departmtent shall apply the 7.5% aid to families witht dependeist children update to the
personal needs and household nieeds compossents of the standard in a manner which will maximize
recipient benefits from aid to families with dependent childrest and other assistaice programs.
Sec. 48. If it is deterotined that revenue estimates for thle fiscal year 1974-75 are increasing at a rate that
indicates a sufficient projected surplus, the department of management and budget shall submit a
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proposal to the chairmen of the house and senate appropriations committees recoimlmending that the
protected income level for medicaid coverage be increased to 120% of the related public assistance
standard for the period of January 1, 1975, through June 30, 1975.
Sec. 49. If a recipient of public assistance has defaulted on rental or home purchase payments by the
equivalent of I or more mconthly payments, the department of social services shall institute vendor
payments for the portion of the assistance payment budgeted for rent or home purchase. In addition, the
total assistance provided to such client shall be made a protective payment if deemed necessary by the
department of social services.
Sec. 50. In order to promote more effective management of the department of social services, the
director of the department may utilize up to 20 state office positions from any appropriations account for
functions in other state office units which the director deenis to be more critical to the management of
departmental programs.
Sec. 51' The protected income level for medicaid coverage shall be 110% of the related public assistance
standard for the fiscal year 1974-75.
Sec. 52. To promote a uniform statewide program for food stamp distribution, the departnient may
enter into contracts with the U.S. postal service to issue food stamps. The county share of food stamp
issuance costs shall not exceed 30% and shall be considered a direct relief expenditure for purposes of
section 18 of Act No. 280 of the Public Acts of 1939, being section 400.18 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
Sec. 53. Any other section of this act notwithstanding, whenever it appears, for any reason, that
expenditures for the aid to dependent children program wvillexceed the appropriation in section I of this
act for that program, the director of the department of social services shall request a supplemental
appropriation or authority to transfer funds from the legislature before the expenditures to implement the
additional cost are expended.
This act is ordered to take immediate effect.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
7TTH LEGISLATURE
REGULAR SESSION OF 1974
Introduced by Senator Zollar for the Appropriations Committec

ENROLLE D SENATE BILL No. 1178
AN ACT to moakcappropriations for the departmcnt of public health; to provide for the cxpenditure of
such appropriations; and to provide for the disposition of fees and other income received by various state
agencies.
The ieople of the State of Michigan enact:
Sec. 1. There is appropriated for the department of public health for-the fiscal year ending June 30,
1975. from the funddsidentified hercunder:
S 31059100.00
.
Cencral fund ......................
Federal funds .43,146,800.00
2143,300.00
:
Various other f(ts and revenues ......................
76,349,200.00
Total Cross Appjcpriations .S
or as much thercof! as may be necessary for the several purposes in the following respective aniounts:
For Fiscal Year
Ending June 30,
1975

I)l 'A lI'ME N OF PtBlIlIC HlEALTHl
E.wlcuti '

l'rovides llship

in plsnning, inipleineniting acsdevausating the

pulblic htc-l!!i ptdicis aud progsgrams.
D)irctor .................................................

S

Assistas tl Nhdirctor .28,000.00
Salarirs asld sage--not to exceed 4.0 positions ...............................
.
.
.
lsUigvity us'I iusura..
..
iret.i..u..ut
ices suipliss ansdnisteials .13,200.00*
Cositrac tsill
.
Trav .
.75,000.00
Rlevision sald odification (of public Iwalthl statutes .
Equipi

.
Suibtotld
.
Less fe s. fu..ls...
E..$
......
I......
SUII'I.I Al.

.

.

44,10000
4,500.00
1
20,10G(
6,900.00
1,900.00

.

......

39,500.00

233,20.031
25,00J0.00

.$
.
..

208,200.(K;

Xi' SElltVICES Pll(CRANI
ADl)lINISTRATI
is 1esupoisible for admuinistratise laderslrir :andprosidling
Tlids 1,sreall
staff services ftr thle dessrtnicut through the follsssing comrponent
prograrrrrs.
(80)
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For Fiscal Year
Services
Mlancagemccent
EndingJune 3(t
RItespeoncsilbilities incleulde personnel ndministratinn, fiscal management,
1975
office services, hlealtlb inforomation training, health statistics.
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 53.5 positions ............................... $ 686,40 t00
42,600.00
..................................
Loengevity and insueransce
127,100.00
.........................................
llefirenwrnt ........
160,600.00
Conetractual service's, smepplies and materials .......................................
20,o5W00.
Iravel .......
1,400.00
Eqluiment
!............................:.....i....s.......et.......
.........
./
11,800.00
Speccial mnainteemance .................................................
125,000.00
.
.
Operation amsdmnaintenanee of newv building
................................................30,000.00
New office building moving expense .
S 1,205,400.00
Subtotal .................................................
Less federal aid:
63,700.00
...............................
Public health serice ..................
38,500.00
.
..............
.
Maternal alln child health
332,100.00
Indirect ..............................................
63,40000
Title IVa ..............................................
$ 707,700.00
.
..
Subtotal .
Statistics oaeiVital Records
Provides for the coordination, develoipent and operation of
mnechanizcel inforcecation systems. Records nld maintains health
statistits, poeptilationi (hata, records of births, deaths, marriages,
divorevs, and adoptions.
S
2,30.............
00
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 90.3 positions ................
60,200 00
1,nmgevity and insurance .................................................
183,400.00
..
lietilelliemit
284,200.00
Confsractumal services, supplies acid moaterials .......................................
11,700.00
Tlravel .................................................
1,600.00
..........................................
Elquipilpment ........
10,300.00
Vital records project (1.0 position) .................................................
359,700.00
Federal statistical grant (15.0 positions) .............................................
S 1,903,400.00
$........................................
Subtotal ........
Ixs.s fl-deral aid:
323,200.00
Puclblic hlealtlh servic( ...............................................
: 22,100.00
child healtlc .................
Mlaternal mclid
62,500.00
Indlirect .............................................
370,000.00
,.
,.,
I)irect federal ..........
1,125,600.00
.$
Sultotal
Informcation, ad 1Edcationi_
P'roduces and c(oordinates puiblications, provides graphic art services,
operates the departmcent library and recrcuits persoccel for the
agenesy.
$ 202,200.00
.
Salaries :cncd
wages-not to exceed 15.5 positions
11,900.00
:
Loengevity' and( insmerancc> ......................
38,000.00
.................................................
lRetiremeneemt
49,200.00
,
(Contra:ctul services, secpttlies :ied cceateriels ......................................
2,100.0(1
'Trave ....
(..J7
700.00
I,(Em
lipsmcent ..................................................
130,100.10!
-Federaltraineineg programec (2.0 poesitions) ............................................
20,000.00
......................................................
State tr:,inig pre-gr
35,100.00
P'hysical fitness (2.0 positiones) .................................................
38,500.00
Physici:anms
assistanets progranm (2.0 positions) ............................... ,.,...
527,800.00
Seebtotal ................................................
Less federal aid:
179,300.00
I'Public healthl service ...............................................
55,700.00
allt .................................................
Ma:terialnl e dein h ea.t..
2.........................................$
292,800.00
Sltot:,l ........
$ 2,126,100.00
SUB1TO1TAL1 AD)MINISTlRIIATIVE SERVICEIS ......................
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HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
For Fiscal Year
Objective-primary responsibility is to carry out medical surveillance of
Ending June 30,
medicaid (Title XIX) under contract with the department of social
1975
services in order to assure appropriate cost for medicaid recipients.
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 107.6 positions
i .........................
$ 1,368 800.00
Longevity and insurance ............................................
.
.
55,200.00
Retirement
.
.
.244,800.00
Contractual services, supplies and materials
.
.
.
63,700.00
Travel
.
.
.69,200.00
,Equipm ent .......
..
................................
21,400.00
Rent ..................................................
76f,800.00
Dental program (29.0 positions) ..................................................
531,000.00
Medical reviewv and nursing evaluation ................................................
Subtotal ......................................
.
.2
760.100.00.
Less federal aid:
Title XIX ....................................
2,014,600.00
SUBTO'rAL HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION ...................................... ....... ,,.....
745,500.00

a

HEALTH FACILITIES
This bureau is concerned with health planning, construction, operation,
licensing and certification.
Executive and medical coordination
Provides executive direction and medical consultation for both the
planning and construction program and standards and licensing
programs.
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 13.5 positions ............................... S
277,500.00
Longevity and insurance .10800.00
Retirem encit.........................................................
50 900.00f
Contractual services, supplies and materials .39,300.00
Travel .15,100.00
Rent .23,600.00
Equipment .1,800.00
Emergency medical service (10.0 positions) .232,300.00
Subtotal ..........
.651,300.00
$
Less federal aid:
Title XIX .........
90,900.00
Title X\VIII .........
128,300 00
Highway safety ..........
:.:
:........
110,800.00
Subtotal .
...
S321,30000
Health Facilities-Planning and Construction
Objective is to develop a coordinated system of high quality health
care institutions and services providing reasonable access for all
people without unnecessary duplication.
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 19.8 positiois .............................
$
285,600.00
Longevity and insusance .................
................................
15,700.00
Retiremient ........
.................
51,900 00
Contractual services, supplies and materials .....................................
26,90000
Travel ..
11,900.00
Eqsipmsent .................................................
7,50(00.
Regional federal review grant..................... :.; ........
291,300 00
Hill-llarris adcninistration ..................
................................ 50,00000
Federal ptarticipation in lill-lHarris administration programi is
estimated at S50,000.00, however, the state general fund sparticipation shall be increased in the same amount as federal funds
may be decreased.
Ilill-llarris construction ................
.................................. 13,500,000.00
Subtotal ..................................................
$ 14,240,80D.00
Less federal aid:
l)irect federal .................................................
.
13,915,900.0
Subtotal ....
: S
324,900.00
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Less federal aid:
Public hcalth service
..................................................
Maternal and child healtl ..................................................
Title X\'lVl .
.................................................
Direct federal ..................................................

Subtotal ..................................................

670,000,00
395,400.00
19,500.00
522,500.00

For Fiscal Y'car
Ending June30,

$ 5,129,800.00

I)isease Control Services
Objective is to present or control communicable and chronic
disease, and in the case of tuihcrenilosis to assure treatmisent.
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 60.4 positions............................. $ 823,100.00
Lungcvity and iusurance ..................................................
44,000.00
Retirement ...................................................
151,700.00
Contractual services, suipplies and materials .
..................................... 92,800.00
Trasel ..................................................
33,900.00
Tuberculosis aid
...........
2,015,700.00
Diabetes study................................................
15,000.00
Kidney program (1.0 position)
................................................
500,000.t0
(Federal participation in the kidney program is estitisated,
however, the state general fund participatissi shall he increased]
in the same aimount as federal funds may be ducreased up to a
maximtuni of $200,000.00.)
I)irect federal projects (33.0 positions) .............................................
1,112,600.00
Vaccines .................................................
512,500.00
Immuniz.ations .......... ..............
........................
145,000.00
Cancer control
........
300,000.00
Subtotal ..................................................
$ 5,746,300.00
Less federal aid:
Public health service ......................
............................
287,800.00
Maternal and child health .............................................
8,400.00
6.....
Direct federal ...................................................
1,802,400.(t
Subtotal ..................................................
5 3,569,700.00
Regional Health
Salarics and wages-not to exceed 15.0 positions ...............
$............
377,800.00
Longevity and insurance ..................................................
14,200.(0)
Retirement .........
.................................
.
.......
67,800.00
Contractual services, supplies anidmaterials ....................................
17,200.00
Travel ..................................................
20,800.00
Subtotal ..........
497,800.00
4.........................................S
Less local funds .........
.
..
230,500.00
Less federal aid ..............................................
218,800.00
Subtotal ................................
S
48,500.00
SUBT'OTAL COMMUNITY HIEALTH ..
.
$ 8,748,000.00
MATrERNAL AND) CHILD IIEALTII
This bureau is concerned withl tbe prevenition and treatissent of health
probleoss of mnothers and childreni.
Adminiistratise Services
Coordinates and evaluates special projects conducted at the local
level such as clinics, screening services, program consultation and
treatmnent supervision.
Salaries and Nsages-not to exceed 8.0 positions
....................... $
Loiig,-itv and inisurahnce
..........................
........................
Retiro I .e.ent..................................................
Conutraitusal services, supplies authmaterials ......................................
Travel .................................................
Equitipmesnt
..................................................
Renit
.................................................
Crib d(hath aitopsies (this appiropriation is costiisgent upoit the
passage of 11.11.5505) .................
.............................
Mental retardation projects ..............................................................

159,300.00
7,400.00
29,500.(0
11,900.00
4,500.00
500.00
62,100.00
50,000.00
226,000.00
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Family planning (11.0 positions)..........................................................

Local benefits (1.0 position).......................E..............d.n.u3.............0...

2,678300.00

....

308 500.00

Subtotal...............................................................................................$
Less federal aid:
Maternal and child hcalth
.
..................
..............
Direct federal ..........
.............................
Subtotal...............................................................................................$
Preventive Services
Special attention is given to expectant mothers and infants in low
income areas swhere adequate prenatal and postnatal care are
lacking, including prevention of speech disorders of preschool
children.
Salaries and svages-not to exceed 33.0 positions
.
$
Longevity and insurance .26,300.00
Retirement .99
Contractual services, supplies and materials .54,000.00
Travel .40,600.00
Equipment .4,600.00
Maternity and infant care project (23.0 positions)..............................
(Federal participation is estimated at $2,761,600.00 total, including
$480,000.00 IVa funds, however, state general fund participation
shall be increased in the same amount as federal funds may be
decreased.)
Lead paint ......
..
...........................
Research and testing sickle cell disease .175,000.00
Preschool youth and adolescent comprehensive health services (1.0
position)..............................................................................................
Subtotal........... ................................................................................
Less federal aid:
Maternal and child health .874,400.00
Title XIX.
Title IVa .480
Direct federal........................................... 4t0
.................

Subtotal...............................................................................................

3,5W,00
484a000.00
2,804,300.00
247,700.00

537,700.00
100.00

3,800,000.00

100,000.00
3,57

0,000.00
8,407,300.00
1,130,000.00
00000

$ 1,237,900.00

Treatment Services
Objective is to locate children with crippling conditions and to insure
medical attention to permit their fullest possible development.
Salaries and wages--not to exceed 103.4 positions ........................... $ 1,203,700.00
Longevity and insurance .........
72,700.00
Retirement ..................................
:..
221,800.00
Contractual services, supplies and materials.
144300.00
Travel .38,100.00
Equipment .3,000.00
Rent .
,
,
41,700.00
Staff training.
7,300.00
Diagnostic clinics ...........
.
37,100.00
Medical care and treatment .7,822,700.00
Amputee program (7.0 positions) .281000.00
Bequests .............
..........
50,000.00
Conveyor contract ...........
:.
..........
248,400.00
Developmental disabilities (4.0 positions) .776,000.00
Begional perinatal care-evaluation and training ...............................
39,700.90
Subtotal ...........
10,987,500.00
Less federal aid:
Crippled children.
1,936,800.00
Title XIX.
2,526,100.00
Direct federal .1,057,000.00
Less cnilections .180,000.00

For Fiscal Year

1i75
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L s bequests ................

,

For Fiscal Year
,,50.00 Ending June
Jun 30,
0,,...............,.,.,.,

Subtotal .S
.5,237,600.00
SUBTOTAL MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH.................................................

6,723,200.00

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
This bureau strives to assure an attractive, comfortable, convenient and
health environnm. by controlling pollution, and reducing health and
safety hazards.
General Environmental Health
This program attempts to prevent environmental degradation through
licensing migrant workers housing, trailer parks.
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 30.0 positions ............................... $ 503,400.00
Longevity and insurance........................................................................
24,100.00
Retirement
.....
83,800.00
Contractual services, supplies and materials
.
.................
;...
50,500.00
Travel
.
.39,200.00
Equipment
.....................
I5000
Rent ;....
.
: .I I '
;; 16 200.00.
Food service sanitation (10.0 positions)
.
.199200.00
Migrant housing (1.0 position) :
,
.
150,000.00
Migrant labor camps (13.0 positions) .252,300.00
Aerobic septic tank study
.20,000.00
Subtotal .....
.
..
1,339,200.00
Less federal aid:
Public health service .............
108,100.00
Subtotal .........
;.
::
I 1,231,100.00
Water Supply
Objective is to assure that public water supplies, public swimming
pool conditions and ground water quality are not hazardous to the
health of users.
- Salaries and swages-not to exceed 26.0 positions ................
8.............
402,100.00
Longevity and insurance .................
:
20,300.00
Retirement .71,800.00
Contractual services, supplies and materials .20,900.00
Travel .22,500.00
Equipment.
1,900.00
Boards and commission .2,500.00
Subtotal .........
542,000.00
4.......................................
Less public health service funds .143,900.00
Subtotal ................................................
$ 398,100.00
SUBTOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ................................ _.
.
1,629,200.00
INDUSTlRIAL IIEALTH
General Occupational Health
The programs purposes are to prevent occupational disease through
surveillance of industries with hazardous working conditions and to
assure workers' occupational health care.
Salaries and Sages-not to exceed 93.2 positions ...............
$..............
1,284,100.00
Longevity and insurance .73200.00
Retiremisent .235,700.00
Contractual services, supplies and materials .155,900.00
Travel .108
(100.00
Equipment .59,400.00
Rent .1,300.00
Monitoring grant .10,000.00
Subtotal ....................................................
1,9277600.00
LAss federal aid:
Public health service .175,500.00
Direct federal .784,900.(0
Subtotal .
...
$ 967,200.00
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For liscal Y)ar
Ending Jonc 30,
1975

O)cupationasil Ileilth TIechical
Supporting Services
Provides esseniitil laboratory service to the occupationlal h:alth
prograin

incluiliig such things

as air samples,

maintaining

instruments and illustrating corrective proceduir(es.
$ J77,G000(
Salaries and wages --not to exceed 11.0 positions . .........................
....... ..
11600.00
Longevity and insurance .11.......................................
..
32,200.00
.............
Retirement .32,200.00......................
9,800.00
.
......
Contractual services, supplies anid mateaals ..
00.00

Travel .1

.
199................
800.00
............
Eqipmnent ..
$ 252,400.00
Subtotal ........
............. ..
......
126,10.00
Less federal aid ..................
$ 126,300.00
$.......................
....
Subtotal .
1,093,500.00
.........
.....
SULBTOTAL INDUSTRI'AL II.AL'I'1 ...................... ..............
LAB(O)iA'T()11I1S

This bureau provides laboratory sersices to the public tirough
physiciais anid bealth officers. It conducts research relative to
improving health anid certifies all clinical laboratories.
Administrative and Supporting Sersices
Serves as a central resource for the administrative and Service iseeds
of the laboratory, including psirchase of supplies, equipment anid
inedia anid the maintenance anid protection of equipment anid
buildings.
1,205,700.00
S
$..........
Salaries anid wages-not to exceed 106.8 positiotns ...............
79,400.00
.
.
...
Longevity and insurance
223,600.00
...........
Retirement ................................
..................................... 565,200.00
Contractual sci vices, supplies and materials .
4,000.00
.....................................
Traveel .....
:.... ....
14,200.00
..
EquipmeniIt....... I..t... .
12,500.00
.
...
...
.
Special mailutellance
101,200.00
.
....
Grant project suppaort (2.0 positions)
$ 2,205,800.00
Subtotal .................................. .......
Less federal aidl
101,200.00
Indirect federal aid .....
$ 2,104,600.10
Subtotal ..
I-broatory l)Diagnosis

i'rovides informat ion to physicians anid health officers to control
coinmnnicable diseases :aindthe qiuality of the environmient zaiid
conduct teSts for las enfoicetneut officials.
2,056,500.00
.
Salaries and wagcs-not to exceed 16(if positions .
124,800.00
..
.
.
...
Longesity and insurance .
376,600.00
................
Retireient t ...
93,100.00
Coitractual srs ices, stupplies anid naterials ........
.
17,700.00
1.7...............
Travel ..
128,200.00
:
..
......
......
Equiplueut ...
49,900.00
....
....
(3.0 positions) ..
Kent coin tl agireemeant
212,00(t.(0
..
P'esticdiees (12(0 Iii sitilols) ......
286,800 00
.......
Criie liblhaiitory (11.0 positions) ..
3,3453,00.00
. .
Subtotal ..
Less federal :id:
....
.
508,500.00
Public heltli seisice ..
595,10(t.00
...........
Direct feml ml...
49,900.0(1
................
Less prikate ......
$......
2,192,100.00
Subtotal .....................
Itiological 1'rOducI

d1ldUctioi

Produces biological products for imumunization against infectious
diseases, scr mand
gammimna
globolln, antigens aiid blood products.
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Salaties and svages-not to exceed 74.9 positions ...........................
...
D92 900 00 For Fiscal Year
Longevity and insurance
.
.61:7900
Ending June30,
Rictircnlent..185,800.00
1975
Contractual services, supplies and materials
.
.156,900.00
Trav
.
.
4,800.00
Equipment
.
.
5,100.00
Ilemophilia (1.0 position)
.
.61,400.00
Rabics vaccine (2.0 positions)
.
.25,000.00
Red Cross (2.0 positions)
.
.32,90000
Bovine plasnia (4.0 positions)
.
.95,000.00
Anthrax (1.0 position)
.
.10,000.00
Intravenous gamma globulin
.
.
.................
71,200.00
Subtotal ..........
$ 1,753,700.00
Less federal aid:
Direct fedcral
.
.201,200.00
Less private
.
.32,900.00
Subtotal ............................................
:
1,519,600.00
Inspection and Registration
Improves local laboratory service through licensing, inspection,
proficiency testing and training of laboratory pprsqnnel.
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 10.0 positiodis) 1
:...........................$ S 150,69000' .
Longevity and insurance
.
.
7,700.00
Retirement ...........
24,80..................;.
24,800.00
Contractual services, supplies and materials .5,40000
Travel .3,300.00
Equipment.7.00..
. .
.
.......................
700.00
0...........
Subtotal .S
192,500.00
Less federal-Title XVII .
:...............
=52,600.00
Subtotal ................
$ 139,900.00
Cancer Products Development
Develops anti-cancer agents that will control and destroy malignaut
cells once they appear.
Salaries and wages-not to exceed 21.2 positions .
$ 298,20000
Longevity and insurance ................
:............
17,900.00
Retireittent
.
.5510000
Contractiial services, sunpplies and materials
.54,500.00
Travel ............
..............
200.00
Equipment
.
.18,600.00
Cancer contract (4.0 positions)
.
.52,500.00
Subtotal ..........
..
$ 497,000.00
Less federal aid:
Direct federal
.
.52,5(0.00
Subtotal
.$
444,500.00
SUBTOTAL l.ABORATORIES
.
.$
6,400,700.00
TOTAL DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC IHEALTi
.
.
$ 31,059,100.00
Sec. 2. T'here is appropriated for a substance abuse services program and for certain state purposes
related thereto for the fiscal year ending Jutue30, 1975, from the funds identified hereunder:
General fund .......................
$ 8,695,400.00
State restrieted funds .......................
4,351,200.00
Federal funds .......................
4,784,100.00
Total Gross Appropriations.$
..............................
.
.
.
. $ S17,830,700.00
or as mucillh
thereof as may be necessary for the several purposes and in the following respective anjouuuts:
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC IIEALTII
Office of Substance Abuse Services
Administration

Admintstrator ...........
......................................... $
Salaries and wvages-not to exceed 39.5 positions (includes 0 federal
positions) .50*-.........

........................................--.....................

,

29,000.00
550,200.00
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27,80)0. 0
$
...............................................
laoigevity a::d insurainee
97..
. . .sliiig
.
. . . .
Il tir inent .. .. .. .
73,400.00
Conltractual services, supiplies all:! materials
3-1,500.0X
l;avel
3,200.00
Equiposent .

iJ

Advisor), coiiiifission expense

F-r tFi-. Year

-s30,

5

aiid per dicin (11 mnemibers :ot to

exceed 12 mectings at $35.00 per d:y)
Direct federal project .............
Public cdUcathIioprogram .. .
Training programIIs and regional w'orkshlops
Incidence an(l prevaleice study
Evaluation and data system..221,000.00
Subtotal ..............................................
Less:
Federal alcohol funds.

8,D00.00
0:..............................
93,200.00
91,500.00
.417,000.00
.03,000.00

.
.

S 1,750,300.00
399,700.00
253,300.0X

Federal drug funds.

Federal highway safety funds ......................
State restricted funds ..............
Subtotal Administration .............
Community Drug Treatment Grants ........

,

,

.

.

,..
.................

48,600.00
36a5,000.00
$ 082,800.00
$ 7,493,100.00

Federal NINIII funds .906,00.00
('use expenditure of state funds is contingent upon
maintenance of local funding for the prograus at the 107374 level, except that this provision shall not apply to SilO'
local funding in excess of 25% of the total program.)
6,586,500.00
S
..........................................
Subtotal Drug Treatinetit Grants .
('11le above appropriations include state appropriation funds of
and
treatment
services
$1,019,300.00 to provide direct drug
administrafive support services for the operation of thil drug
abuse center-D)etroit.)
Cousmunity Alcoholism Treatment Grants ....................................... 5 7,015,100.00
Iess:

2,718,800.00
...........................
.
.'ederal alcoholism funds
.311,000.00
.
Federal highway safety funds
.3,985,300.00
.
State rest: icted funds
-OSubtotal Conmnunity Alcobolism Treatment Grants ................... S
S
$...............
7,269,300.00
Total Office of Substance Abuse Services ..............
laboratories

L.abosator diagnosis-ding alcohol analysis
Salaries and swages-iot to exceed 1.0 positions ............................... 7
Longesity

and insurance

.

13,100.00

.800.(X)

2,4(00.00
.t ..
IRetiremt .
.2,000.(X)
.
Contractual services, ssipplies aiidlmaterials
iOl.00
....................................................
.l.
Contractual diug analysis progra
.16,800.00
..
Alcohol test progr ..
0...................................0....
S
950000
'I'otal l.aboratories ...
S 7,364,400.00
.
.
TOTAL DEP'AIRITMENT 0F 'JIIL.IC IIEALTII
IIEAI'I' I
Dl'PAi''lI'N (' MINF'I'AI1A.
Lafayette Clinic
Salaries :l1(d sages- not to exceed 9.7 positions ..............
.7,200.00
.
Longevity arldinsuirane
..
Retireell..ot
.
.:ls
.
HiMU, S
sipplies AInd
Contractuial scrciesC,
Total l.afayctte Clinic .......

185,400.00
........ S$........
33,D(K).(Y)
21,SOK.(X)

.

..............................................

TOTAI. D)EPART'lMENT OF MENTAL IIIEAI.'

I

'

DEIPARTI'ENT OF EID)tiCA'l'ION
Substance Abuse Preveltion and -l'ducatisin 'rogra:i
Salaries and ssages -not to exceed 3.0 positions ...............................

S

251,300.(00

S. .

50,200.0()

$

251,:,00.00

183
...$
.S..
Longevity aindinsurance
Rtetiremnent
.
anterials
and
scrvices,
supplies
Contractual
TIravel
.
Regional substance ausic educaition and prevention program
(The expsclditure of these state frunds are contingent upon a local
support equal to 25% (if thc total prograim. These appcropriations
are intclned to continue tlie 1973-7.1 egional drug educ'ation
program with a revised formula fur itistritutiiti
Training program. .87.500.00

2,300.00
6 400 00
23,400 00
2,000 00
446,000.00

of state funds.)

Student service center graits.52,50000
Evaluation of regional substance abise education and prevention
program .25,000.00
.$
Subtotal
Lcss federal funds .69,000.00
$
.
Total Substance Abuse Prevention and Elducation
.$
TOTAL. I)DEPAIVNIENT OF EDUlt(CATION
D)EP'ARTME'NT

lForFtsril Year
Enting June 30,
1975

695,300.00
62(,300.00
626,300.0(

oIF cOIIECriONS

144,800.00

Drug Abuse Ticatieut l'rogram. .$
TOTAL l)DE'ARITMIENT OF COIIRECTIONS

.

.

DEPAIRITIENT OF SOCIAL. SERVICES
Adolescent Dru g Use l.imtitation aid Treaitlm ent Project .S
Special Youtl Services .300,000.00
(These funds are appropiriated to provide contractual residential andlts suffet ing fromt drug
commnunity sersices for youth and yniu ¢adu
abuse or other character disorders.)
.$
Subtotal
.77,100.03
.
Less federal fluids
.
TOlAL l)EPARM't'NINT OF SOCIAL SEliVICES
.
TOTAL SUBS'T'ANCE. A13USE SElllVICES PIIOCRAM

$

144,800.00

85700.00

385,700.00
.
.

.
.

$ 308,600.00
$ 8,695,400.0(

Sec. 3. (1) The amiounts appirotiriated shall be paidl out of the state treasury at suich ti Tes and in such
manner as is on mcaybe provided by laws
(2) Each of tlhe aimounts approtpriatedl shall be used solely for the respective purposes herein stated
assui e the desigo and inistallaltion of a performance bludgetcog
except as otlhcwise provided by ta: 'Ia.To
pring a mi and to prveide periodic anid intei pretat iv financial data upon wshich legisiative cdecisicitis iony be
liadte tile applp cpliatioils iontaiinld ill this act hall bce allotted, where applicatclt, ,ii tei blasis of
comiiponent and

subctoutlplcoiieit

procgrams, and

::ill

1

leiditccres shalt

be

ceportLed

aild rcco:dcd

as tper

object codte claissifications aid ill conmfonrance witl section 12 of Act No. 51 of the l':ublc Acts of First
Extra Scssion of 191S, as atucendcd, beinig section 18.12 of tlc Mihehigan Coimcpiled l.awss.
Notwsitlhst:coditit the provisitcns of Act No. 95 cif thie P::blic Acts of 1035, being sectiiins 21 °51 to 21.°5S
of the itichigai (Comipiled lxass, oice of the iiiiioiiy appropuicated by this act shall ie used to ptey prior
ye:il s bill, oibliga:tuions, cr etieicicilbr:ancicsw, except intiti aet printinig of thce hose of represeictatives and cicy
recugiii;Cd liability for refcurlishlig of thle seicale.
1
(3) Fet's situ itlhcr mitocys reecived by tlce s:,aco c departm eints, cocmmissions, boards, cig('icics, alid
offices, foir h'liri apropiri:ations are musleeI y this act, salld, except :asotherwise provided by tlis :ct, or
other acts, lie promipitly forwvardlel to the state treasurer atid creditcdl to tile geneidl funtdcl.
Sec. 4. Exceptt as cctlc'r:i:c iircs idccld b\ ixx' selicic it auppears that clcy appropriationi uccal. icc this cet
for aity dvi'citliiL ccl, iicstriiinenutdclit', cci agi:ics i f state go'crniiicit shin11be exceeclid efolui'. t(lc
td, tiscil sear fo:i wlich, Icy leasii cif eriocdlic :iIthicitieits tlcreof, ie'llmcilucicil foii
vxpiration(if
chcldiif the
swhich, if culitiiici'ild tile
appritvial bl tlc bidgit diiretilc tii thlii st:le adillcisttictie bial,
oif sclh appr cprlitioin, each detipartmiieit, instric cutccity cir ccgi'cc'sl::ill
excceudl thIcc'ililtlit
fiscal )yt':tT scwill
bring tIc cx'ciieditucres sithi dic liuinits of le iptcicctcriatioccs mahd to tIce eipalmtiietit, istrumenc'itality or
blullgt dir 'clue, ilth the aipprcvacl ot the state cdminiistrative board, ny :lit ::iiy tiiitc lidc'e
agency. 1Tbei
or adjust ailoit iits , for rcascuics 1ildiinicstlative efficiency, inclccdiig thuse, dutcritied by apposinticg
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authorities under section 5 of articlc 11 of the state constitution of 1963. A statement reflecting all
reductions or adjustments to allotincots made unider thc authority of this section shall be detailctl and
forwarded to the appropriations commtittee before March 1, 1975.
Sec. 5. Where a continuing appropriation cxists for any itern or purpose under any law of this statc, and
,an appropriation is also contained in this act for the same iteCI or purpose, this act shall supersede the
continuing appropriation duoing the fiscal year ending Juise 30, 1975.
See. 6. Except as otherwise piovided by law, where the aniount appropriated in this act is less than the
amount caleitl for or reqtuired to bc distributed by cxisting law, the state official, or hody respsonsible for
the administration of the particular appropriation shall reduce the payments unsder the appropriation made
in this act upon a pro rata basis in a nsanner that the paya ents shall not exceed the approlsriations.
contaitted in this act.
Sec.7. (1) In additios to appropriations contained in this act, federal and other funds may be received
and expended pursuant to certification by tinl head of the recipient department, instrumeintality, or
agency, that the funds (honot require state appropriations either for matching purposes or to cootinue
programs after the funds become unavailable. The funds shall be allotted for expenditure only after
approval by the state administrative board upon recoinmendatioss of the state budget director.
Authoriestions approved under this provision shall be reported by the state budget director msonthly to the
senate and house approlsriations committees, with a copy forwarded to the house and senate fiscal
agencies.
(2) In addition to appropriations contained i8 this act, federal and other funds which require state
appropriations either for inatching or to contisue programs after such funds become unavailable, shall be
authorized for expenditure pursuant to enactment of a suppletnenital appropriation. The head of the
recipient departmnent, instrunmentallity, or agenscy shall submit a reqiuest for the authlorization to the state
budget director in a manner prescri))ed by hins for evaluation anmd
recommendation to the legislature.
Sec. 8. At the close of the fiscal year the unenctmbered balance of each appropriation made in this act
shall revert to the general fund, except for balances of aplsropriations deris'ed from other funds, in wthich
case the balances shall revert to those funds from which financing was provided, in accordance svith the
provisions of Act No. 95 of the Public Acts of 1985.
Sec. 9. Thc iappropriations maile under this act for unclassified positions as specified by a line item
appropriation shall ble esed for such positions. Incumbents of such positions in the executive branch of
state government, tie legislative auditor gencral's office, end jludicial officers whose total cospensation is
paya))le b) the stite acd sswho
are not eligible to receive additional compessation from any county,
towvmshiip or mu nicipal governmental unit of this state under the prosisions of the constitution or statutes
of this state, shall be eligible to participate in the state contribustory imisiurance programi on the same basis as
classified ernployces.

It is the intent of the legislature that those unclassified officials whose salaries are specified by this act
shall receive unly the amount of salary specified in this act.
The apllropriations for salaries and ssages shall he used only vith respect to classified positions
established b)Iythe civil service comomissioln and none of the money appropriated in this act shall be used to
pay back salaries or wvales to any mnployce.
It is the intent of the legislature that soneof the funds appropriated in this act shall be vxpensded in
payhmtent for upgrading the sailarics of personnel by reallocation or reclassification, or for new or additional
positkns, whether or tiot such new or additional positions aire created by reallocatioss or retlassifications,
unless prior notice of intent to reallocate or reclassify wsas specifically expressed to the budget director
durioit thle annual budget process by a statetcltEt nIoting thle grades or classifications iiivolved, lire
estimated itstudber of positionts within cach gradelor classification, and an estitnate of probable cost to fund
the rea1llocatirons or reclassifications atid tuless the budget director certifies that sufficietit noncys for these
purposes tire iincluded within the funds aapirotiriated a1ndthat additional fstnds \s'ill not be reqjuired for the
subject salary andi wage accounts by trantsfer or supplemental appropriatiOn. Fstnds apptopriated is this
act shall is it be used to cover consli actual sersice coutracts covering cotssutltatits services or constractual
piersonnel uIlCSS theC sudget director certifies that monoseysfor these psurposes are also inchtded in thsefsiisds
altisro

istited.

By March I of cach year at itetized report on intended departitental reallocations or reclassificatisins
and coistractisd service contracts shall be furnished by tlte director of each state deptartient to the setate
and house hlppropriatiomts costoilttees, withsa copy to the senate and hottse fiscal ageticies.
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Sec. 10. (1) Except for grants to individuals,
longevity and insurance, intcrtrasfsfers,
autiotized by section 6 of Act No. z of the Publicretirement,
Acts of 1921, being section
Compiled Laws, within appropriations for any particular department or Institution,17.6 of the Michigan
shall not be made
which will increase or decrease any item of appropriation by more than 3%or
$10,000.00, whichever is
greatcr, and an item of appropriation shall not be increased or decreased by more
than $50,000.00 in the
aggregate, nor shall any transfer be made into any salary and wage account.
(2) Other than those transfers specified in subsection (1), a transfer of appropriations
including any
which might arise as a result of the implementation of the state of
Michigan management information
system (SOMMIS) master plan shall not be made unless and until approval
of the transfer is first
recommended by the state budget director and, while the legislature is in session,
is authorized by
concurrent resolution or, when the legislature is not in session, approval Is then
secured from the special
commission ois appropriations created under Act No. 120 of Public Acts of
1937, as amended, being
sections 5.1 to 5.5 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
(3) Transfers made under this section shall be reported by the budget director within
30 days to the
senate and house appropriations committees.
Se. 11. From the appropriations made in this act thereis appropriated
necessary to meet the required assessments from specific accounts such sums of money asshall be
or
commission, to the state employees or other retirement funds, and for other sources to the civil service
significant authorized fringe
benefits such as longevity and insurance programs. Each department head, in
compliance with procedures
established by the director of the department of management and budget
shall
fund an amount sufficient tomeet the civil service and all employees retirement deposit in the appropriate
fund
employers' cost of longevity and sponsored insurance programs for all funds received assessments and the
and expended from
sources other than those appropriated in this act.
Sec. 12. Any administrative services provided by department employees paid from
by this act in connection with the different insurance policies maintained by the civil funds appropriated
service commission
of any personnelndministrative service which services by virtue of section 5 of
11 of thestate
constitution of 1003 are the responsibility of thecivil service commission, shall bearticle
financed through a
contract with the civil service commission. All revenues resulting from the contracts shall
be depositedin
the general fund.
Sec. 13. Wihen it appears to the governor, based upon written Information received
by him from the
director of the department of management and budget and the department
of treasury, that actual
revenues for a fiscalperiodvill fall below the revenue estimates on
w hich appropriations for that period
were based, the estimates being as determined by the legislature in accordance with section
31 of article 4
of the state constitutiou of 1983, the governor shall make a finding that
actual revenue for that fiscal
period, sill fall belowvsuch revenue estimates. The go'ernor shall then order
the
director
to review all
appropriationsm ade by the legislature, except thosem ade for the legislative
and judicial branches of
government or from funds constitutionally
deslicated for specific purposes.
Based upon seeds, the director of management and budget shall recomissend
to
reduction of expenditures authorized by such appropriations, either direct or open-ended,the governor a
for that fiscal
year. the go~ecnor shall
lieviev the recomnmendations of the director and shall prepare his order
containing reductions in expenditures authorized so that actual revenues for the
fiscal period
will
be
sufficient to
equal the expenditures. The
governor shall give not less than 5 days' written notice to the
members of
the appropriations committees of the house and senate specifying a time and place
for a joint
meeting of the governor and the 2 committees,
at which the governor shall present to the commmsittees his
recommendations and copies of his proposed order.
Not later than 10 days after
submission of the order to the committees, each committee by vote of a
majority of its
mem bers elected and serving shall approve or disapprove the order.
Approsal of both
appropriations conmittees is required before any
e xpenditureu authorized by aplropriatiob s shall be
reduced. Upon aipproval
by
both appropriations committees, the director shall carry out and implement
the order.
If either or both appropriations cornoittees disapproves the order, the order is without
force and effect.
Not later than 30 dats after any disasproval of a,proposed
written notice to tile osembers of the appropriations committees order, the governor may give reasonable
of the house and senate asto tit e tiDineand
place (i f a further joint oseetinsg of the 2 eomrusittces at which
time he shall resubmit an order reducing
expenditures authorized by appropmiations. Within 10
days of the receipt of the order by the
appropriations committees, each committee shall by a majority
of its members elected and serving.
approve or disapprove the order. A copy of the order
of the governor and resolutions of both the
appropriations comminttees approving it shall be filed with
the secretary of state and the order shall
becose effective.
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1.. To imuplehment executive ordcr 1973-7, the depairtimen t of inangeillent and budget shall assuninc
seers, fulfill th( duties and perforimi till fiuiictions specified il section 5a of Act No. 51 oif the Public
t
Act 'of the First Extra Session oif 19-18,being section 18.5a of the SIichigan Comnpileul l.awvs.
S. iject to th(e approval of the directiir of the deplairtimient of mlanirgenient and budget, agencies with
si
s rcservc data processing caipacity are anthorczead to furnish data processing services beyond those
au tl rized in this act. Such additional costs inicurred to priovidc services arc to be financed by chlarges
1ia!i to requesting ;agencies
I' fore exercising, authority to approve the aequistion and iisi of electronic data processing equipmeit,

ii e! ding support services, comiiunnications, maintenance, anid associated aicillary systeins, it shall be tihe
msibility of the departmbent of ianiagemnent iiid budget to assemoble and submit for consideration of
r(
)ilit coiiputei aiicl data processinig siibcouiiimiittee of the house and senate appropriations commiiittees,
t
t1

iitics, planiinig data, ploposal lie91iists and proVurelcmnt instruments related to such acquisition.

the prosisions contaiied l;ereiii are subject to review and approval or disapproval by the joint
co: - *cr and dalta prciCessing subcoiniiittee of the house and senate appropriations committees.
t 1;. In addition to the appropriations for the fiscal year ending Juic 30 1975, the legislature
uppmr;4l i ites fromi the state flunds contained herein to state. ;agencies atty ainounits necessary to pay court
jitigci.
s rendered under piroisions of Act No. 2x3 of the P'ulblic Acts of 1961, as amended, beinig
scr-ticw
0.IOc101
to 600 (;75 of the Mlichigan Compiled Lass.
S(.:
leheamnunits approprriated in section I of this act for LEAA programs shall not resert to the
nd at the cone luision of the 1971-1975 fiscal year, but shall contiiie to be available for
:elnei: :.
rc
expem::;L until the projects for swhich they %vereappropriated are coiileeted or otherwsise teriiiinated.
hialance for each comiileted or
uieimbered
At th inclusion ol the 1975-197i fiscal year, the mne
termini. d projvct shaill iesert io the general fund and alny siienniled feideral funids received for the
.:,,pl,hi

:1 or tei iiiiniitei

shall ble retiirned.
project
i

epairtimelnt direct;r hlesing iln aptiropriation for LEAA faulds shall notify the director of the
Eac
depart it nt of nmiiagvnieirt anld hiadget as to the J one 30, 1975 status of each project for svwhicilLEAA
aptiroi ri tions havse itci iiiide. This notification shall be i nadc by the following August 1,antd shall be in
slift iiicut dietail sii that ihle dirctor of the departieinit of miianagement anid budget cail cause the
nriciniid-cred isalancv
oh thc (omipleteil or teriiiinatediptojects to be ieverted to the guelcial firod.
;:ld July 30 of each year, each departi cent head shall subimit a listing to the
Sec. 17. On January
appropriations comaiitt,es (if the hoouseof i epresectatives accdthe senate With cLcopy subiimitted to the
house anid senlate fiscal n onseies, of every person who receised comipenliatioii, fees, or remiiunieratioii of
an)y type tiiider the plO i, -iii, of this alet,for the preceding 6 mounlths (if all tiavel outside the state. ''his
in-c
reason foi inld dates iif tiavel acid till toln sportatioii anid related costs.
listillng shall iichlnile nrame, ;.lcim,
hlleabIos-c listing shiill h: eCl ipanied by a stttc-inlent by ti(- depar tiient head r-fleceting the total is-state
tranel for the saine icori:i.;s
Sei 18. W'heii fede: oiii;-. te fuilis, approu iited in sectiou 1 of this act are to be expetndeil for any
inre than IQ0state eitployees (collectise-y fromt I
nlecti g (cotsf-renice or :ii m:u')tiat involved
detias i n.it) mic-s ultiti ia-elofi0l ii thlir hoiiii cricinties, writtein lotice to inchlide the reasois for lie
. r) , duraticin, nuin-her of pcirticitlsats, liocatiois, tfiie, date, tital feileral
or mffeeting (eoclfi-ci-ic
th: a :cciit from hiicl the alteeting ((omiference or scumiiiiic)vJill be fisicaned shall
anid/oir state cost cactd
hoicisi- appropriatioiss cimmittie isot later than] 15 days
be tracnsimiitted to thie tirci 1 .t, (if the senate amcid
and house fiscal agencies.
prior to the inciting uate, ,iti a copy siibliitted to the sencinte
Sec. 19. I'hc alliolict cimc: -i t-ed iii sit-tiont I of this aet for highwsay scifetv planninitg projects shall not
inc to lt asailacble fur
:;i the coieclusion iOfthl fis-al year but shall elmiumi
ri-vit to the gemiidilafin
th. icrlj.zi,- fur which they are appiilpriatid are tolijpleteil ir itliciwise tcrinoiiated.
expil-ditiur-s iitil
iiahdepartmicenit di.c--tior ih:.siig an atipn itliationt for ighvay safety planning fiiiiihs sihall uotify the
dileto r if the departilw of itciuiccgecinent anti IMllget as to the Juline30, 1975 status (of each ptoject fin
u Msde '.'hisisotihicatiiot shall lie mlttde by the
shic- highlis:y s:af(cti ii:lmimc cililprotriationis hlts beCfolloiiishg Auguit 1 alti ai!l h(! inl suifiiie-iit de-tail so thict the dini-tur of the deptartmient of clmanagement
IlahIiie
of
lie
comiilcet-d( or terminatech proe-ts to ie rev-rted
:ltd blulgetce'li callsi' thieiuttimc-iii-niireee
to tCimgeneral f:id.

See. 20. All inmoiley s iietciedi as graits, subsidies, or ih)ans-foriii whictiivir froiii tile ft-lercl goviernmelnt

in paymie-nt if o(i-i-ihind expenstei s shill lie di'positedl in a separate :account v-.heieshall cithimr lapse into the

state gencral flund or lie expi-nlled tlhroiigh the regular appropriatinsg process.
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Sec. 21. A recogoized liability or delinqujsienit billing for the fiscal year of 1973-74 only, for care of
tuberculolsis patients in cxcess of the approp:ialtions for those purposes in the fiscal year 1973-74 nay be
paid from the approisriations madc in this act.
Sec. 22. Expenditsircs against 1974-75 apprt pripations for mcdical care and treatmsent of crippled
children. except for :adisiiistration anid operatioi, shall he based olnbillings received by the departmbent of
public health frojis July 1, 197-1,
thiough Ju)lne30, 1975. Statements of cxpcieditires antdfinancial reports
shouldh
b preparecl nol this basis.
Sec. 23. Moicy aapyroiriated herein for crippled children shall he paid in conformity with oles
proissulgated by thc deleartmineit of pIublic health; such rules shall reflect federal terms and conditiosus as to
provisioins for patinent of reasonable costs for hospitals and physician services.
Sec. 24. W\he tuberculosis care and treatnent is provided ois an outpatient basis approved by the
health officer (if jiirisdictioi wherc the paticI resides or the state director of psiblic health, the conity
prov'iilidig suchoustpastieit care aiid treatiiieiit shall he reiitibuirsed for a portion of such cost froits the sanc
fsinds as are appiopriated for t(le hospital subsidy; stich reimobiurseiiment shall be in aecordaisce ssith a
foriisula aidopted by the state director of public health.
See. 25. The director of puiblic health shall promnulgate rules to guide the dchelopisielit of experiosental
health ca e delivery centers such as health lisainitenalsee:osganisatioin, wsiltuparticular emphasis upon
defioiig services to hle proidediaisssell as the itilizaliln of ancillary personinel such as phlysiciain assistants
oil a rese-arch ailnddeioiistiation hasis.
Sec. 26. 1xpeiidituires of state finids for faisily) practice resideicies shall he carried out uiinder
agreemni ts devxieloped 1y the director of piihuii healtli Sclih .igree-i'eiuts shall provide. a forinila for
graintiing fiiisds oil the ba is of siisidy per residency, provided that in 1974-75, iot miiore than $750,000.00
shall b( allotted for this purpose, and not less (Imit 50 suchresidencies shall be developed uutiliziig fuiiddiuig
front all sources. includinug this state assistance.

~

Sec. 27. Fronti the appropriations of $300,000.00 for contractual resideiitial services in section 2 the
lirector of thIe (4epmart'ICuit of social services nay purchase specialized residential antI comuimuniutity
services
froimi iniopiofit niog::,izations for the caei of youtlh aiid young adults suffering frois suubstaisce abuse.
Sec. 28. Ili
il-ii citi of the departmieiit of social services shall authliorize paymienit for medical anid
healetsil slic,
u
tolouided uimider
sections 1119
of Act Ni. 280 of the Public Acts of 1939, as amindedl briiig
Scti iiiii 41.10t9 if tlie Micligans Compiled Lass, for iidigeiit persons mnedically diaginosedl as smifferiig
fro
mlci iohil
im driug shleiild, ice swlu, are otlihesise eligible for isiedical aiid health sirsi(ces uiider
sectiOiis 105 to I If ,f Act No. 2S0 of the Public Acts of 1939, as amendedl,beinug sectiois 400.105 to .100.110
of tlu(- NliuMligaiu (:uuuuCo
iili-rl Laws.

Sec. 29. Frumo
the appruopuriation of S25,000.00 for es-aliation of regioisal siubstauce abuese
(cimucatioum
and
prevnion prograsms, thli: supeiriiiteiiclent *if public instruction shall provide for uudetail(d evaluationt
of tle
regiusmemd
p-iograinus aulis iziel diiing 1973-741
ii cooperatiois svitli the admninistrator of thl) office of
siubstanice abilse serv ices uif the departmienot of public health. 'flii siuperiitendeint stud Ulieadmuinistrator
shall iepict :asiiiiibiiary of this evaluationi to the goxemor aind the legislature rlsricig NoXveumber,
197-.
See. 30. It is the intent of the legislature that io later tItan October 1, 197h the director of the
depsartmuien t iif psulic liialthi shall ssibi tit to the seniate aisd house appropriations coiimmittees, the hliiisC
and semiiIt- fiscal agencies, and to the director of lie office of health and medicil affairs, a lihorl whici
shall iicluide, for eachcomniiiiiiicable disease specified by the director:
(I) \\Whlt rts, (if dhisease iicidence are thiuuiglit hj* the diiector to be the optiiiiiiiii attainuable iii the
CI IASS :.in-a.
(2) Al;ialt utetl of priority the diictor recommilends for controllisug or anoiliocating hiuesnisits
co0iuummumliCAhVil,ueiics
I
oCeCUring in the CIIASS area.
(3) \\1,:, targe t rates of coiimimiuiiicable disease incidenee are projectec1 by the director for Januuary
1,
19.5, Jaiuauiry 1, 1976, iind for January 1, 1977.
(4) \\l:at d:,es thle dii ctor projects as reasonable for the attainunent of the optiiimiiiim attaiisable
incidence rates
All dat:i used hy the director iniarriving at his recoin unendations, together wvith his \vritten ainalysis of these
data, shall be atpart tif tile ceport subhuuitted.
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Sec. 31. In order to promsote more effectivc mnanagement of thc department of paiblie hcalth, the
director of the depaartmaent may utilize up to 20 state positions from any appropriations account for
functions in other state units which the director deems to be more critical to the managemcnt of
departmental programns.
Sec. 32. The expcenditnrc of the appropriation for the revision of the state s public hcalth laws shall be
under the control and direction of the legislative council.
Sec. 33. Any funds appropriated by this act or any funds received by the department from any source
wvhatsoec r, either goverinnental or piv:ate, whicha will be expended piursuianl to any contractual
agreemasents relative to coaatracrtaal services of a study nature, shall be reported to the appropriations
comnisittees of the house and senate at least once each 6 months relative to the naines of any person,
conmpamiy oir association, the nature of the coastract, the purpose of the contract study, the nature of the
contract study beinsg unidleltakens and the total cost of each shady uimdertakeni.
Sec. 34. There is appropriated $200,000.00 fionii the gencral fraial of the state to the departament of
of mecdical research relative to diabetes inchlitus less any
publbic healclh for the dleve'loapmisenit and expamisioni
feceral fluods provided tahcrefor.
Sec. 35. Each, departmnemat shall report to thr legislature annually the names, duties aind compensation
paid to all contracktialn eanployccs.
This act is ordered to take immediate effect.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past year the Medicaid program in the State of Michigan has
grown from annual expenditures of 436 million dollars to 571.5
million dollars. During this same time frame the number of recipients served by the program has grown approximately seven percent,
from a total of 770,000 to slightly over 820,000 persons. The
Michigan Medicaid program is one of the largest and most comprehensive programs in the United States. Within the total population served, approximately seventy percent of the recipients are
children or persons over 65 years of age. As a general rule, those
over 65 are also eligible for Medicare, and this group is increasing in
size with advent of the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program. In addition to children and the elderly, the program serves a
significant number of disabled and blind adults.
Aside from inflation in medical prices, the major increase in medical
expenses incurred during the past two years for the Medicaid population has been caused by the expansion of benefits to children under
the Early & Periodic Screening, Diagnosis & Treatment (EPSDT) program. This program, which was launched in the Spring of 1973, has
as its immediate objective the periodic medical screening of all eligible
children in order that medical problems may be uncovered,diagnosed
and treated at the earliest practicable time. A by-product of this
effort is the major goal of providing needy persons access to the
complete spectrum of health care services. Coincident with the'establishment of EPSDT was the expansion of coverage for children to
include dental services, vision services and hearing services. As a
result, the Michigan Medicaid program is the largest third party system for dental services in the State. (See page 8 for distribution of
expenditures).
The major thrust of the new Michigan Medicaid management systems
introduced in 1972 and 1973 was to give all concerned better control
over the financial and services delivery aspects of this burgeoning
program, and to provide prompt and equitable reimbursement to all
providers of medical services. The State believes quite strongly that
most of these objectives have been achieved. The new system is now
producing a wealth of management information with respect to the
-1-
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cost of services, the utilization of services, and the'quantity of services
provided to recipients. This information is current, extremely accurate
and has proven to be most invaluable in program administration. With
respect to the objective of providingprompt and equitable payment
to providers, we believe that the Michigan program is the best in the
nation. At the present time we are paying 83% of all bills received,
regardless of source, within fifteen days; 97% of all billings are paid
within thirty days. For example, in the area of physician billings we
currently receive approximately 30,000 claims for service each day.
As of the end of December 1974, there were less than 17,000 physician
claims for service that had been in the system over thirty days. In the
same vein, another significant statistic concerns'iospitals. Accounts
payable to hospitals as of the end of December 1974, were $2,000,000.
This represents (an equivalent of) less than one week's worth *of
hospital billings, since the monthly Medicaid expenditure for
hospital services is 17 million dollars. These results illustrate a
prime feature of the new payment mechanism that allows management to quickly isolate and resolve day to day problems. In addition
to the fast payment features, ancillary systems provide an abundance
of utilization review data that is ideally suited for program management and data exchange under Professional Standards Review
Organization concepts.
The State's high opinion of its new system is shared by the federal
government and by the rest of the states and parts of Canada. State
officials have been making presentations on the system in Lansing
and 'nationwide to private and public agencies who wish to adapt the
Michigan system to their own environment. Besides being efficient,
the system is most economical. Total Medicaid costs approximate
366 per claim and are the lowest known administrative costs for this
type operation.
The concept of future National Health Insurance is a bit murky at this
time; whatever form it does take, however, a system such as the one
we are currently using for the Michigan Medicaid program will be vital
to the success of any expansion of third party payment mechanisms.
Therefore, it is to the advantage of the Michigan medical community
and to the State to ensure that what has been learned to date in this
new approach to Medical Assistance administration is incorporated
into future third party payment processes.
-2-
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ELIGIBILITY "
Individuals eligible for Medical Assistance benefits fall within two
groups. The largest, the categorically needy, includes those persons
who are receiving or are eligible for assistance under the Aid to
Dependent Children and.-Supplemental Security Income (SSI) programs. The SSI program replaced the Old Age Assistance, Aid to the
Partially and Totally Disabled and Aid to the Blind programs in
January 1974, however, eligibility requirements are similar. The
second group, the medically needy, is comprised of those persons
who normally have adequate incomes, but incur medical expenses.
which reduce their income to a level necessitating assistance
under one of the above programs. Medical Assistance benefits are,
therefore, extended to this group in order to preserve their financial
independence.
Eligibility for this group generally results from
chronic or catastrophic health problems. See page 4 for distribution
by category of eligibility.
COVERAGES
Michigan's Medical Assistance program covers a wide range of
services provided to eligible individuals, including:
Inpatient and Outpatient Hospitalization
Laboratory and Radiology
Physicians
Home Health
Pharmaceuticals
Ambulance
Dental Services (Children primarily)
Family Planning Services
Limited Vision Services
Limited Psychiatric Services
Skilled and Basic Nursing Services
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All such coverages are subject to certain limitations and utilization
controls. In addition to the above, the Early and Periodic Screening,
Diagnosis & Treatment program (Project Health), monitored and
financed by the Department of Social Services in cooperation with
the Michigan Department of Public Health, continues to provide
health screening to children under age 21 in an effort to identify
disease and abnormality and contribute to the health of such children.
As of this date, about half of the 509,000 children eligible for such
screening have been screened. This program was fully operational
throughout 1974 and screened 133,500 children in this period.
Seventy two thousand seven hundred or 54.5% of these children
were then referred to participating Medical Assistance providers for
further diagnosis and appropriate treatment. Cost of the screening
aspects of this program during 1974 was $2,831,000 or $21.20 per
screening.
SERVICES TO CRIPPLED CHILDREN
The Crippled Children program, administered by the Division of
Services to Crippled Children (DSCC) of the Michigan Department of
Public Health, provides care and treatment for eligible children who
have handicapping or potentially handicapping conditions. Under an
agreement between the Michigan Departments of Public Health and
Social Services, DSCC utilizes the Department of Social Services as
fiscal agent and utilizes the Medical Assistance payment mechanism
for payment of services rendered to eligible crippled children
recipients.
During 1974 the Crippled Children program served approximately
13,000 handicapped children in Michigan and made total expenditures of $11,750,000 for their care. An additional $49,000 was
paid for treatment of 450 children (including those from states
other than Michigan) at the Federal Area Child Amputee Center in
Grand Rapids.
PROVIDER ENROLLMENT
The excellent cooperation of the medical community continued
during 1974. Total enrollment rose from 21,720 in 1973 to
23,512 in 1974. (See Page 7)
-5-
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PhOVIDER RELATIONS

The Bureau continued its programs to maintain good working
relationships with providers during 1974. The Inquiry Services and
Seminar staffs were expanded to permit a more' timely response to
problem areas encountered by individual providers. During 1974
this staff responded to 76,000 verbal and written inquiries, held 240
seminars (an increase of over 100%) attended by; 8,050 providers or
their billing representatives, made 750 personal[visits to providers,
and distributed 17,950,000 billing invoices.
The Bureau is participating in projects with other major medical
insurers in Michigari, and the Michigan State Medical Society qnd
Hospital Financial Management Association to develop standardized
claims forms for physicians and inpatient and outpatient hospital
services. The standardized forms would allow physicians or hospitals
to use one form for submission to any insurer in Michigan. This
eliminates the need for providers to maintain stocks of forms for
each insurer and reduces training andceffort required to complete
different forms for each insurer. As of this-date, the standard
physician billing form has reached the final approval stage.
FURTHER STATISTICS
During 1974 the Bureau received and processed 14,330,000 invoices
representing over 29,000,000 individuals claims for payment. (See
Page 8)
Although clients-in the Aid to Dependent Children program represent
the majority of those eligible for Medical Assistance benefits (nearly
76%, 53.9% children and 22% adults), they have the lowest per client
health care costs. Elderly clients in long term care facilities, e.g.,
nursing homes, have the highest per client costs. The care of less
than 35,000 such clients, with a median age of 82 years, accounts
"or more than 40% of total expenditures, (i.e., nursing home care,
hospitalization, drugs and physician expenses, etc.) In combination,
medical care for the blind, disabled, elderly and for chiLdren, constitutes over three-quarters of all Medical Assistance expenditures.
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COST CONTAINMENT
The Michigan Social Welfare Act requires that Medical Assistance
payments be made for services rendered to eligible individuals only
after all other sources of payment are exhausted. In instances of
payments made by Medical Assistance when other insurance coverage
exists, the Bureau is required to recover the amount of funds expended for the care and treatment of the patient. The Third Party
Liability section of the Bureau, in performing this function during
1974, investigated over 2,300 cases and made recoveries of $1,470,000.
The Post Payment Surveillance and Investigation Section of the
Bureau of Medical Assistance verifies, through reviews of providers'
billings, that claims submitted to the Medical Assistance program are
valid and recovers funds paid in error, as a result of over-billing, or as
a result of fraud or program abuse. In order to accomplish this, the
section maintains a staff of professional investigators who conduct
on-site reviews of billings and supporting documentation and interview recipients of Medical Assistance benefits to determine compliance with program rules and regulations. The section also completes profiles and analyses of claims in cases of suspected overutilization or other program abuse and develops case studies which
may lead to refund, removal from program participation, or criminal
prosecution.
During 1974 this section finalized investigation of
121 cases resulting in recoveries of $1,018,770. An additional 300
cases were open and under active investigation at the end of 1974.
In addition to actual recoveries an estimated S550,000 in improper
payments were prevented by the section's activities.
Actions are underway to increase the effectiveness and returns of
both of these areas. Existing efforts are returning five dollars to
the program for every one dollar of administrative expense.
The Bureau in May, 1974, created a new division, the Cost, Audit
and Rate Setting Division, in order to improve its effectiveness in
the financial auditing area by maximizing audit capability under
central control. This new division has been working with Michigan
Medical Services under a common audit agreement, expediting final
settlement of a large backlog of pending audits accumulated since
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1966. As a result, a point has been reached at which cost settled
providers may now expect initial and final settlements within
eighteen months of the end of their fiscal year. This reorganization also allowed more frequent, limited, nursing home audit reviews
which have revealed improper billings and related procedures resulting in potential recoveries for the Medicaid program and for recipients in excess of $1,000,000.
-

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS
Asa step toward assuring quality health care delivery, the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare and the' medical community
vOrganization (P$RO)
developed the Professional Standards Review
concept. PSROs are being organized for operation by local medical
professionals in each of ten regional areas in Michigan. Each PSRO
will review and evaluate hospital, nursing4 home and physician
services in their area for appropriateness of treatment and medical
necessity. Through this activity, PSROs will seek to improve
quality of care and to prevent overutilizatiorjvor improper utilization
of services by patients and providers.
The Bureau of Medical Assistance and the Michigan Department of
Public Health are cooperating with each PSRO in Michigan as it is
organized in order to establish working relationships. This will include exchange of statistical health care data, particularly that
pertinent to the Medicaid population, and allow the identification of
utilization problems and health care delivery problems without
duplication of effort and expense.
HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION
The Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) is a relatively new
concept in health care delivery. HMOs are privately organized
corporations which contract with individuals, or in the case of the
voluntarily enrolled Medical Assistance client, with the State, to
provide all necessary medical services to the enrollee for a fixed fee
per month. This fixed fee system, as opposed to a fee for service
system, provides incentive for the HMO to utilize the fewest services
and resources consonant with its responsibility for maintaining the
-10-
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health of its enrollees. To accomplish this goal the HMO provides
periodic medical examinations for early detection of health problems
and easy access to treatment before a condition worsens. By bringing
together, within a single organization, the physician, hospital, laboratory and clinic the HMO seeks to maintain a healthier population
through preventive health care and treatment of the whole person.
The HMO concept is an attractive option to the Medicaid population
because it provides a much needed continuing provider-patient
relationship.
The Bureau of Medical Assistance extended contracts with three
HMOs in Michigan (two in metropolitan. Detroit and one in the
Benton Harbor area) during 1974. These HMOs had enrolled nearly
40,000 Medical Assistance clients at the end of 1974. Total Medicaid
payments to HMOs during 1974 were $7,756,500.
The Medical Assistance program is cooperating with several developing HMOs in Michigan and is evaluating health care benefits as well
as examining HMO costs in relation to Medicaid experience under the.
conventional fee for service basis.
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
Because of continuing improvements in the processing of claims, the
Bureau's total cost per claim increased only 2.8% to 366 per claim
line in 1974; a modest increase considering inflationary trends in
other areas. The major causes for this increase apart from general
inflationary increases in labor and materials were expansion of overhead costs associated with utilization review and audit functions.(See
Pages 13 and 14.
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING SYSTEM
In order to maintain and improve its present efficiency the Bureau
completed development and began implementation of the Management and Administrative Reporting System (MARS). MARS, a
federally sponsored system, will provide additional detailed information for all levels of management, allowing more accurate assessment
of problem areas and speedier resolution.
-11-
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Reports generated by this system are geared td the following areas:
Administration:

Program policy review and determination

Budget: Trend analysis and liability projection
Operations: Cost settlement, audit and rate setting information.
Third party liability and collection information
Invoice processing performance
Provider and recipient profiling
Provider Relations:

Identification of distribution of enrolled
providers allowing increased efforts tQ encourage enrollment in areas lacking a~cess
to a specific service.
Identification of specific individual billing
problems permitting corrective assistance
and prevention of payment delays.

SUMMARY - 1974
In summary, 1974 was another year of significant progress for the
Michigan Medical Assistance Program.
* More clients than ever were given access to quality health care.
* Expanded health benefits, particularly in the area of preventative treatment, were extended to children.
* Provider .relaticns achieved a new peak of mutual accord and
program participation.
e

Business volume was up and administrative costs were
contained.

Unfortunately, because of rapidly escalating health care costs and the
condition of the State and National economies, 1975 will be a most
difficult year for the Medical Assistance program. As unemployment
increases, so does Medicaid program activity. On the other hand,
state revenues supporting public programs are concurrently decreasing as the cost of services rise. For all of these reasons you may
-12-
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expect a significant tightening of program guidelines in an effort to
contain costs without reducing fees or services essential to the
Medicaid population.
Your cooperation and understanding is
solicited as we move forward: in our cost containment program.
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EXHIBIT D
FISCAL YEAR 1974 MEDICAL ASSISTANCE EXPENDITURES

States

Administrative
expenditures
(1)

Alabama .---t,
Alaska --Arizona--,
Arkansas
California--------------------4,356,618
Colorado
-- Connecticut ----Delaware
-- Washington, D.C------Florida--------------------Georgia
-Guam -----Hawaii .--...-Idaho
------Illinois---------------Indiana-Iowa --Kansas
---Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine -------------------------Mryland -16,921,
Massachusetts
-22,
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri -------------------Montana------------------------------Nebraska
-.----Nevada
New Hampshire
-New Jersey---------------------------2,012,550
New Mexico
New York ---North Carolina -956,
North Dakota
Ohio ---------------------Oklahoma-----------------------------Oregon Pennsylvania
Puerto RicoRhode Island -----------------South Carolina
South Dakota ------------------3,757,167
Tennessee
Texas
Utah ----------------------,,,--,-Vermont,-Virginia
-Virgin Islands ,,,---7,445,073
Washington
-1,
West Virginia
-7,385,
Wisconsin
----------!
Wyoming

Benefit
expenditures

Column (1)+(2)
(percent)

(2)

$4,532 612
019
1,314,867
89,272, 488
4,609,136
650,956
4,423, 447
6,108,525
4,369,179
21,952
1,579, 346
578,406
22, 725, 791
5,583,974
3,455, 573
3,1850,
SM
3,9S 603
2,833,821
1,479,717
9,386 479
272
560,613
7,020 652
4,614,096
2,207,101
1,266, 222
3,071, 557
1,305,985
1,515, 894
12,459,821
78,761,987
6,552, 640
632
1-11,609,422
5,361, 393
4,292,409
15,285, 631
5,056, 999
2,031,715
1,704,396
1,116,251
17,141,374
1,846,075
1,371,204
7, 2, 178
274,473
293,377
943
260,570

5104,329,738
6,869,285
69,058,570
1,277, 526, 976
80, 803,894
130,446, 896
13,059,897
70,580,720
115,770, 763
182,529, 811
1,059,070
29,047,565
17,673, 507
656, 533,668
137,406,357
59, 876,892
73, 694, 314
U
4 930,924
104,044,570
51. 137,239
167,623, 857
475, 590, 487
517,714, 852
233,060,927
85,280 747
74,877,609
20, 469, 137
48,913,663
12,768,631
22,688,641
298,170,739
26,- 3, 219
2,189,537,657
124,923,599
17,099, 703
301,170,861
130,304, 316
57,227,531
328, 823, 483
69,139,492
58,715,252
57, 816,090
16,581,149
91,622,078
398, 521,802
30,956, 874
28,270,197
129,748, 548
1,404,777
128,769,896
30, 091, 335
246,922,686
4,367,330

4.34
7.10
1.90
6.99
5.39
3.53
4.98
6.27
5.28
2.39
2.07
5.44
3.27
3.46
4.06
5.77
5.23
4.69
2.72
2.89
5.60
3.56
4.36
3.01
5.41
2.95
6.19
6.28
10.23
6.68
4.18
7.50
3.60
5.25
5.59
3.85
4.11
7.49
4.65
7.31
3.46
2.95
6.73
4.10
4.40
5.96
4.85
6.04
19.54
5.78
4.30
2.99
5.97

SUMMARY OF STATE EXPENDITURES FORMEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS (INCLUDING INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY SERVICES>-FISCAL YEAR 1974
[Accounts in dollarsi

State
Total

-$10,

Alabama -104
AlaskaArizona
Arkansas -69,
California -1,
Colorado -80,961,725
Connecticut -131,349,
Delaware ----------------------------------District of Columbia-71,
Florida-116,636,009
Georgia ------------------------Guam-1,067,906
Hawaii
Idaho-17,
Illinois-662,045,
Indiana-138,
Iowa -60,640,
Kansas-81,
Kentucky------------------------Louisiana-104,656,394
Maine-51,

Total payments
including payments
not computable for
Federal funding

Total payments
computable for
Federal funding

Unadjusted
Federal share

Collections

Adjustments

Adjusted Federal
share

Local funds

503,008, 214

$9,737, 397, 821

$5,365, 698, 472

-$14, 530, 976

-$212, 296, 494

$5,563, 463, 990

$812, 593,188

773, 109
6 869,285

104,329, 738
6,869,285

2,619, 352

76, 788, 431
3,434,642

384,757
581,894, 073

69,058, 570
1,277, 526, 976
80, 803, 894
130,446, 896
13,059, 897
70, 580, 720
115,770,763
182,529, 811
1,059,070
29,047, 565
17,673, 507
656,533, 668
137, 406,357
59,876, 892
73,694, 314
84,930, 924
104044, 570
51,137, 239

970
13,059,896
145, 260
184,239,372
34 412, 286
835,611
213
601,663
041
900, 518
85,133,086
137239

79, 407,783 -3,434,641

-

-

52, 710,775-----::::
3, 481
655, 185, 873
-66,360,
203
46, 328, 967
-27, 336
-294, 504
65, 225, 866
-600,611
-25, 590
6, 529,949
-257, 881
35, 290,360
-60
592
70 562,832-1,447,532
122,329, 884 -1,------I 673,081
529,534
-529,534
14,658,426
-30,759
1 425,466
12,283,088
-5, 115
-3, 441
328,266, 835
-2,918,948
-507,686
78,335,364
-541,205
-894
35, 924 156
-577,978
41,802
40 836,148
-55,705
-39, 225
61,325,639
-1,325,916
2 700,093
75, 744, 533
6 571,972
35, 899,173
-3,075
-35,

52, 14, 256
.
721, 546, 076
203, 893,098
46,007,127
.
64, 599,665
6,272,069
35 350 952
564,540
69:115,300
.
120, 656, 803 --------120---0-6,3i5
16 053,133
12,274, 532
.
324,840,201
.
77, 793, 265
2,186
35,387,980
40,741,218
9,385,844
62,699 816
82, 316 504
312,567
896,098

bD
0

:-------Maryland----------------------Massachusetts ------------Michigan------------------------Minnesota -----------------------Mississippi-----------------------Missouri ------------------------Montana------------------------Nebraska------------------------Nevada------------------------New Nampshire---------------------New Jersey-----------------------new Mesico ----------------------New York -----------------------North Carolina ---------------------North Dakota----------------------Ohio--------------------------Oklahoma -----------------------Oregon-------------------------Pennsylvania----------------------Puerto Rico-----------------------Rhode Island----------------------South Carolina ---------------------South Dakota----------------------Tennessee -----------------------Texas-------------------------Utah--------------------------Vermnont------------------------Virginia-1-----------------------Virgin Islands----------------------Washington-----------------------West Virginia----------------------Wisconsin-----------------------Wyoming -------------------------

202,367, 721
475,739, 506
578, 605,159
236,563, 405
85,523,358
81,723,702
20,728,284
48,914, 773
14,375, 312
22,919,588
319,226, 743
26,430, 568
2,300,012,590
128,064,926
17,107,240
304,039, 666
130,489, 823
60,348, 446
541,715, 863
100,295, 173
62,670,144
57,816, 090
17,219, 663
91,956,776
391,551, 101
31,206,377
128,270, 197
32,481,113
2,230,788
111,971,163
31,396, 100
246,922,686
, 38,757

167, 623, 857
487
475,5S90,
517, 714, 852
233, 060,927
85, 280,747
74, 877,609
20, 469, 137
48,913, 663
12, 768, 631
22,688,641
298,170,739
26,843,219
2, 189, 537,657
124, 923, 599
17, 099,703
301, 170,881
130, 304,316
57,227,531
382,823, 483
69, 139, 492
58, 715, 252
57, 816,090
16, 581, 149
91,622,078
389,521,802
30, 956, 874
28,270, 197
129, 748, 548
1,404,777
128,769,896
30,091, 33S
246,922, 686
4,367,330

10,976, 612
86,140, 208
1,941,511
-191, 597
84,390,294
235, 137,619.---------3, 649
-2,692,884
237, 834, 152
--------063
091,
268,
954
8,
219,
-445
259,871, 554
53,828,221
134, 224, 337
457, 018
-3, 533
133,770,852
68, 373, 404.--------2, 376
-358, 803
68,729, 831
44,924,974.--------4,367
-71, 645
44,992,253
-- 3,666
13,470, 097
-6, 000
-67, 674
13, 543,771
6,137,411
27, 455, 793
-866, 546
28, 322,339 ---------1,812, 073
6,
384,314
6, 384, 314 ------------------10,271
14,001,334
-71, 425
-5, 542
14,078, 301
365---------969,
153,
493
6,418,
-2,221,648
149, 772, 520
19,368,525 --------25,682
19,342,843 ---------487,360,731
1,151,802,237
56,808,749
-1,727,217
1,096,720,705
5,826,080
97, 125,450
9,517,840
87,607, 610 ---------701,483
11,545,529
-337,931
-112,032
11,995,492
163, 655, 023.--------2,560,851
-303, 293
161,397, 465
86,
646,759.---------2,122, 302
88,769,061 ---------31,419
35, 338,517
1,190,780
-4,912
34,152,640
261,327,644 --------50,174,516
-145,590
211, 298, 718
29,246,550
27, 507, 835
27, 507, 835 ------------------34,881,075---------2,153,160
-24,685
32, 732, 600
43,751,04-------. --374,031
43, 377, 013 ---------11,648,256 --------11,648,256 -------------------K
66,023,867
-200, 570
66, 224, 437----------247,943,990 -74,064
248,018,054 ----------375,062
21,531,860
-109, 631
-12, 841
21,654,332
18,719,360---------236,768
-401
1,8,053
85,621329---------175
79, 89,145,722,
13586
-702,---388
702,388-------------987, 261.---------42 16-67,--I-----68,469,36
22,
105,670----------17,478----------22, 123, 148
148, 374, 045.------30,672
148,404,717 ---------766,235
2,686,216
16,641
2, 669, 575-----------

o

co
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STATE AND LOCAL ADMINISTRATION FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE-FISCAL YEAR 1974
fAmounts In dollarsl
Total payments
computable for
Federal funding

State
Total ......--

----...-.-.-.--.-.-.-.

S

$431, 908,765

Alabama- ....
....
......
Alaska
.-----------------------Arizona ----------------------------------------------.....
Arkansas
California -------------------------------------------Colorado ---------------------Connecticut ---------------------------------------- Delaware ----------------------FDistrict ofColumbia
Florida Georgia ---------------------------------------------Guam -,----21,
Hawaii ---------------Idaho.
.-------------.
Illinois-- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - Indiana -----------------------Iowa-----------------------------------------Kentucky-----------------------K-------------.
Y
t
---------------------------LouisianaMaine -1,479,717
Marylandses------------------...
MassachusettMichigan---------------------------------------------

4, 532, 612
488,019

Missi-i
-4,614,
Mssour-2,207,101
Montana NebraskaNevada-1,~~~~~~~~~~--New Hampshire-1--515,894
New Jersey-1
,
New Mexico--------------------2,012,
New York ----------------------North Carolina ----------North Dakota--------------------Ohio
Oklahoma Oregon
.------------------------------------Pennsylvania---------------------Puerto Rico Rhode Island---------------------South Carolina ------South Dakota -1,116,251
Tennessee -3,757,167
Texas------------------------Utah -1,
Vermont -.
Virginia -------Virgin Islands Washinotono
. . .-----------------West Virginia Wisconsin -7,
Wyoming .....
.

1.. .. 867
..
89,272 488
4,356,618
4,609,136
650, 956
4,423, 447
6,108,525
4,369,179
952
1--I,
579, 346
2 578,406
22, 725, 791
5583,974
3,455,573
3,850, 584
3 984 603
2,833, 821
9, 386, 479
16,921,272
22, 560, 613
096
1,266, 222
3 071,557
305,985
2,459,821
550
78,761, 987
6,552,640
,2
11,609,422
5, 361,393
4,292,409
15, 285,631
5,056,999
2, 031,715
1, 704,396
17, 141,374
846, 075
1, 371,204
7,842,178
274, 473
7, 445,073
1,293,°377
385, 943
260, 570

Total Federal
share
$236, 148,113

Total payments
from local funds
$24,492 141

2,658,026
256,096
i,314,
895, 147
46,636,244
4,432,643
134, 570
2,503, 090
329, 280 --------2,237,992
2,-185,455
3,277,714
2,421,396 ----- ----- ----10,976
87$ 944 -------------331,921
.
12,238,791 - - - - - - - - 2898,102
112,131
1,839,722
i-. 2,025, 046
161[099
2,214, 620
1,642, 821
28
891,118
5,062, 950 --------8,873, 254
11,896,576
2,447,023

1,228, 902

799, 264
1,650, 885
710,935--------845 814 ----7,233,010
1,180,125 -------42, 149,534
17,175,033
3,377, 899
614,711
583,192
154,354
6,086,015
240,529
2,985, 854
2,578,178
15-i83
9, 534,935
15,907
2, 492,162
1,158,429 --------965, 270
598, 598
1,945,110
i2,2ii
12,059, 291
1,1
1,087, 417
766, 832 -----4,253, 234
159,816
4,323,158 --------779, 132--3,809,187
186,407
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EXHIBIT E
BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN AND MEDICAID
1971
200

831,800

1,974, 538
2 823, 960
516

2.405, 600
1,874, 400
378, 318

5,210,014

4,658,318

4,889, 747
5,061, 385

5,013, 238
3,854, 916

132

8,868,154

$45, 345, 262
230, 730

552,236, 982
14,648,681

Medicald eligibles December31 -732,
Claims receipts:
Medical Drugs----------------Medicare/medicaid combined -411,
Total -----------------------------Pa id services 1:
Medical-Drugs --------------------------------------Total -9,951,
Benefits paid:
Medical-Drugs -19,
Total -64,
Program savings:
Prepayment screensCustomary and prevailing charge reductionsPost payment auditTotal savingsAdministrative costs:
Total administrativeBenefit cost/service -6.49
Administrative cost/paid service-.

575,992

66,885,663

4,517,883
3, 700, 000
1,037,668

5,009, 365
6,249, 000
3 179,988

9,255, 551

11,438,353

3797 434

3 253 642
7. 82
.37

38

I A service is a procedure performed by the provider. A claim could contain
X Post payment audit function was turned over to the State May 1, 1972.

1972

several services.

EXHIBIT F
OF MICHIGAN MEDICAID STATISTICS
BLUE CROSS
1971
Claims receipts:
Inpatient -----------------------------Outpatient -543,
Home health -.Total---------------------------------Paid cases:
Inpatient -158,025
Outpatient -----------------------------Home health-

226,456
017
5,648

257,612
717, 738
5,905

775,121

981,255

"4 308
4,608

172,382
571,382
5,479
749,243

Total -606,941
Benefits paid:
Inpatient---Outpatient-9,
Home healthTotal -112,
Program savings (medical review):
Inpatient -1,310,172
-180,
Oumiatlent
Amnsrative costs:
Unaudited coas -Coot per invoice received -1.81
Percent of benefit dollars -1.25

1972

-----------------------------------

102,493, 546
178, 933
344, 302

$130, 460, 369
13,859, 685
404,922

016,781

144,724,976

344

4,228, 290
213, 772

1404 490

1 Includes 710 rejected psychiatric claims at Wayne County General amounting to $2,559,444.

1 863 563
1.90
1.29
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EXHIBIT G
MEDICAID AND MIcHIGAN BLUE SHIELD: POSTPAYMENT AUDITS

In addition to payment controls, routine followup or postpayment audits of
provider records on site are necessary to assure that adequate measures have
been taken to avoid unnecessary payments.
These audits are the responsibility of the 58-member service review department. Personnel includes senior service analysts who investigate cases of major
importance, analysts who perform routine audits and conclude cases of a less
serious nature, and clerical and research people. One fulltime consulting physician is available to accompany field personnel on investigative trips.
Activities conducted by service review in 1971:
-1,615 routine audits of hospitals, extended care facilities, pharmacies, ambulance companies, laboratories, chiropractors, and clinics.
-328 special studies were done with providers that had unusually large or
significantly changed Incomes, including 96 providers whose incomes exceed
$25,000.
-2,998 physicians and 78 chiropractors were reviewed during the course of
routine institutional audits.
-3,130 formal audits were conducted, with 2,005 cases closed; 1,374 cases
showed no basis for further investigation; 1,621 indicated grounds for recovering payments.
-Recoveries of medicaid money totaled $1,037,668.89; $873,233 of that amount
came from one hospital which had billed the program incorrectly.
The principal techniques used by the service review department in postpayment screening of claims include the following:
Audits.-Random samples of claims paid to individual providers of a cross
section of services are scanned routinely. This is a proven casefinding technique
which enables analysts to detect incorrect billing and reporting.
Inve8tigation.-Analysts investigate complaints from medicaid recipients and
cases referred from other Blue Shield and/or Blue Cross departments.
Utilization Proflle&.-Patient and physician profiles reveal patterns of practice for individual providers. Profiles may be used for comparing one physician
with others in the same specialty and geographical area. They are essential
for special studies of irregular billing.
Special Studie8.- Service analysts periodically review claims of providers
who (a) appear to have excessively high incomes, (b) have substantially increased their Incomes over the previous year, or (c) seem to show high utilization of relatively few procedures codes.
Phy8ician Review.-Because of the vast number of private office practices
In Michigan, the routine office audit is impractical as a postpayment review
procedure. Blue Shield therefore reviews physician's billing and reporting
activities at the same time It audits institutions with which they are associated. Core element of the review process is computer screening on the basis
of income, frequency of utilization, and charge reporting in the Institutional
setting.
REvIEw OF ACTIVITIES, 1972-73

EXHIBIT H

ROUTINE ACTIVITY

Throughout the 16 months since the last Blue Cross report on medicaid, the
Intermediary functions described In the introduction were continued as usual.
Itemized descriptions of these activities may be found in previous reports; following are synoptic summaries.
The processing of bills involved counting and sorting, computer coding, edit
review for eligibility, and final review to prevent duplicate payments. Vouchers
were then prepared for each provider, and appropriated fund requests were
sent to MDSS.
The computer edit program automatically pulled bills for investigation when
eligibility files did not correspond to data submitted by the provider. This
additional review procedure reduced the number of returned bills and facilitated cash flow to providers.
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Average processing time was steadily reduced, and at the time of phase-out
stood at 10 calendar days for valid claims.
Medical review was performed by registered nurses in the Blue Cross Medical
Department, with occasional guidance on questionable cases from physician
case consultants. This surveillance of bills was based on medical analysis, comparison of diagnosis, ancillary charges, age of patient, and length of stay.
As noted in the statistical section, savings to the State through this procedure were very significant in 1972-an all-time high of $4,228,290. In addition
to serving as a deterrent to overutilization, the medical review process is an
incentive to providers to closely examine bills (before submission) for any inappropriate charges.
The provider relations area continued to provide on-site servicing through
representatives, who visited medicaid providers on a scheduled basis.
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Appendix 6
LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM PAUL M. ALLEN;* TO
VAL HALAMANDARIS, ASSOCIATE COUNSEL, SENATE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING, DATED MAY 5, 1976
DEAB MR. HALAMANDAaIs: Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the
November 20, 1975, statement prepared by Michigan Blue Cross and Blue Shield
regarding my testimony of September 26, 1975, on Michigan's program to deter
abuse and fraud in the medical assistance program.
The controversy over the relative efficiencies of public sector versus private
sector program management is ongoing. In many cases, the comparison and the
conclusion to be drawn is not easy to objectively quantify. However, we feel that
in Michigan's case it is possible to demonstrate relative cost effectiveness.
Administrative costs as applied to the medical assistance program encompass
all costs involved in operating and managing the program, At issue in the current controversy are those costs attributable to fiscal intermediary functions.
Fiscal intermediary functions, as we knew them in our previous relationship
with Blue Cross and Blue Shield, are those involving the actual processing and
payment of bills received for services rendered under the program. Other costs
are incurred by the State in addition to fiscal intermediary costs regardless of
who performs the fiscal intermediary function. Among these costs are those incurred for eligibility determinajtion, long-term care evaluation, utilization review, rate setting, policy, and planning and regulatory functions.
If a comparison is to be made, therefore, between the performance of Blue
Cross/Blue Shield and the State, it must be between those functions previously
performed by Blue Cross/Blue Shield and those similar functions as now performed by the State. When total administrative costs are broken down on this
basis and projected for the full fiscal year (July 1, 1976 through June 30, 1976),
costs for functions directly comparable to those previously performed by Blue
Cross/Blue Shield total $0.26 per claim processed. (See attached cost analysis.)
This equates to slightly less than 1.1 percent of total benefit payments for this
fiscal year. A similar cost ratio was evident in fiscal year 1975. Projections for
fiscal year 1977, again for comparable functions, indicate total expenditures for
this portion of administration of $9.5 million against estimated benefit payments
of $835 million, a ratio of 1.14 percent. These current ratios compare to administrative costs Incurred by Blue Cross/Blue Shield In 1971, as reported by them
in their statement, of 2.95 percent of benefit payments. Further, I understand
their current ratio for private business approximates 5 percent of benefit
payments.
At this point, I would like to mention that the fiscal intermediary functions
for the Medi-Cal program In California (California's medicaid program) are
performed under contract by California Blue Cross/Blue Shield at a cost of
$0.91 per claim processed. This Is comparable to the per claim cost or $0.26 discussed above. This $0.91 per claim Is exclusive of additional administrative costs
Incurred by the State of California for non-Blue Cross/Blue Shield functions Involving approximately 575 State employees.
I would also like to comment on the data presented by Blue Cross/Blue Shield
In their statement which purports to represent administrative costs Incurred
by the State. As indicated, the comparisons made throughout this section are confused by costs for Blue Cross/Blue Shield comparable functions and those costs
incurred by the State regardless of who performs the fiscal agent functions.
There are, however, additional misunderstandings of these data which further
distort the comparison.
Item 1 compares appropriated costs for two administrative appropriation
units to appropriated amounts for benefit payments. The administrative costs
presented here do not represent total costs and include some non-Blue Cross/
Blue Shield functions. More importantly, however, these figures do not
represent final expenditures for the period Indicated. Administrative costs
actually expended for the two appropriation units cited, for example, totaled
$7.5 million compared to an appropriated $8.7 million whereas total benefit
payments, including supplemental appropriations, were $615.9 million, rather
thAn the $588.9 million cited.
Items 2 and 3, once again, involve costs In addition to an Intermediary's
comparable functions. Item 3, In particular, Includes costs for eligibility
determination Including a component of operations of the department's
county offices. As such, these ongoing costs have no relationship to who is the
medicaid intermediary.
*See statement, p. 9.
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The costs cited by the State Include those identifiable functions performed by
State agencies other than the department of social services. Cost data have in
the past been subjected to review by the State auditor general and were found
to be substantially accurate.
When comparability of functions is carefully considered to avoid confusion
over the various costs involved in administering the State's medicaid program,
we stand on the record that the State has markedly reduced costs and increased
operating efficiencies.
When all factors are considered and fully understood and costs properly compared, my statement that the State's administrative costs are only slightly more
than 1 percent of benefit payments is fully supported, and fully documentable.
The portion of my testimony on Michigan's programs to curb program abuse
and fraud dealt primarily with the investigative unit of the bureau of medical
assistance. This unit and the systems and procedures utilized by it were developed
independently of those utilized by Blue Cross/Blue Shield. The emphasis in this
particular unit is on intensive field investigation of providers selected on the
basis of deviations from-established norms as determined by a quarterly review
of billings submitted by all providers.
Through this review system, providers exhibiting unusual patterns of treatment and/or billing are referred for further analysis and investigation. This
allows the State to concentrate its efforts on those cases which appear to most
likely represent abuse or which offer the most potential for return to the State.
The Blue Cross/Blue Shield audit program, on the other hand, was a routine
without cause review of providers which, because of its random nature, produced
little results. In illustration of this fact, Blue Shield, in 1971, with a staff of 58,
recovered slightly over $1 million. An interesting point here (all figures are from
Blue Shield's 1971 annual report) is that $873,000 of this total was recovered as
a result of billing errors by one hospital, meaning the balance, or some $164,000
was recovered from all other Michigan noninstitutional providers (Blue Shield
at that time paid for services by noninstitutional providers). This relatively
small recovery, as the result of over 3,000 audits conducted by 58 persons, casts
serious doubt on the cost effectiveness of Blue Shield's audit program.
In contrast, the State's medicaid investigation unit, working with a staff of
20, in fiscal year 1974-75, made actual recoveries of $1.2 million and had additional investigations in progress with a projected recovery value of approximately $3 million.
These recoveries are made primarily from noninstitutional providers in the
case of both Blue Shield and the State. As such, comparisons of recoveries to
benefit payments should be made on that basis in both cases. (In fiscal year
1974-75, Institutional benefits exceeded $400 million.) It is a significant distortion of data to compare Blue Shield recoveries to payments to noninstitutional providers while comparing State recoveries to total expenditures.
The issue of prepayment controls is another area which is evidently misunderstood or which has been misinterpreted. Blue Cross/Blue Shield has construed the State's projected annual saving of $20 million (an inflated saving)
following implementation of a prepayment screening process for hospital bills,
to imply that the system, as presently operating does not incorporate a prepayment screening process. The present system does in fact include an extensive prepayment screening process involving 167 different edits or checks,
to which all claims processed are subjected during processing. The prepayment screen cited by Blue Cross/Blue Shield for hospital bills is an additional
edit involving length of stay criteria and savings anticipated from this edit
are in addition to those currently being accrued. Our total projected savings
for the current fiscal year for edits now operating are $39.2 million. This saving
does not reflect billing reductions where amounts billed exceed screens.
The administrative efficiency and effectiveness of the present Michigan medical assistance program is amply demonstrated by its performance. The line has
been held on administrative costs in a period of high inflation, rapidly expanding benefits, and of increasing administrative responsibilities. The program has
been subject to review by representatives of both the State and Federal governments, has passed them all with high marks, and has been cited as a national
model in many areas.
I concur with Michigan Blue Cross/Blue Shield's suggestion that administrative costs and savings need to be more precisely defined in any effort to com-
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pare past and present management, and have attempted to do that in the
above discussion. If there are any further questions, or documentation required,
I would be pleased to respond. We are looking forward to your visit.
Sincerely,
PAuL M. ALLEN.
(Enclosure]

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OFSOCIAL SERVICES-MEDICAID CLAIMS COST BY FUNCTION FORFISCAL YEAR 1975-76

FTE

Item
(thousands)

A. Paper processing:
Document control -30.0
70.0
Pended claims (MDSS)
Pended claims (MDP--)
9.0
Technical services (cod.) -30.0
Keytape-45.0
OCR
6.0
Hardware.
------------------------------------------------EDP operations -----------------------------------36.0
Treasury Department 500,000 warrants per year at $0.04
Total ----------.------------------------------------B. Claims direct services:
Provider and reciplent services-----------------------CARS (excluding C.S.&A. for MCF s and CCU-s
.17.0
-Investigation unit (excluding SNF's, lCFs, and HFAu )
3d-party liability (75 percent B/S-25 percent B/C)Systems development (Bu M I S).
Utilization review (MDPH-SO
percent)
Invoice processing administration-2.0
IIFM ad-misistratron
Total--

-

$1,502
784
152
388
325

$0.0484
.0252
.0049
.0125
.0104

1,180
468
20

.0380
.0150
.0006

84

.0027

226.0

4,903

.1577

35.0

2.0

436
310
506
353
447
583
42
35

.0140
.0100
.0163
.0113
.0144
.0188
.0013
.0011

180.0

2,712

.0872

33. 0
30.0
28. 0
33.0

-

Cost per claim

C. Claims indirect overhead:
Personnel division (MDSS).-Accounting operations (MDSS)
Business services division (MOSS) .-Total. ----------------------------------------------------

20
44
57

.0007
.0014
.0018

121

.0039

D. Administration: Medical assistance bureau director and management
analysis, subtotal
.-.

18.0

283

.0091

Sum of A B, C,and D(this value comparable to Blue Cross/Blue
Shield functions).

424.0

8,019

.2579
.

E. Additional MDSS/MDPH costs (non-BC/BS functions):
Exception unit (MA) -8.0
Common audit (Blue Cross) .
Bureau of chief and staff (MDPH) -6.0
Policy and planning (MDSS) -23.0
Policy and planning (MDPH)
Utilizaton
PH-5
Nview
percent)-CARS(MCF's and CCU's)-.
Regulation and review (SNF's CF's HFA's)
Investigation unit (SNF a,ICF HFA-s)PT and OT prior authorization (MDPH) .........................-.
Dental prior authorization (MOPH)- .33.0
Nursing home rate setting (MDPH)
Subtotal.--

-

Grand total claims processing costs (sum of A, B, C,D, and E)
F. Other public health title 19costs/nonclaims processing:
Medical review and nursing home evaluation -11.
EPSDT -25.0
Maternal Infant care.
Medical care and treatment crippled children
Delineation and scope of services.
Licensing and certification
--Utilization review (hospital plans)
Concurrent review
Total nonclaims processing cost.

179
264
150
646
5.0
134
33.0
583
17............................
0
310
75
6.0
2.0
30
102
7.0
735
20.0
371

.0057
.0085
.0048
.0208
.0043
.0188
.0100
.0024
.0009
.0032
.0237
.0119

160.0

3,579

.1150

11,598

.3729

.
0

7.5

520
4,666
53514
51
946
106
147

.

.

7,003
------7 003.---.
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CLAIMS PROCESSING COSTS, FISCAL YEAR 1975-76
Total
°
504,000)
579,000

-8,019,000
Blue Cross/Blue Shield comparable InsDP costs Included -(2,
Added MDSS/MDPH fns -3,

Cost per claim
0.2579
' (.0805)
.1150
.3729

Total -11,598,000
'31 percent.
NOTES
A Based on 31000 000 claims fiscal year 1975-1976.
B. Costs projected from expenditures through February 1976 plus estimated
encumbrances.
C. MDPH costs left at budgeted level. This overstates BC/BS fns. only slightly (only 2.3
cents Included fm DPH there) but increase non-BC/BS substantially more.

0

